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Title: Catalogue of the Turnbull Library prints reproduced in colour from original paintings in the collections, and other publications from the Alexander Turnbull Library and the Friends of the Turnbull Library.

Author: Alexander Turnbull Library.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Alexander Turnbull Library], [1983?]

Physical Details: 50 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm

Subject: Alexander Turnbull Library Catalogs.

Dewey: 016.76993

OCLC Number: 992427620

Title: Ex libris : regarding three libraries / photographs by Sam Hartnett ; edited by Lucy Treep & Anna Miles.

ISBN: 0994149166 paperback

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : Objectspace, [2018]

Physical Details: 92 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 29 cm


Summary: "The Ex Libris exhibition and publication celebrate three specialist University of Auckland libraries designed as purpose-built learning environments to support education and scholarship in the creative arts. In June 2018 the University of Auckland Vice-Chancellor announced that these libraries would close and their collections would be consolidated within the General Library on Alfred Street. In this process, 45 full-time library staff will lose their jobs. The Elam School of Fine Arts, The School of Architecture & Planning and the School of Music & Dance will lose architecturally-designed libraries adjacent to their teaching spaces. Photographer, Samuel Hartnett was approached to make a record of the three libraries. Ex Libris: Regarding Three Libraries, the publication that accompanies his exhibition reflects these places of "eureka discoveries and infinite possibilities," including a history of each library, record of the specialist librarians who have tended them, and the action by current students in response to the imminent loss of these spaces. The contributors are Sait Akkirman, Rachel Ashby, Kathryn Aucamp, Sebastian Clarke, Warren Drake, Elena Lochore-Ward, Anna Miles, Victoria Passau, Nova Paul, Tim Sumner, Lucy Treep, Brian Flaherty, Raukura Turei, Stephen Turner, Linda Tyler and Jane Wild."--Objectspace website (accessed 7/12/2018).

Subject: Academic libraries Social aspects New Zealand Auckland Exhibitions.
Art students Political activity New Zealand Auckland.
Exhibition catalogs. lcgft Libraries in art Exhibitions.
University of Auckland. Library Exhibitions.
University of Auckland. Library Reorganization.

Dewey: 027.79324

OCLC Number: 1080583784
Title  Good books make good citizens : 100 years of Reed publishing : National Library Gallery, Wellington, 10 August-10 November 2007.


Physical Details  13 pages : illustrations (chiefly color) ; 21 cm

Subject  Book industries and trade New Zealand Exhibitions.
Booksellers and bookselling New Zealand History.
Publishers and publishing New Zealand History.
Reed Publishing (NZ) Ltd Exhibitions.
Reed Publishing (NZ) Ltd History.

Dewey  016.769993

OCLC Number  992200447

Title  Kiwi Records : the music, voices and sounds of New Zealand.

Publishing Details  Wellington : A.H. & A.W. Reed, [1973]

Physical Details  44 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm

Subject  New Zealand Audiotape catalogs.
New Zealand Compact disc catalogs.
Sound recordings New Zealand Catalogs.

Dewey  016.780993

OCLC Number  946738805

Title  Palmyproud.

Publishing Details  Palmerston North, New Zealand : Palmerston North City Council, [2018]-

Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Frequency  Quarterly

Publication Numbering  Began with issue 1 (Summer 2018)

Subject  Lifestyles New Zealand Palmerston North Periodicals.
Palmerston North (N.Z.) Social life and customs 21st century Periodicals.

Dewey  052.09935805
Title  Style : life, home, fashion.
ISSN  2624-4314
Publishing Details  Christchurch : Star Media,
Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 28-30 cm
Frequency  Monthly
Publication Numbering  Began with April 2016?
Subject  Canterbury (N.Z.) Periodicals.
  Fashion New Zealand Periodicals.
  Interior decoration New Zealand Periodicals.
  Lifestyles New Zealand Periodicals.
  Otago (N.Z.) Periodicals.
  Southland (N.Z.) Periodicals.
Dewey  052.0993705
OCLC Number  974819252

Title  Waikato news.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [New Zealand Herald]
Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 40 cm
Frequency  Semimonthly
Subject  New Zealand newspapers. local Nz
  Waikato (N.Z.) Newspapers
Dewey  079.933

Title  The courier : your community newspaper.
ISSN  2624-4500
Publishing Details  Timaru : Allied Press
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency  Weekly
Subject  Canterbury (N.Z.)
  New Zealand newspapers. local Nz
Dewey  079.938

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21322439580002836
Title  The ensign : your newspaper since 1878.
ISSN  2624-4519
Publishing Details  [Gore] : [Allied Press]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency  Semi-weekly
Subject  New Zealand newspapers. local Nz
Dewey  079.93
                    https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21322438980002836
Title: Abuse stepping-stones 101 / Carole Jordan.
Author: Jordan, Carole, 1961- author.
ISBN: 9780473458140 paperback
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Carole Jordan], [2018]
©2018
Physical Details: 221 pages ; 21 cm
Subject: Inspiration Quotations, maxims, etc.
Quotations, English.
Self-actualization (Psychology) Quotations, maxims, etc.
Wisdom Quotations, maxims, etc.
Dewey: 158.1

Title: Beautiful Ashes / Natasha Whitewood.
Author: Whitewood, Natasha, author.
ISBN: 9780473477622 print
©2019
Physical Details: 183 pages ; 19 cm
Subject: Self-actualization (Psychology)
Self-esteem.
Dewey: 158.1

Title: Choosing to flourish : living ordinary extra ordinarily well : exploring the book of truth / Kathy Woollett.
Author: Woollett, Kathy, 1959- author.
ISBN: 9780473477325 print
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : Kathy Woollett, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details: 135 pages ; 21 cm
Subject: Christian life.
Free will and determinism.
Self-help publications. lcgft
Thought and thinking.
Dewey: 158.1
Title  Kaiparahuarahi : celebrating trailblazers : 20 years of youth workers exploring ethics in Aotearoa : a collection of reflections.

ISSN  2537-8422

Publishing Details  Wellington, Aotearoa, New Zealand : Ara Taiohi Inc., [2017]-

Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Frequency  Semiannual

Publication Numbering  Began with volume 1, number 1 (May 2017).

Subject  Ara Taiohi (Organisation) Periodicals.
          Social work with youth New Zealand Periodicals.
          Youth workers Moral and ethical aspects New Zealand Periodicals.

Dewey  174.93627099305

Title  Me, myself, I : a discovery of why we are who we are, why we are responsible for all aspects of our life and how we can become aware of our need for change / by Sarah Armstrong.

Author  Armstrong, Sarah (Craniosacral therapy practitioner) author.

ISBN  9780473469986 pbk


Publishing Details  [Drury] : Sarah Armstrong, [2019]

Physical Details  196 pages ; 21 cm

Subject  Self-actualization (Psychology)

Dewey  158.1

Title  My new path / writing by Keith Quinn.

Author  Quinn, Keith (Author), author.

ISBN  9780473458607 paperback

Publishing Details  New Lynn, Waitākere : Literacy Waitākere, [2018]

Physical Details  15 pages : colour illustrations ; 21cm

Subject  New Zealand Social life and customs.
            Quinn, Keith (Author)
            Self-realization.

Dewey  155.2
Title  Resilience at work : practical tools for career success / Kathryn Jackson.
Author  Jackson, Kathryn, 1972- author.
ISBN  113830512X paperback
       1138305405 hardcover
       9780203729038 electronic book
       9781138305120 paperback
       9781138305403 hardcover
Physical Details  xi, 294 pages ; 25 cm
Summary  "Searching for a new job can be exhausting and unsuccessful applications can leave people feeling demoralised. This book presents a framework of resilience, based on the widely-renowned GROW coaching framework, that can be used as a coaching tool to support job searchers, but also provides job searchers with the tools to grow their own resilience during job searches and in the workplace. Including coaching exercises, self-coaching exercises, sound-bites of advice from successful job searchers and useful templates, this book is an essential read for both career coaches and clients" -- publisher.
Subject  Career development.
       Resilience (Personality trait)
       Work Psychological aspects.
Dewey  155.24
OCLC Number  1032289276

Title  Sexuality and gender : NZC Level 5 health education learning workbook / Karen Hedges and Jenny Robertson.
Author  Hedges, Karen (Teacher), author.
ISBN  1988548438 paperback
       9781988548432 paperback
Physical Details  x, 114 pages : colour illustrations ; 26 cm
Contents  Sex and sexuality -- Relationships -- Gender -- Summary, reflection and assessment -- Sample responses and answers.
Series  Learning workbook.
Subject  Health education (Secondary) Examinations Study guides.
       Health education (Secondary) New Zealand.
       Health education (Secondary) Problems, exercises, etc.
       Identity (Psychology) Study and teaching (Secondary)
       Interpersonal relations Study and teaching (Secondary)
       Sexual health Study and teaching (Secondary)
       Study guides. lcgft
Dewey  155.3076
OCLC Number  1086349512
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Simple ethical skills for use in a multicultural society / by Gwen S. Francis.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Francis, Gwen, 1924- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>1787104419&lt;br&gt;9781787104419 hbk.&lt;br&gt;9781787104426 ebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>157 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>1080647300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title                  | The book of knowing : know how you think, change how you feel / Gwendoline Smith, AKA Doctor Know. |
| Author                | Smith, Gwendoline, author.                                                      |
| ISBN                  | 1988547105 paperback<br>9781988547107 paperback                                 |
| Publishing Details    | Auckland, New Zealand ; Crows Nest, NSW, Australia : Allen & Unwin, 2019.       |
| Physical Details      | 192 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm.                                              |
| Summary               | Learn to understand the way you think and you will be able to deal with many of life's difficult moments. This book can give you life's most essential skill: the ability to notice and manage your thoughts. This skill can fundamentally changed your present and your future. Written in an accessible and humorous style, this book teaches you to know what is going on in your mind and how to get your feelings under control. It'll help you adapt and feel better about your place in the world. Psychologist Gwendoline Smith uses her broad scientific knowledge and experience to explain in clear and simple language what's happening when you are feeling overwhelmed, anxious and confused. |
| Subject               | Emotion recognition. <br>Emotional intelligence. <br>Self-help publications. <br>Self-management (Psychology) <br>Success Psychological aspects. <br>Thought and thinking. |
| Dewey                 | 153.42                                                                         |
| OCLC Number           | 1086580582                                                                    |
Title 31 days being thankful for the little things: a guided journal / inspired by God; then illustrated by Tania Hassounia from drawerfullofgiants.com.

Author Hassounia, Tania, 1970- author.

ISBN 9780473442071 PDF
9780473442088 paperback

©2018

Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : illustrations ; 21 cm

Subject Christian life. Quotations, maxims, etc.
Diaries (Blank-books)
Gratitude. Religious aspects. Christianity. Quotations, maxims, etc.

Dewey 241.4

Title At.one.ment: the journey / Rhajasea Wynd.

Author Wynd, Rhajasea, author, artist.

ISBN 9780473469306 paperback


Physical Details 42 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm

Subject Spirituality.

Dewey 204

Title Brief word: a collection / Steven Whitwell.

Author Whitwell, Stephen, 1956- author.

ISBN 9780473467531 paperback

Publishing Details Tauranga, New Zealand : Good Words, [2019]
©2019

Physical Details 228 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm

Subject Bible. Devotional literature.
Christian life.
Devotional literature. Icgft

Dewey 242
Title  In search of an elusive God / Robin Boom.
Author  Boon, Robin, author.
ISBN  9780473472177 paperback
Publishing Details  [Whatawhata] : [Robin Boom], [2019]
                  ©2019
Physical Details  x, 192 pages ; 21 cm
Summary  "For me, the journey from hard-line Christian fundamentalism to more liberal theology has not
          been an easy process, as I have had to shed precisely held beliefs and understandings,
          which had shaped my worldview of life, the universe - and the God I had believed in. The
          journey has been and continues to be, a quest of discovery to find what is true and what is
          real. But truth is ultimately liberating. Even though my current understanding of these things
          will no doubt continue to be refined, I write this book for those who desperately want to find
          what is real and what is not. There are some who will fiercely disagree with, and take offence
          with some of the conclusions I have drawn. But I hope that this book will help many readers
          find answers to some of the big questions about life and that in their own journey, they too, will
          begin to understand the paradox of the divine hiddenness of an elusive
Subject  God.
          Liberalism (Religion).
          Religion and science.
          Religions.
          Theology.
Dewey  211.5

Title  Pressed : how to increase his anointing through our times of pressure : a forty day
       devotional for difficult seasons / Jim Shaw.
Author  Shaw, James, 1953- author.
ISBN  9780473456559 paperback
                  ©2017
Physical Details  106 pages ; 21 cm
Subject  Christians Prayers and devotions.
          Devotional literature. lcgft
Dewey  242.2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Proving God with numbers / Steven C. Moxham.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Moxham, Steven C., author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473473785 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473473792 EPUB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473473808 Kindle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>©2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>v, 82 pages ; 21 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>God Proof.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moxham, Steven C. Religion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Symbolism of numbers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>212.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>1099894946</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Rakhi / by Jill MacGregor.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>MacGregor, Jill, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780995119536 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>©2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>24 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Each year Hindus celebrate Raksha Bandhan, a festival celebrating the bond between brothers and sisters. Pal ties rakhi strings on her male cousins right wrists and prays for them and wishes long, happy and healthy life. They thank her and vow to look after her.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Hinduism Rituals Juvenile literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>294.536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Revival movements and preparations for them / by Dr Bahjat Batarseh (D.min, Th.D, D.D. Ph.Des, C.R.PS.).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Batarseh, Bahjat, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>97804734441708 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand : Christ New Creation International, [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>©2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>198 pages ; 23 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Revivals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spiritual formation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>269.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The handbook of student prayers / Arun Jacob.</td>
<td>Jacob, Arun, 1968- author.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  The lotus blooms in Aotearoa: celebrating ten years of the New Zealand Buddhist Council 2008-2018 / this booklet has been written and compiled by members of the Buddhist Council executive committee.

ISBN  9780473458829 print
      9780473458836 PDF

Physical Details  31 pages: colour illustrations; 30 cm
Subject  Buddhism New Zealand.
          New Zealand Buddhist Council.
Dewey  294.3650993

Title  The most gentle lady / by Mary E. Pulling.

Author  Pulling, Mary E. (Mary Etheldred), 1871-1951, author.

Physical Details  61 pages: illustration; 17 cm
Summary  Story of the Virgin Mary from the age of 15 through to the birth of Jesus.
Subject  Bible stories, English Luke Juvenile literature.
          Christian life Juvenile literature.
          Mary, Blessed Virgin, Saint Juvenile literature.
Dewey  232.91
OCLC Number  85023883
Title "Ngā taonga o Ngāti Kere" : taiapure proposal for Porangahau / prepared and submitted by the Porangahau Taiapure Steering Committee ; initiated by the Ngāti Kere Hapū.
Author Porangahau Taiapure Steering Committee, author.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, [1994?]
Physical Details 20 leaves, 1 unnumbered folded leaf : illustration ; 30 cm
Subject Fishery management New Zealand Porangahau.
Hī ika. reo
Kaitiakitanga. reo
Mahinga ika tūturu. reo
Ngāti Kere (New Zealand people) Fishing.
Taiapure. reo
Tūpuna. reo
Wahapū. reo
Whanake taiao. reo
Dewey 333.95608999442093469

Title The "why not?" of education : the Gardens School : Taha o te Rangi = On the Edge of the Horizon / written by Susannah Fowler.
Author Fowler, Susannah, author.
ISBN 9780473442804 hardback
Publishing Details Ngaruawahia, New Zealand : The Zoo Ltd., 2018.
Physical Details 76 pages : colour illustrations ; 31 cm
Subject Gardens School (Ngaruawahia, NZ)
Gardens School (Ngaruawahia, NZ) Pictorial works.
Dewey 372.0010993

Title AFFCO backgrounder, February 21, 1991 : the Company's position pre and post merger.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [AFFCO], [1991]
Physical Details 14 leaves : illustration ; 30 cm
Subject AFFCO New Zealand (Firm)
Meat industry and trade New Zealand North Island.
Dewey 338.76649209931
Title: Annette King: the authorised biography / by John Harvey & Brent Edwards; [foreword by Jacinda Ardern].

Author: Harvey, John, (John Rowland), author.

ISBN: 1988516374 paperback
9781988516370 paperback


Physical Details: 270 pages, 24 unnumbered pages of plates: illustrations (some colour), portraits (some colour); 24 cm

Summary: "Annette King is New Zealand's longest-serving women MP - 1984-2017, less three years in the wilderness from 1990-1993. In her 30 years in Parliament, she spent 15 in government (10 as a cabinet minister) and 15 in opposition. She is a former deputy leader of the Labour Party, and held a number of senior cabinet portfolios. This book takes a dual approach to her life and political career. Annette's career embraces a tumultuous time in New Zealand politics and Labour politics: Rogernomics and Lange's independent foreign policy; the 1990s and advent of MMP; the refinement of Rogernomics under Ruth Richardson etc; the rise and nearly fall of Helen Clark; the Clark government (where Annette served as Health, Food Safety, Police, Transport, Justice and Racing Minister); the subsequent 9 years of difficult and troubled opposition for Labour; and eventually the rise of Jacinda Ardern. Annette played pivotal roles in all these eras"--Publisher information.

Subject: Biographies. lcgft
King, Annette, 1947-
Legislators New Zealand Biography.
New Zealand Politics and government 1984-
Politicians New Zealand Biography.
Women legislators New Zealand Biography.
Women politicians New Zealand Biography.

Dewey: 324.2930092

OCLC Number: 1090525059

Title: Annual general meeting: Chairman's report: Pakatoa Island - 12/8/87 / D.W. Phillips, Chairman.

Author: Phillips, D. W. (Chairperson) (David W.), author.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand]: [Pacer Pacific Corporation Limited], [1987]

Physical Details: 7 unnumbered pages; 30 cm

Subject: Conference materials. lcgft
Pacer Pacific Corporation.

Dewey: 338.76100993
Title: Annual report : for the year to 30 June ... / New Zealand Law Society.
Author: New Zealand Law Society, author.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : New Zealand Law Society
Physical Details: volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.
Frequency: Annual
Subject: New Zealand Law Society Periodicals.
Dewey: 349.9305

Title: Annual review ... / Transpower.
Author: Transpower New Zealand Limited, author.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : Transpower
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Frequency: Annual
Subject: Electric power transmission New Zealand Periodicals.
Transpower New Zealand Limited Periodicals.
Dewey: 333.7932099305
Electronic Location: https://www.transpower.co.nz/resources
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21327072180002836

Title: Application to the Commerce Commission for authorisation of a restrictive trade practice in relation to the temporary closure of and option to purchase and thereafter close certain meat processing plants owned by Weddel New Zealand Limited (in receivership).
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Commerce Commission], [1994]
Physical Details: 1 volume (various pagings) : illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject: Meat industry and trade Economic aspects New Zealand.
Plant shutdowns New Zealand
Slaughtering and slaughter-houses New Zealand.
Weddell New Zealand.
Dewey: 338.766490290993

National Library of New Zealand
21
Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Bay of Plenty regional land transport plan 2018 : summary.

Author Bay of Plenty (N.Z. : Region). Regional Transport Committee, author.

Publishing Details Whakatāne, New Zealand : Bay of Plenty Regional Council Toi Moana, [2018]

Physical Details 15 pages ; 30 cm

Subject Transportation New Zealand Plenty, Bay of (Bay)
Transportation and state New Zealand Plenty, Bay of (Bay)

Dewey 388.099342

Better work together : how the power of community can transform your business / producing authors, Anthony Cabraal, Susan Basterfield.

ISBN 9780473460365 paperback


Physical Details 289 pages : colour illustrations ; 23 cm

Contents More people working on stuff that matters / Joshua Vial -- Evolving Enspiral / Alanna Irving -- A radically good livelihood / Susan Basterfield -- Welcome to the age of participation / Francesca Pick -- Saying yes to purpose / Sandra Chemin -- All things being equal : when community is the business / Anthony Cabraal -- The Open Startup / Anthony Cabraal -- Blueprints / Anthony Cabraal -- handbook.enspiral.com / Anthony Cabraal -- Collective reflections / Gina Rembe-Stevens -- How to grow distributed leadership / Alanna Irving -- Breaking bread / Doris Zurr, Lucy Carver -- We can't get 'there' from 'here' : the ceremony of meeting / Billy Matheson -- Doing what we can only do together / Susan Basterfield -- Full Circle Leadership / Alanna Irving -- Patterns of decentralised organising / Richard D. Bartlett -- 5 threads that weave strong community fabric / Anthony Cabraal -- Unfolding purpose : A five-step journey / Sandra Chemin, Sandra Otto -- Sharing power, money, and information / Alanna Irving -- Coffee, beer, and pizza / Anthony Cabraal -- This thing called Enspiral: Holding a collective story / Nick Laurence -- Finding the stuff that matters / Chelsea Robinson -- Out beyond consensus there's a field: I'll meet you there / Richard D. Bartlett -- Start with I / Kate Beecroft -- 21st century leadership / Silvia Zuur -- In service of change / Damian Sligo-Green -- Where to from here? / Charley Davenport, Lucas Tauil de Freitas, Phoebe Tickell, John Gieryn -- Our buzzwords: Unpacked / Susan Basterfield, Anthony Cabraal, Hannah Smith -- It takes a village / Susan Basterfield, Anthony Cabraal.

Summary "The future of working together has arrived. A radically different workplace is possible. We can build organisations that change lives, and grow resilient, committed, self-managing teams. If you are curious about how the power of community can transform the way business works, and has the potential to change the world, this book is for you"--Back cover.

Subject Communities.
Creative thinking.
Entrepreneurship.
Leadership Moral and ethical aspects.
Leadership Social aspects.
Organizational change.
Relationship marketing.
Teams in the workplace Training of.

Dewey 388.04

OCLC Number 1088506213
Title  Brierley Investments Limited.

Publishing Details  [Sydney?] : Ord Minnett Limited, [1985]

Physical Details  39 pages : illustration ; 30 cm

Subject  Brierley Investments Limited.

Dewey  332.6

Title  Bryan & Bobby. Series 2 [videorecording] : everything your child needs to know to keep safe in our community.


Physical Details  2 DVDs (approximately 300 min.) : sound, color ; 4 3/4 in.


Summary  Constable Bryan Ward and his furry friend Bobby presents 30, ten minute programmes which look at how you can keep yourself, friends and family safe at home, at school and in your community.

Subject  Aquatic sports Safety measures Juvenile films.

Children's accidents Prevention Juvenile films.

Crime prevention Juvenile films.

Educational television programs. lcgft

Internet Safety measures Juvenile films.

Nonfiction television programs. lcgft

Safety education New Zealand Juvenile films.

Traffic safety Juvenile films.

Dewey  363.10993

OCLC Number  724056818

Title  CaDDANZ brief.

ISSN  2537-8805

Publishing Details  [Hamilton, New Zealand] : CaDDANZ, 2019-

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Frequency  Irregular

Publication Numbering  Began with no. 1.

Subject  Cultural pluralism New Zealand.

New Zealand Emigration and immigration.

New Zealand Social conditions.

Dewey  305.800993

Celebrating Matariki / by Jill MacGregor.

In New Zealand, Matariki is a time to remember ancestors and traditions of long ago. Maori iwi celebrate Matariki in different ways at different times. Tamarau and his friends share some ideas and activities for celebrating Matariki.

Audience
Junior, primary.

Subject
Ako. reo
Kai. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs Juvenile literature.
Matariki (Tātai whetū). reo
Mātauranga. reo
New Year New Zealand Juvenile literature.
New Zealand Social life and customs Juvenile literature.

Celebrating women of the Stratford District : 25 years of female Citizen's Award recipients : stories from the Stratford Community / compiled by Gloria Webby.

The Stratford District Council Citizens Awards recognise citizens of the district who have, through personal leadership, inspiration, or devotion to a cause or causes, made a significant and positive contribution to the well-being of the district and its citizens. Since the establishment of the Awards in 1991 forty-three Stratford women have been recipients. These profiles tell the stories of some of those women--Page (1).

Subject
Stratford District (N.Z.). District Council Awards.
Women New Zealand Stratford District.
Women civic leaders New Zealand Stratford District.
Title  Chase Corporation Limited.
Physical Details  12 leaves ; 30 cm
Subject  Chase Corporation Finance.
Dewey  332.63240993

Title  Collaboration + innovation = better services.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Te Tari Taiwhenua Internal Affairs, [2019]
Physical Details  1 folded sheet ; 21 cm
Subject  Administrative agencies Technological innovations New Zealand.
  Information technology Government policy New Zealand.
  Interagency coordination New Zealand.
  Internet in public administration New Zealand.
Dewey  351.02854678

Title  Community and home based services for older people in 8 areas : a report for the New Zealand Council of Christian Social Services and Age Concern NZ / by Avery Jack.
Author  Jack, Avery author.
Physical Details  91 pages, 28 unnumbered leaves : maps ; 30 cm
Subject  Older people Services for New Zealand.
Dewey  362.630993

Title  Company profile / Luxoil NL.
Author  Luxoil No Liability, author.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Luxoil NL, [1985?]
Physical Details  48 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Luxoil No Liability Finance.
Dewey  338.76220993
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Connections : a quarterly magazine for Nelson Marlborough Health staff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>362.1109937505</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Constitution and rules / the Auckland Metropolitan Council.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Auckland (N.Z.). Metropolitan Council, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : [Auckland Metropolitan Council], [195-?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>3 leaves ; 34 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>342.932023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>959309986</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Cook Islands 1987 / presented by J. Bond.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Bond, J. (Jillian), author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Christchurch?] : [New Zealand Girl Guides Association?], [1987]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 volume (various pagings) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Report to the New Zealand Girl Guides Association detailing the author's visit to the Pacific Young Leaders Training, Trainers Refresher Course, Annual Camp and her outer islands visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Girl Guide leaders Cook Islands. Girl Guides Cook Islands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>369.463099623</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Coping with dying : the loss of a loved one / George Seber.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Seber, G. A. F. (George Arthur Frederick), 1938- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780995111776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Auckland : DayStar Books Ltd, 2019. ©2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>45 pages ; 21 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Bereavement Psychological aspects. Death Social aspects. Deprivation (Psychology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>306.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Counting the days : a resourceful approach to dying / Carrie Dean.
Author  Dean, Carrie, author.
ISBN  9780473468309 paperback
       9780648053217 paperback
Publishing Details  Applecross, Western Australia : New Image Publishing, [2017]
                  ©2017
Physical Details  31 pages ; 18 cm
Subject  Caregivers.
          Death Psychological aspects.
          Death Social aspects.
          Terminal care.
          Terminally ill.
Dewey  306.9

Title  Eel management plan : covering the North Canterbury and South Marlborough Region, New Zealand : June 1999 onwards / prepared by: North Canterbury/South Marlborough Eel Management Committee ; for the: Te Waka a Māui me ōna Toka Mahi Tuna.
Author  North Canterbury/South Marlborough Eel Management Committee, author.
Publishing Details  [Wellington?] : [Te Waka a Māui me ōna Toka Mahi Tuna], [1999?]
Physical Details  x, 141, iii pages ; 30 cm
Subject  Eel fisheries New Zealand South Island Management.
          Eels Conservation New Zealand South Island.
          Hī ika. reo
          Kaitiakitanga. reo
          Kaupapa. reo
          Kāi Tahu (New Zealand people) Fishing New Zealand South Island.
          Mahinga ika tūturu. reo
          Maori (New Zealand people) Fishing New Zealand South Island.
          Tuna. reo
          Whenua. reo
Dewey  333.95643209937
Title: Farming & labour in New Zealand / compiled by Sir Westby Brook Perceval.
Edition: [Rev. ed.].
Publishing Details: [London] : [Agent General for New Zealand], [1896]
Physical Details: vii, 71 pages, [1] folded leaf of map ; 22 cm
Subject: Agriculture Economic aspects New Zealand.
Agriculture New Zealand.
New Zealand Economic conditions 19th century.
Dewey: 338.10993
OCLC Number: 216516987

Title: Fire at Taratoa Street / New Zealand Fire Service ; Māori translation by Peter Taite Stokes, Ngaiterangi.
Publishing Details: [Auckland?] : New Zealand Fire Service, [1998?]
Physical Details: 1 videocassette (approximately 9 min) : sound, colour ; 1/2 in.
Language: Sound track in Māori.
Summary: A house fire in Auckland provides the scene for fire safety education. Indicates which materials in furnishings are particularly dangerous and how quickly fires spread and where dangerous fumes will occur. Safety features such as smoke alarms and child proof matches are emphasised.
Subject: Dwellings Fires and fire prevention New Zealand.
Educational films. lcgt
Fire alarms.
Fire prevention New Zealand.
Haumaru ahi. reo
Nonfiction films. lcgt
Ārai i te ahi. reo
Dewey: 363.3770993

Title: Fire at Taratoa Street / New Zealand Fire Service ; Samoan translation by Esitone Pauga.
Publishing Details: [Auckland?] : New Zealand Fire Service, [1998?]
Physical Details: 1 videocassette (approximately 9 min) : sound, colour ; 1/2 in.
Language: Sound track in Samoan.
Summary: A house fire in Auckland provides the scene for fire safety education. Indicates which materials in furnishings are particularly dangerous and how quickly fires spread and where dangerous fumes will occur. Safety features such as smoke alarms and child proof matches are emphasised.
Subject: Dwellings Fires and fire prevention New Zealand.
Educational films. lcgt
Fire alarms.
Fire prevention New Zealand.
Nonfiction films. lcgt
Dewey: 363.3770993
Title  Fire at Taratoa Street / New Zealand Fire Service ; Tongan translation by Ilaiasi Moa and Rodney Mafileo.  
Physical Details 1 videocassette (approximately 9 min) : sound, colour ; 1/2 in.  
Language  Sound track in Tongan.  
Summary  A house fire in Auckland provides the scene for fire safety education. Indicates which materials in furnishings are particularly dangerous and how quickly fires spread and where dangerous fumes will occur. Safety features such as smoke alarms and child proof matches are emphasised.  
Subject  Dwellings Fires and fire prevention New Zealand.  
          Educational films. lcgft  
          Fire alarms.  
          Fire prevention New Zealand.  
          Nonfiction films. lcgft  
Dewey  363.3770993  

Title  Fire at Taratoa Street / New Zealand Fire Service ; produced by TVZoo.  
Physical Details 1 videocassette (approximately 9 min) : sound, colour ; 1/2 in.  
Summary  A house fire in Auckland provides the scene for fire safety education. Indicates which materials in furnishings are particularly dangerous and how quickly fires spread and where dangerous fumes will occur. Safety features such as smoke alarms and child proof matches are emphasised.  
Subject  Dwellings Fires and fire prevention New Zealand.  
          Educational films. lcgft  
          Fire alarms.  
          Fire prevention New Zealand.  
          Nonfiction films. lcgft  
Dewey  363.3770993  

Title  Fisheries and cultural use management for the Hokianga Harbour : a discussion document / prepared by Hokianga Taiapure Work Group.  
Physical Details 21 leaves ; 30 cm  
Subject  Fishery management New Zealand Hokianga Harbour.  
          Hi ika. reo  
          Kaitiakitanga. reo  
          Mahinga ika tūturu. reo  
          Maori (New Zealand people) Fishing New Zealand Hokianga Harbour.  
          Mātātai. reo  
          Taiapure. reo  
          Wahapū. reo  
          Whanake taiao. reo  
Dewey  333.956099318
Title  Free Insurance Policy on 2 and 3 year terms : debenture prospectus February 1983.
Author  N.Z.I. Finance Ltd, author.
Physical Details  1 folded sheet (8 pages) ; 42 x 40 cm folded to 21 x 10 cm
Subject  Investments, New Zealand.
N.Z.I. Finance Ltd. Finance.
Dewey  332.60993

Title  Free N.Z.I insurance policy on 2, 3, 4 & 5 years terms : debenture prospectus August 1980.
Author  N.Z.I. Finance Ltd, author.
Physical Details  1 folded sheet (15 pages) ; 42 x 40 cm folded to 21 x 10 cm
Subject  Investments, New Zealand.
N.Z.I. Finance Ltd. Finance.
Dewey  332.60993

Title  Gas smart information.
Physical Details  1 portfolio (16 sheets) : colour illustrations ; 21 cm + 1 folded sheet and 2 leaves
Contents  Enerco gas information -- Who do I contact? -- Gas smart options -- Payment options --
Understanding your bill -- Gas smart advisory service -- Safety tips -- Getting gas to your gate
-- Gas is here to stay -- Gas and the environment -- Appliance problem indicators -- Gas
efficiency tips -- Water heating -- Gas cooking -- Heating your home -- Outdoor living.
Subject  Enerco New Zealand Limited Customer services.
Enerco New Zealand Limited.
Natural gas New Zealand.
Dewey  338.47665730998905

Title  Glug shpish slosh : water, we even love the way it sounds.
Publishing Details  [Whakatane]: Bay of Plenty Regional Council Toi Moana, [2018]
Physical Details  19 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Fresh water New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region)
Freshwater habitat conservation New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region)
Water conservation New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region)
Water quality New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region)
Dewey  333.910099342
Title: Handbook for Commissioners: for use in: Cook Islands, Fiji, Kiribati, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu and Western Samoa.

Author: Girl Guides Association New Zealand, author.

Publishing Details: [Christchurch]: [The Girl Guides Association New Zealand (INC.)], [1989?]

Physical Details: 1 portfolio (8 sheets, 2 folded sheets) : illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject: Girl Guides Association New Zealand Rules and practice.
Girl Guides Oceania.

Dewey: 369.4630995

Title: Hauraki Gulf strategic overview: progress report action plans.

Author: Auckland (N.Z.). City Council, author.

Publishing Details: [Auckland]: Auckland City, [2001]

Physical Details: 33 pages ; 30 x 43 cm

Subject: Hauraki Gulf/Tīkapa Moana (N.Z.)
Regional planning New Zealand Hauraki Gulf/Tīkapa Moana.

Dewey: 351.9324

Title: How well is the Veterans' Support Act 2014 working?: a chance to have your say.

Author: Paterson, Ron, 1955- author.


Physical Details: 40 pages ; 30 cm + 1 submission form (15 pages), 1 list of consultation meetings (1 sheet).

Subject: Military pensions Law and legislation New Zealand.
Veterans Legal status, laws, etc. New Zealand.
Veterans Services for Law and legislation New Zealand.

Dewey: 343.93011

Title: Identifying Rongoā Māori healing and medical health collaboration issues: a thematic synthesis review / Dr Glenis Mark (Ngāpuhi, Tainui, Kāi Tahu, Ngāti Koata, Independent researcher), Dr Jonathan Koea (Te Āti Awa, Ngāti Mutunga, Ngāti Tama, Waitemata District Health Board).

Author: Mark, Glenis, author.

ISBN: 9780473471316 soft cover
9780473471323 pdf


Physical Details: 75 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject: Hauora. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Medicine.
Medical cooperation New Zealand.
Medicine Practice New Zealand.
Noho-ā-īwi. reo
Rangahau. reo
Ratonga ki te iwi. reo
Rongoā. reo
Traditional medicine Practice New Zealand.
Transcultural medical care New Zealand.
Tuku ratonga. reo

Dewey: 362.10899442
Title: In the High Court of New Zealand, Auckland Registry, between Equiticorp Industries Group Limited (in statutory management) and another, plaintiffs and and A.R. Hawkins and others, defendants : statement of claim.


Physical Details: 1 volume (various foliations) ; 30 cm

Subject: Corporation law New Zealand.
Directors of corporations Legal status, laws, etc. New Zealand.
Equiticorp Holdings Finance.
Equiticorp Holdings Trials, litigation, etc.
Hawkins, Allan Trials, litigation, etc.
Records and briefs. lcgft

Dewey: 346.930666

Title: In the matter of the Resource Management Act 1991 and in the matter of Plan Change 9 to the Bay of Plenty Natural Resources Plan : report and recommendations of the hearing committee.

Author: Bay of Plenty (N.Z. : Region). Regional Council (2010-). Hearing Committee, author.

Publishing Details: [Whakatane] : [Bay of Plenty Regional Council], [2018]

Physical Details: 76, 63 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject: Bay of Plenty regional natural resources plan.
Regional planning New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region)
Water resources development New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region)
Water-supply New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region)

Dewey: 333.910099342

Title: Income taxes in the Commonwealth / compiled by direction of the Board of Inland Revenue.

Author: Great Britain. Board of Inland Revenue.

Edition: [Rev. ed.].


Physical Details: 2 volumes (loose-leaf) ; 27 cm.

Subject: Income tax Commonwealth of Nations Law and legislation.
Income tax Great Britain Colonies Law and legislation.

Dewey: 336.24

OCLC Number: 63232658
Title  Interest-free money / by W.B. Brockie.
Author  Brockie, W. B.
Physical Details  12 pages ; 22 cm
Subject  Monetary policy New Zealand.
N.Z. Social Credit Movement.
Social credit New Zealand.
Dewey  332.560993
OCLC Number  856085011

Title  Intergenerational wellbeing and public policy : an integrated environmental, social, and economic framework / Girol Karacaoglu, Jacek B. Krawczyk, Anita King.
Author  Karacaoglu, Girol, author.
ISBN  9789811361036 hardcover
9811361037 hardcover
Publishing Details  Singapore : Springer, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details  xxi, 247 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm
Subject  Public policy (Law)
Quality of life Measurement.
Well-being Measurement.
Dewey  306
OCLC Number  1079410383

Title  Investment report : Feltex New Zealand Limited / Paine, Belcher & Partners.
Physical Details  22, III leaves ; 30 cm
Subject  Feltex New Zealand Limited Finance.
Dewey  332.632
Title Kenworth : 50 years In New Zealand.


Physical Details 144 pages : illustrations (some color) ; 30 cm

Subject Kenworth trucks Pictorial works.
Kenworth trucks.
Trucking New Zealand.

Dewey 388.344

OCLC Number 973528583

Title Key points monitoring : guidelines for internal monitoring of services by parents, volunteers and people with an intellectual disability.

©1993

Physical Details 10 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm

Subject Mental health facilities New Zealand Evaluation.
Mental health services New Zealand Evaluation.
Mentally ill Services for New Zealand Evaluation.

Dewey 362.230993

OCLC Number 1080141755

Title Kia kaha.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : Gibson Group
©1992

Physical Details 1 videocassette (approximately 15 min.) : sound, colour ; 1/2 in.

Contents What options does Eddie have? -- Why do bullies bully? -- Wanda Wackford of Bully News reports! -- Who can Philip tell? -- Teachers -- Parents -- Friends -- What if friends bully you? -- If you were Karen, what would you do? -- What can David do?

Summary Gives strategies for coping with bullies and insights into why bullies are aggressive.

Subject Bullying Prevention.
Bullying.
Educational films. lcgft
Nonfiction films. lcgft
Victims of bullying.

Dewey 302.343
Title  Land Transport (Driver Licensing) Amendment Rule 2019 : rule 91001/13.
Author  New Zealand, author.
Edition  Draft.
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : NZ Transport Agency, [2019]
Physical Details  26, 16 pages ; 30 cm
Subject  Drivers' licenses New Zealand.
Dewey  343.930946

Author  New Zealand, author.
Edition  Draft.
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : NZ Transport Agency, [2019]
Physical Details  22, 3, 10 pages ; 30 cm
Subject  Motorcycles Brakes.
Motorcycles Law and legislation New Zealand.
Motorcycles Safety regulations New Zealand.
Dewey  343.930938

Title  Latecomers to love : online dating for mature men and women : first online meetup
impressions from a man and a woman / by: Dee Cleary & Bruce Miller.
Author  Cleary, Dee, author.
ISBN  9781540489913
Physical Details  197 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary  "Do you ever wonder what goes through the other's mind when two people first meet? This
unique book gives both male and female viewpoints. New and experienced online daters will
enjoy these interesting, amusing, educational and sometimes saucy stories drawn from the
romantic lives of a couple of mature daters. Bruce and Dee's impressions of the fascinating,
fun, unusual and at times downright odd people they met will amuse and entertain you. For the
beginner internet dater, the authors offer no-nonsense hints about setting up a profile,
responding to messages, handling rejection, money matters, second dates, intimacy -
when?"--Back cover.
Subject  Mate selection.
Older people Conduct of life.
Older people Psychology.
Online dating.
Dewey  306.730285
Title  Letter from the chairman of directors and statement pursuant to section 5 (2b) of the Companies Amendment Act 1963 : with reference to the "take-over scheme" submitted by Waitaki Industries Limited / the Nelson Freezing Company Ltd.

Author  Nelson Freezing Company, author.


Physical Details  8 pages ; 21 cm

Subject  Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.

Dewey  338.836649029

Title  Links across generations among New Zealand Chinese / Sik Hung Ng [and others] = Hsin-hsi-lan Hua yen ti tai chi kuan hsi / Wu Hsi-Hung, Ssu-tʻu chao i.

Author  Ng, Sik Hung.

Publishing Details  [Wellington, N.Z.] : School of Psychology, Victoria University of Wellington, [1999?]

Physical Details  33, 22 pages ; 21 cm

Subject  Chinese Cultural assimilation New Zealand Wellington.

Dewey  305.8951093

OCLC Number  154331919


Author  Andrews, Ann, 1940- author.

ISBN  1869665279


Physical Details  333 pages ; 21 cm

Summary  This book is for people with Parkinson's and the people who care for them. It draws on the personal experiences of over forty people living with Parkinson's in the hope that sharing their journeys may help readers navigate theirs. Living and Caring is designed to be read once Parkinson's has progressed to a point where the concept of 'care' needs to be considered in all its complexity and offers readers the opportunity to share the experiences of both sufferers and caregivers and their reactions to a wide range of challenges.

Subject  Parkinson's disease Patients Care.

Dewey  362.196833

OCLC Number  1097357641
Title  Living in Wellington : a guide for students attending university, polytechnic, teachers college.


Physical Details  16 leaves ; 30 cm

Subject  Student housing New Zealand Wellington.

Dewey  378.19871099363

Title  Loving memory : a tribute to veterans in the Green Island Memorial Gardens / produced by the Green Island Community, families and friends ; edited and designed by Frances Rowe ; family research by Irene Patterson.

ISBN  9780473393809 print

Publishing Details  New Zealand : Bushtuckerpress, [2017]

©2017

Physical Details  viii, 244 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 x 30 cm

Contents  Acknowledgements -- Foreward -- Introduction -- Abbreviations -- The veterans A to Z -- Ground plan: Green Island Memorial Gardens -- References -- Appendix 1: the diary of Private John Landrith.

Subject  Green Island Memorial Gardens.
Soldiers New Zealand Dunedin Biography.
Veterans New Zealand Dunedin Biography.

Dewey  355.00922

Title  Lucire KSA : the global fashion magazine.

ISSN  2624-4136


Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 28 cm.

Frequency  Monthly

Publication Numbering  Began with November 2018.

Subject  Fashion Periodicals.

Dewey  391.005
Title MAF arrival video / Ministry of Agriculture.


Physical Details 1 videocassette (approximately 10 min.) : sound, colour ; 1/2 in.

Summary Informational video to introduce new arrivals to New Zealand which goods are prohibited and what to declare at the customs check. Also explains reasons for the rejections and requests for visitors to "keep New Zealand clean".

Subject Border security New Zealand.
Customs administration and tourism New Zealand.
Educational films. lcgft
Nonfiction films. lcgft

Dewey 352.4480993

Title Mana Tangatarua : mixed heritages, ethnic identity and biculturalism in Aotearoa/New Zealand / edited by Zarine L. Rocha and Melinda Webber.

ISBN 1138233366 hardback
9781138233362 hardback
9781315309811 electronic book

Publishing Details Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge, an imprint of the Taylor & Francis Group, 2018. ©2018

Physical Details xvii, 218 pages : illustrations ; 25 cm

Contents Foreword / Paul Spoonley -- Introduction: Situating mixed race in New Zealand and the world / Zarine L. Rocha and Melinda Webber -- Section one: Mixedness and classifications across generations -- A history of mixed race in Aotearoa/New Zealand / Zarine L. Rocha and Angela Wanhalla -- Reflections of identity: ethnicity, ethnic recording and ethnic mobility / Robert Didham -- Is ethnicity all in the family? How parents in Aotearoa New Zealand identify their children / Polly Atatoa Carr, Tahu Kukutai, Dinusha Bandara and Patrick Broman -- Lives at the intersections: multiple ethnicities and child protection / Emily Keddell -- Section two: Mixed identifications, indigeneity and biculturalism -- Raranga wha: Mana whenua, mana moana and mixedness in a Māori/Pacific whanau / Rae Si`ilata -- Beyond Appearances: Mixed ethnic and cultural identities among biliterate Japanese-European New Zealander young adults / Kaya Oriyama -- Love and Politics: Rethinking Biculturalism and Multiculturalism in Aotearoa-New Zealand / Lincoln I. Dam -- Māori and Pākehā encounters of difference - the realisation that we're not the same / Karyn Paringatai -- Section three: Mixing the majority/Pākehā identity -- Multidimensional intersections: the merging and emerging of complex European settler identities / Robert Didham, Paul Callister and Geoff Chambers -- Hauntology and Pākehā: disrupting the notion of homogeneity / Esther Fitzpatrick

Summary "This volume explores mixed race/mixed ethnic identities in Aotearoa/New Zealand. Mixed race and mixed ethnic identity are growing in popularity as research topics around the world. This edited collection looks at mixed race and mixed ethnic identity in New Zealand: a unique context, as multiple ethnic identities have been officially recognised for more than 20 years. The book draws upon research across a range of disciplines, exploring historical and contemporary ways in which official and social understandings of mixed race and ethnicity have changed. It focuses on the interactions between race, ethnicity, national identity, indigeneity and culture, especially in terms of visibility and self-defined identity in the New Zealand context. Mana Tangatarua situates New Zealand in the existing international scholarship, positioning experiences from New Zealand within theoretical understandings of mixedness. The chapters develop wider theories of mixed race and mixed ethnic identity, at macro and micro levels, looking at the interconnections between the two. The volume as a whole reveals the diverse ways in which mixed race is experienced and understood, providing a key contribution to the theory and development of mixed race globally."--Provided by publisher.
Subject  Biculturalism New Zealand.
Ethnicity New Zealand.
Europeans New Zealand.
Maori (New Zealand people)
Racially mixed people New Zealand Social conditions.
Racially mixed people Race identity New Zealand.
Rangahau o te noho-ā-iwi. reo
Te Ao Hurihuri. reo
Tikanga rua. reo
Tāngata whenua. reo

Dewey 305.80599442009
OCLC Number 1011556792

Title  Managing down under / Art Verschoor.
Author  Verschoor, Art, 1938- author.
ISBN 9780473463809 paperback
Publishing Details New Zealand : Art F. Verschoor, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details 270 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm
Subject  Businessmen New Zealand Biography.
Deacons Reformed Church New Zealand Biography.
Immigrants New Zealand Biography.
Verschoor, Art, 1938-
Dewey 305.906912092

Title  Matters arising from our audits of the 2018-28 long-term plans.
Author  New Zealand. Office of the Auditor-General, author.
ISBN 9780995118508
Physical Details 90 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; B.29[19a].
Subject  Local finance New Zealand Auditing.
Local finance New Zealand Statistics.
Local government New Zealand Auditing.
Local government New Zealand Statistics.
Dewey 352.14099305
Title  Motonui synthetic petrol plant wind-down study : final report / prepared for the Ministry of Works and Development and the Taranaki United Council ; Murray-North Partners Ltd.


Physical Details  35 leaves, 10 unnumbered leaves ; 30 cm

Subject  Synthetic fuels industry New Zealand Taranaki Employees.
          Synthetic fuels industry New Zealand Taranaki Management.

Dewey  338.4766266099348

Title  My childhood memories / Rose Hunt.

Author  Hunt, Rose (Author), author.

ISBN  9780473458614 paperback

Publishing Details  New Lynn, Waitākere : Literacy Waitākere, [2018]

Physical Details  21 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm

Subject  Children, Maori New Zealand Rotorua Anecdotes.
          Hunt, Rose (Author) Childhood and youth Anecdotes.
          Kōrero taumata. reo
          Rotorua (N.Z.) Social life and customs 20th century Anecdotes.
          Tamariki. reo
          Tikanga. reo
          Wāhine. reo

Dewey  305.899442093423

Title  My haircutting ceremony / by Jill MacGregor ; photographs by Scott MacGregor.

Author  MacGregor, Jill, author.

ISBN  9780995119567 paperback


©2019

Physical Details  24 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm.

Summary  Tekopua Pita is ten years old and lives with his grandparents in the Cook Islands in the village of Tautu. His hair has never been cut since he was born. His family and friends join the haircutting ceremony to celebrate his journey from boyhood to start a new life as a man.

Subject  Cook Islands Social life and customs Juvenile literature.
          Haircutting Cook Islands Juvenile literature.
          Rites and ceremonies Cook Islands Juvenile literature.

Dewey  394.2099623
Title: New Zealand / Mount Cook Line.
Author: Mount Cook Group, author.
Physical Details: 1 portfolio (5 sheets, 2 pamphlets, 2 photographs): illustrations; 31 cm
Contents: Coronet Peak redevelopment (1 sheet) -- Coronet Peak base development / Boffa Miskell (2 sheets) -- It all happens here (1 sheet) -- More than $6 million to be invested in Queenstown skiing for 1994 (2 leaves) -- Economic benefits of the development of skiing in Queenstown (2 leaves) -- Coronet Peak ski area development: project development (1 sheet) -- Essential equipment for a modern ski area: snowgroomers and snowmaking at Mount Cook Line's Coronet Peak ski area, Queenstown (1 photo) -- Skiers in action at Mount Cook Line's Coronet Peak ski area (1 photo).
Subject: Ski resorts New Zealand Coronet Peak.
Dewey: 338.76179693099395

Title: The New Zealand forestry sector: an international prototype for a sustained resource industry: a comprehensive analysis by D.A. Neilson (D.A. Neilson and Associates), Michael R. Smith (Business Media Services Ltd).
Author: Neilson, Dennis A., author.
Physical Details: 238 pages: illustrations; 30 cm
Subject: Forest management New Zealand
Forest products industry New Zealand.
Forests and forestry Economic aspects New Zealand.
Dewey: 338.13490993

Title: New Zealand research report.
ISSN: 2624-4306
Publishing Details: Auckland: Colliers International
Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Frequency: Monthly
Subject: Colliers International New Zealand (Firm) Periodicals.
Real property Economic aspects New Zealand Periodicals.
Real property New Zealand Forecasting Periodicals.
Real property New Zealand Statistics Periodicals.
Dewey: 333.33099305
Electronic Location: https://www.colliers.co.nz/find%20research/monthly%20reports/
Title  Notice of extraordinary general meeting / Coal and Energy New Zealand Limited (in receivership).
Author  Coal and Energy New Zealand, author.
Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : Coal and Energy New Zealand Limited, [1986]
Physical Details  7 leaves ; 30 cm
Subject  Advantage Corporation.
          Coal and Energy New Zealand.
Dewey  338.76223340993

Title  Notice of extraordinary general meeting / Fletcher Challenge Limited.
Author  Fletcher Challenge Limited, author.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Fletcher Challenge Limited], [1987]
Physical Details  1 folded sheet (4 pages) ; 30 cm
Subject  Fletcher Challenge Limited.
          Stocks Canada.
Dewey  338.88776

Title  Notice of extraordinary general meeting 1 December 1983 / Bunting and Company.
Author  Bunting & Co., author.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Bunting and Company], [1983]
Physical Details  1 folded sheet (3 unnumbered pages) ; 21 cm
Subject  Bunting & Co.
Dewey  338.767960993

Title  Notice of meeting and explanatory statement for an extraordinary general meeting to be held on 26 July 1988 : relating to the acquisition of a controlling interest in NZI Corporation Limited by General Accident Fire and Life Assurance Corporation p.l.c.
Author  NZI Corporation, author.
Physical Details  40 pages ; 30 cm
Subject  Insurance companies New Zealand.
          NZI Corporation Finance.
Dewey  368.006593
Title Nutrition labelling: a scientific review of consumer use and understanding of nutrition labels and claims / prepared for the National Heart Foundation of New Zealand by Dr Cliona Ni Mhurchu.

Author Ni Mhurchu, Cliona, author.

Publishing Details [Auckland] : Clinical Trials Research Unit, School of Population Health, University of Auckland, 2006.

Physical Details 93 pages ; 30 cm

Subject Consumers’ preferences.
    Food Labeling.
    Nutrition.

Dewey 381.33

Title Offer by Rainbow Corporation to purchase your ordinary shares in Rothmans Industries.

Author Rainbow Corporation, author.


Physical Details 13 pages ; 30 cm + 2 sheets

Subject Rainbow Corporation.
    Rothmans Industries.

Dewey 332.6322

Title Offer to purchase all the ordinary shares in the capital of Visionhire / Euro-National Corporation Ltd.

Author Euro-National Corporation.


Physical Details 11 pages ; 30 cm

Subject Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.
    Euro-National Corporation Finance.
    Visionhire Holdings Finance.

Dewey 332.6322
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>On course : newsletter / [U3A Tawa Incorporated]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Tawa] : [U3A Tawa Incorporated], [2016]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Three times a year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began with no. 79 (May 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Adult learning New Zealand Wellington Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U3A Tawa Incorporated Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>374.9936305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21324022500002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21324022500002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title                  | Our story our year : ... in review / Torpedo Bay Navy Museum. |
| Author                 | National Museum of the Royal New Zealand Navy, author.        |
| Physical Details       | 1 online resource : colour illustrations                      |
| Frequency              | Annual                                                          |
| Subject                | National Museum of the Royal New Zealand Navy Periodicals.     |
|                        | New Zealand History, Naval Periodicals.                        |
| Dewey                  | 359.074932                                                      |
| Electronic Location    | https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21325642820002836 |
Title  Our story our year : ... in review / Torpedo Bay Navy Museum.
Author  National Museum of the Royal New Zealand Navy, author.
Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 22 cm
Frequency  Annual
Subject  National Museum of the Royal New Zealand Navy Periodicals.
New Zealand History, Naval Periodicals.
Dewey  359.074932

Title  PAYE tax tables and instructions for employers. Weekly.
Author  New Zealand. Inland Revenue, author.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Inland Revenue Department, [1960]
Physical Details  39 pages ; 28 cm
Subject  Withholding tax New Zealand Rates and tables.
Dewey  336.2422

Title  PSO risk and needs assessment service (test) : guidelines / Veronika Munro.
Author  Munro, Veronika, author.
ISBN  9780478324778 paperback
Physical Details  26 pages ; 30 cm
Subject  Family violence New Zealand Prevention.
Recidivism New Zealand Prevention.
Victims of family violence Protection New Zealand.
Violent offenders Rehabilitation New Zealand.
Dewey  362.8292860993
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Pacific health.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISSN</td>
<td>2537-8864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : [School of Public Health and Psychosocial Studies, Auckland University of Technology], [2018]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Pacific Health is a peer-reviewed journal with a focus on health, communities and the environment around the Pacific Rim including Aotearoa New Zealand, Pacific Islands, East and South East Asia and Australia. Contributions that incorporate holistic approaches involving partnership, participation and engagement with communities are welcome. The journal is interdisciplinary, contemporary, innovative, equity oriented and encourages submissions which encompass the effects of colonization and western influences on health. These include social justice issues, indigenous studies, cultural diversity and sustainability within the region&quot;--Journal home page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Pacific Islanders Health and hygiene Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pacific Islanders Medical care Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pacific Islanders Social conditions Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>362.1089994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>1044858697</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Parenting through separation [videorecording].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 DVD (approximately 32 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Information to help you support your children though your separation, as well as information about the Ministry of Justice programme, and describes services that are available from the Family Court.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Children New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Divorce New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Educational films. lcgt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Families New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nonfiction films. lcgt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parenting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>306.890993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>276653761</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Proceedings of the 13th International Clean Air and Environment Conference / edited by A Smith ; compiled by Hartley Management Group Pty Ltd.
ISBN  0958827354
9780958827355
Physical Details  673 pages : illustrations; 30 cm
Subject  Air Pollution Australia Congresses.
Air Pollution New Zealand Congresses.
Air quality Congresses.
Air quality management Congresses.
Dewey  363.73920994
OCLC Number  38407644

Title  Product planning report : stone fruit / prepared by: B.D. Wallace (Senior Advisory Officer, Advisory Services Division)
Author  Wallace, B. D. (Advisory officer), author.
Publishing Details  Hastings : Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, 1981.
Physical Details  114 pages ; 30 cm
Subject  Fruit trade New Zealand.
Stone fruit New Zealand Marketing.
Stone fruit New Zealand.
Dewey  338.173420993
OCLC Number  152526578

Title  Profile / Prime Site Realty Limited.
Author  Prime Site Realty Limited, author.
Physical Details  12 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Prime Site Realty Limited Finance.
Dewey  338.7664630993
Title  Promoting New Zealand as a tourist destination: a case for government funding: report to the New Zealand Tourism Board / Economics Division, National Bank of New Zealand.


Physical Details  32 leaves: illustrations; 30 cm.

Subject  Tourism Economic aspects New Zealand.
         Tourism New Zealand.

Dewey  338.47910993

OCLC Number  1016036168

Title  Proposed West Coast regional policy statement showing amendments as a result of council decisions, May 1998 / West Coast Regional Council.

Author  West Coast (N.Z.). Regional Council, author.


Physical Details  140 pages; 30 cm

Subject  Environmental policy New Zealand West Coast.
         Natural resources New Zealand West Coast.
         Regional planning New Zealand West Coast.

Dewey  333.7099371

Title  Proposed regional pest management plan for the Bay of Plenty region = Te mahere patu kirearea ā-rohe e marohitia ana mō Toi Moana.

Author  Bay of Plenty (N.Z. : Region). Regional Council (2010-), author.

Publishing Details  Tauranga: Bay of Plenty Regional Council Toi Moana, [2018]

Physical Details  iv, 134 pages: colour illustrations; 30 cm

Subject  Pests Control New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region)

Dewey  363.78099342

Title  Prospects for growth modelling the economy to 1997 / working paper prepared by Eric Haywood, Ganesh Nana, Dennis Rose.

Author  Haywood, Eric, 1946- author.

Publishing Details  [Dunedin?]: [Eric Haywood], [1993]

Physical Details  13 leaves; 30 cm

Subject  Economic forecasting New Zealand.
         New Zealand Economic conditions 1984-

Dewey  330.993
magical beings have endured through the ages. Some hail back to Hawaiki, some are firmly grounded in New Zealand and its landscape. Through countless generations, the stories have been reshaped and passed on. This new collection presents a wide range of traditional myths that have been retold by some of our best Maori wordsmiths”--Back cover.

**Subject**  
Folk tales. lcgft  
Kōrero nehe. reo  
Maori (New Zealand people) Folklore.  
Pūrākau. reo  
Tales New Zealand.

**Dewey** 398.20899442
Title: Report on Regional Parks Department: as presented on 1 February 1991 / Parks Review Party.


Physical Details: 64 pages: illustrations, maps; 30 cm

Subject: Auckland (N.Z.: Region). Regional Parks Department.

Dewey: 320.854099324

OCLC Number: 271480317

Title: Report to shareholders: for the six months ended 30 September 1987.

Author: Amuri Corporation, author.

Publishing Details: [Christchurch]: [Amuri Corporation Ltd.], [1987]

Physical Details: 1 folded sheet (6 unnumbered pages); 21 x 42 cm folded to 21 x 14 cm

Subject: Amuri Corporation.

Dewey: 338.80993

Title: Research series... / Policy Research Unit, Department of Internal Affairs.

ISSN: 2624-4551


Physical Details: 1 online resource.

Frequency: Irregular

Publication Numbering: Print began with no. 18; ceased with no. 22.

Subject: Social sciences New Zealand.

Dewey: 300.993

Electronic Location: https://www.dia.govt.nz

Title: Richard Emerson: the hopfather / Michael Donaldson.

Author: Donaldson, Michael, 1963- author.

ISBN: 9780143773672 print


Projected Publication Date: 1908

Physical Details: pages cm

Summary: "This is the story of an adventurous boy who wouldn't let his disability get in the way of what he wanted to do; a boy who literally fought for his place in the world and refused to let anyone tell him 'no'"—Publisher information.

Subject: Beer New Zealand History.

Dewey: 338.4766342092
Title Rulers.
Physical Details 13 leaves, 3 unnumbered leaves ; 30 cm.
Subject Tariff New Zealand.
Tariff on rulers New Zealand.
Dewey 382.70993

Title Rural resource kit.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, [1986]
Physical Details 1 portfolio (1 pamphlet, 13 sheets) ; 31 cm
Contents Rural guide service -- Where to turn -- Addresses of organisations that can help -- Business enterprise -- Employment funding and community assistance -- Social welfare -- Family care and family support -- Finance for farmers -- Positive zero-based budgeting -- Bankruptcy and mortgage sales : legal aspects -- Job search and training -- Housing options
Subject Farmers Services for New Zealand.
Social service, Rural New Zealand.
Dewey 361.993

Title Te Rūnanga o te Rarawa report on the developmental workshop series 1992 / assisted by the Facilitation Programme of the Rural Resources Unit of the Ministry of Agriculture & Fisheries.
Author Te Rūnanga o te Rarawa, author.
Physical Details 18 leaves ; 30 cm
Subject Hui. reo
Hī ika. reo
Kaitiakitanga. reo
Natural resources New Zealand Management.
Rural development New Zealand.
Taiao. reo
Taiapure. reo
Te Rarawa (New Zealand people)
Te Rūnanga o te Rarawa.
Tikanga. reo
Whakapakari ā-īwi. reo
Dewey 307.141208999442
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>S’implanter en Australie et Nouvelle-Zélande / sous la direction de Jean-Louis Latour (Chef de la Mission économique de Sydney, Chef des Services économiques pour l’Océanie) et de Monique Amigues (Chef de la Mission économique de Wellington).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9782279452247 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>400 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Business enterprises Law and legislation Australia.  
Business enterprises Law and legislation New Zealand.  
Business enterprises, Foreign Australia Handbooks, manuals, etc.  
Business enterprises, Foreign New Zealand Handbooks, manuals, etc. |
| Dewey  | 338.7                                                                                                                                                                                            |
| Title | SAMS checklist (PREM III) : guidelines for external evaluation of services by parents, volunteers and people with an intellectual disability.                                                                 |
| Publishing Details | [Wellington, New Zealand] : Standards and Monitoring Services, [1993]                                                                                                                          |
| ©1993 |                                                                                                                                                                                               |
| Physical Details | 10 pages ; 21 cm                                                                                                                                                                                   |
| Subject | Community mental health services Standards.                                                                                                                                                     |
| Dewey  | 362.210993                                                                                                                                           |
| OCLC Number | 958643270                                                                                                                                                                                      |
| Title | School leadership : a principal's reflections / Allan Rumble (MNZM).                                                                                                                              |
| Author | Rumble, Allan, author.                                                                                                                                                                             |
| ISBN  | 9780473476786 paperback                                                                                                                                                                            |
| Publishing Details | [Rotorua] : [Allan Rumble], [2019]                                                                                                                                                             |
| ©2019 |                                                                                                                                                                                               |
| Physical Details | 108 pages ; 30 cm                                                                                                                                                                                  |
| Subject | Educational leadership New Zealand.  
Educational leadership.  
High school principals New Zealand.  
Rumble, Allan Career in education. |
| Dewey  | 371.2011                                                                                                                                                                                          |
Title  Secured short term deposits : prospectus February 1983.
Author  N.Z.I. Finance Ltd, author.
Physical Details  1 folded sheet (8 pages) ; 42 x 40 cm folded to 21 x 10 cm
Subject  Investments, New Zealand.
N.Z.I. Finance Ltd. Finance.
Dewey  332.60993

Title  Settlement ACTIONZ
ISSN  2624-3822
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency  Quarterly
Publication Numbering  Began with 1 (March 2015).
Subject  Immigrants Services for New Zealand Periodicals.
New Zealand Emigration and immigration Social aspects Periodicals.
Dewey  362.8400993

Title  Shirley Smith : an examined life / Sarah Gaitanos.
Author  Gaitanos, Sarah, author.
ISBN  9781776562176 print
©2019
Physical Details  464 pages, 24 unnumbered pages of plates : illustrations ; 24 cm
Summary  Shirley Smith was one of the most remarkable New Zealanders of the 20th century, a woman whose lifelong commitment to social justice, legal reform, gender equality and community service left a profound legacy. She was born in Wellington in 1916. While her childhood was clouded by loss - her mother died when she was three months old and her beloved father, lawyer and later Supreme Court Judge David Smith, served overseas during the war - she had a privileged upbringing. She studied classics at Oxford University, where she threw herself into social, cultural and political activities. Despite contracting TB and spending months in a Swiss clinic, she graduated with a good Second and an intellectual and moral education that would guide her through the rest of her life. She returned to New Zealand when war broke out, and taught classics at Victoria and Auckland University Colleges, before marrying eminent economist and public servant Dr W.B. Sutch in 1944, and giving birth to a daughter in 1945. She kept her surname - unusual at the time - and poured her energy into issues of human rights and social causes. She qualified as a lawyer at the age of 40, and in her career of 40 years broke down many barriers, her relationship with the Mongrel Mob epitomising her role as a champion of the marginalised and vulnerable. In 1974, Bill Sutch was arrested and charged with espionage. After a sensational trial he was acquitted by a jury, but the question of his guilt has never been settled in the court of public opinion. Shirley had reached her own political turning point in 1956, with Khrushchev's revelations about Stalin and the Hungarian crisis, but she remained loyal to her husband, and the ongoing controversy weighed heavily on her later years. Shirley Smith: An Examined Life tells the story of a remarkably warm and generous woman, one with a rare gift for frankness, an implacable sense of principle, and a personality of complexity and formidable energy. Her life was shaped by some of the most turbulent currents of the 20th century, and she in turn helped shape her country for the better.
Title Sir Henry Wigley's notes from the annual general meeting of the Mount Cook Group Ltd.
17th October, 1979.

Author Wigley, Harry, author.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Mount Cook Group Ltd], [1979]

Physical Details 1 sheet (4 unnumbered pages) ; 21 x 30 cm folded to 21 x 15 cm

Subject Business enterprises New Zealand.
Mount Cook Company.

Dewey 380.65

Title Special children on the Shore / compiled by Jos Coburn, Gayle Jensen, Judith Lunny
and others.

Publishing Details [North Shore, New Zealand] : [Disability Information North Shore], [between 1990-1995?]

Physical Details 36 pages ; 22 cm

Subject Children with disabilities Care New Zealand North Shore City.
People with disabilities Services for New Zealand.

Dewey 362.709932

OCLC Number 244564425

Title Staffing of state form 3-7 and form 1-7 schools as at 1 March ...

Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Department of Education, -[1984]

Physical Details volumes : illustrations ; 30 cm

Frequency Annual


Subject Teachers New Zealand Statistics Periodicals.

Dewey 373.1140993105
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Starting out starting over : a single woman’s guide to money in New Zealand / Susan Edmunds.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Edmunds, Susan author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781869665074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>191 pages ; 21 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Single women New Zealand Finance, Personal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>332.02400820993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>State secondary school staffing survey, 1 March ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Department of Education]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>volumes ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>High school teachers New Zealand Statistics Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>373.11099305</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>McLaren , P. N., author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Masterton : Advisory Services Division, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, 1985.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>175 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Agricultural industries New Zealand Wairarapa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agricultural productivity New Zealand Wairarapa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agricultural resources New Zealand Wairarapa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>338.1099366</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Submission to Local Government Commission on draft reorganisation schemes for the Auckland Region / Auckland Regional Authority.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Auckland Regional Authority, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>iv, 41 leaves, 5 unnumbered leaves ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Regional planning New Zealand Auckland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>307.121609932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Sulphur etc, sulphates and persulphates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>13 leaves ; 30 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Sulfates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sulfur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tariff New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>382.70993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Swiss settlers in New Zealand : a history of Swiss immigration to New Zealand / Joan Waldvogel.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Waldvogel, Joan, 1945- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>3631744366 hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9783631744369 hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9783631746325 (ePDF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9783631746332 (ePUB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9783631746349 (MOBI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Berlin ; New York : Peter Lang, [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>©2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>404 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>The gold miners and first Swiss New Zealanders -- Two pioneer Swiss -- Assisted immigrants of the 1870s -- Other pioneer Swiss -- Swiss settlement in Taranaki -- The post-war years -- Late twentieth-century settlers -- The millennials -- Becoming Kiwi and staying Swiss -- The Swiss contribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Germanica pacifica ; Bd. 16.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Immigrants New Zealand History.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand Emigration and immigration History.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swiss New Zealand History.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Switzerland Emigration and immigration History.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>305.835093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>1019840854</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Text of an address by the chairman of Crown Corporation Limited Sir Roderick Weir to the annual general meeting of the company, Thursday 17 December 1987.

Author  Weir, Roderick, author.

Edition  Final.

Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Crown Corporation Limited, [1987]

Physical Details  7 leaves ; 30 cm

Subject  Corporate divestiture New Zealand.

Dewey  338.7630993

Title  To stockholders of the New Zealand Refrigerating Company Limited : notice of extraordinary general meeting and supporting information in relation to merger with Waitaki.

Author  New Zealand Refrigerating Company, author.

Publishing Details  Christchurch, New Zealand : New Zealand Refrigerating Co. Ltd., [1975]

Physical Details  7 unnumbered pages ; 26 cm

Subject  Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.

Dewey  338.836649029

Title  Todd on torts.

ISSN  2624-4292

Publishing Details  Wellington : Thomson Reuters New Zealand Ltd, 2019-

Physical Details  volumes ; 24 cm

Frequency  Irregular


Subject  Torts New Zealand Periodicals.

Dewey  346.9303
Title  Tour of Auckland City : Commission of Inquiry into Housing, 1970.

Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Auckland City Council], [1970]

Physical Details  1 volume (various foliations) : illustrations ; 34 cm

Subject  Housing New Zealand Auckland Pictorial works.
         Housing New Zealand Auckland Tours.

Dewey  363.5099324022

OCLC Number  959310251

Title  Trends in groundwater levels in the Central Plains of Canterbury / Fouad Alkhaier, Matt Hanson, Hisham Zarour.

Author  Alkhaier, Fouad, author.

ISBN  9781988520438 print
       9781988520445 web


Physical Details  iv, 40 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.


Subject  Groundwater New Zealand Canterbury.
         Water levels New Zealand Canterbury.

Dewey  333.910409938

Title  Tribal economies - Ngāi Tahu : an examination of the historic and current tītī and pounamu economic frameworks / Dr Matthew Rout and Dr John Reid.

Author  Rout, Matthew, author.

ISBN  9780473472337 paperback
       9780473472344 PDF

Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : Ngai Tahu Research Centre, [2019]

Physical Details  124 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject  Kāi Tahu (New Zealand people) Commerce.
         Kāi Tahu (New Zealand people) Economic conditions.
         Kāi Tahu (New Zealand people) History.
         Kāi Tahu (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.
         Ohaoha. reo
         Pounamu. reo
         Rangahau. reo
         Tauhokohoko. reo
         Tikanga-ā-iwi. reo
         Tītī. reo
         Whenua. reo
         Āhuatanga ōhanga. reo
         Ōhanga whanaketanga. reo
         Ōhanga. reo

Dewey  330.089994420937
Title: Water protectors: the story of the campaign to save Te Waikoropupū Springs in poetry and images / Kevin Moran.

Author: Moran, Kevin 1951- author.

ISBN: 0473455129
9780473455125 paperback


Physical Details: [v, 92 pages : colour illustrations ; 23 cm]

Summary: "Te Waikoropupū Springs in Golden Bay New Zealand is a national treasure. Crystal clear waters surge to the surface to form a bubbling fount. Over 90,000 people flock to visit each year. Many experience a 'spiritual presence.’ People return again and again. Yet Te Waikoropupū is under deadly threat. Nitrate leaching from intensive dairy farms is the culprit. The nitrate threatens the ecosystem of tiny creatures that clean the waters of the Arthur Marble Aquifer which feeds the Springs. An environmental battle has broken out between those who want to protect Te Waikoropupū and the Tasman District Council who wants to allocate more water to intensive dairy farmers. Kevin Moran is a poet-activist who coordinates the Save Our Springs campaign. His poetry tells the story of the fight to protect Te Waikoropupū. As you read the poems with their commentary and view the photographs and paintings you will enter the world of an environmental struggle. You will read of protests, passionate petitions and about the small Iwi battling to protect Te Waikoropupū through the implementation of a Water Conservation Order."--Publisher description.

Subject: Environmental management New Zealand.
Environmental protection New Zealand.
Environmentalism Poetry.
Golden Bay/Mohua (N.Z.) Environmental aspects.
Golden Bay/Mohua (N.Z.) Pictorial works.
Spring ecology New Zealand Golden Bay/Mohua.
Springs Environmental aspects New Zealand Golden Bay/Mohua.

Dewey: 363.70525
OCLC Number: 1076773369

Title: We're planning for the future of land transport in the Bay of Plenty.

Publishing Details: Whakatāne, New Zealand : Bay of Plenty Regional Council Toi Moana, [2018]

Physical Details: 4 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Transportation New Zealand Plenty, Bay of (Bay)
Transportation and state New Zealand Plenty, Bay of (Bay)

Dewey: 388.099342
Where there is life, there really is hope : the inside story from the mother of a rehabilitated meth addict / Caroline Cook.

Cook, Caroline, (Writer on drug abuse), author.

ISBN 178710026X
1787100278
9781787100268 paperback
9781787100275 hardback


Summary
"Have you just discovered that someone you know is a drug addict? Are you heartbroken? Do you feel overwhelmed? If so, you are not alone. That is what happened to me. I thought I would have to bury my daughter by Christmas 2014. Snippets of my and my daughter's story aired on 60 Minutes and Seven Sharp in 2015—current affairs programmes in New Zealand. Now, you can read the full account of my perspective of the traumas that led to my daughter's addiction, the impact of them on me and what I learned along the way. My daughter shares her story in a companion book. Together, we have a miraculous story that has a happy ending. The great triumph after tragedy is that it is always possible to rebuild something with more beautiful results. My daughter and I are now closer than ever and she is doing better than I could have ever imagined. Expect to feel encouraged, empowered and hopeful as you travel through the pages of this book. Where There Is Life, There really Is Hope, the inside story of a mother of a P addict who survived the rigours and now wants to share the insights she learned along the way"--Back cover.

Subject
Biographies. lcgf
Cook, Caroline, (Writer on drug abuse)
Cook, Caroline, (Writer on drug abuse) Family.
Drug addicts.
Ice (Drug) New Zealand Biography.
Methamphetamine New Zealand.
Methamphetamine abuse New Zealand Biography.
Mothers and daughters.
Parents of drug addicts New Zealand Biography.
Tokoar, Valeria.

Dewey 362.293092

OCLC Number 1045067246
Title  White Sunday / by Jill MacGregor ; photography by Scott MacGregor.
Author  MacGregor, Jill, author.
ISBN  9780995119512 Paperback
Publishing Details  Waikanae, New Zealand : Puriri Paddocks, [ 2019]
©2019
Physical Details  24 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm.
Summary  Laumua lives in Samoa. Every year children in Samoa celebrate White Sunday and wear new white clothes to church. Laumua's new dress is blue and white.
Subject  Dresses Samoa Juvenile literature.
Rites and ceremonies Samoa Juvenile literature.
Samoa Social life and customs Juvenile literature.
Dewey  390.099614

Title  Wholesale electricity prices : a record of customer forums held by Electricorp Marketing in May 1990 / Electricorp Marketing.
Author  Electricorp Marketing (N.Z.) author.
Physical Details  28 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Electric power Prices New Zealand.
Dewey  333.7932310993

Title  The Wilson & Horton Group : company overview.
Author  Wilson & Horton, author.
Physical Details  1 volume (unfoliated) : illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm
Subject  Wilson & Horton.
Dewey  338.76107993

Title  Winds of trade : the Pacific story of Tropex Exports Ltd and Tara Exports Ltd / Maria de Jong.
Author  De Jong, Maria, 1966- author.
ISBN  9780473463014 paperback
©2018
Physical Details  231 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm
Subject  Tara Exports Ltd History.
Tropex Exports Ltd History.
Dewey  380.6065
Title  With passion anything is possible : Mainfreight : an insight / Keith Davies.
Author  Davies, Keith, 1946- author.
ISBN  0908990863 hbk
         9780908990863 hbk
Physical Details  255 pages : illustrations ; 28 cm
Summary  "While this is a commissioned history, it remains a no-holds-barred examination of the extraordinary company that is Mainfreight and the men and women who built it. Success and failure are examined with equal frankness. This is a ... insight into a company that came to dominate the New Zealand transport industry during the last quarter of the twentieth century through a series of bold initiatives and employment policy that encouraged a capitalistic approach...."--Back cover.
Subject  Freight and freightage New Zealand History.
          Mainfreight Limited History.
Dewey  388.044
OCLC Number  244481757

Title  Your business / Nick Helm.
Author  Helm, Nick, author.
ISBN  9781988522166 print
         9781988522173 epub
Physical Details  220 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Series  Building basics (BRANZ (Firm))
Subject  Building New Zealand.
          Construction industry New Zealand.
Dewey  338.476240993

Title  Ngā taonga tuku iho ki Whakatū management plan / prepared for Ngāti Rarua Iwi Trust, Te Rūnanga o Toa Rangatira, Te Atiawa Manawhenua Ki te Tau Ihu Trust, Ngāti Koata Nō Rangitoto Ki Te Tonga Trust, Ngāti Tama Manawhenua Ki Te Tau Ihu Trust ; by Ursula Passl.
Author  Passl, Ursula, author.
Physical Details  90 leaves ; 31 cm
Subject  Kaitiakitanga. reo
          Kaupapa. reo
          Kāwanatanga. reo
          Mana whakahaere. reo
          Mana whenua. reo
          Maori (New Zealand people) New Zealand Government relations.
          Māoritanga. reo
          Natural resources New Zealand Nelson Management.
          Taiao. reo
          Taonga. reo
          Te Ati Awa (New Zealand people) New Zealand Nelson Government relations.
          Whanake taiao. reo
Dewey  333.7089944209376
OCLC Number  156751649
**Title**  The braided river : migration and the personal essay / Diane Comer.

**Author**  Comer, Diane, author.

**ISBN**  9781988531533 paperback

**Publishing Details**  Dunedin, New Zealand : Otago University Press, 2019.

**Physical Details**  290 pages ; 23 cm

**Summary**  "The braided river explores contemporary migration to New Zealand through an examination of 200 personal essays written by 37 migrants from different countries, spanning all ages and life stages"--Back cover.

**Subject**  Emigration and immigration.
Immigrants New Zealand.
Immigrants’ writings.

**Dewey**  304.80993

**Title**  The case for Auckland.

**Publishing Details**  Auckland : Committee for Auckland, 2006.

**Physical Details**  44 pages : colour illustrations, 25 cm

**Summary**  The Case for Auckland establishes Auckland's relevance and importance to New Zealand; argues that the region needs to be seen by itself and the rest of the country as a "national asset" which can drive national growth; takes a look at Auckland's current performance and opportunities; and identifies the "brakes" on performance. It states that more investment in Auckland will result in major economic benefits for New Zealand.

**Subject**  Auckland (N.Z.) Economic conditions 21st century.
Central business districts New Zealand Auckland.
Economic development New Zealand Auckland.

**Dewey**  338.99324

**OCLC Number**  271520170

**Title**  A conversation with my country / Alan Duff.

**Author**  Duff, Alan, 1950- author.

**ISBN**  9780143773269 paperback


**Projected Publication Date**  1907

**Physical Details**  pages cm

**Summary**  "Returned from living in France, he views his country with fresh eyes, as it is now: homing in on the crises in parenting, our prisons, education and welfare systems, and a growing culture of entitlement that entraps Pakeha and Māori alike"--Publisher information.

**Subject**  Duff, Alan, 1950-
Maori (New Zealand people)
New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.
New Zealand Social conditions 21st century.
New Zealanders.
Social problems New Zealand 21st century.

**Dewey**  362.993
ISBN  0908700040
9780908700042
Physical Details  47 pages: illustrations; 30 cm
Subject  Health services administration New Zealand Congresses.
Public health New Zealand Congresses.
Public health administration New Zealand Congresses.
Dewey  362.10993
OCLC Number  155856169

Title  The digital inclusion blueprint = te mahere mō te whakaurunga matihiko.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Internal Affairs, author.
ISBN  9780473471606 print
9780473471613 PDF
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand: Department of Internal Affairs Te Tari Taiwhenua, 2019.
©2019
Physical Details  21 pages: colour illustrations; 30 cm
Subject  Computer literacy Government policy New Zealand.
Digital divide Government policy New Zealand.
Dewey  384.30993

Title  A guide to construction contracts / Stewart Petrie.
Author  Petrie, Stewart, author.
ISBN  9780473443252 paperback
Publishing Details  [Dunedin], New Zealand: The National School of Surveying, University of Otago, 2018.
Physical Details  viii, 104 pages; 21 cm
Subject  Construction contracts New Zealand.
Dewey  343.930786928
Title  The gunner : the unofficial gazette of the 18th Heavy Battery N.Z.A.

Publishing Details  Battery Point : The Gunner Unlimited, [1940]-

Physical Details  volumes : illustrations ; 21 cm

Frequency  Irregular

Publication Numbering  Began with Vol. 1, no. 1 (20th December 1940)

Subject  New Zealand. Army. Royal New Zealand Artillery. Heavy Battery, 18th Periodicals.
          Soldiers New Zealand Humor Periodicals.
          World War, 1939-1945 New Zealand Periodicals.

Dewey  358.123099305

Title  The he in me : a book of poetry, messages in rhyme / Carole Jordan.

Author  Jordan, Carole, 1961- author.

ISBN  9780473368852 paperback
      9780473368869 Kindle

Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [On Eagles Wings Publications], [2018]

©2018

Physical Details  221 pages ; 20 cm

Summary  "It is so easy for those men who choose to deceive us to win. But hopefully this book written in
goetry, will help to supply a little insight. Insight what a wonderful joy to receive it, for once we
have it, it may provide for us with a marvelous slice of life, as those stumbling blocks of
hindsight transpose to secure-footings of steppingstones, as forward me move, empowered,
for those men of their superficial charms are rendered inadequate, unable any longer of us to
manipulate, for now on our side we have a healthy and formidable portion of personal and
profound foresight"--Back cover.

Subject  Abused women Psychology.
          Abusive men Psychology.
          Jordan, Carole, 1961-
          Jordan, Carole, 1961- Relations with men.
          Self-actualization (Psychology)
          Self-esteem.

Dewey  362.8292
Title  The proposed regional pest management plan for the Bay of Plenty region : meeting the Biosecurity Act requirements.

Author  Waring, Marilyn, 1952- author.

ISBN  9781988545905 EPUB
       9781988545912 Kindle
       9781988545929 PDF
       9781988545936 paperback

©2019

Physical Details  376 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm

Summary  "In 1975, Marilyn Waring was elected to the New Zealand Parliament as the MP for Raglan. Aged just 23, she was one of only a few female MPs who served through the turbulent years of Muldoon’s government. For nine years, Waring was at the centre of major political decisions, until her parliamentary career culminated during the debate over nuclear arms. When Waring informed Muldoon that she intended to cross the floor and vote for the opposition bill which would make New Zealand nuclear free, he called a snap election. And the government fell…This is an autobiographical account of Waring’s extraordinary years in parliament. She tells the story of her journey from being elected as a new National Party MP in a conservative rural seat to being publicly decried by the Prime Minister for her ‘feminist anti-nuclear stance’ that threatened to bring down his government. Her tale of life in a male-dominated and relentlessly demanding political world is both uniquely of its time and still of pressing relevance today”--Back cover.

Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
          Waring, Marilyn, 1952- Career in politics.
          Women legislators New Zealand Biography.

Dewey  328.092

Title  The proposed regional pest management plan for the Bay of Plenty region : meeting the Biosecurity Act requirements.

Publishing Details  [Tauranga] : [Bay of Plenty Regional Council], [2018]

Physical Details  78, 191 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm

Contents  Cost-benefit analyses for the proposed Bay of Plenty regional pest management plan / Wildlands.

Subject  Biosecurity New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region)
          Environmental impact analysis New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region)
          Pests Control New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region)

Dewey  363.78099342
Title  The risks of bringing food into New Zealand.


Physical Details  1 folded sheet : illustrations (some coloured) ; 21 x 10 cm

Subject  Biosecurity New Zealand.
         Border security New Zealand.

Dewey  363.2850993

OCLC Number  154137095

Title  A step-change for Auckland : rail development plan 2006.


Physical Details  34 pages : illustrations (chiefly col.), color map ; 22 x 31 cm

Summary  "The purpose of this Rail Development Plan is to describe in more detail the steps needed to fully revitalise the Auckland rail system as part of a fully functioning world-class public transport system and in particular to document the issues that ARTA has addressed in developing its rolling stock procurement strategy. It provides a detailed and robust plan which will enable Auckland's rail system to make a significant contribution to economic development, to the way Auckland lives and moves, and to environmental sustainability"-- Foreword.

Subject  Local transit New Zealand Auckland Planning.
         Railroads New Zealand Auckland Planning.

Dewey  388.4209932

OCLC Number  276658230

Title  The story of the Royal New Zealand Navy : from our old "wooden walls" to H.M.N.Z.S. Tamaki, with many illustrations / H.T. Gibson.

Author  Gibson, H. T., (Harry Thomas) author.

Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Auckland Branch of the Navy League], 1942.

Physical Details  15 pages : illustrations ; 25 cm

Contents  H.M.N.Z.S. "Tamaki" : the newly established training centre of our Royal New Zealand Navy.

Subject  Naval education New Zealand Auckland.
         New Zealand History, Naval.
         New Zealand. Royal New Zealand Navy History.

Dewey  359.00993

OCLC Number  154248158
Title  Awesome animal alphabet poems : ABC / D. Passmore.
Author  Passmore, D., author.
ISBN  9780473472580 paperback
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 26 cm
Summary  Short poems designed to teach young children how to write the letters of the alphabet.
Subject  English language Alphabet Juvenile literature.
          English language Writing Juvenile literature.
Dewey  421.1

Title  Learn Chinese with Roobs : the ultimate Chinese learning / by Hui Juan Yan.
Author  Yan, Hui Juan, author.
ISBN  9780473447298 hardback book 1
Publishing Details  New Zealand : Hui Juan Yan, 2019. ©2019
Physical Details  203 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm
Subject  Chinese language Self-instruction.
          Chinese language Study and teaching English speakers.
Dewey  495.18

Title  A history of language / Steven Roger Fischer.
Author  Fischer, Steven R., author.
ISBN  1780239033 (paperback)
       9781780239033 (paperback)
Physical Details  270 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary  "It is tempting to take the tremendous rate of contemporary linguistic change for granted. What is required, in fact, is a radical reinterpretation of what language is. Steven Roger Fischer charts the history of language from the times of Homo erectus, Neanderthal humans and Homo sapiens through to the nineteenth century, when the science of linguistics was developed, as he analyses the emergence of language as a science and its development as a written form. He considers the rise of pidgin, creole, jargon and slang, as well as the effects radio and television, propaganda, advertising and the media are having on language today. Originally published in 1999, this new format edition, which includes a new preface by the author, also shows how digital media will continue to reshape and re-invent the ways in which we communicate"--Page [4] of cover.
Subject  Historical linguistics.
          Linguistic change.
          Sociolinguistics.
Dewey  417.7
OCLC Number  1004762344
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>annual report / Ashburton Water Zone Committee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Ashburton Water Zone Committee, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Christchurch] : Environment Canterbury Regional Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Ashburton Water Zone Committee Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>577.099386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21324725420002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21324725420002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>annual report / Ashburton Water Zone Committee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Ashburton Water Zone Committee, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Christchurch] : Environment Canterbury Regional Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Ashburton Water Zone Committee Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>577.099386</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>annual report / Christchurch West Melton Water Zone Committee.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Christchurch West Melton Water Zone Committee, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Christchurch] : Environment Canterbury Regional Council, Kaunihera Taiao ki Waitaha : Selwyn District Council : Christchurch City Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Christchurch West Melton Water Zone Committee Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>577.6099383</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>annual report : Kaikōura Water Zone Committee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Kaikōura Water Zone Committee, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Kaikōura Water Zone Committee Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>577.6099378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>100 Natural history treasures of Te Papa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780994146052 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>271 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 x 22 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Museum of New Zealand Natural history collections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural history Catalogs and collections New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>578.074993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Animals for Kiwi babies / text, Matthew Williamson ; illustrations, Fraser Williamson.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Williamson, Matthew, 1959- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780143772682 board book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>©2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 16 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Text in English and Māori.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Baby's first words for the most commonly encountered animals in Aotearoa, in English and Māori&quot;--Publisher information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Animals Juvenile literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Board books.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kararehe. reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pukapuka whakaahua. reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reorua. reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Aotearoa = New Zealand / [Christine Kay Dale ; Ngaere Roberts].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Dale, Christine, artist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780995106772 hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckaland] : [One Tree House], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>©2018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 18 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Parallel text in English and Māori.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Share the shapes and names of the creatures of Aotearoa, New Zealand&quot;--Back cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Animals New Zealand Juvenile literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Board books.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kararehe. reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki. reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pukapuka whakaahua. reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pānui pukapuka. reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reorua. reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Base 3 theory : theoretical physics / by Paul Douglas.
Author  Douglas, Paul, author.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Paul Douglas], [2019]
©2019
Physical Details  21, A-I leaves: illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Cosmogony.
          Mathematical physics.
          Particles (Nuclear physics)
          Standard model (Nuclear physics)
Dewey  539.72

Title  Big Bay area : botanical report / P.N. Johnson, R.B. Allen and P. Wardle.
Author  Johnson, Peter N.
Physical Details  99 pages illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series  Report (New Zealand. Botany Division)
Subject  Plant ecology New Zealand West Coast.
           Plants New Zealand West Coast.
Dewey  581.099371
OCLC Number  154689139

Title  Birdwatching for beginners in New Zealand : a complete guide / Alan Froggatt.
Author  Froggatt, Alan, author.
ISBN  1869665139
          9781869665135 paperback
Publishing Details  London ; Sydney ; Auckland : Reed New Holland Publishers Pty Ltd, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details  144 pages : colour illustrations ; 13 x 18 cm
Subject  Bird watching New Zealand.
          Birds New Zealand.
Dewey  598.0723493
OCLC Number  1083354920
Title HCS level 2 biology custom learning workbook.
ISBN 9781988548371 paperback
Physical Details 1 volume (various pagings) : illustrations ; 26 cm
Contents Achievement standard 91154 (Biology 2.2) -- Achievement standard 91155 (Biology 2.3) -- Achievement standard 91190 (Earth and space science 2.4) -- Biology answers -- Biology index -- Earth and space science answers -- Earth and space science index.
Series Learning workbook.
Subject Study guides. lcgft
Dewey 570.76

Title Hairy Maclary and friends : 123 in Māori and English / Lynley Dodd.
Author Dodd, Lynley, author, illustrator.
ISBN 9780143773641 board book
Projected Publication Date 1907
Physical Details pages cm
Summary "Learn to count with help from the mischievous Hairy Maclary and his rollicking gang of friends"--Publisher information.
Subject Board books.
Counting Juvenile literature.
Kautē. reo
Pukapuka whakaahua. reo
Reorua. reo
Dewey 513.211

Title Hairy Maclary and friends : colours in Māori and English / Lynley Dodd.
Author Dodd, Lynley, author, illustrator.
ISBN 9780143773634 board book
Projected Publication Date 1907
Physical Details pages cm
Summary "Learn your colours in Māori and English with the help of mischievous Hairy Maclary and his rollicking gang of friends"--Publisher information.
Subject Board books.
Colors Juvenile literature.
Ngā tae. reo
Pukapuka whakaahua. reo
Reorua. reo
Dewey 535.6
Title: Hoiho / Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust.

ISSN: 2624-4381

Publishing Details: Dunedin, New Zealand: Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust, [2009]-

Publishing Source: Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust, PO Box 5409, Dunedin 9058, NZ.

Physical Details: 1 online resource: illustrations

Frequency: Semiannual


Subject: Rare birds New Zealand Otago Periodicals.

Yellow-eyed penguin New Zealand Otago Periodicals.

Dewey: 598.4410993805

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21324564020002836

---

Title: Level 1 mathematics and statistics learning workbook / Phyl Haydock and Tom Sidebotham.

Author: Haydock, Phyl, 1953-, author.

ISBN: 0908340508 paperback
9780908340507 paperback

Edition: [2018 edition].


Physical Details: vi, 362 pages: colour illustrations; 26 cm

Contents: Achievement standard 91026 (Mathematics and statistics 1.1) -- Achievement standard 91027 (Mathematics and statistics 1.2) -- Achievement standard 91028 (Mathematics and statistics 1.3) -- Achievement standard 91029 (Mathematics and statistics 1.4) -- Achievement standard 91031 (Mathematics and statistics 1.6) -- Achievement standard 91032 (Mathematics and statistics 1.7) -- Achievement standard 91035 (Mathematics and statistics 1.10) -- Achievement standard 91037 (Mathematics and statistics 1.12) -- Answers.

Series: Learning workbook.

Summary: "Covers eight of the most popular NCEA Level 1 mathematics and statistics Achievement Standards: all four externally assessed standards, 1.2, 1.3, 1.6 and 1.12; four internally assessed standards, 1.1, 1.4, 1.7, and 1.10 ... Features: bite-sized sections of theory ... with student-friendly explanations; numerous worked examples to illustrate key concepts; relevant sets of exercises; answers to all exercises; practice assessments and tests available online"--Adapted from cover.

Subject: Mathematics Examinations, questions, etc.

Mathematics Problems, exercises, etc.

Statistics Examinations, questions, etc.

Statistics Problems, exercises, etc.

Study guides. lcgft

Dewey: 510.76

OCLC Number: 1057602810
On the brink : New Zealand's most endangered species / by Maria Gill ; illustrations Terry Fitzgibbon.

Gill, Maria, 1961- author.


Disappearing acts -- The top 5 endangered birds: New Zealand fairy tern -- Black stilt -- Orange fronted parakeet -- Kākāpō -- Chatham Island tāiko -- The top 5 endangered marine mammals: Māui dolphin -- Bryde's whale -- Southern elephant seal -- Orca -- New Zealand sea lion -- The top 5 endangered reptiles, frogs and bats: Hamilton's frog -- Northern lesser short-tailed bat -- New Zealand long-tailed bat -- Chesterfield skink -- Muriwai gecko -- The top 5 endangered fish: Lowland longjaw galaxias -- Canterbury mudfish -- Great white shark -- Basking shark -- Southern bluefin tuna -- The top 5 endangered insects: Mokohinau stag beetle -- Tekapo ground wētā -- Te Paki stick insect -- Alpine grasshopper -- Forest ringlet butterfly -- Saving the endangered -- Conservation life-savers.

Endangered species New Zealand Juvenile literature.


Moore, Suzanne J., author.

[Auckland?] : [Department of Conservation], 2001.

Brown teal Monitoring New Zealand Great Barrier Island.

Peaches / by Lilian Du.

Du, Lilian, author.

Auckland, New Zealand : Cecilia Du, 2019. ©2019

Where does the peach come from? -- What is the life cycle of a peach? -- What is peach health benefits? -- When was the peach discovered? -- What type of peaches are there? -- What does a peach tree need to grow? -- What does the peach symbolise? -- How much people in the world like peaches?

Children's writings, New Zealand.

Peach Juvenile literature.
Title Ngā Puna o Waiōrea/Western Springs College level 1 biology AS90927 exam workbook / Cara Scott.
Author Scott, Cara, author.
ISBN 9781988548470 paperback
Edition Updated for 2018
©2018
Physical Details viii, 36 pages : colour illustrations ; 26 cm
Series AME for success.
Subject Study guides. lcgft
Dewey 570.76

Title Survey report of the Kaiyo Maru, 1970, offshore from New Zealand.
Physical Details 79 leaves : chiefly charts ; 30 cm
Subject Oceanography South Pacific Ocean.
Oceanography Tasman Sea.
Dewey 551.461478

Title Timaru Girls High School level 3 biology 3.3 learning workbook / Anna Roberts.
Author Roberts, Anna, 1951- author.
ISBN 9780947504649 paperback
©2017
Physical Details 1 volume (various pagings) : colour illustrations ; 26 cm
Series Learning workbook.
Subject Study guides. lcgft
Dewey 570.76

Title Vascular plants from pakihi vegetation in North Westland, South Island / P.A. Williams, S. Courtney, D. Glenny.
Author Williams, P. A.
Physical Details 14 leaves ; 30 cm.
Series Report (New Zealand. Botany Division)
Subject Plants New Zealand West Coast.
Vegetation surveys New Zealand West Coast.
Dewey 581.099371
OCLC Number 154247022
Title  The aquatic oligochaeta known from Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania, and the adjacent islands / by R.O. Brinkhurst.

Author  Brinkhurst, Ralph O, author.

Publishing Details  St. Lucia : University of Queensland Press, [1971]

Physical Details  pp 99-128 : illustrations ; 24 cm

Series  Papers (University of Queensland. Department of Zoology) ; v. 3 no. 8.

Subject  Annelida.
Oligochaeta.

Dewey  592.64

OCLC Number  500992978

Title  The climate of Scott Base, 1957-1992 / A.M. Bromley.

Author  Bromley, A. M. (Anthony Maurice), 1945- author.


Physical Details  20 pages : illustrations, maps ; 30 cm

Subject  Scott Base Climate Statistics.

Dewey  551.69989

OCLC Number  155384789

Title  The diversity and conservation status of pakihi and associated vegetation in North Westland / P.A. Williams, S. Courtney, D. Glenny, G. Hall.

Author  Williams, P. A., author.


Physical Details  1 volume (unfoliated) : illustrations ; 30 cm

Series  Report (New Zealand. Botany Division)

Subject  Plant ecology New Zealand West Coast.
Soil surveys New Zealand West Coast.
Vegetation surveys New Zealand West Coast.

Dewey  581.7099371

OCLC Number  152800491
Title  The geothermal guide to Wai-O-Tapu thermal wonderland : Rotorua, New Zealand / Bridget Y. Lynne.
Author  Lynne, Bridget Y.
Publishing Details  [North Shore City?] : Bridget Y. Lynne, [2003]
  ©2003
Physical Details  64 pages : color illustrations, maps ; 22 cm
Summary  "Wai-O-Tapu (Sacred Waters) Thermal Wonderland is the most active part of the larger 18 km² Wai-O-Tapu geothermal field and is located within the Taupo Volcanic Zone ... [it] offers the opportunity to view a wide range of fascinating, colourful surface thermal features and to develop an understanding of the natural processes creating them. Mud pools, hot springs, geysers, fumaroles, steaming ground and collapse craters are all major features of this constantly changing environment"--Page 3.
Subject  Geology New Zealand Waiotapu Guidebooks.
  Geothermal resources New Zealand Waiotapu Guidebooks.
  Geysers New Zealand Waiotapu Guidebooks.
  Hot springs New Zealand Waiotapu Guidebooks.
  Volcanoes New Zealand Waiotapu Guidebooks.
  Wai-O-Tapu Thermal Wonderland Guidebooks.
  Waiotapu (N.Z.) Guidebooks.
Dewey  551.230993367
OCLC Number  980690918

Title  The illustrated story of the Hawkes Bay earthquake disaster : New Zealand, 3rd February, 1931.
Publishing Details  Wellington [N.Z.] : Printed by the Civic Press, [1931]
Physical Details  [33] pages : illustrations, map ; 28 cm
Summary  A photographic record of the devastation caused by the 1931 earthquake in the Hawke's Bay region. Includes reference map.
Subject  Earthquake damage New Zealand Hastings Pictorial works.
  Earthquake damage New Zealand Napier Pictorial works.
  Hawke's Bay Earthquake, N.Z., 1931 Pictorial works.
  Hawke's Bay Earthquake, N.Z., 1931.
Dewey  551.220993467
OCLC Number  271359777
The "peace" recipe book: every recipe has been tested and is guaranteed economical.

Author: Harvey, Elsie G. (Elsie Gertrude), author.

Publishing Details: Auckland: Printed by N.Z. Newspapers at the Star Office, [1918?]

Physical Details: 88 pages; 22 cm

Subject: Cooking, New Zealand.

Dewey: 641.50993

... annual report.

Author: Holstein Friesian New Zealand (Organisation), author.

Publishing Details: [Hamilton, New Zealand]: Holstein Friesian NZ.

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Frequency: Annual

Subject: Holstein Friesian New Zealand (Organisation) Periodicals.

Dewey: 636.234

Electronic Location: http://www.nzholstein.org.nz/publications.cfm

... global genetics catalogue / World Wide Sires, New Zealand.

Publishing Details: [Christchurch]: World Wide Sires, New Zealand

Physical Details: volumes: colour illustrations; 30 cm

Frequency: Annual

Subject: Dairy cattle Breeding New Zealand Catalogs Periodicals.

Dewey: 636.0820593


ISBN: 9780473462246 paperback


Physical Details: 64 pages: colour illustrations; 21 cm

Subject: Exercise Congresses.

Exercise New Zealand Congresses.

Transportation Environmental aspects Congresses.

Transportation Environmental aspects New Zealand Congresses.

Transportation Health aspects Congresses.

Transportation Health aspects New Zealand Congresses.

Dewey: 613.7
Title  As the years went by between Greville and the Rai / written by L. C. F. Leov for his family.
ISBN  9780473451363 paperback
Physical Details  250 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Farmers New Zealand Marlborough District Biography.
Leov family.
Rai Valley (N.Z.) History.
Dewey  630.92

Title  Aunt Daisy's favourites : authentic handy hints and recipes from Aunt Daisy and the golden era of radio.
Author  Daisy, Aunt, 1879-1963, author.
Physical Details  63 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 cm
Subject  Cooking.
Cooking. lcgft
Home economics.
Dewey  641.5

Title  Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy 51st New Zealand Branch Annual Conference : Tauranga, New Zealand September 17-18.
ISBN  9780473454883 paperback
Physical Details  viii, 429 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Metallurgy Congresses.
Mineral industries Congresses.
Mineral industries New Zealand Congresses.
Dewey  622.0993
Title  Balance + : food, health + happiness / Rachel Grunwell.
Author  Grunwell, Rachel, author.
ISBN  9780994138385
                  ©2019
Physical Details  270 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm
Subject  Sustainable living.
          Well-being.
Dewey  613
OCLC Number  1085592667

Title  Ballast and ballasting.
Author  Furkert, F. W. (Frederick William), 1876-1949, author.
Edition  Revised October, 1929.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Public Works New Zealand], [1929]
Physical Details  19 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm
Series  Engineering pamphlets and data sheets (New Zealand. Public Works Department) ; no. 4.
Subject  Ballast (Railroads)
          Railroads Design and construction.
Dewey  625.141

Title  Caversham Women's Bowling Club recipe book / compiled by members of the Caversham Women's Bowling Club.
Publishing Details  [Dunedin, N.Z.] : Caversham Women's Bowling Club, [197-?]
Physical Details  48 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Community cookbooks. lcgft
          Cookbooks. lcgft
          Cooking.
Dewey  641.5
OCLC Number  320349451
Title Clearwood stallions.
Author Clearwood Thoroughbred Stud Limited.
Publishing Details [Auckland?] : Clearwood Thoroughbred Stud Limited, [198-]
Physical Details 1 portfolio (4 sheets) : colour illustrations ; 32 cm
Subject Clearwood Thoroughbred Stud Limited.
Stallions New Zealand Pukekohe Pedigrees.
Dewey 636.13222099327

Title Cockroaches in head : from legendary insanity to absolute truth / Aodh Macky.
Author Macky, Aodh, author.
ISBN 9780473459611 paperback
©2019
Physical Details 424 pages ; 23 cm
Subject France. Army. Foreign Legion.
Macky, Aodh Mental health.
Macky, Aodh.
Schizophrenics Ireland Biography.
Soldiers Ireland Biography.
Spirituality.
Dewey 616.8980092

Author Norman, Robert G. (Robert George), 1923- author.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Ministry of Works], [1952]
Physical Details 8 leaves, 18 pages : illustrations ; 34 cm
Series Engineering pamphlets and data sheets (New Zealand. Ministry of Works) ; no. 191.
Subject Structural engineering.
Dewey 624
Title: Composite steel and concrete bridge spans shrinkage of concrete.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Ministry of Works], [1952?]
Physical Details: 4 leaves : illustrations ; 34 cm
Subject: Bridges Design and construction.
Dewey: 624.2

Publishing Details: [Napier] : [Blue Pacific Event Management Ltd], [2018]
Physical Details: 1 volume (unpaged) ; 30 cm
Subject: Concrete Congresses.
Concrete New Zealand Congresses.
Concrete construction Congresses.
Concrete construction New Zealand Congresses.
Dewey: 666.893

Title: Control of the obtrusive effects of outdoor lighting.
Author: Standards Australia Limited, author.
ISBN: 9781776736874 print
9781776736881 PDF
©2019
Physical Details: 48 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Dewey: 602.18

Title: Copy of British Standard specification no. 15 for Structural steel for bridges, etc., and general building construction.
Edition: Revised August, 1912.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Public Works Department], [1912?]
Physical Details: 12 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm
Subject: Steel, Structural.
Dewey: 693.71
**Title**  Electroacoustics : sound level meters. Part 2, Pattern evaluation tests.

**Author**  Standards Australia Limited, author.

**ISBN**  9781776736997 print  
9781776737000 PDF

**Edition**  Revised and redesignated as AS/NZS IEC 61672.2:2019

**Publishing Details**  Sydney, NSW : Jointly published by SAI Global Limited under licence from Standards Australia Limited ; Wellington : Standards New Zealand, 2019.  
©2019

**Physical Details**  ii, 38 pages ; 30 cm

**Dewey**  602.18

---

**Title**  Every morning, so far, I'm alive : a memoir / Wendy Parkins.

**Author**  Parkins, Wendy, author.

**ISBN**  1988531616 paperback  
9781988531618 paperback

**Publishing Details**  Dunedin, New Zealand : Otago University Press, 2018.

**Physical Details**  216 pages ; 23 cm

**Subject**  Depressed persons Biography.  
Obsessive-compulsive disorder Patients Biography.  
Parkins, Wendy.

**Dewey**  616.8520092

**OCLC Number**  1082562542

---

**Title**  Fish for mufti day : a story from the Islands of Tonga / by Jill MacGregor ; graphic designer Scott MacGregor.

**Author**  MacGregor, Jill, author.

**ISBN**  9780995119550 paperback

**Publishing Details**  Waikanae, New Zealand : Puriri Paddocks, [2019]

©2019

**Physical Details**  24 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm.

**Summary**  To raise money for the Mufti Day donation Siokatame and his friends collect seafood and sell it to people in their village.

**Subject**  School children Tonga Juvenile literature.  
Seafood Tonga Juvenile literature.  
Tonga Social life and customs Juvenile literature.

**Dewey**  641.392099612
Title  Food industry training programmes / MAF Quality Management.

Physical Details  25 pages ; 21 cm

Subject  Food industry and trade New Zealand Quality control.

Dewey  664.070993

Title  Full answers for Level 2 accounting learning workbook / Anne Dick.

Author  Dick, Anne (Teacher), author.

ISBN  9780947504809 paperback


Physical Details  Auckland, New Zealand : ESA Publications, 2017. ©2017

Subject  Study guides. lcgft

Dewey  657.076

Title  General preparation of plans.

Author  Furkert, F. W. (Frederick William), 1876-1949, author.

Edition  Revised May, 1925.

Physical Details  Wellington : Public Works Department New Zealand, 1929.

Contents  Standard dimensions for drawings : showing positions and dimensions of information required on all drawings, no. 172 (one sheet)

Series  Engineering pamphlets and data sheets (New Zealand. Public Works Department) ; no. 162.

Subject  Mechanical drawing Standards.

Dewey  604.2

Title  Grow 3X : increase your sales with certainty / Logan Wedgwood.

Author  Wedgwood, Logan author.

ISBN  9780473457167 paperback

9780473457174 EPUB

9780473461430 Kindle


Physical Details  253 pages ; 23 cm

Subject  Selling.

Dewey  658.81
Title Household and similar electrical appliances. Safety. Part 2.52, Particular requirements for oral hygiene appliances (IEC 60335-2-52 Ed 3.2, IDT).

Author Standards Australia Limited, author.

ISBN 1776735757 print 9781776735754 print 9781776735761 PDF

Edition Jointly revised and redesiganted AS/NZS 60335.2.52:2018


Physical Details 5, 12 pages ; illustration ; 30 cm

Summary "Applies to the safety of electric oral hygiene appliances for household and similar purposes, their rated voltage being not more than 250 V. This 2018 edition will supersede AS/NZS 60335.2.52:2006 on 30 November 2020. Identical to, and reproduced from, IEC 60335-2-52 ED 3.2 (2017)."--Publisher's website.


Dewey 620.18

OCLC Number 1089763837

Title Household and similar electrical appliances. Safety. Part 2.58, Particular requirements for commercial electric dishwashing machines (IEC 60335-2-58 ED 4, IDT).

Author Standards Australia Limited, author.

ISBN 9781776735792 print 9781776735808 PDF

Edition Jointly revised and redesignated as AS/NZS 60335.2.58:2018


Physical Details 5, 34 pages ; illustrations ; 30 cm

Summary "Applies to routers intended for cutting slots into or shaping the edge of various materials. The rated voltage is not more than 250 V for single-phase a.c. or d.c. tools, and 480 V for three-phase a.c. tools. The rated input is not more than 3 700 W. This standard deals with the hazards presented by tools which are encountered by all persons in the normal use and reasonably foreseeable misuse of the tools. Hand-held electric tools, which can be mounted on a support or working stand for use as fixed tools without any alteration of the tool itself, are within the scope of this standard and such combination of a hand-held tool and a support is considered to be a transportable tool and thus covered by the relevant Part 3. Routers that are primarily used for trimming the edge of materials are also known as trimmers. Routers that are used to cut various materials through the rotary action are also known as rotary cutters. This standard will supersede AS/NZS 60742.2.17:2011 on 30 November 2021. Identical to, and includes the text of, IEC 62841-2-17 Ed 1 (2017)."--Publisher's website.

Subject Dishwashing machines Safety measures Standards Australia. Dishwashing machines Safety measures Standards New Zealand.

Dewey 620.18

OCLC Number 1089763834
Title  Household hints worth knowing : all these hints have been proved by test to be practical, now try them yourself.
Publishing Details  Christchurch : Reliance Distributing Co., [between 1950 and 1960?]
Physical Details  32 pages ; 21 cm
Subject  Home economics Handbooks, manuals, etc.
         Housekeeping Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Dewey  640.41

Title  How the brain thinks / Dr Graham J Desborough.
Author  Desborough, Graham J., author.
ISBN  9780473467081 pbk
Projected Publication Date  1907
Physical Details  pages cm
Summary  "Calling on new research in neuroscience and a new interpretation of old ideas, this book tackles the age-old questions of how thinking, consciousness and emotion happen. We can be irrational and unpredictable but we are completely understandable, the author explains in this fascinating introduction to our complex inner world. At a fundamental level, he suggests, thinking happens when areas within the frontal cortex use the components of attention, emotion and memory to produce higher order functions such as consciousness and perception. These thought processes are similar in most of us. We are uniquely unpredictable simply because we all have a mix of different genes and experience. The value of story, why you should drive with your lights on, confusion around definitions of consciousness and our voice within, and new ways of thinking about feelings and emotion, are some of the topics on which this book offers fresh insights"--Publisher information.
Subject  Consciousness.
         Emotions.
         Thought and thinking.
Dewey  612.823342

Title  How to stop smoking forever : kick-start you future health and happiness right now! / by Neel Ingman.
Author  Ingman, Neel, author.
ISBN  9780473460457 softcover
         9780473460464 EPUB
         9780473460471 Kindle
         9780473460488 PDF
         9780473460495 iBook
Edition  Version 1.0.
©2018
Physical Details  52 pages ; 22 cm
Subject  Smoking cessation.
Dewey  616.86506
Title  Medicines for women / Mira Harrison-Woolrych, editor.
ISBN  3319124056 (hardback : alk. paper)
   9783319124056 (hardback : alk. paper)
   9783319124063 (ebook)
Publishing Details  Cham : Adis, [2015]
Physical Details  viii, 627 pages : illustrations ; 25 cm
Summary  "In this definitive text, the major medicines, devices and vaccines used by women world-wide are brought together for the first time in a single volume. Written and edited by international experts with an evidence-based approach, Medicines for Women offers a comprehensive summary of all key areas. In the first part, issues relating to female drug exposure and prescribing to subgroups of women - for example during pregnancy and lactation, and to adolescent women - are presented in the context of contemporary clinical practice. In the second part, specific groups of medicines are reviewed, including oral contraceptives (with an additional chapter on venous thromboembolism), emergency contraception, contraceptive devices, treatment of chronic pelvic pain, hormone replacement therapy, bisphosphonates, herbal medicines for women, and human papilloma virus vaccines. Every chapter reviews and summarizes the efficacy and safety of each group of products and concludes with a useful set of clinical 'take-home' messages. In the third part of the book, broader perspectives are presented - from a primary-care overview of prescribing for women, through to regulatory, political and religious aspects, including issues in developing countries. The two final chapters focus on communicating the benefits and risks of medicines for women. This book is aimed at prescribers, other healthcare professionals and students of women's health throughout the world"--Back cover.
Subject  Endocrinology.
   Family medicine.
   Gynecology.
   Maternal and infant welfare.
   Medicine.
   Obstetrics.
Dewey  610.82
OCLC Number  907941183
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>My body for Kiwi babies / text, Matthew Williamson ; illustrations, Fraser Williamson.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Williamson, Matthew, 1959- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780143772699 board book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>©2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 16 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Text in English and Māori.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;All baby's first words for the body in English and Māori&quot;--Publisher information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Board books.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human anatomy Juvenile literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human body Juvenile literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pukapuka whakaahua. reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reorua. reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tinana. reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>611</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title                  | National blue cod strategy.                                                             |
| ISBN                  | 9781988571836 online                                                                    |
|                       | 9781988571843 print                                                                     |
| Publishing Details    | [Wellington] : Fisheries New Zealand Tini a Tangaroa, [2018]                            |
| ©2018                 |                                                                                         |
| Physical Details      | 21 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm                                                  |
| Subject               | Fish populations New Zealand.                                                           |
|                       | Fishery management New Zealand.                                                         |
|                       | Parapercis colias New Zealand.                                                          |
| Dewey                 | 639.2775                                                                               |

| Title                  | Nets, lines and pots : a history of New Zealand fishing vessels / Emmanuel Makarios. |
| Author                | Makarios, Emmanuel.                                                                     |
| ISBN                  | 0908876017 (v. 2 : pbk.) : $29.95                                                       |
|                       | 0908876033 (v. 3 : pbk.) : $29.95                                                       |
|                       | 090887698X (v. 1 : pbk.) : $29.95                                                       |
| Physical Details      | 3 v. ill., ports. ; 26 cm.                                                              |
| Subject               | Fisheries New Zealand History.                                                          |
|                       | Fishers New Zealand History.                                                            |
|                       | Fishing boats New Zealand History.                                                      |
| Dewey                 | 639.20993                                                                               |
| OCLC Number           | 38218709                                                                                |
Title  The New Zealand forest products industry review ...
Publishing Details  Rotorua, New Zealand : DANA Publishing
Physical Details  volumes : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm
Frequency  Annual
Subject  Forest products industry New Zealand Periodicals.
          Forests and forestry Economic aspects New Zealand Periodicals.
          Forests and forestry New Zealand Statistics.
Dewey  634.98099305

Title  New Zealand hotrod.
Physical Details  volumes : illustrations ; 27 cm
Frequency  Bimonthly
Publication Numbering  Began with April/May 1967. Ceased with Dec 1969?
Subject  Hot rods New Zealand Periodicals.
Dewey  629.22805

ISBN  9780473479169 paperback
Physical Details  124 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Earthquake engineering Congresses.
          Earthquake engineering New Zealand Congresses.
Dewey  624.1762

Title  The P_N_S book : your penis turns 40 / by Dick Graham and Michael Hill.
Author  Graham, Dick, 1983- author.
ISBN  9780473388027 paperback
©2018
Physical Details  43 pages : colour illustrations ; 15 x 21 cm
Subject  Generative organs, Male Popular works.
          Penis Care and hygiene Popular works.
          Penis Popular works.
Dewey  612.616
Title  Pinus radiata D. (Don) grafting field guide: open bed, containerised and top grafting / authors, Colin Faulds and Vicky Hodder.
Author  Faulds, Colin, author.
ISBN  9780473465797 print, spiral bound
       9780473465803 online
©2018
Physical Details  24 pages: colour illustrations; 18 x 9 cm
Subject  Field guides. lcgt
       Pinus radiata Grafting New Zealand.
Dewey  634.97592

Title  Platelaying.
Author  Furkert, F. W. (Frederick William), 1876-1949, author.
Publishing Details  [Wellington]: [Public Works New Zealand], [1923]
Physical Details  14 pages: illustrations; 22 cm
Series  Engineering pamphlets and data sheets (New Zealand. Public Works Department); no. 5.
Subject  Railroads Design and construction.
Dewey  625.11

Title  Practical guide for cattle veterinarians / Cathy Thompson, BVSc.
Author  Thompson, Cathy, author.
ISBN  9780473469818 paperback
Publishing Details  [Hawera]: [Cathy Thompson], [2019]
Physical Details  xiv, 422 pages: colour illustrations; 30 cm
Subject  Cattle Diseases Diagnosis Handbooks, manuals, etc.
       Cattle Diseases Treatment Handbooks, manuals, etc.
       Cattle Health Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Dewey  636.2089
Title  Preferred medicines list / Capital Coast Health, Hutt Valley Health, Wairarapa Health and Wellington School of Medicine.
Physical Details  109 pages ; 21 cm
Subject  Medicine New Zealand Wellington (Region) Formulae, receipts, prescriptions Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Dewey  615.13936

Title  Preferred medicines list / Capital Coast Health.
Physical Details  204 pages ; 18 cm
Subject  Chemotherapy New Zealand.
           Medicine New Zealand Wellington (Region) Formulae, receipts, prescriptions Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Dewey  615.13936
OCLC Number  154331833
Title  Ready, set, grow : how to build a business not a job / Leonie Freeman.
Author  Freeman, Leonie (Leonie Mary), author.
ISBN  9780473462604 pbk
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Crest Publications, [2018]
Physical Details  152 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm
Summary  "Many small business owners start with great enthusiasm for their new business, but after a few years give up due to frustration, staffing issues, bureaucratic nonsense, or running out of funds to keep going. It's not all a bed of roses for sure, but for someone else coming along and picking up the pieces of your washed-up dreams, there's potentially a gold mine you're sitting on and maybe are unaware of it. Before you walk away from all the hard work of creating and establishing a small business venture, you might want to sit down and read this book and identify for yourself exactly what you can do to turn things around. If you are seeking a new business to buy, you're also going to love learning from Leonie Freeman's own journey and wise advice. Leonie Freeman shares her story of buying and nurturing a small business, in a way that anyone who's been there can relate to. Leonie now writes and speaks throughout NZ and Australia about how to tackle challenges and re-ignite a positive outcome for any sized Small and medium enterprise"--Provided by publisher.
Subject  Business failures.
New business enterprises.
Small business Growth.
Small business Management.
Success in business.
Dewey  658.11

Title  Reed loom basketry : a fascinating handcraft : a New Zealand product made from woodpulp.
Publishing Details  Auckland : Reed Loom Handwork, [between 1935-1940?]
Physical Details  40 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Hand weaving.
Dewey  677.028242
Author  Cossens, G. G. (Gordon George), 1927- author.
Publishing Details  Mosgiel : Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, 1982.
Physical Details  92 leaves : illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Agriculturally marginal lands.
               Reclamation of land.
               Strip mining Environmental aspects.
Dewey  631.64
OCLC Number  153647897

Title  Safe cruisin / director, Sharon Hawke.
Physical Details  1 videocassette (approximately 10 min.) : sound, colour ; 1/2 in.
Language  In English with some Māori.
Summary  Emphasises how important it is to put children into special car seats when travelling. Gives clear instructions on how to install the children's car seats for toddlers and babies.
Subject  Child car seats New Zealand.
               Instructional films. lcgft
               Nonfiction films. lcgft
Dewey  629.2760993

Title  Safer bars and restaurants: a guide to crime prevention through environmental design.
ISBN  9780478449594 online
       9780478449716 paperback
Publishing Source  AL1129
Physical Details  26 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Bars (Drinking establishments) New Zealand Design and construction.
               Crime prevention and architectural design New Zealand.
               Design Human factors.
               Restaurants New Zealand Design and construction.
Dewey  658.473
Title  Safer bottle stores : a guide to crime prevention through environmental design.
ISBN  9780478449594 online
       9780478449730 paperback
Publishing Source  AL1130 HPA
Physical Details  22 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Crime prevention and architectural design New Zealand.
         Design Human factors.
         Liquor stores New Zealand Design and construction.
Dewey  658.473

Title  Singapore in 12 dishes : how to eat like you live there / publishing executive: Antony Suvalko ; editorial director: Leanne Kitchen.
Author  Suvalko, Antony, author.
ISBN  9780473443337 paperback
©2019
Physical Details  137 pages : colour illustrations ; 17 cm
Subject  Cooking, Singaporean.
         Food habits Singapore.
         Restaurants Singapore Guidebooks.
         Singapore Guidebooks.
Dewey  647.955957

Title  Some considerations regarding the proposed New Zealand Animal Health Laboratory  / produced for MAF Regulatory Authority by RW Worthington.
Author  Worthington, R. W., author.
Physical Details  42 leaves ; 30 cm
Subject  Agriculture Research New Zealand.
         Animals Diseases Research New Zealand.
         New Zealand Animal Health Laboratory.
Dewey  630.7240993
**Title**  South Auckland sheep farm survey.
**Physical Details**  12 pages ; 30 cm
**Subject**  Agricultural surveys New Zealand South Auckland.
               Sheep New Zealand South Auckland Statistics.
               Sheep ranches New Zealand South Auckland Statistics.
**Dewey**  636.3
**OCLC Number**  154042608

**Title**  Southern rural life.
**Publishing Details**  Gore : [Allied Press]
**Physical Details**  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
**Frequency**  Weekly
**Publication Numbering**  Print began with Mar. 1994?
**Subject**  Agriculture New Zealand Otago Newspapers.
               Agriculture New Zealand Southland Newspapers.
               Country life New Zealand Otago Newspapers.
               Country life New Zealand Southland Newspapers.
               New Zealand newspapers. local Nz
**Dewey**  630.99305
**Electronic Location**  http://digital.southernrurallife.co.nz/olive/ode/srl_daily/
                        https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21322740100002836

**Title**  Standard road bridges : dimensions of stringers.
**Edition**  Revised Nov. 1918.
**Publishing Details**  [Wellington] : [Ministry of Works], [1918]
**Physical Details**  1 unnumbered leaf ; 22 cm
**Series**  Engineering pamphlets and data sheets (New Zealand. Public Works Department) ; no. 124.
**Subject**  Bridges Design and construction.
**Dewey**  624.2
Title  Stress overload and you : a conversation about how stress in today's world is affecting your body at every level and what can be done about it / Phil A. Long-Taylor.
Author  Long-Taylor, Phil A., 1953- author.
ISBN  9780473461713 pbk
Publishing Details  Pukekohe : [Phil A. Long-Taylor], [2019] ©2019
Physical Details  301 pages : colour illustrations ; 23 cm
Subject  Mind and body.
Stress (Physiology) Complications.
Stress (Psychology)
Dewey  616.98

Title  Summary of the law relating to farm animal operations.
Author  New Zealand. Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.
ISBN  0478074018 9780478074017
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, [between 1990-1995?]
Physical Details  12 pages ; 12 cm
Subject  Veterinary anesthesia.
Dewey  636.089069

Title  Taupo pollution control plant extensions : predesign report / prepared for the Borough of Taupo ; Hayman & Morison ; in joint venture with Steven Fitzmaurice and Partners Ltd.
Author  Hayman & Morison, author.
Physical Details  21 leaves : illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Sewage disposal plants New Zealand Taupo Design and construction.
Dewey  628.36099339
**Title**  There is a way through : a guide for people experiencing stress, depression and anxiety.

**ISBN**  9780478449693 online  
9780478449709 print


**Publishing Source**  HE2570 Health Promotion Agency

**Physical Details**  33 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm

**Summary**  "This booklet lets you know how to recognise depression and anxiety, how to help yourself and how to get help from others. There is also a section for whānau and friends. Depression and anxiety can impact just about every part of our lives. This booklet uses a Māori framework for wellbeing called Te Whare Tapa Whā (the four walls of the house) to address all these impacts: Te Taha Hinengaro (mental); Te Taha Tinana (physical); Te Taha Whānau (social); and Te Taha Wairua (spiritual)"--Page 2.

**Subject**  Anxiety Popular works.
Depression, Mental Popular works.
Hauora hinengaro reo

**Dewey**  616.8527

---

**Title**  Transition curves (3'6" gauge) : tables of transition curves varying with radius of curve, and alternative transitions of fixed lengths.

**Author**  Furkert, F. W. (Frederick William), 1876-1949, author.

**Publishing Details**  Wellington : Public Works New Zealand, 1930.

**Physical Details**  29 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm

**Series**  Engineering pamphlets and data sheets (New Zealand. Public Works Department) ; no. 9A.

**Subject**  Curves in engineering Formulae, tables, etc.
Railroads Design and construction.

**Dewey**  625.110212

---

**Title**  Transport fuel alternatives based on Maui gas / by W.B. Earl.

**Author**  Earl, W. B. (William Brian), 1937- author.

**Publishing Details**  [Wellington? New Zealand] : [Interdepartmental Committee on Petrochemicals?], [1978?]

**Physical Details**  27 leaves ; 30 cm

**Summary**  Examines natural gas, methanol, liquid petroleum gas for petrol blending or substitution to lower oil and gas imports. Methods are considered for turning natural gas from Maui Gas Fields into synthetic fuels using processes such as the Fischer-Tropsch method or Mobil Process. Includes cost analyses.

**Subject**  Fischer-Tropsch process.
Methanol as fuel New Zealand.
Offshore gas industry Economic aspects New Zealand.
Petroleum, Synthetic Evaluation New Zealand.

**Dewey**  662.66
Title  Tried recipes / compiled by the Hokitika Branch of the Plunket Society.
Physical Details  63 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Community cookbooks New Zealand Hokitika District.
          Community cookbooks. lcgft
          Cookbooks. lcgft
          Cooking.
Dewey  641.5

Title  Use of fluoride tablets in non-fluoride areas.
Physical Details  1 sheet ; 21 cm.
           Series  Health information series (New Zealand. Department of Health) ; no. 294.
Subject  Children Dental care New Zealand.
          Fluorides.
          Tablets (Medicine)
Dewey  617.601

Title  Use of fluoride tablets.
Physical Details  1 sheet ; 21 cm.
           Series  Health information series (New Zealand. Department of Health) ; no. 294.
Subject  Children Dental care New Zealand.
          Fluorides.
          Tablets (Medicine)
Dewey  617.601

Title  Waiau Toa/Clarence river floodpain investigation / Michelle Wild.
Author  Wild, Michelle, 1971- author.
ISBN  9781988593234 print
       9781988593234 web
Physical Details  vi, 60 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.
Subject  Flood control New Zealand Waiau Toa/Clarence River Watershed.
          Floodplain management New Zealand Waiau Toa/Clarence River Watershed.
          Waiau Toa/Clarence River (N.Z.)
Dewey  627.4099378
Title  What the fat?: recipes / Grant Schofield, Dr Caryn Zinn and Craig Rodger.
Author  Schofield, Grant, author.
ISBN  9780473450151 paperback
Physical Details  299 pages : colour illustrations ; 29 cm
Contents  LCHF nutrition in a nutshell -- About the recipes -- Getting set up for LCHF cooking --
Breakfasts -- Lunches -- Dinners -- Salads & vegetable sides -- Snacks, nibbles & baking --
Dips, sauces & condiments -- Sweet treats -- Drinks.
Subject  Cookbooks. lcgft
Ketogenic diet.
Low-carbohydrate diet.
Sugar-free diet.
Dewey  613.28332

Author  O'Flaherty, John, (Horse breeder), author.
ISBN  9780473454296 pbk
Physical Details  71 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  New Zealand Equine Research Foundation Finance
New Zealand Equine Research Foundation History.
New Zealand Equine Research Foundation.
Dewey  636.1006093

Title  The insects. Module One / P. Barnes.
Author  Barnes, P.
Publishing Details  [Wellington?, N.Z.] : Ministry of Forestry, [199-?]
Physical Details  99 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Forest insects New Zealand.
Forest insects.
Insect pests New Zealand.
Dewey  634.96
OCLC Number  935881512
The shearers : New Zealand legends / Ruth Low.

Author Low, Ruth Entwistle, author.
ISBN 9780143771166 paperback
Projected Publication Date 1908
Physical Details pages cm
Summary "A colourful account of the men and women, past and present, who have committed their lives to shearing in New Zealand. Their voices - in their own words, often brutally honest reflections on what it is to be a shearer - are at the heart of this book: their training, their tools, their camaraderie, and the gruelling, itinerant nature of the job. Old hands like Brian 'Snow' Quinn, Tony Dobbs and Peter Casserly, and Peter and Elsie Lyon, as well as those newer to the scene, offer personal insights, often for the first time"--Publisher information.
Subject Sheep shearers (Persons) New Zealand.
Sheep-shearing New Zealand.
Dewey 636.08330993

A simulation model for decision-making by farmers in periods of drought / Alan Stent, Peter Jarvis, John Kelly ; MAF Advisory Services, Economics Section.

Author Stent, Alan, author.
Publishing Details [Wellington?] : Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, [1983?]?
Physical Details 6 leaves, 2 unnumbered leaves ; 31 cm
Subject Farm management Computer simulation.
Farm management Decision making.
Dewey 630.68
700 ARTS

Title ... annual report ... / Bowls New Zealand.
Author Bowls New Zealand Incorporated, author.
Publishing Details Auckland : Bowls New Zealand
Physical Details 1 online resource
Frequency Annual
Publication Numbering Print began with 1st 1996/1997?
Subject Bowls New Zealand Incorporated Periodicals.
Dewey 796.315099305
Electronic Location https://bowlsnewzealand.co.nz/key-documents/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21327159450002836

Title ... annual report : year ended 31 October ... / AFL New Zealand.
Author AFL New Zealand, author.
Publishing Details Albany, New Zealand : AFL New Zealand
Physical Details 1 online resource
Frequency Annual
Subject AFL New Zealand Periodicals.
Australian football New Zealand Periodicals.
Dewey 796.336099305
Electronic Location http://aflnz.co.nz/about/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21326734650002836

Title AUT Millennium news.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [AUT Millennium], -[2018]
Physical Details volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency Quarterly
Subject AUT University (Organisation) Periodicals.
Athletes New Zealand Auckland Periodicals.
Physical education and training New Zealand Auckland Periodicals.
Sports New Zealand Auckland Periodicals.
Dewey 796.09932405
Title  Book of Cohen / David Cohen.
Author  Cohen, David, 1962-
ISBN  0947493883 paperback
9780947493882 paperback
Publishing Details  Petone, New Zealand : Steele Roberts Aotearoa, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details  183 pages : illustrations (some colour ) ; 21 cm.
Summary  "This is a story of two Cohens, the famous singer and his not-so-famous lifelong New Zealand fan. It spans several generations and locations, from the refugee waves of Europe of the 19th century to suburban New Zealand in the 1970s, late-night Montréal and New York and the menacing frontiers of the Middle East"--Back cover.
Subject  Cohen, David, 1962-
Music critics New Zealand Biography.
Poets, Canadian 20th century.
Singers Canada.
Dewey  781.64092
OCLC Number  1091906025

Title  Chatter / New Zealand Cutting Horse Association.
Publishing Details  [Te Kuiti?] : New Zealand Cutting Horse Association
Physical Details  1 online resource
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Print began with volume 15, no. 3 (August/September 1993)
Subject  Cutting (Horsemanship) New Zealand Periodicals.
New Zealand Cutting Horse Association Periodicals.
Dewey  798.2099305
Electronic Location  https://www.nzchacutting.com/chatter-archive.html
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21327161620002836
Title  Cinema strikes back : radical filmmaking in the United States, 1930-1942 / by Russell Campbell.
Author  Campbell, Russell, 1944- author.
ISBN  083571330X
         9780835713306 hbk
         ©1982
Physical Details  viii, 387 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm
Series  Studies in cinema ; no. 20.
Subject  Film and Photo League (U.S.)
         Frontier Films (New York)
         Motion pictures Political aspects United States.
         Nykino (Organization : New York)
Dewey  791.430909358
OCLC Number  8388336

Title  Continuing In Jacob's Shadow : 125 years of the Horowhenua Kapiti Rugby Football Union, 1893-2017 / by Clive Akers.
Author  Akers, Clive, 1953- author.
ISBN  9780473452247 print
Physical Details  174 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm
Subject  Horowhenua Kapiti Rugby Football Union.
         Rugby Union football New Zealand Horowhenua History.
Dewey  796.33362099361

Title  Dark of the moon stars / Marama Warren.
Physical Details  1 fan book ; 21 cm
Summary  "When shadows fall into those floss pink caves lit by the humming neon from the west, dark of the moon stars scatter like seeds and sow themselves in dreams"--Text
Subject  Accordion fold format (Binding) Australia Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbbin
         Artists' books. rbgenr
         Fan style bindings (Binding) Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbbin
         Fans in art.
         Fine books Australia Milton (N.S.W.) Specimens.
         Flax fibers (Paper) rbpap
         Handmade papers (Paper) rbpap
         Poems. rbgenr
         Printed papers (Paper) rbpap
         Stars in art.
         Ties (Binding) Australia Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbbin
         Typefaces (Type evidence) Garamond. rbtyp
         Untrimmed edges (Paper) rbpap
Dewey  702.81
OCLC Number  821703250
Title  Don't forget to feed the cat : the travel letters and sketches of Stewart Bell MacLennan / Mary Bell Thornton.
ISBN  9781988595009 print
©2019
Physical Details  225 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 cm
Subject  MacLennan, Stewart Bell, 1903-1973.
          MacLennan, Stewart Bell, 1903-1973. Correspondence.
Dewey  709.2

Title  Down by the river ; Down by the river (backing music only) / Bamford School, Christchurch.
Publishing Details  Christchurch, New Zealand : Sing Out Kiwi Productions, [1997]
Physical Details  1 audio cassette : analog, stereo ; 10 x 7 cm, 4 mm tape
Subject  Children's songs Instrumental settings.
          Children's songs.
          Children's sound recordings. Icgft
          Nature Juvenile sound recordings.
          Songs.
Dewey  782.42083

Title  DressageNZ bulletin.
ISSN  2624-4217
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Dressage NZ], [2016]-
Physical Details  1 online resource
Frequency  Monthly
Publication Numbering  Began with issue 01 (August 2016)
Subject  Dressage NZ (Organisation) Periodicals.
          Dressage New Zealand Periodicals.
          Horse sports New Zealand Periodicals.
Dewey  798.2309905
Electronic Location  https://www.nzequestrian.org.nz/the-dressagenz-bulletin/
          https://issuu.com/dressagenzbulletin
Driven : my story / Hayden Paddon.

Author Paddon, Hayden, author.

ISBN 97801473774037 paperback


Projected Publication Date 1908

Physical Details pages cm

Summary "In Driven, Paddon details the many highs and lows along the road to the top. He opens up about his struggles with bullying, depression and loss as a young man, and goes on public record for the first time about the 2017 accident in which a spectator was killed and his controversial dismissing from the Hyundai Motorsport team in 2018. It's the real account from Paddon himself, in his own words, as he sets the record straight about his dramatic life on and off the road"--Publisher information.

Subject Automobile racing drivers New Zealand Biography.
Automobile rallies.
Paddon, Hayden.

Dewey 796.72092

Emerging practitioner in clay award, 2018.

©2018

Physical Details 24 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm

Subject Pottery Awards New Zealand.
Pottery Exhibitions New Zealand.
Pottery New Zealand Pictorial works.

Dewey 738.0993

Equinox / Marama Warren.


Physical Details 16 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 10 cm

Summary "Sleepless, humid insights, thunderous visions, blinding replays light the bedroom - toss me west to mountains, east to sea...Feelings flash, old memories bark, bark, bark. Life billows, blows, tosses spirit north to childhood, south to rattling iron. Sea levels rises, I'm falling, falling...Downpours drench old bones, old dreams. New dreams glister, flutter, echoing until the dawn creeps in - calm, clean"--Text.

Subject Accordion fold format (Binding) Australia Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbbin
Artists' books. rbgenr
Dreams in art.
Fine books Australia Milton (N.S.W.) Specimens.
Handmade papers (Paper) rbpap
Illustrated works Australia Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbgenr
Memory in art.
Miniature books Specimens.
Printed papers (Paper) rbpap
Ties (Binding) Australia Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbbin

Dewey 702.81
Title  Footfalls : following God even when it hurts / Staci McLean.
Author  McLean, Staci, author.
ISBN  9780473463632 paperback
©2018
Physical Details  113 pages ; 21 cm
Subject  Christian life.
Marathon running France Paris.
Marathon running New Zealand Auckland.
McLean, Staci Religion.
Dewey  796.4252092

Title  Frances Hodgkins : European journeys / edited by Catherine Hammond and Mary Kisler.
Author  Hodgkins, Frances, 1869-1947, artist.
ISBN  9781869408930 hardback
©2019
Physical Details  vii, 259 pages : illustrations (chiefly colour) ; 30 cm
Summary  "New Zealand-born Frances Hodgkins (1869–1947) arrived in London in 1901 and, by the 1920s, had become a leading British modernist, exhibiting frequently with avant-garde artists such as Ben Nicholson, Barbara Hepworth and Henry Moore. This book explores Hodgkins as a traveller across cultures and landscapes – teaching and discovering the cubists in Paris, absorbing the landscape and light of Ibiza and Morocco, and exhibiting with the progressive Seven & Five Society in London. Complete with a visual chronology of the artist’s encounters abroad, alongside over one hundred of Hodgkins’ key paintings and drawings, the book is an illuminating journey that moves us from place to place through the writings of a number of national and international art historians, curators and critics: Frances Spalding (University of Cambridge, England), Alexa Johnston (Auckland-based writer and curator), Elena Taylor (University of New South Wales, Australia), Antoni Ribas Tur (Ara newspaper, Spain), and Julia Waite, Sarah Hillary, Catherine Hammond and Mary Kisler (Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tāmaki, New Zealand)"--Inside front flap.
Subject  Expatriate artists.
Hodgkins, Frances, 1869-1947 Criticism and interpretation.
Hodgkins, Frances, 1869-1947 Travel.
Painters New Zealand Biography.
Dewey  759.993
Title  Gretchen Albrecht : between gesture and geometry / Luke Smythe.
Author  Albrecht, Gretchen, 1943- artist.
ISBN  0995109516
         9780995109513 hardback
         ©2019
Physical Details  303 pages : colour illustrations ; 25 x 31 cm
Summary  "Gretchen Albrecht CNZM is one of New Zealand's most significant painters. Over the course
         of her long career, her work has continued to surprise and delight, and her paintings feature in
         many important collections both in New Zealand and overseas. This comprehensive survey of
         her much-admired work reveals a painter steeped in art history, drawing freely from a range of
         sources to create vivid, intellectually persuasive and deeply affecting work, and determined to
         push her work in new directions. With a text by leading art writer Luke Smythe, plus a preface
         by art curator Mary Kisler, this magnificent book both interrogates Albrecht's work and
         celebrates her accomplishments"--Inside front flap.
Subject  Albrecht, Gretchen, 1943- Criticism and interpretation.
         Albrecht, Gretchen, 1943- Themes, motives.
         Painting, Abstract New Zealand.
Dewey  759.993
OCLC Number  1083357615

Title  Guidelines for play.
Publishing Details  Milton, N.S.W., Australia : The Creative Spirit, [1994]
Physical Details  10 unnumbered pages : illustrations ; 90 x 90 mm
Summary  "Turn up. Pay attention. Speak your truth. Don't blame or judge. Be open to outcomes...but not
         attached"--Text.
Subject  Accordion fold format (Binding) Australia Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbbin
         Artists' books. rbgenr
         Colored paper printings (Paper) rbpap
         Conduct of life.
         Cosmology in art.
         Fine books Australia Milton (N.S.W.) Specimens.
         Illustrated works Australia Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbgenr
         Miniature books Specimens.
         Self-actualization (Psychology)
Dewey  702.81
Title: Hawke’s Bay art guide.

Publishing Details: Napier: Creative Arts Napier, [2015]

Physical Details: 1 volume (unpaged) : Illustrations (chiefly coloured) ; 21 cm

Subject: Art deco New Zealand Hastings.
Art deco New Zealand Napier.

Dewey: 724.6099346

Title: Hidden light: early Canterbury and West Coast photography / Ken Hall with Haruhiko Sameshima.

Author: Hall, Ken, 1960- author.

ISBN: 9781877375569 paperback


Physical Details: 143 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 25 x 24 cm

Summary: "In uncovering the remarkable, largely unseen work of early New Zealand photographers, Hidden Light: Early Canterbury and West Coast Photography is an exploration of an often overlooked aspect of our artistic past. This publication highlights the sometimes unsettling stories of photographers at work in nineteenth-century Te Waipounamu. Spectacular landscapes by skilled amateurs and professionals join powerful images of tangata whenua, settlers and mining scenes. The stories and work of several little-known pioneering women photographers are also given new attention"--Inside back flap.

Subject: Canterbury (N.Z.) Pictorial works 19th century.
Photography New Zealand Canterbury History.
Photography New Zealand West Coast History.
West Coast (N.Z.) Pictorial works 19th century.

Dewey: 779.938

Title: Hope fan #2.


Publishing Details: [Milton, N.S.W.]: [Marama Warren], [2011]

Physical Details: 1 fan book : colour illustrations ; 40 cm

Summary: "The grandmothers are singing songs travelling to the unknown. The grandmothers are singing songs of epic journeys to new worlds...swaying, creaking, swelling, seeking - seeking new land where lost lands of legend lie submerged..."--Text

Subject: Accordion fold format (Binding) Australia Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbbin
Artists' books. rbgem
Fan style bindings (Binding) Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbbin
Fans in art.
Fine books Australia Milton (N.S.W.) Specimens.
Grandmothers.
Handmade papers (Paper) rbpap
Kuia. reo
Ocean travel.
Printed papers (Paper) rbpap
Shells in art.
Singing.
Untrimmed edges (Paper) rbpap
Waiata. reo
Whakatere waka hourua. reo
Title  IN-FLUX / Sandra Hussey (Master of Fine Arts, University of Canterbury 2018) ; [foreword by] Dr Andrew Paul Wood.

Author  Hussey, Sandra, artist.

ISBN  9780473474638 paperback

Publishing Details  [Timaru] : [Sandra Hussey], 2018.

Physical Details  78 pages : illustrations; 25 cm

Subject  Hussey, Sandra.
Modernism (Aesthetics)

Dewey  759.993

Title  Kermadec : 9 artistes dans le Pacifique Sud.

Publishing Details  [New Caledonia?] : Pew Charitable Trusts, [2015?]

Physical Details  43 unnumbered leaves : colour illustrations ; 30 x 43 cm


Language  In French with parallel translation into English.

Summary  Nine artists from New Zealand and Australia traveled to Raoul Island in the Kermadec Islands to express in art the effect of humans on the natural environment there. Includes artist's profiles and their contributions to the exhibition.

Subject  Artists Australia 21st century Exhibitions.
Artists New Zealand 21st century Exhibitions.
Dadson, Philip Exhibitions.
Foster, Bruce, 1948- Exhibitions.
Hall, Fiona, 1953- Exhibitions.
O'Hara, Jason Exhibitions.
Pule, John Puhiaatu, 1962- Exhibitions.
Raoul Island (Kermadec Islands) In art.
Reynolds, John, 1956- Exhibitions.
Thomson, Elizabeth, 1955- Exhibitions.
White, Robin, 1946- Exhibitions.

Dewey  709.93
Title  Life : guidelines for play.
Physical Details  10 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 80 x 80 mm
Summary  "Turn up. Pay attention. Speak your truth. Don't blame or judge. Be open to outcomes...but not attached"--Text.
Subject  Accordion fold format (Binding) Australia Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbbin
Artists' books. rbgenr
Conduct of life.
Fine books Australia Milton (N.S.W.) Specimens.
Illustrated works Australia Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbgenr
Mandala.
Miniature books Specimens.
Printed papers (Paper) rbpap
Self-actualization (Psychology)
Untrimmed edges (Paper) rbpap
Dewey  702.81

Title  Little Shoal Bay and Le Roys Bush Reserves : management plan.
Author  North Shore City (N.Z.). City Council.
Physical Details  v, 87 pages : maps ; 30 cm
Contents  Executive summary (Plan summary ; Vision) -- Introduction (Definition of a reserve management plan ; Purpose of a reserve management plan ; How to use this plan ; The management plan process ; Council's vision & objectives for reserves ; Location & description of Little Shoal Bay & Le Roys Bush Reserves Statutory & planning context) -- Resource inventory (History ; Marine environment ; Landform, stormwater geology ; Flora ; Fauna ; Facilities ; Landscape character ; Leases & licences) -- Recreation, community needs & environmental assessment (Current use ; Future use & environmental improvements) -- Little Shoal Bay & Le Roys Bush management philosophy ; Policy constraints ; Little Shoal Bay & Le Roys Bush management ; Little Shoal Bay & Le Roys Bush management objectives & policies) -- Monitoring & changes to the plan Appendices (Management plan process ; Statutory & planning context ; Schedule of submission ; Botanical & ornithological inventories ; Inventory of relevant Council policies ; Personnel involved in preparing the plan ; References ; History ; Relationship of policy documents, plans & studies to reserve management plans).
Subject  Le Roys Bush Reserve (Auckland, N.Z.)
Little Shoal Bay Reserve (Auckland, N.Z.)
Parks New Zealand Auckland Management.
Regional planning New Zealand Auckland.
Dewey  719.32099324
OCLC Number  271490616
Title  Long ago.
Physical Details  14 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 90 mm
Summary  "Long ago, barn owls, black snakes, sugar-gliders and waterdragons lived in this town. Horses
clopped along streets, wild rabbits and kangaroos nibbled grass and hopped away through
eucalypt lanes. Frogs croaked from creeks, people grew food, saved seeds, made jam, kept
hens, cows and sheep in their yards...bees made honey from our gardens, bower birds left
nests in hedges"--Text.
Subject  Accordion fold format (Binding) Australia Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbbin
Artists' books. rbgenr
Bands (Binding) Australia Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbbin
Fine books Australia Milton (N.S.W.) Specimens.
Handmade papers (Paper) rbpap
Human ecology in art.
Illustrated works Australia Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbgenr
Miniature books Specimens.
Nostalgia in art.
Printed papers (Paper) rbpap
Social change.
Suburbs in art.
Dewey  702.81

Title  Management plan for Rosedale Park / City of Takapuna.
Physical Details  17 pages : maps ; 30 cm
Subject  Parks New Zealand Auckland Management.
Regional planning New Zealand Auckland.
Rosedale Park (Auckland, N.Z.)
Dewey  711.558099324
OCLC Number  271476058
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Marlborough Park management plan / North Shore City.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>North Shore City (N.Z.). City Council.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>v, 31 pages : ill., maps ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Marlborough Park (Auckland, N.Z.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parks New Zealand Auckland Management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional planning New Zealand Auckland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>711.558099324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>271479068</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Matariki.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 box ; 9 x 15 x 15 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Artists' books. rbgren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boxes in art.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fine books Australia Milton (N.S.W.) Specimens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handmade papers (Paper) rbpap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matariki (Tātai whetū). reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Printed papers (Paper) rbpap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stars in art.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ties (Binding) rbbin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unique books. rbgren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>702.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The Meroogal garden.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Warren, Marama, artist, binder, book designer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Milton, N.S.W.]: [Marama Warren], [2006]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>14 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 15 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Artists' books. rbgren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cookbooks. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fine books Australia Milton (N.S.W.) Specimens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gardens in art.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Illustrated works Australia Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbgren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ties (Binding). rbbin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>702.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Michael Shepherd is one of New Zealand's most distinguished contemporary artists. Born in Hamilton in 1950, Shepherd spent his early years in Ngaruawahia. This Waikato upbringing has played a key role in Shepherd's artistic career. Youthful proximity to the sites of pivotal events in New Zealand's nineteenth-century history fuelled in Shepherd a decades-long fascination with exploring the complexities of the colonial era and its legacies. Since the 1980s, Shepherd has been producing intricate, painterly works, often in series, that engage with history and memory, mining connections between past and present, frequently on his Waikato home-turf.

Subject
- Art and society New Zealand.
- Colonization in art.
- Conceptual art New Zealand.
- Kōrero nehe. reo
- Kōrero taumata. reo
- Maori (New Zealand people) in art.
- Ngā Pakanga Whenua o Mua. reo
- Shepherd, Michael, 1950- Criticism and interpretation.
- Taipūwhenuatanga. reo
- Waikato (N.Z.) In art.
- Waikato War, N.Z., 1863-1865.
- War in art.
- Whakaaturanga toi ataata. reo

Dewey
- 759.993

OCLC Number
- 1099406996

Modern Revivals features outstanding furniture by New Zealand designers who draw inspiration from the sleek lines of mid-twentieth century design, while addressing twenty-first century values around functionality, longevity and the environment."--Back cover.

Subject
- Furniture design New Zealand 21st century Exhibitions.
- Furniture designers New Zealand Exhibitions.

Dewey
- 749.0993

OCLC Number
- 910667666
Title  Momentum / text and images - Marama Warren.
Author  Warren, Marama, author, artist, book designer.
Edition  Remix.
Physical Details  8 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 11 x 15 cm, in case 16 x 11 x 1 cm
Subject  Artists' books. rbgenr
Fine books Australia Milton (N.S.W.) Specimens.
Handmade papers (Paper) rbpap
Illustrated works Australia Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbgenr
Life in art.
Untrimmed papers (Paper) rbpap
Dewey  702.81

Title  The Mount Felix tapestry : the story of a community stitch project commemorating the work of the WWI No.2 NZ General Hospital in Walton-on-Thames.
ISBN  9781912031498 paperback
Publishing Details  [Walton-on-Thames] : [Riverhouse Barn Arts Centre], 2017.
Physical Details  iv, 93 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Hospitals in art.
New Zealand. Army. New Zealand General Hospital no. 2 History.
Tapestry England Walton-on-Thames.
Dewey  746.39422145

Title  Newmarket : a new stage of development : the urban open space plan for Newmarket / produced for Auckland City Council by Isthmus Group landscape architects, Rewi Thompson Architects, S & E Consultants, engineers.
Physical Details  [36] pages : illustrations, maps, plans ; 30 x 42 cm
Subject  City planning New Zealand Auckland.
Newmarket (Auckland, N.Z.)
Open spaces New Zealand Auckland Designs and plans.
Dewey  711.4099324
OCLC Number  228037863
Title Newsletter / Commonwealth Games Promotion (N.Z.) Inc.

Publishing Details [Christchurch] : [Commonwealth Games Promotion (N.Z.) Inc.]

Physical Details volumes : illustrations ; 29 cm

Frequency Irregular

Subject Athletics Periodicals.
Commonwealth Games Periodicals.

Dewey 796

Title The Otahuhu Power Complex landscape study / prepared for the District Manager, New Zealand Electricity, Auckland by Jill Corson.

Author Corson, Jill, author.


Physical Details 26 leaves (some folded) : illustrations ; 30 cm.

Subject Electric power-plants New Zealand Auckland Designs and plans.

Dewey 711.4099324

Title Our frocks like mountains / Anita DeSoto (William Hodges Fellow 2018).

Author DeSoto, Anita artist.

ISBN 9780473461966 paperback

Publishing Details [Invercargill] : The Southland Art Foundation, [2018]

Physical Details 30 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm

Subject DeSoto, Anita Exhibitions.
Women in art Exhibitions.

Dewey 759.993

Title Pacific presences : Oceanic art and European museums / edited by Lucie Carreau, Alison Clark, Alana Jelinek, Erna Lilje & Nicholas Thomas.

ISBN 9088905894 paperback volume 1
9088905908 hardcover volume 1
9088906262 paperback volume 2
9088906270 hardcover volume 2
9789088905896 paperback volume 1
9789088905902 hardcover volume 1
9789088906268 paperback volume 2
9789088906275 hardcover volume 2


©2018

Physical Details 2 volumes : color illustrations / 26 cm


Subject Art Oceania.

Art objects, Pacific Island Collectors and collecting.

Material culture Oceania.

Museums Europe.

Dewey 709.95

OCLC Number 1034878587
After days of rehearsing and fundraising, Tauava'e and other members in the Koraunui Pasifika Dance Group perform along with other schools at the Polyfest 2017 in Lower Hutt.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reserve management plan for Mt Cambria Reserve.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>North Shore City (N.Z.). City Council.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Takapuna] : North Shore City, [1996]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>iv, 38 pages : maps ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Mount Cambria Reserve (Devonport, N.Z.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parks New Zealand Auckland Management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional planning New Zealand Auckland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>711.558099324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>271485323</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Roll up : a history of the Patearoa Bowling Club / Jim Sullivan.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Sullivan, Jim, 1946- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473463243 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>©2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>82 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Bowling New Zealand Patearoa History.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patearoa Bowling Club History.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>794.60609394</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Seed to shoot flower to fruit.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Warren, Marama, book designer, binder, artist, paper engineer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>12 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 22 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>702.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Spellbound! : a live-action roleplaying experience / Donna Giltrap.
Author  Giltrap, Donna, author.
Physical Details  41 pages : illustration ; 30 cm
Subject  Fantasy games.
Dewey  793.93

Title  Sway soft heights.
Physical Details  10 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 12 cm
Summary  "Sway-soft heights rock clouds in their arms...drop spirals and hearts...for us to find"--Text.
Subject  Accordion fold format (Binding) Australia Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbin
         Artists' books. rbgenr
         Autumn in art.
         Fine books Australia Milton (N.S.W.) Specimens.
         Illustrated works Australia Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbgenr
         Leaves in art.
         Life cycles (Biology)
         Miniature books Specimens.
         Nature in art.
         Printed papers (Paper) rbpap
Dewey  702.81

Title  Tauranga Rowing Club 1919-2019 : celebrating an oarsome century / Maria-Teresa Corino, with members and friends of the Tauranga Rowing Club.
ISBN  9780473474546 paperback
Physical Details  189 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm
Subject  Rowing New Zealand Tauranga History.
         Tauranga Rowing Club History.
Dewey  797.12306093421
Title  Te Kākano a Te Kaahu - the journey : a kaupapa Māori research examining the story of
the whare rūnanga of Waikato Institute of Technology / written by Mikaere Taitoko ; with
Kimi Matthews, Okeroa Waitai, Hera White ; and Huia Anderson, Darrin Haimona, Betty
King, George Lusty, Rita Mahon, Terehia Pihema, James Rickard.

Author  Taitoko, Mikaere, author.

Publishing Details  [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Waikato Institute of Technology?] , [2008?]

Physical Details  78 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Language  In English with some text in Māori.

Subject  Kōrero nehe. reo
Kōwhaiwhai. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) New Zealand Waikato History.
Marae. reo
Rangahau Māori. reo
Tainui (New Zealand people) New Zealand Waikato History.
Te Kākano a Te Kaahu (N.Z.) History.
Tikanga. reo
Tukutuku. reo
Tāngata. reo
Whare whakairo. reo
Whare wānanga. reo

Dewey  725.8042089994420933

Title  Three wise cousins / written and directed by S.Q.S.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : Distributed by M2S1 Films and Madman Entertainment, [2016]

Physical Details  1 DVD (89 min.) : sound, colour ; 12 cm

Language  In English. English subtitles.

Summary  Adam (Neil Amitauni) discovers that Mary (Gloria Blake) only wants to go out with a 'real island
guy'. Keen to impress Mary, Adam heads to Samoa to find his cousins Mose (Vito Vito) and
Tavita (Fesuiai Villamu) who will give him all the 'wisdom' he needs to become a 'real island
guy'. Three Wise Cousins is the hit comedy that has had audiences laughing all across the
Pacific.

Subject  Comedy films. lcgt
Cousins Drama.
Feature films. lcgt
Fiction films. lcgt
Samoa Social life and customs Drama.
Samoans Drama.
Samoans New Zealand Drama.

Dewey  791.4372

OCLC Number  969677656
Title  
Turn up, pay attention.

Author  

Publishing Details  

Physical Details  
1 fan book : colour illustrations ; 45 cm

Summary  
"Turn up - pay attention - speak your truth - don't blame or judge - be open to outcomes but not attached"--Text.

Subject  
Accordion fold format (Binding) Australia Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbbin
Artists' books. rbgenr
Conduct of life.
Fan style bindings (Binding) Milton (N.S.W.) 21st century. rbbin
Fans in art.
Fine books Australia Milton (N.S.W.) Specimens.
Printed papers (Paper) rbpap
Self-actualization (Psychology)

Dewey  
702.81

Title  
Two Mansfield poems : for oboe d'amore (or English horn) and piano / Edwin Carr.

Author  

Publishing Details  

Physical Details  
1 score (16 pages) + parts ; 31 cm

Contents  
Sanary -- Sleeping together.

Language  
Staff notation.

Subject  
English horn and piano music Scores and parts.
Oboe d'amore and piano music Scores and parts.

Dewey  
788.53

OCLC Number  
50720508

Title  
Two days to Soft Rock Cafe.

Publishing Details  
Auckland : Television New Zealand Enterprises [1970?]

Physical Details  
1 videocassette (approximately 50 min.) : sound, colour ; 1/2 in.

Summary  
Follows the discovery and exploration of a new cave complex, named Nettlebed, deep under Mt. Arthur in Kahurangi National Park. In 1969 cavers from New Zealand and around the world took up the challenge of being the first to enter New Zealand's deepest cave. One of the underground camping spots is named "Soft Rock Cafe".

Subject  
Caves New Zealand Kahurangi National Park.
Caving New Zealand Kahurangi National Park.
Documentary television programs. lcgft
Nonfiction television programs. lcgft

Dewey  
796.525099373
Title Waiheke Island : quartet for four oboes / Edwin Carr.
Physical Details 1 score (15 pages) + parts ; 31 cm
Subject Suites (English horn, oboes (2), oboe d'amore) Scores and parts.
Waiheke Island (N.Z.) Songs and music.
Dewey 785.851941858
OCLC Number 50720188

Title Whatever it takes : Pacific films and John O'Shea, 1948-2000 / John Reid.
Author Reid, John, (Director) author.
ISBN 1776562119 hardcover
9781776562114 hardcover
©2018
Physical Details 462 pages : illustrations ; 25 cm
Summary "Pacific Films was founded on the belief that without locally made feature films, a country imperils its very identity. Led by its idiosyncratic producer John O'Shea, the story of Pacific Films begins at the emergence of a New Zealand national cinema in the second half of the twentieth century, when Pacific was virtually the only independent voice, beholden neither to the government nor the establishment, but determined to establish the value of its production with both. In a converted bakery in Kilbirnie, O'Shea trained and mentored emerging film talent. The principal qualification for admission? A passion for film - and acceptance of the company's employment contract: last in, first out. There was something about the insecurity of not knowing where the next job would come from that, when coupled with a demanding work ethic, generated a sense of creative collaboration. Whatever It Takes recounts the politics and process behind ground-breaking works including Broken Barrier, Runaway, Don't Let It Get You, Tangata Whenua, Leave All Fair and Ngati, and features a roll-call of cameos in Tony Williams, Kiri Te Kanawa, Howard Morrison, Barry Crump, Michael Seresin, Sam Neill and Barry Barclay, united by visionary producer John O'Shea. This is a story of entrepreneurs and dreamers, a disparate bunch bound together in pursuit of films that would define New Zealand cinema"--Inside front flap.
Subject Documentary films New Zealand History.
Documentary films New Zealand.
Documentary television programs New Zealand.
Motion picture industry New Zealand.
Motion picture producers and directors New Zealand Biography.
Motion pictures Production and direction New Zealand.
Pacific Films.
Dewey 791.43092
OCLC Number 1057630374
Title  When the crowd stops roaring : the inspirational memoir of an extraordinary All Black / Neven MacEwan.

Author  MacEwan, Neven, 1934- author.

ISBN  0473468832 paperback
       9780473468835 pbk
       9780473468842 epub


©2019

Physical Details  xiv, 202 pages : illustrations, portraits ; 23 cm

Summary  The inspirational memoir of an extraordinary All Black. New Zealand rugby union player Neven MacEwan played 52 matches for the All Blacks from 1956 to 1962, including 20 internationals and two South African provincial matches as captain. In this frank and inspiring memoir, Neven talks about his early life, and his extraordinary success as a rugby player. A lock and number eight, Neven represented Wellington at a provincial level, before achieving the ultimate in New Zealand rugby - wearing the revered All Black jersey. His contemporaries included Tiny White, Don Clarke, Wilson Whineray, Kelvin Tremain, Colin Meads and Ian Clarke. But this is not just a memoir of rugby achievements; Neven talks frankly about the difficulties in his life 'when the crowd stops roaring' and the reality away from the rugby field. There are immense challenges, including being charged by New Zealand Police for theft, a suicide attempt, and his battle with alcoholism. But there is also hope, triumph and new beginnings in this candid memoir, with Neven going on to give back and help numerous others who have lost their way. All Black, school teacher, shipping travel agent, public relations officer, prison chaplain, husband, father and grandfather, When the Crowd Stops Roaring is an insightful biography of an extraordinary New Zealander, both on and off the rugby playing field.

Subject  All Blacks (Rugby team)
         Autobiographies. lcgft
         MacEwan, Neven, 1934-
         Rugby Union football New Zealand History.
         Rugby Union football players New Zealand Biography.

Dewey  796.333092

OCLC Number  1099472021
Title  All night with the cowboy / Soraya Lane.
Author  Lane, Soraya, author.
ISBN  1250131030 (paperback)
       9781250131034 (paperback)
Publishing Details  New York, NY : St. Martin's Paperbacks, [2018]
                   ©2018
Physical Details  x, 289 pages ; 18 cm
Summary  "At the Ford family ranch, getting thrown from a horse is a part of growing up. But one cowboy
           is still learning the ropes when it comes to falling in love. Tanner Ford has been riding bulls
           and busting broncos his entire life. So when he takes a hard spill--and sustains serious
           injuries--he refuses to believe his rodeo days are behind him. He's determined to restore his
           body and revive his career. There's just one problem: the finest physical therapist in town just
           happens to be the only woman he's ever loved. Lauren Lewis knows she made a huge mistake
           when she walked away from Tanner. But she was young, ambitious, and focused on her
           medical career. Now, after all these years, Tanner's back--and, in spite of his injuries, looking
           better than she allows herself to admit. She agrees to work on Tanner's big bruised muscles
           until he's back in bull-riding shape again. But how can Lauren resist the smoldering attraction
           between her and her old flame ... and will she be able to live without him?"--Back cover.
Subject  Cowboys Fiction.
         New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
         Romance fiction. lcgft
         Women physical therapists Fiction.
Dewey  823/.92
OCLC Number  1001322578

Title  Antipodean antiquities : classical reception down under / edited by Marguerite Johnson.
ISBN  1350021237 hardcover
       9781350021235 hardcover
       9781350021242 electronic publication
                   ©2019
Physical Details  xi, 293 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm
Series  Bloomsbury studies in classical reception.
Summary  Leading and emerging, early career scholars in Classical Reception Studies come together in
           this volume to explore the under-represented area of the Australasian Classical Tradition.
           They interrogate the interactions between Mediterranean Antiquity and the antipodean worlds
           of New Zealand and Australia through the lenses of literature, film, theatre and fine art. Of
           interest to scholars across the globe who research the influence of antiquity on modern
           literature, film, theatre and fine art, this volume fills a decisive gap in the literature by bringing
           antipodean research into the spotlight. Following a contextual introduction to the field, the six
           parts of the volume explore the latest research on subjects that range from the Lord of the
           Rings and Xena: Warrior Princess franchises to important artists such as Sidney Nolan and
           local authors whose work offers opportunities for cross-cultural and interdisciplinary analysis
           with well-known Western authors and artists.
Subject  Classical literature Appreciation Australia.
         Classical literature Appreciation New Zealand.
Dewey  880.09
OCLC Number  1055568675
As the 19th century draws to a close, the struggle for women's suffrage has finally reached New Zealand. But when the tide of change rolls in, it threatens to engulf two young women from very different backgrounds, who are coming of age amid the tumult. Torn between the two worlds that make up her heritage, Matariki Drury is the daughter of a successful white businesswoman and a descendant of Maori royalty. Scarred by poverty and hoping to make a new life for herself in this strange and forbidding land, Violet Paisley is the middle child of a poor Welsh coal-mining family. Drawn together by their shared commitment to social change, and tested by traumas that neither of them could foresee, these two independent-minded women will find themselves thrust onto the front lines of the fight for equal rights and racial justice. To win their place in this world, they must learn to rise above their personal pain and choose a path of reconciliation rather than retribution.
Title  Brumby rescue / Soraya Nicholas.
Author  Nicholas, Soraya, author.
ISBN  0143787446
        9780143787440
        ©2018
Physical Details  168 pages ; 20 cm
Summary  "When Poppy buys a wild, beautiful brumby at an auction she doesn't think about the
        consequences. Everyone thinks she's crazy trying to take on a wild horse, although Poppy is
        sure she can help him. But Poppy had no idea how difficult a wild brumby would be to handle,
        and she's heartbroken when he bares his teeth at her whenever she tries to go near him. Can
        she prove them wrong and work out how to bond with her brumby, or has she finally bitten off
        more than she can handle?"
Subject  Action and adventure fiction. lcgft
        Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
        Wild horses Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  823.92
OCLC Number  1019862835

Title  Cruelle Zélande / Jacques Serguine.
Author  Serguine, Jacques, author.
ISBN  2266077872 paperback
        9782266077873
        ©1990
Physical Details  155 pages ; 18 cm
Subject  Erotic fiction. $2 lcgft
Dewey  843.914
OCLC Number  319854908

Title  Edge of truth / Brynn Kelly.
Author  Kelly, Brynn, 1974-, author.
ISBN  1335050922 (paperback)
        9781335050922 (paperback)
Publishing Details  Don Mills, Ontario, Canada : HQN, [2017]
        ©2017
Physical Details  569 pages ; 17 cm
Contents  Edge of truth -- Forbidden river.
Summary  "Rotting in an African dungeon is the last place journalist Tess Newell expected to find herself.
        As she's held hostage by the terrorist group she's investigating, Tess's salvation--and
        temptation--arrives in the form of another prisoner. A French Foreign Legionnaire with a sinful
        smile and too many secrets to be anything but dangerous. Yet she knows he is her only hope
        of surviving ... after a daring escape, Flynn must risk it all and go on the run with Tess to
        retrieve the evidence she needs ... but time is running out"--Amazon website.
Subject  Africa Fiction.
        Hostages Fiction.
        Man-woman relationships Fiction.
        New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
        Romance fiction.
        Romance fiction. lcgft
Title  Flight of a Māori goddess / Sarah Lark ; read by Anne Flosnki.
Author  Lark, Sarah, 1958- author.
ISBN  1978630867
       9781978630864
Publishing Details Grand Haven, Michigan : Brilliance Audio, [2018]
       [Tullamarine, Victoria] : Bolinda Audio, [2018]
       ©2018
Physical Details  16 CDs (approximately 20 hr., 9 min.) : digital, stereo ; 12 cm ; in container.
Series  Brilliance Audio on compact disc.
Language  Translated from the German.
Summary  Don't fight the winds of change. Ride them. The dawning twentieth century brings change to New Zealand, and new opportunities for any woman bold enough to grasp them. Atamarie Turei, whose mother fought for suffrage, has enrolled as the first female student at the Canterbury College of Engineering. On a surveying trip she meets Richard Pearse, who shares her passion for aviation. Being part Maori, part white, and thoroughly independent, Atamarie is soon vilified by Richard's conservative farm community, forcing her to navigate the next step in a liberating life. Roberta Fence, Atamarie's best friend, has just graduated from college. Obsessed with charismatic, womanising doctor Kevin Drury, Roberta follows him to South Africa, where their work together in the brutal Boer concentration camps will change her, but not define her. Soon, Atamarie and Roberta will discover that destiny lies closer to home. There, each woman forges a path through star-crossed love, family upheaval and a shifting social landscape. And by reconciling ambition with the spirituality of her ancestors, Atamarie endeavours to make her dreams take flight at last.
Subject  Audiobooks. lcgt
       Female friendship Fiction.
       Historical fiction. lcgt
       Interpersonal relations Fiction.
       Man-woman relationships Fiction.
       Maori (New Zealand people) Fiction.
       New Zealand History 1876-1918 Fiction.
       New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
       Romance fiction. lcgt
       Young women Fiction.
Hearts of resistance / Soraya M. Lane.

Lane, Soraya, author.

ISBN 1477805109 paperback
9781477805107 paperback

©2018

Physical Details 318 pages ; 21 cm

Summary "When Hazel is given the chance to parachute into Nazi-occupied France, she seizes the opportunity to do more for the British war effort than file paperwork. Alongside her childhood friend, French-born Rose, she quickly rises up the ranks of the freedom fighters. For Rose, the Resistance is a link to her late husband, and a way to move forward without him. What starts out as helping downed airmen becomes a bigger cause when they meet Sophia, a German escapee and fierce critic of Hitler who is wanted by the Gestapo. Together, the three women will form a bond that will last a lifetime. But amid the turmoil and tragedy of warfare, all three risk losing everything—and everyone—they hold dear. Will their united front be strong enough to see them through?"--Back cover.

Subject Female friendship Fiction.
    Historical fiction. lcgft
    New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
    Romance fiction. lcgft
    Widows Fiction.
    World War, 1939-1945 France Fiction.

Dewey 823/.92

OCLC Number 990288466

Jam for Nana / Deborah Kelly ; illustrated by Lisa Stewart.

Kelly, Deborah, 1962- author.

ISBN 0857980017 (hardback)
          0857980025 (paperback)
          9780857980014 (hardback)
          9780857980021 (paperback)


Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 19 x 24 cm.

Summary A little girl goes to the ends of the earth to find real apricot jam for her beloved grandmother.

Audience Junior. National Library of New Zealand

Subject Grandparent and child Fiction.
    Grandparent and child Juvenile fiction.
    Granmothers Fiction.
    Picture books for children.

Dewey A823.4

OCLC Number 861183095
Title: Juliana / Rosana Navarro, Margarita Pérez García ; German translation and adaptation by Kathrin Shechtman.
Author: Navarro, Rosana, 1973- author.
ISBN: 9780473454838 paperback
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Margarita Pérez García], 2018. ©2018
Physical Details: 61 pages : illustrations ; 18 cm
Summary: "Juliana is special - a rare albino bat who lives with her brother in a secret cave in Spain. But Juliana is unhappy. She doesn't seem to fit in with her bat colony. Not only does she look different but she does everything differently. Far-fetched plans and crazy ideas, that's her! One day she feels a strange vibration coming from outside the cave. What is it? She senses danger but no one will listen. Juliana sets off to investigate and is drawn into an adventure that takes her far beyond the safety of her cave. Will she survive? Can she use her special abilities to save her colony from destruction?"--Back cover.
Subject: Animal fiction. lcgft
   German language Readers.
Dewey: 863.7

Title: Leacock's lessons : $ / Stephen Leacock.
Author: Leacock, Stephen, 1869-1944 author.
ISBN: 9780994131683 paperback
Physical Details: 18 pages ; 12 cm
Contents: My financial career -- How to make a million dollars -- Self-made men -- Insurance up to date.
Subject: Humorous fiction. lcgft
   Short stories. lcgft
Dewey: 817.52

Title: Level 3 response to written texts learning workbook / Kerry Pinnell.
Author: Pinnell, Kerry, author.
ISBN: 9780947504694 paperback
Physical Details: vi, 96 pages : colour illustrations ; 26 cm
Contents: Prose texts -- Drama -- Poetry -- Essay writing -- Answers.
Series: Learning workbook.
Subject: Study guides. lcgft
Dewey: 820.76
The Little Sublime Comedy / John Gallas.

Gallas, John, 1950- author.

ISBN 1784104744 paperback
9781784104740 paperback

©2017

181 pages ; 22 cm

The bad place: songs 1-50 -- The better place: sings 51-99 -- The good place: songs 100-147.

Snatched snoozing from a mountainside above Lake Rotoiti by his own bumptiousness, and Samuel Beckett, Mr Gallas flies upon a Guided Tour of The Bad Place, The Better Place, and The Good Place, to view their horrors, hopes, despairs and delights. Written in 147 small Songs, this metaphysical plunge, from torment to triumph, features The Tall Knight, The Winsome Weka, 5 Dimensions, Lineout the Dog, torture, a Vegetable Ewe, several Pukekos, a skiing Pohutukawa Tree, ordure, a Polar Rose, The Golden Kiwi, souls falling off things, Philosophy, 78 encounters with the affectionate dead, and lots of bright, coloured lights. Constructed according to an irrefutable, meticulously arranged and explained system of Much Higher Physics, this 21st Century Dante reassesses what are the deadliest of sins, the moral dimensions of forgivable wickedness, and the most splendid qualities of modern man and woman ...and what will happen to their actors.

Dante Alighieri, 1265-1321. Divina commedia Adaptations.
English poetry New Zealand authors.
New Zealand poetry 21st century.
New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Poetry. lcgft

Dewey 821.914

OCLC Number 1000499717

Monkey on the run / Leo Timmers.

Timmers, Leo, author, illustrator.

ISBN 1776572505 hardback
1776572513 paperback
9781776572502 hardback
9781776572519 paperback

©2019

1 volume (unpaged) : color illustrations ; 23 x 29 cm

Translated from the Dutch.

Papa Monkey and Little Monkey are on their way. But the street is very busy and they are going so slowly! Little Monkey loses patience and jumps onto the fire engine. Up the ladder from there and he joins a TV crew! Then the garbage truck, an aquarium bus, a food cart for rabbits packed with carroty treats, Arctic animals traveling by snow globe, a jewel thief's getaway car ... There is so much going on in the street, it's become a playground! Each vehicle in this wordless picture book contains a world of detail, activity and humor to share with curious toddlers.

Junior National Library of New Zealand.

Animals Fiction.
Automobile travel Juvenile fiction.
Monkeys Fiction.
Monkeys Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Stories without words.

Dewey 839.3137
OCLC Number 1086338421

Title New Zealand writers' week. Dunedin. April 6-12, 1991.

Publishing Details [Dunedin] : [publisher not identified], [1991]
Physical Details 30 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm
Subject Art festivals Dunedin New Zealand.
Authors, New Zealand Biography.
Dunedin Writers and Readers Week
New Zealand In literature.
New Zealand Intellectual life 20th century.

Dewey 807.99392
OCLC Number 156761969

Title Nits! / Stephanie Blake.
Author Blake, Stephanie, author.
ISBN 1776572238
1776572246
9781776572236 Hardback
9781776572243 Paperback
©2019
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 28 cm
Summary Simon loves Lou, a new girl at school. But Lou loves Mamadou. When Mamadou shouts out to everyone that Lou has nits, Lou gives Simon a kiss. And something else ...
Audience Junior National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Lice Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Simon (Fictitious character from Blake) Juvenile fiction.

Dewey 843.92
OCLC Number 1090100088
Title: Ocean’s kiss / Lani Wendt Young.
Author: Young, Lani Wendt, author.
ISBN: 0995106746
9780995106741 paperback
©2018
Physical Details: 252 pages ; 20 cm
Summary: "Long ago, Tangaloa cast a fiery net upon the waters and drew forth ocean’s might - the
crashing wave. The surging tide that speaks to Masina the moon. All this Tangaloa fashioned
with godly hands into Telesa Vasa Loloa. She was beautiful. Sacred one of ocean. A fierce
warrior. Called to watch over earth, and stand guardian against Man, he that had chosen to be
the destroyer...Leila Folger is Telesā and in the Telsā trilogy: The Covenant Keeper, When
Water Burns and The Bone Bearer, she discovered her past and her powers, and with it her
responsibilities, before finding the love of Daniel Tahi. Now their struggles are over and they
are just a couple in love. They have their happy ending - or do they? Pele the fire goddess
may have been defeated, but there are others who still hold Leila responsible for crimes of the
past. And now a stranger from Daniel’s past appears bringing vital secrets and memories long
thought lost. Can Daniel and Leila’s love survive? And when the ocean remembers who she is
- will she choose a long buried love or a fury reborn?"--Back cover.
Audience: Senior secondary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject: Fantasy fiction. lcgft
Folklore Samoa Fiction.
Man-woman relationships Fiction.
Romance fiction. lcgft
Samoa Fiction.
Samoa Social life and customs Fiction.
Secrets Fiction.
Young adult fiction.
Dewey: 823.92
OCLC Number: 1060193014

Title: Sailor Jack and the 20 orphans / by Margaret Mahy ; pictures by Robert Bartelt.
Author: Mahy, Margaret, author.
ISBN: 0140500944 (sd)
9780140500943 (sd)
Physical Details: 26 unnumbered pages : chiefly color illustrations ; 16 x 20 cm.
Series: Picture Puffins.
Summary: Sailor Jack goes to work for pirates in order to raise enough money to adopt twenty orphans.
Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Children's stories.
Orphans Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Pirates Juvenile fiction.
Dewey: 823.9/1
OCLC Number: 16303425
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Smoke / by Cao Wenxuan ; illustrated by Yu Rong ; translated by Duncan Poupard.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Cao, Wenxuan, 1954- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780994131621 Hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 volume (unpaged) : illustrations (some colour) ; 29 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>This is a story about understanding and tolerance. The fat man lives on the east side of the river. The thin man lives on the west. They argue over trivial things and forbid their children to play with each other, and in turn, even the children stop their dogs playing with each other. They are always fighting over something until one morning, when the two families are cooking breakfast. The family on the east side of the river is using wet firewood, giving off black smoke, while the family on the east side is using dried firewood, giving off white smoke. The black smoke and white smoke float gently up into the air towards each other...and things start to change&quot;—Publisher's website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Chinese Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Families Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interpersonal conflict Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sophisticated picture books. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Toleration Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>895.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>1029661700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Summer / story by Cao Wenxuan ; illustrations by Yu Rong ; translated by Yan Ding.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Cao, Wenxuan, 1954- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>0994131631 9780994131638 hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 26 x 28 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Translated from the Chinese.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>In the hot summer sun a group of animals are eagerly looking for a shady place to rest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Animals Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Picture books for children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shades and shadows Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summer Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>895.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>1000295386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>When water burns / Lani Wendt Young.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Young, Lani Wendt, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780995106727 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>[One Tree House edition]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>New Zealand : One Tree House, 2019.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>©2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>464 pages ; 20 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;With Nafanua and the Covenant Sisterhood out of the way, Leila and Daniel are finally able to love without fear of retribution. Or are they? As a malicious telesā plots her revenge, a mysterious stranger arrives on the island. Fuelled by hate and running from a fiery past, he looks to Leila for answers and she must fight to contain the fury of fanua-afi while trying to protect all those she loves. Are Leila and Daniel destined to be forever divided by the elements? When it comes to Water and Fire, daughter of earth and son of the ocean, who will endure?&quot;--Back cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Senior secondary National Library of New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Fantasy fiction. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Folklore Samoa Fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High school students Fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magic realist fiction. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paranormal fiction. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Secret societies Fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Young adult fiction. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>823.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Lagercrantz, Rose, 1947- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>1776572254 (USA) hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1776572262 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781776572250 (USA) hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781776572267 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>©2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>181 pages ; illustrations ; 22 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Dani, who is staying with her grandparents, decides to take the trip on her own to see Ella for her birthday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Primary National Library of New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Best friends Fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Best friends Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Birthdays Fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Birthdays Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Friendship Fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Friendship Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Girls Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grandparents Fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grandparents Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>839.738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>1089254196</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  The company you keep / L.E. Praeger.
Author  Dobrzyńska, Luiza, 1966- author.
ISBN  9780473479046 paperback
       9780473479053 ePub
       9780473479060 Mobi
Publishing Details  [Turangi] : Cheeky Kea Printworks, [2019]
                   ©2019
Physical Details  221 pages ; 21 cm.
Summary  "In a not-so-distant future, Earth is slowly being reborn in the wake of an ecological
catastrophe, but that rebirth is not happening fast enough. With her faithful android companion
at her side, school teacher Etta must embark upon a dangerous mission to the stars to save
everyone, human and android alike. Before they can begin their monumental quest to the
stars, they must face a warzone of intrigue, prejudice, and their own family. In the end, who will
prove to be more human: man or machine? Can an A.I. not just think, but also feel? Do
androids have a soul?"--Back cover.
Subject  Science fiction. lcgft
Dewey  891.8538

Title  The covenant keeper / Lani Wendt Young.
Author  Young, Lani Wendt, author.
ISBN  0995106711
       9780995106710 paperback
Edition  [One Tree House edition]
Publishing Details  New Zealand : OneTree House, 2019
                   ©2012
Physical Details  599 pages ; 20 cm.
Summary  "Teenager Leila Folger escapes the stifling misery of life with her American grandmother and
goes to Samoa searching to connect with her mother's family. Why is she met with hostility?
What really happened eighteen years ago when her father fled the island with his infant
daughter? Why is everyone afraid to even talk about the woman he once loved? Leila's quest
takes a thrilling turn when she meets Daniel Tahi, irresistibly compelling with his island-warrior
tattoos, breath-taking jade eyes and golden smile. What binds him and Leila so closely?Leila
discovers she is heir to a fiery birthright that means she must choose between the Sisterhood
and the boy she loves"--Back cover.
Audience  Senior secondary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Fantasy fiction. lcgft
       Fathers Death Fiction.
       Folklore Samoa Fiction.
       High school students Fiction.
       Magic realist fiction. lcgft
       Paranormal fiction. lcgft
       Samoa Fiction.
       Secret societies Fiction.
       Young adult fiction.
Dewey  823.92
OCLC Number  1081043439
Title The runaways / Ulf Stark ; illustrated by Kitty Crowther ; translated by Julia Marshall.
Author Stark, Ulf, 1944-2017, author.
ISBN 1776572335 hardcover
1776572343 paperback
9781776572335 hardcover
9781776572342 paperback
©2019
Physical Details 129 pages : color illustrations ; 22 cm
Language Translated from Swedish.
Summary "Grandpa's in the hospital and hating it. He swears at the nurses and makes trouble for everyone. Dad finds it too stressful to visit, but Gottfried Junior visits Grandpa as often as he's allowed, and when he's not allowed, he goes anyway. Grandpa thinks only of the place he was happiest—the island where he lived with Grandma before she died. He wants to go back one last time, but they won't let him out of the hospital. Gottfried Junior and Grandpa take things into their own hands. If running away is the only way to get to the island, then they'll be runaways."--Page [2] of cover.
Audience Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Children's stories.
Grandfathers Fiction.
Grandfathers Juvenile fiction.
Islands Fiction.
Islands Juvenile fiction.
Medical fiction.
Runaway children Juvenile fiction.
Runaways Fiction.
Dewey 839.7374
OCLC Number 1043882064

Title The stakes / Ben Sanders.
Author Sanders, Ben, 1989- author.
ISBN 9781250140111 hardcover
9781250140128 ebook
©2018
Physical Details 323 pages ; 25 cm
Summary An NYPD robbery detective uses his insider cop knowledge to rob rich criminals. The latest from Ben Sanders, following his novels American Blood and Marshall's Law. Rip-offs are a dangerous game, but heist man Miles Keller thinks he's found a good strategy: rob rich New York criminals and then retire early, before word's out about his true identity. New town, new name, no worries. Retirement can't come soon enough, though. The NYPD is investigating him for the shooting of a hitman named Jack Deen, who was targeting Lucy Gates--a former police informant and Miles's ex-lover. Miles thinks shooting hitmen counts as altruism, but in any case a murder charge would make life difficult. He's ready to go to ground, but then Nina Stone reappears in his life. Nina is a fellow heist professional and the estranged wife of LA crime boss Charles Stone. Miles last saw her five years ago, and since then her life has grown more complicated: her husband wants her back, and he's dispatched his go-to gun thug to play repo man. Complicating matters is the fact that the gun thug in question is Bobby Deen, cousin of the dead Jack Deen--and Bobby wants vengeance. The stakes couldn't be higher, but Nina
has an offer that could be lucrative. Maybe Miles can stick around a while longer...

Subject Murder Investigation Fiction.
   New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey 823/.92
Title: Auckland: city of the seas.
Physical Details: 17 pages; 21 cm
Subject: Auckland (N.Z.) History.
Dewey: 993.24

Title: By the Grace of God / edited by Chris Mullins.
Author: Mullins, Jimmy (Physician), author.
ISBN: 9780473469443
Publishing Details: [Auckland, New Zealand]: [Chris Mullins], 2019.
Physical Details: 155 pages: illustrations; 21 cm
Summary: "Attached to the 1st South African Infantry Battalion (part of the British Eighth Army) from July 1941 to December 1942, Captain Jimmy Mullins served as a frontline doctor in North Africa during World War II and saw action in the battles of Tobruk, Gazala and Alamein. Compiled for the first time by his son Chris, this book presents his matter-of-fact letters, written under strict censorship to his family. Punctuated by a dry sense of humour, the letters contain colourful descriptions of desert life, trips to the Holy Land, ancient history, boredom, survival, the fine art of "scrounging" and the war itself"—Back cover.
Subject: Great Britain. Army. Army, Eighth.
Mullins, Jimmy (Physician)
Physicians South Africa Correspondence.
World War, 1914-1918 Personal narratives, South African.
World War, 1939-1945 Campaigns North Africa.
Dewey: 940.5481682

Title: By the light of the moon / Bernadette Marama Gavin.
Author: Gavin, Bernadette Marama, author.
ISBN: 9780473452544 paperback
Publishing Details: Raglan, New Zealand: Chocolate Fish Publishing, [2018]
Physical Details: 368 pages; 22 cm
Subject: Coming of age.
Gavin, Bernadette Marama Travel.
Sailing.
Self-realization.
Voyages around the world.
Dewey: 910.41092
Title Cafés & curiosity : stories of travel adventures and observations to inspire you / Lynette Morris.

Author Morris, Lynette, author.

ISBN 9780473452254 paperback

©2018

Physical Details 203 pages ; 21 cm

Subject Families Anecdotes.
Morris, Lynette Travel Anecdotes.
Travel Anecdotes.

Dewey 910.4

Title Codename Intelligentsia : the life and times of the Honourable Ivor Montagu, filmmaker, communist, spy / Russell Campbell.

Author Campbell, Russell, 1944- author.

ISBN 0750987057
9780750987059 print
9780750988445 ePub

©2018

Physical Details 448 pages, [16] pages of unnumbered plates : illustrations ; 24 cm

Summary "He was the son of a hereditary peer, one of the wealthiest men in Britain. His childhood was privileged; at Cambridge he flourished. At the age of 21 he founded The Film Society, and became a pioneering standard-bearer for film as art. He was a collaborator of Alfred Hitchcock, rescuing The Lodger and later producing his groundbreaking British thrillers The Man Who Knew Too Much, The 39 Steps, Secret Agent and Sabotage. He directed comedies from stories by H.G. Wells, worked in Hollywood with Eisenstein, and made documentaries in Spain during the Civil War. He lobbied for Trotsky to be granted asylum in the UK, and became a leading propagandist for the anti-fascist and Communist cause. Under the nose of MI5, who kept him under constant surveillance, he became a secret agent of the Comintern and a Soviet spy. A man of high intelligence and moral concern, he was blind to the atrocities of the Stalin regime. This is the remarkable story of Ivor Montagu, and of the burgeoning cinematic culture and left-wing politics of Britain between the wars. It is a story of restless energy and generosity of spirit; of creative achievement and intellectual corruption."--Provided by publisher.

Subject Biographies. lcgft
Communists Great Britain Biography.
Great Britain Politics and government 1910-1936.
Great Britain Social life and customs 1918-1945.
Motion picture producers and directors Great Britain Biography.
Spies Great Britain Biography.

Dewey 927.9

OCLC Number 1012659617
Title Lavericks Bay : Banks Peninsula, New Zealand : the history and its people / Paul de Latour.

Author De Latour, Paul, author.

ISBN 9780473471675 print


Physical Details 236 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 24 cm

Subject Banks Peninsula (N.Z.) History.
Banks Peninsula (N.Z.) Social conditions 20th century.
De Latour family.
De Latour, Paul Family.
Frontier and pioneer life New Zealand Banks Peninsula.
Pioneers New Zealand Banks Peninsula.

Dewey 929.2099384

Title Living among the Northland Māori : diary of Father Antoine Garin, 1844-1846 / translated & edited by Peter Tremewan & Giselle Larcombe.

Author Garin, Antoine Marie, Father, 1810-1889.

ISBN 1988503027
9781988503028


Physical Details 600 pages, 20 unnumbered pages of plates : illustrations (chiefly colour), colour maps, portraits ; 27 cm

Contents Garins diary, 1844 -- Garins diary, 1845 -- Garins diary, 1846 --Appendix A: Garin's 1876 lecture on the Northern war -- Appendix B: Mangakahia letters.

Summary "A French Marist priest, Father Antoine Garin was sent to run the remote Mangakahia mission station on the banks of the Wairoa River. Living Among the Northland Māori is Garin's diary recording his experiences from 1844 to 1846 as he gets to know the Māori in the region. The diary provides vivid accounts of contemporary events, as Garin came dangerously close to the action of the Northern War, and wrote of such prominent figures as Bishop Pompallier and of Hone Heke and Kawiti as they opposed the new colonial authorities. Above all, the diary is an intimate record of life in a Māori community in which Garin describes the close relationships he formed with his new neighbours - from his young followers and local families to the chiefs who offered him protection while he lived among them. This is the first full English translation of Garin's surviving Mangakahia journals and letters. Frank, open-minded and often humorous, Garin's diary is a major contribution to the early history of European settlement in Aotearoa and a compelling insight into Māori customs, values and beliefs of the time"--Back cover.

Subject Catholic Church New Zealand Clergy Correspondence.
Catholic Church New Zealand Clergy Diaries.
Garin, Antoine Marie, Father, 1810-1889 Correspondence.
Garin, Antoine Marie, Father, 1810-1889 Diaries.
Garin, Antoine Marie, Father, 1810-1889.
Korero nehe. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) New Zealand Northland Social life and customs.
Marist Brothers Correspondence.
Marist Brothers Diaries.
Mihinare. reo
Northland (N.Z.) History 19th century.
Tikanga. reo
Tāngata whenua. reo
Title Mud and blood : the World War I story of Andrew Beames McCorkindale / David Baird.
Author Baird, David, 1977- author.
ISBN 9780473429423 EPUB
9780473429430 Kindle
9780473429447 PDF
9780473469948 print
Publishing Details [Christchurch, New Zealand] : [David Baird], 2018.
Physical Details 73 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm
Subject McCorkindale, Andrew Beames, 1885-1917
Soldiers New Zealand Biography.
World War, 1914-1918 New Zealand Biography.
World War, 1914-1918 Personal narratives, New Zealand.
Dewey 940.48193

Title Murupara rock carvings, or, Archaeology with a difference / Martin Wilson.
Author Wilson, Martin G. (Martin Gordon), 1924-1980, author.
ISBN 9780473391911 paperback
Publishing Details [Murupara] : [Monica Higgins], [2017]
Physical Details 280 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject Hekenga. reo
Iwi. reo
Kōrero nehe. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Antiquities.
Maori (New Zealand people) Boats.
Maori (New Zealand people) History
Maori (New Zealand people) Origin.
Ngāti Raukawa (New Zealand people) History
Ngāti Toa (New Zealand people) History
Petroglyphs New Zealand Murupara.
Polynesians Migrations.
Taka tapui reo
Waka hourua. reo
Whaipara tangata. reo
Whakairo. reo
Whakapapa. reo
Whenua. reo
Dewey 993.004099442
Title  The New Zealand Wars = Ngā pakanga o Aotearoa / Vincent O'Malley.
Author  O'Malley, Vincent, 1967- author.
ISBN  9781988545998 paperback
©2019
Physical Details  272 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 23 cm
Summary  "The New Zealand Wars of the mid-nineteenth century profoundly shaped the course and direction of our nation’s history. Fought between the Crown and various groups of Māori between 1845 and 1872, the wars touched many aspects of life in nineteenth-century New Zealand, even in those regions spared actual fighting. Physical reminders of these conflicts and their aftermath can be found all over the country, whether in central Auckland, Wellington, Dunedin, or in more rural locations such as Te Pōrere or Te Awamutu. The wars are an integral part of the New Zealand story, but we have not always cared to remember or acknowledge them. Today interest in the wars is resurgent. Public figures are calling for the wars to be taught in all schools and a national day of commemoration was recently established. In The New Zealand Wars/Ngā Pakanga o Aotearoa, Vincent O'Malley explores the events, causes and consequences of these defining conflicts"--Back cover.
Subject  Kōrero nehe. reo
Māori (New Zealand people) History 19th century.
Muru whenua. reo
New Zealand History New Zealand Wars, 1843-1847.
New Zealand History New Zealand Wars, 1860-1872.
New Zealand History, Military 19th century.
Ngā Pakanga Whenua o Mua. reo
Pakanga. reo
Whenua. reo
Dewey  993.3022

Title  Pacific history / Brent Coutts and Nicholas Fitness.
Author  Coutts, Brent, 1968- author.
ISBN  0170368165
9780170368162 paperback
©2018
Physical Details  xvi, 376 pages : illustrations (some colour), maps, portraits ; 30 cm
Summary  "Pacific History presents to New Zealand students significant events and issues in Pacific history. Each context includes contested events that have impacted on the people in the Pacific and shaped their place in the modern world. These issues stimulate inquiry and enable students to achieve excellence. Pacific History contains engaging primary sources, a wide range of activities to engage all learners and historiography."--Publisher description.
Audience  Secondary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Islands of the Pacific History.
Oceania History.
Pacific Area History.
Title  The Plimmer legacy : a family story from early Wellington to modern farming in the Rangitikei / Bee Dawson ; photographs by Chris Coad.

Author  Dawson, Bee, 1954-, author.

ISBN  9780143773559 paperback


Physical Details  304 pages : colour illustrations ; 26 cm

Summary  "From Wellington’s Plimmer Steps to the green hills of Motukawa ... Stories of Victorian and Edwardian life in the capital city lead on to the diverging paths of later generations, with an ongoing involvement in commerce, politics and farming. The hard days for farmers during the Depression, the interweaving of networks in rural communities, and the development of modern farms in the central North Island, make for a highly engaging read - as seen through the experiences of one remarkable family"--Publisher information.

Subject  Agriculture New Zealand Rangitikei District History.

Country life New Zealand Rangitikei District History.

Plimmer family.

Wellington (N.Z.) History.

Wellington (N.Z.) Social life and customs.

Dewey  929.20993

---

Title  Rotorua's Roll of Honour for World War One and the Government Gardens war memorials / Andrew Monk and Kevin J. Lyall.

Author  Monk, Andrew (Andrew Grant), author.

ISBN  9780473477127 hardback


Physical Details  616 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 31 cm


Subject  Soldiers New Zealand Biography.

World War, 1914-1918 New Zealand Biography.

Dewey  940.412934230922
Title: Telephone directory. Oamaru and district.


Physical Details: volumes : illustrations (some colour) ; 25-28 cm

Frequency: Semiannual

Publication Numbering: Began with April, 1949; ceased with December 1964.

Subject: Waitaki District (N.Z.) Telephone directories. Yellow pages.

Dewey: 919.3910025

Title: Telephone directory. Oamaru.

Publication Details: [Wellington] : Post & Telegraph Department, [1948]

Physical Details: volumes : illustrations ; 27 cm

Frequency: Semiannual

Publication Numbering: Ceased with April, 1948.

Subject: Timaru District (N.Z.) Telephone directories.

Dewey: 919.3910025

Title: This was then : a memoir with poems / Ian Rockel.

Author: Rockel, Ian, author.

ISBN: 9780947493912 paperback

Publication Details: Petone : Steele Roberts Aotearoa, [2019]

©2019

Physical Details: 158 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 cm

Contents: From then till now - a memoir -- Poems: -- In the beginning -- Extraordinary: -- Sunfish alchemy -- Paraguay 1870 -- Amazones -- Pale back-seat riders -- Franklin -- Mr Ensor -- The rock of hours -- Songster -- Winter: -- Christening the day -- This wind's thorn in the ear -- Owl-time -- Breathless in its flight -- Waking into past events -- Outside my window a thornbush assumes its season -- Autumn leaves -- Crabapples, 1945 -- Love: -- No reminiscence suffices -- Passing -- Subsidence -- To my wife -- Dead of night -- Eyes -- Stone fruit -- Capsule -- The smile of the summer days -- The candle smokes in the moth again -- Basking -- Confessional -- Ordinary: -- Churchyard -- Songbooks for the dead -- A moment's rise -- Among Fox-gloves and weathered boards -- Shadows on the moon -- Citizen -- Feel the long door of this bypassed township -- Cataclysm films -- Clarity -- Ode to a bedroom-wall -- Among mangroves -- Five sessions of sharp thought: -- Patch -- Darkness subscribes the idiot -- At the sense of being a would-be writer -- Sensing it -- Slipping into unconsciousness -- Ghosts -- Absurdity: -- A chortle to keep the spirits up -- Missing pieces -- Now the oceans carry more bulk -- Wetting the words -- Unaccounted for -- Keeping contact -- Cut-offs -- Exit: -- The bishop and the wave -- On such a day, the bearded moth begins to circle mosques and churches -- Gas without breeze -- Nostradamus -- Ash -- Retrospective -- Clapper -- 3010 -- Beyond the Astral Belt -- Watchers -- Mail from Caption Minor -- Endpieces: -- Rising -- Fisher of souls -- A loose rock out of Paradise -- Unseen -- Testament II -- Preferred discharge to the black ground's wormhole -- Drift -- Learning to fit in -- Against a light beat of the heart -- Crystals -- An opera at twelve -- Transition.

Subject: Men New Zealand Biography.

Museum curators New Zealand Biography.

Rockel, Ian.

Dewey: 920.71
Title  Totally Taranaki / photography and text by Des Hollard.
Author  Hollard, Des, 1942- , author.
ISBN  9419559000842 paperback
Physical Details  36 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Taranaki (N.Z.) Description and travel.
Taranaki (N.Z.) Pictorial works.
Dewey  919.34800222

Title  True tales of Central Whangārei / [edited by] Don Armitage.
ISBN  9780473473662 paperback
Physical Details  161 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Whangarei (N.Z.) History Anecdotes.
Dewey  993.16

Title  The Upper Clutha Māori / Ken Thomlinson.
Author  Thomlinson, Ken, author.
ISBN  9780473475222 paperback
©2019
Physical Details  39 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Clutha District (N.Z.) History.
Kāi Tahu (New Zealand people) New Zealand Clutha District History.
Kōrero nehe. reo
Noho-ā-iwi. reo
Te Ao Huruhuri. reo
Te Ao Tawhito. reo
Tikanga. reo
Dewey  993.93004999442
In Wild Journeys Bruce Ansley retraces the path of doomed surveyor John Whitcombe across the Southern Alps, follows the raiding party of northern chief Te Puoho along the West Coast, sails around New Zealand's North and South capes, walks through the valley under the Two Thumb Range to mythical Mesopotamia, drives from Waiheke to Wanaka (in a hurry), sets off on a hunt for the South Island's 'Grey Ghost', looks deep into the heart of volcanic New Zealand and tracks the escape route of our most unlikely hero, jail-breaker George Wilder. These are stories about New Zealand, of wild journeys and strange ones, of exhilaration, joy, frailty and fear.

Subject
- Audiobooks. lcgft
- New Zealand Description and travel.
- New Zealand Discovery and exploration.
- Trails New Zealand.
- Travel writing. lcgft

Dewey 919.304
OCLC Number 1076519292
Title  Yellow. Manawatu ...
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Yellow NZ Limited], [2018]-
Physical Details  volume : colour illustrations
Frequency  Annual
Subject  Manawatu (N.Z.) Telephone directories Yellow pages.
Manawatu (N.Z.) Telephone directories.
Dewey  919.3560025

Title  The big wave / by Miriam James-Scotter.
Author  James-Scotter, Miriam, author.
ISBN  9780473458621 paperback
Publishing Details  New Lynn, Waitākere : Literacy Waitākere, [2018]
Physical Details  12 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Disaster victims Samoa.
James-Scotter, Miriam Travel Samoa.
Samoa Description and travel.
Tsunamis Samoa.
Dewey  996.14

Title  The hero from Nithdale Station : the remarkable true story of Major Charles W. H. Tripp - "The Boss" / Dick Tripp.
Author  Tripp, Dick, 1932- author.
ISBN  9780473462207 epub
9780473462291 paperback
©2019
Physical Details  81 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  "Charlie Tripp, aka The Boss, bought Nithdale Station near Gore in 1924 and did the hard yards developing it into the stunning property it is today covering 1478ha (3652ac). It has been further developed by his grandson, Andrew. Nithdale Genetics is among the best in New Zealand. This is the true story of a man with high moral standards, legendary fitness, personal discipline, visual memory, excellent powers of observation and leadership qualities. Be inspired by the courage of this hard-working Southland farmer who led the First Commando Fiji Guerrillas in World War II. My parents were an exceptional couple. Their characters and influence in the local community, the farming world and in a much wider sphere were significant. My father's contribution to the war effort in the Solomon Islands, and the well-deserved Silver Star awarded to him by the Americans, is a unique story that you will not find in many of the war histories. My mother also made a huge impact in her community and was awarded a QSM for her work. DICK TRIPP The last chapter takes you into the heart of battles with the Japanese in the Solomon Islands in World War II. Charlie led his commandos; New Zealanders, Fijians and Tongans scouting in enemy territory to inform the Americans of their movements. Charlie Tripp has been described as an extraordinary hero"--Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand. Army. Battalion, 30th.
Sheep ranchers New Zealand Biography.
Soldiers New Zealand Biography.
Tripp, Charles, W. H.
Tripp, Dick, 1932- Family.
World War, 1939-1945 Pacific Area.
Dewey  940.5426092
Title  A history of Port Charles / Dr Mark Goodwin, Dr Elizabeth Goodwin.
Author  Goodwin, Mark, 1959- author.
ISBN  9780473423346 paperback
Publishing Details  [Hamilton] : [Goodwin Publishing], [2017]
Physical Details  180 pages : colour illustrations ; 25 cm
Subject  Kōrero nehe. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) New Zealand Port Charles History.
Port Charles (N.Z.) History.
Te ao hurihuri. reo
Te ao tāwhito reo
Whenua. reo
Dewey  993.323

Title  The last of the world wars / writer/producer, Erle Britland for National Radio.
Author  Britland, Erle, author.
©1989-1995
Physical Details  53 audio cassettes : analog, stereo ; 10 x 7 cm, 4 mm tape
120-125 -- 126-131 -- 132-137 -- 138-137 -- 138-143 -- 144-149 -- 150-161 -- 162-167 --
216-221 -- 222-227 -- 228-233 -- 234-239 -- 240-245 -- 246-251 -- 252-257 -- 258-263 --
Summary  A radio series selected by Erle Britland from material held at Radio New Zealand Sound
Archives.
Subject  Historical radio programs. lcgft
World War, 1939-1945.
Dewey  940.53
OCLC Number  154130689
Title  The long paddock : the story of Wilfred Lill and his family 1891-1971 / compiled and written by Allan Lill, & Peter Moore, & Ross Lill.

Author  Lill, Alan, author.


Physical Details  97 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject  Ashburton District (N.Z.) Genealogy.
          Ashburton District (N.Z.) History.
          Family histories. lcgft
          Lill family.
          Lill, Wilfred, 1891-1971 Family.

Dewey  929.2099386

Title  A new life in a new land : the paths of eight generations of the Stratton family in New Zealand / L. June Stratton.

Author  Stratton, L. June, 1948- author.

ISBN  9780473467364 paperback

Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : [L. June Stratton], 2019.

Physical Details  109 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm

Subject  English New Zealand History.
          Lower Hutt (N.Z.) Genealogy.
          New Zealand Genealogy.
          Stratton family.

Dewey  929.20993

Title  A short biography of Wing Commander Wilfred Greville Clouston, DFC, RAF (Rtd) / by Richard Clouston.

Author  Clouston, Richard, author.

ISBN  9780473468620 pbk.

Publishing Details  [Waipukurau, New Zealand] : [Richard Clouston], [2018] ©2018

Physical Details  179 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 cm

Summary  Wilf Clouston was a fighter pilot stationed in Singapore. On February 15, 1942 Singapore surrendered to the Japanese and Wilf among many others became a prisoner of war. Declared missing, and later MIA, he was confirmed to be a POW (October 14, 1943), Wilf was held prisoner at Palembang-Mulo A camp then shifted to Cheung Hwa B camp. Wilf was moved with senior officers to Changi Jail, Singapore. This is the story of Wilf's life, before and after the war, but a large portion of this book is dedicated to telling the story of the war, his war, his incarceration and experiences as well.

          Fighter pilots New Zealand Biography.
          Great Britain. Royal Air Force Biography.
          Prisoners of war Abuse of Singapore Biography.
          Prisoners of war Indonesia Palembang Biography.

Dewey  940.544993

National Library of New Zealand  194  Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>A sports traveller's guide to Japan: the essential guide to enjoying international events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Andrew, Megan, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>1869665244 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781869665241 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>London; Sydney; Auckland: New Holland Publishers, 2019. ©2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>191 pages: illustrations; 19 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Japan: Description and travel. Japan: Social life and customs: Handbooks, manuals, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dewey</strong></td>
<td>915.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OCLC Number</strong></td>
<td>1089917383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title</strong></td>
<td>Te kī taurangi a Puanga: he pūrakāu Matariki / nā Kirsty Wadsworth i tuhi; nā Munro Te Whata ngā pikitia i tā ; nā Ngaere Roberts te tuhinga i whakamāoroi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Wadsworth, Kirsty, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>97817775435822 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Edition</strong></td>
<td>[Māori edition].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand : Scholastic, 2019.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 25 x 24 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;There is a bright new star in the winter sky -- Puanga, cousin to the Matariki sisters. Each year, she appears to the people of Aotearoa, a special sign (for those unable to see Matariki) that winter and the Māori new year are coming. With themes of friendship, family, Māori tradition and the empowerment of young women&quot;--Publisher information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Audience</strong></td>
<td>Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dewey</strong></td>
<td>NZ823.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title 60 poems & images / Effie Cockburn.
Author Cockburn, Effie, author.
ISBN 9780473468255 paperback
Publishing Details [Cromwell] : Effie Cockburn, [2019]
Physical Details 119 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ821.3

Title Abigail and the birth of the sun / Matthew Cunningham ; illustrated by Sarah Wilkins.
Author Cunningham, Matthew, 1983- author.
ISBN 9780143772705 paperback
Projected Publication Date 1907
Physical Details pages cm
Summary "Exploration of the big bang theory and the birth of our solar system for young children, all wrapped up in a bedtime story. Join Abigail on a magical night-time adventure to discover how the sun, moon and planets came into being"--Publisher information.
Subject Big bang theory Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Solar system Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Alchemical psalms / Kevin Moran.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Moran, Kevin 1951- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>0473232677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ821.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>980542985</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Allow me to demonstrate / Hugh James.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>James, Hugh, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781539154150 print</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>[North Charleston] : [CreateSpace], [2017] ©2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ823.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Alter ego : i'm not like the others / edited by Lee Murray, Grace Bridges, Piper Mejia.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473446888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>The girl in the mirror / Sharon Kennedy -- The girl in the mirror / Matthew Canlas -- My altered ego / Dylan Anderson -- Scars of a supernova / Amber Rose Ellington -- Alone / Te Anawa Akurangi-Cruickshank -- A grain of darkness / Sophie Fooks -- Silhouettes / Emily Fan -- The lucky loser / Anthony Gayner -- Mirror, mirror, on the bathroom wall / Flora Fan -- Keys to independence / Nadia Snegirev -- Four year war / Paige Tracy Pullar -- I'm sorry / Henry Nash -- Mary Lou Lane / Sian IcIlroy -- Beauty is in the eye of the selector / Emma Lamb -- Alter ego / Sarah Eastwood -- I'm not like the others / Autumn McCormick -- Through the looking glass / Isabella Montilla -- The flaws in perfect / Hannah Wilson -- My cruelty / Molly Ann Langelaan -- Born to dream / Danny lee -- Courage / Robbie Murray -- Anything but ordinary / Caelen Kinley -- The voice in my head / Paige Tracy Pullar -- James / Day Park -- Closet doors / Nadia Snegirev -- The regulars / Martha Hazel Hardstaff -- &quot;That&quot; girl / Victoria Sun -- The witch's alterego / Orla Walsh -- Crazy / Madison West -- The steam powered father / Emma Lamb -- World three-sixty / Xiaole Zhan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Write off line ; 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>High school students' writings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ820.809283</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Bambi the blind alpaca / told by Jan Lummis ; illustrated by Jenny Cooper.
Author  Lummis, Jan, author.
ISBN  97817775435877 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Scholastic, 2019.
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 24 x 25 cm
Summary  "A story about a missing alpaca and his blind brother, Bambi, who suddenly had to fend for himself without his life-long companion and paddock-mate, Charisma, to lead him around. Bambi frets with only sheep for company, and refuses to eat. Can a new alpaca best friend be found?"--Publisher information.
Subject  Alpaca Juvenile fiction.
          Animal fiction. lcgft
          Best friends Juvenile fiction.
          Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
          Loneliness Juvenile fiction.
          Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Beebee bear / written by Jill Eggleton ; illustrated by Cat Chapman.
Author  Eggleton, Jill, author.
ISBN  9781988576039 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Global Education Systems, [2019] ©2019
Physical Details  23 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  Beebee is a bear with fuzzy-wuzzy, curly-wurly orange hair. Baxter takes Beebee with him every where in a grasshopper green backpack. But one day when Baxter and his Dad are getting off the bus, the grasshopper green backpack tips up and Beebee rolls out."Stop" shouts Baxter. But the bus doesn't stop.
Subject  Boys Juvenile fiction.
          Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
          Picture books for children.
          Teddy bears Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.2
The story begins with psychologist Dr Katherine Moore's last day at her Auckland therapy clinic. Succumbing to family pressure, she agrees to return to England to care for her elderly mother who is terminally ill. Arriving in Liverpool, Katherine is surprised at how negative her mother has become, so unlike the idealistic view she has maintained of her 'lovely gentle mammy'. After having spent 36 years living in NZ while her sisters have been 'run ragged' by their mother's demands, a time of reckoning has arrived. Katherine's unsuccessful attempts to deal with her mother's curmudgeonly attitude initially provide great entertainment for the family. To help her cope with this challenging situation, Katherine turns to the 'tools of her trade' as a psychologist, and soon the mother/daughter relationship develops into an extraordinary therapeutic alliance. Katherine teaches her mother to meditate and via guided imagery returns her to the dance halls of Liverpool in the 1940s. Her mother's successful 'mind-dancing' exceeds all expectations. The delicate balance of routine life is further upset when Katherine's rational scientifically trained views come into direct conflict with the family's superstitious beliefs and obsession with the paranormal. After the mother's death and before returning to NZ, Katherine encounters incidents that can't be rationally explained. These feelings force her to conclude that she is either facing her own madness or that something of a paranormal nature is taking place. These bizarre experiences strongly challenge her scepticism and beliefs.--Provided by publisher.
Title Bewitching golf / by Ruth Newbury-Swash.
Author Newbury-Swash, Ruth, author.
ISBN 0967386799 paperback
9780967386799 paperback
Publishing Details Denver, Colo. : Pearl Street Publishing, [2002]
©2002
Physical Details 198 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary "The story of thirteen-year-old Belinda lives in New Zealand together with her mother, her best friend Tui and Marmalade the cat. Fed up with her life, bored and lonely, she is inexplicably haunted by her father's death when she was just a baby and her first memories were beginning to form. One day, as she kicks up leaves in the gutter, she discovers a magic pink golf ball and starts to dream of her future as a champion golfer. It is a world of adventure, a strange environment where the unexpected is common, where past mythic worlds present themselves in dreams to guide her in her quest. Set in the lovely Whangaparaoa peninsula north of Auckland, we see Belinda emerge from a girl who is alienated and disconnected to one who is hopeful and engaged"--Back cover.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Golf stories.
Teenage girls Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3
OCLC Number 156384077

Title Black dog = Al kalb al aswad / Pamela Allen ; retold in Arabic by Asma Said.
Author Allen, Pamela, 1934- author, artist.
ISBN 9780995106666 paperback
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : One Tree House Ltd, 2018.
©2018
Physical Details 32 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm
Language Parallel text in English and Arabic.
Summary Black dog and Christina, who live together in a little house near a forest, have their friendship tested when, one winter, Christina becomes obsessed with a bird.
Subject Birds Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Dogs Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Dewey NZ823.2
Title  Booms-a-daisy / Jill Eggleton ; illustrated by Alistair Hughes.
Author  Eggleton, Jill, author.
ISBN  9781927307885 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Global Education Systems, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details  23 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  "Maisy came skipping and tripping out of her house. she was wearing a yellow dress with black stripes and a founcy, bouncy yellow hat on her head. Suddenly Maisy heard a buzz, buzz, buzzing behind her. Booms-a-daisy, how crazy! Why is that bumblebee following Maisy?
Subject  Bumblebees Juvenile literature.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.2

Title  Buried magic / TJ Green.
Author  Green, T. J. author.
ISBN  9780995116313 paperback
©2018
Physical Details  230 pages ; 21 cm
Summary  "There's a reason witches leave White Haven. Or at least that's what Avery keeps being told. The problem is, she doesn't know why. However, after she inherits a rune covered box and an intriguing letter, she now has plenty of reasons to find out the mysterious past of her home town, perched on the Cornish coast. But she's not the only witch in White Haven. There are five of them, all with an age old connection to the town and its magical roots. One of them is Alex Bonneville. After disappearing for a few years, he's back, as handsome as ever, and keen to get Avery's help when he starts having dark premonitions. Now is the time to uncover the past. Now is the time to reclaim their heritage. But someone will do anything to stop them"--Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Paranormal fiction. lcgft
Dewey  NZ823.3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Burning the candle : poems by Brian Gregory.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Gregory, Brian, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780987665874 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>28 unnumbered pages ; 20 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Fine books New Zealand Auckland Specimens. New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poems. rbgenr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Typefaces (Type evidence) Univers. rbtyp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ821.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>But I would still find home : Pasifika identity by students of Wellington East Girls' College.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473460235 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>78 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Tie my hair up, make me strong -- Plastic -- Ten someones a day -- Teine Samoa -- Kai pola --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I'm a barbie gal -- I am a survivor -- Church bells -- My ethnicity is Samoan -- But I would still find home --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The islands -- A Samoan girl -- Nana -- 'Afakasi chameleon -- Resilience -- White privilege is -- Children's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rights in Samoa -- Fly little brown girl -- Te mangare hoki i Aotearoa -- 'Alo'ofa, grace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>High school students' writings, New Zealand. Identity (Philosophical concept)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pacific Islanders New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short stories, New Zealand. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ820.809283</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Butterfly magic / written by Jill Eggleton ; illustrated by Rob Kiely.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Eggleton, Jill, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781988576114 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand : Global Education Systems, [2019] ©2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>23 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Mr Grizzle is grumpy with everything and everyone. He scowls and growls and huffs and puffs in a grumpy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>grump. But Beatrix has an idea. She knows what Mr. Grizzle needs&quot;--Back cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Butterflies Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individuality Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Picture books for children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temperament Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ823.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Caeayaron the highest archangel / written and illustrated by Glenda Rainey.
Author: Rainey, Glenda, author, illustrator.
ISBN: 9780473474928 paperback

Publishing Details: [Rotorua] : [Glenda Rainey], [2019]  
©2019

Physical Details: 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Summary: "Thomas has a problem and his Mum introduces him to the concept of personal Angels, teaching him about the Highest Archangel Caeayaron and how to ask for his help. When Thomas asked Caeayaron for help, he learns some important lessons about how Angels help and how important their help can be. An exciting story with an uplifting message of lasting value"—Back cover.

Subject: Angels Juvenile fiction.
Boys Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Picture books for children.

Dewey: NZ823.3

---

Title: Cassie Clark : outlaw / Brian Falkner.
Author: Falkner, Brian, author.
ISBN: 099510641X
9780995106413 Paperback

Publishing Details: [Auckland] New Zealand : OneTree House Ltd, [2018]  
©2018

Physical Details: 320 pages ; 20 cm

Summary: Cassie has survived a hit and run but now, just out of hospital, she hears her father has disappeared - supposedly run off with a news reporter. As a senior congressman and Speaker of the House, her father is an important player in the tense world of American politics. Cassie knows he would not walk away from his career or his family and she is determined to find out what really happened. But there are bigger players who are equally determined she doesn't, and she no longer has a security detail ... I am outside the law. And I'm coming for you. In the high-stakes world of politics and business, who can she trust?


Subject: Accident victims Juvenile fiction.
Fathers and daughters Juvenile fiction.
Missing persons Juvenile fiction.
Politicians Juvenile fiction.
Teenage girls Juvenile fiction.
Thrillers (Fiction) lcgft
Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
Young adult fiction.

Dewey: NZ823.3

OCLC Number: 1057618730

---

National Library of New Zealand  204  Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title  Colour of stealth / Mark Porath.
Author  Porath, Mark, author.
ISBN  9780473472283 paperback
                  ©2019
Physical Details  215 pages ; 23 cm
Subject  Historical fiction. lcgft
          New Zealand History 19th century Fiction.
          New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Conventional weapons / Tracey Slaughter.
Author  Slaughter, Tracey, author.
ISBN  9781776562206 paperback
                  ©2019
Physical Details  95 pages ; 21 cm
Contents  She is currently living -- 31 reasons not to hear a heartbeat -- Conventional weapons -- Mostly a/b/c/d -- Used song -- Archaeological -- The bridge -- Nursery -- It was the 70s when me & Karen Carpenter hung out -- A woman walks into a bar -- How to solve an 18-year sadness -- Horoscope (the cougar speaks) -- Love AD -- The mine wife -- Wedding dress -- Breather -- Legend of 17 bad hotels -- Undertone -- Tryst.
Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ821.3

Title  Daisy strewn hill / written by Barbara Beatty.
Author  Beatty, Barbara, 1935- author.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Barbara Beatty, [2019]
                  ©2019
Physical Details  26 pages ; 21 cm
Contents  Sunlit mist -- Far so far -- Christmas 2018 -- Morning - Tuesday -- Evening songs -- Gift to the world Christmas 2018 -- Northern Christmas 2018 -- Before Christmas 2018 -- Morris dies -- Song at even time -- A world filled with light -- Fluting songs -- A dream of Tom -- Dappled the light -- Dawn -- The dove -- The gold of love -- Bird song -- The tides -- New year's day -- Silence -- I wake with a prayer -- A bird flew by -- The dragon flies -- Shadowlands -- Love in the mist -- A prayer -- The great sky -- The card -- Summer evening -- Raleigh and Scott -- The shadow of your wings -- Silence surges -- Cape Reinga the lighthouse -- Moonacre Valley -- "From the Little White House" -- Dauphin coat -- The wind held silence -- Sunday morning -- Flowers and music -- Summer girl / new life -- The garden -- Centuries ago in England -- I dreamed a dream -- Summer -- Scented breeze -- Evening prayer -- "By a silver stream" -- The secret garden -- Skies of rose -- A dream -- Bird flies by -- Zoe -- Sun rises -- My home 1965 to 2016 in New Zealand -- Winds of change -- Peace in the morning -- Sea breezes -- Lilies stir silver bright.
Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ821.2
Title  Danny goes fishing / text by Peter Adolph ; illustrations and layout by Richard Gunther.
Author  Adolph, Peter, 1948- author.
ISBN  9780473476991 paperback
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 19 cm
Summary  Danny, out fishing with his father and friends, is worried that he will be the only one who doesn't catch a fish.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Fishing stories.
Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Dead man's cave / by Conon Fraser ; [illustrations by] Will Nickless.
Author  Fraser, Conon, author.
ISBN  0955777909 paperback
             9780955777905 paperback
                  ©1954
Physical Details  179 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm
Summary  " Book, set in the 1950s, tells the story of four teenage boys and their caving adventure"--Provided by publisher.
Subject  Adventure stories.
Caving Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.2
OCLC Number  288983690

Title  Digby the Digger Dog / written by Jill Eggleton ; illustrated by Ricky Rumsey.
Author  Eggleton, Jill, author.
ISBN  9781988576015 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Global Education Systems, [2019]
                  ©2019
Physical Details  23 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  "Digby watch the red digger making a hole. And he watched the hole getting bigger and bigger. Then Digby went looking for holes. He went dig, dig, dig like the red digger and he made those holes big, big, bigger. Oh no Digby!"--Back cover.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Dogs Juvenile fiction.
Excavating machinery Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.2
Title  Donkey trouble / written by Jill Eggleton ; illustrated by Scott Pearson.
Author  Eggleton, Jill, author.
ISBN  9781988576121 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Global Education Systems, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details  23 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  "One day, Boris was driving along the road with his bus full of people when all of a sudden there was a donkey sitting, plunk, right in the middle of the road. Boris tooted his horn but the donkey didn't budge. What will Boris do?"--Back cover.
Subject  Bus drivers Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Donkeys Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.2

Title  Double Cross / Donovan Bixley.
Author  Bixley, Donovan, author, illustrator.
ISBN  198851617X
9781988516172
Publishing Details  ©2019
Summary  "Flying Furballs, a hilarious action-packed adventure series, captures the romance and excitement of the era at the dawn of aviation - set in a world of cats versus dogs. Put simply, Flying Furballs is pussycats, planes and Paris. Our hero is Claude D'Bonair, a young pilot in the cat air corp, keen to prove his worth to the older pilots and live up to the memory of his father. Will cats and dogs ever live in harmony again? Will Claude survive with his nine lives intact? In Double Cross Claude and Syd are on leave in London when they are called on for one of their most dangerous missions yet. Who is the traitor that is working against CATS?"--Publisher description.
Audience  Primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Adventure and adventurers.
Air pilots Juvenile fiction.
Animal fiction. lcgft
Cats Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Dogs Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3
OCLC Number  1088696176
Title: Downward dog / Katherine Hayton.
Author: Hayton, Katherine, 1973- author.
ISBN: 9780995100763 paperback
Publishing Details: [Christchurch, New Zealand] : [Katherine Hayton], [2019] ©2019
Physical Details: 212 pages ; 21 cm
Summary: "Hine Trewlove is your run-of-the-mill vegan yoga instructor. Except she can talk to dogs. Well, okay. Everybody can do that! But when the canines speak back, Hine understands and can counsel them through their problems. That's why her latest Dog Yoga class is the perfect platform for Hine to practice her favourite skills - teaching yoga and easing the anxieties of Pinetar Township's many pooches. But when a dog's owner is kidnapped outside the studio, Hine must utilise her unique talents to track down the abducted woman. It'll take all her fortitude to hunt the criminals responsible while keeping her special talent hidden from the local police"--Back cover.
Subject: Detective and mystery fiction lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey: NZ823.3

Title: The Dragon Defence League / Robinne Weiss.
Author: Weiss, Robinne, 1970- author.
ISBN: 9780473474768 paperback
Physical Details: 233 pages ; 23 cm
Summary: Ellen, Nathan, Tui and Oliver must bring down an international dragon-smuggling ring.
Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Dragons Juvenile fiction.
Fantasy fiction. lcgft
Dewey: NZ823.3

Author: Broadbent, Stacey, 1981- author.
ISBN: 9780473473105 paperback
9780473473112 epub
9780473473129 Kindle
9780473473136 iBook
Physical Details: 231 pages ; 21 cm
Summary: "A simple kiwi girl turned Hollywood superstar, that's what they call me. After a few too many drinks at one of the biggest awards ceremonies on the planet, I make one of the most epic faux pas of the century; I try to run off with someone else's award. You'd think it would be enough to put me on the scrap heap, forever known as, "that has-been actress from New Zealand". As luck would have it, a plucky drunk is just what the Ramirez brothers are looking for. Turns out, they're not the only ones. Literally falling into the strong, capable arms of my neighbor, Brock Appleby, I can't help but turn into a bumbling idiot whenever he's around. Hardworking, kind, and a gentleman to boot, Brock is everything I need, and nothing I feel I deserve. Running from a past that won't let me forget, it's no wonder I turn to the only thing that dulls the senses; alcohol. Can I overcome my past and forgive myself, or will I let my addiction take hold and drag me down?"--Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
          Romance fiction. lcgft
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Fat Cat and baby bird / written by Jill Eggleton ; illustrated by Grant Snow.
Author  Eggleton, Jill, author.
ISBN  9781988576008 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Global Education Systems, [2019]
                    ©2019
Physical Details  23 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  "Fat Cat had been watching Mama Bird sitting on her eggs. He knew bird babies would be here soon, so he sharpened his claws. "Mice are nice," thought Fat Cat. "But birds are best. Baby birds straight from the nest""
          --Back cover.
Subject  Animal fiction. lcgft
          Birds Juvenile fiction.
          Cats Juvenile fiction.
          Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
          Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.2

Title  Fire dog Frizzle / written by Jill Eggleton ; illustrated by John Bennett.
Author  Eggleton, Jill, author.
ISBN  9781988576022 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland : Global Education Systems, [2019]
                    ©2019
Physical Details  23 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  Frizzle was a fire dog. He loved riding on the fire truck but he was frightened of the angry flames and puffy smoke. One day the fire truck went off without him but Frizzle wasn't staying behind, he was a fire dog. Wasn't he"--Back cover.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
          Dogs Juvenile fiction.
          Fire engines Juvenile fiction.
          Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.2
Title Fleeb watches TV / Yvonne Morrison ; illustrated by Josh Morgan.
Author Morrison, Yvonne, 1972- author.
ISBN 9781776695591 paperback
Physical Details 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Series Ready to read (Wellington, N.Z.)
Summary The children have notice that things go missing and when ask Fleeb he is not helpful.
Subject Children Juvenile fiction.
Readers (Primary)
Robots Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title The Fort William adventure : another story of Fish and his friends / Millie Pincott.
Author Pincott, Millie, author.
Physical Details 51 pages ; 21 cm
Subject Adventure stories.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Dewey NZ823.2

Title From the ashes / Deborah Challinor.
Author Challinor, Deborah, author.
ISBN 1460708539
1460754123 paperback
9781460708538 epub
9781460754122 paperback
Physical Details 440 pages ; 24 cm
Summary Auckland,1956. Allie Manaia works at Smith and Caughey's department store. It's been two years since the Dunbar and Jones fire, where some of her friends perished, but she still has nightmares. Allie and her husband, Sonny, are desperate for a baby, after losing a child, and Allie's distress at not conceiving again is compounded when those around her seem to have no trouble falling pregnant - even when they shouldn't. Allie's neighbours have recently moved to suburban Auckland. Ana, now a housewife, misses her work on the farm, but she has her hands full, looking after her increasingly forgetful father-in-law. Kathleen Lawson - rich, lonely and bored - is one of Allie's 'customers at the make-up counter. Kathleen takes a shine to Allie, but when she discovers Allie's husband is Maori, Kathleen's attitude changes. Is she trying to make friends or poison the relationship between Sonny and Allie? Sonny's beautiful younger sister, Polly, is living a vibrant but wayward life as a waitress-model-goodtime girl while leaving her young daughter to be raised by her mother. Then one day Polly disappears...
Subject Auckland (N.Z.) Fiction.
Domestic fiction. Icgt
Historical fiction. Icgt
Interpersonal relations Fiction.
Man-woman relationships Fiction.
Missing persons Fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Dewey
NZ823.3

OCLC Number
1042217295

Title Go Gayle go / Bruce Melrose.
Author Melrose, Bruce, 1962- author.
ISBN 0473407043
9780473407049 paperback
9780473407056 kindle
©2016.
Physical Details 385 pages ; 23 cm.
Summary "Young Gayle McKee's running ability isn't in question. But in the highly competitive environment of premier track racing, talent - and even hard work - aren't always enough. As the championship track circuit asks her some searching questions, Gayle struggles to find her own identity, face her fears and make healthy, positive choices for herself. But will others let her forget the mistakes she's made along the way? Gayle finds herself in a raging battle between those who want her mistakes to damn her forever, and those cheering her on to succeed and choose the very best for herself - including former champion athlete and now coach John Kelly."--Publisher's description.
Subject Competition (Psychology) Fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Runners (Sports) Fiction.
Self-realization in women Fiction.
Sports fiction. lcgft
Women athletes Fiction.

Dewey
NZ823.3

OCLC Number 1055141946
**Title**  Granny McQueen and the popcorn machine / written by Jill Eggleton ; illustrated by Scott Pearson.

**Author**  Eggleton, Jill, author.

**ISBN**  9781988576084 paperback

**Publishing Details**  Auckland, New Zealand : Global Education Systems, [2019]

**Physical Details**  23 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm

**Summary**  "Granny McQueen loved popcorn. She loved it so much, she bought a popcorn machine. Now she could make more popcorn when she wanted. But one day, Granny McQueen pulled the lever on her popcorn machine all the way down. Oh no, Granny McQueen what have you done?"--Back cover

**Subject**  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
                Grandmothers Juvenile fiction.
                Picture books for children.
                Popcorn Juvenile fiction.

**Dewey**  NZ823.2

---

**Title**  Harriet and the eye of the bird / Julie Lamb.

**Author**  Lamb, Julie, author.

**ISBN**  9780995119703 paperback


**Physical Details**  232 pages ; 20 cm

**Summary**  Beset by family, school, and emotional problems, Harriet finds solace in a tree-fort and a rusty-feathered bird.

**Subject**  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
                Compulsive eating Juvenile fiction.
                Divorce Juvenile fiction.
                Moving, Household Juvenile fiction.

**Dewey**  NZ823.3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Harsu &amp; the werestoat / Barbara Else.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Else, Barbara, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>177657219X paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Wellington, New Zealand : Gecko Press, 2019. ©2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>233 pages ; 20 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>Except for five godlet-drops that run in his blood, Harsu is human. His mother is Daama, the forty-first daughter of the fifty-ninth daughter of one of the wind god's nine thousand or so children. His father was human too, a warrior-physician. But now he's gone and Harsu inherited only a cloak edged with copper coins, a clay tablet and an old-war steed. This is all he has to survive what lies beyond the gate of time and place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Audience</strong></td>
<td>Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Absentee fathers Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ermine Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fantasy fiction. lcgt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gods Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Imaginary places Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magic Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mothers and sons Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wind gods Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dewey</strong></td>
<td>NZ823.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OCLC Number</strong></td>
<td>1091996718</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Hawke's Bay shorts : our stories, our poems.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>9780473475055 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Napier] : Hawke's Bay Shorts, 2019. ©2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>129 pages ; 21 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contents</strong></td>
<td>Falling / Deborah Burnside writing as Yvette Ross -- Wordless / Lester Finch -- Navigating home by map / Kura Rutherford -- Wysiwyg / Felicity Logan -- A power of good / Susan Wylie -- A blue sky / Natasha Jennings -- Recipe / Jeremy Roberts -- Life outside the box / Shelley Burne-Field -- Everything is laden / Emily Dobson -- Oh, Alice / Joy Watson -- Trophy wife / Stephanie Till -- Talking to Helen in the ladies / Marty Smith -- Surf dreams / Liam Collins -- The jury / Rachel Bowley -- Bernadette / Mary-anne Scott -- It's all down to the gym slip / Steve Hodson -- What they don't say / Susan Wylie -- Uni in her fifties / Lynda Taylor -- Fencing with God / Tim Gilbertson -- Breathing in life / Stephanie Till -- Love song / Erice Fairbrother -- Ngā Hunga / Rod McIntosh -- Red-knicker day / Dianne Hebley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;Contained within, you'll find an eclectic collection of creative output from both known and unknown Hake's Bay authors and poets. Collected over 20 years, this selection of winning and noted works from the Hawke's Bay Shorts annual writing competition is presented with pride. A journey of story from fun to disturbing, suspenseful and thrilling to downright tragic, here is the blue deep of our Bay to dive right into, or just dip your toes in as you please&quot;--Back cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Short stories, New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dewey</strong></td>
<td>NZ823.010803</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Houses of the small sea dead / Ron Murray ; with illustrations by Duncx Murray.
Author Murray, Ron, 1957- author.
ISBN 9780473452704 paperback
Physical Details viii, 92 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm
Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ821.3

Title I love tomato sauce / Nicky Sievert.
Author Sievert, Nicky, 1974- author.
ISBN 9781927305560 paperback
Publishing Details Mangawhai Heads : Duck Creek Press, 2019. ©2019
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 21 x 26 cm
Summary "Presented as a little boy’s sketchbook about his family who are all crazy about tomato sauce, from the upside-down bottles, the little tubs at the local fish and chip shop to their own very secret recipes. Overall, it’s many servings of fun"--Provided by publisher.
Audience Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Picture books for children.
Tomato sauces Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title I see you sea : feeling the feelings through pictures and words / by Nina Katungi.
Author Katungi, Nina, author, artist.
ISBN 9780473473525 paperback
Physical Details 22 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 13 cm
Contents I see you sea -- Worlds apart -- A time to reflect -- This isn't happiness -- Repeat -- Feeling the fellings -- Keeping on keeping on -- Wish you were here.
Subject Emotions Poetry.
New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ821.3
Title: In fifteen minutes you can say a lot : selected fiction / Greville Texidor ; edited and with an introduction by Kendrick Smithyman.

Author: Texidor, Greville, 1902-1964, author.

ISBN: 9781776562268 paperback

Edition: [Second edition]

©2019

Physical Details: 304 pages ; 21 cm


Series: VUP classics.

Summary: "In Fifteen Minutes You Can Say a Lot begins with Texidor's most fully achieved piece of work, 'These Dark Glasses'. Distinguished by sophisticated writing and acute psychological insight, it is set on the south coast of France during the Spanish Civil War. The stories which follow range from Spain and England to New Zealand, where she writes unsentimentally and unerringly of the environment of the time. 'Goodbye Forever', the unfinished novel which concludes the volume, is Texidor's most sustained piece of writing on New Zealand. The central character, Lili, is a Viennese refugee who arrives amongst the writers of Auckland's North Shore. She is exotic and alone, and her slow collapse is plotted with minute observation"--Back cover.

Subject: Short stories, New Zealand. local Nz

Dewey: NZ823.2

Title: Invisible elephants / Shelley Nonanda Harris ; illustrated by W.J. Ramsden.

Author: Harris, Shelley Nonanda, author.

ISBN: 9780473449421 paperback

©2018

Physical Details: 37 pages: colour illustrations ; 16 x 23 cm

Summary: "For many years, Nanny lived with an invisible elephant called 'Alco Holism'. The elephant would stay up all night and forget to do the shopping. Nanny didn't know what to do, until one day when she decided to ask for help. In this remarkable book, Shelley Nonanda Harris teaches children to never be afraid to speak up about any problems in their own lives"--Back cover.

Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz

Courage Juvenile fiction.

Picture books for children.

Dewey: NZ823.3
Title The Island / Nathan Rogers.
Author Rogers, Nathan, 1973- author.
ISBN 9780473430382 paperback
©2018
Physical Details 259 pages ; 22 cm
Summary Sky, an imp who lives on a small floating island, grows bored of her sheltered, protected life and yearns for adventure.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Fantasy fiction. lcgft
Imps Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Just looking / Peter Bland.
Author Bland, Peter, 1934- author.
ISBN 9780995110793 paperback
Publishing Details Wellington, Aotearoa New Zealand : The Cuba Press, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details 73 pages ; 21 cm
Contents Introduction by Peter H. Marsden -- The happy army -- House with cat or sun -- The man with the carpet-bag -- Salvador Dalí at the Hollywood Bowl -- Still life -- Meeting McCallon, 1968 -- Anxiety -- A moment in time -- Gauguin in Auckland, 1895 -- Pioneers -- The last of England -- Homage to Van der Velden (1834-1913) -- Here they come -- Viewing primitives -- Art -- Empire builders -- Sunset with blind alleys and hills -- Joanna's tree -- Begging the artist for more -- Embarkations -- River landscape with horseman and peasants -- Lesser demons -- Bonnard at Le Cannet, 1942 -- Enigmas of dusk -- A Pre-Raphaelite writes home from Paris, 1874 -- A meeting at Le Havre: Boudin remembers -- The bitch Madonna -- Homage to Daumier -- Smile please! -- A photo of the artist as a young man -- White sails -- Comic-book heroes -- At the flicks in the 1940s -- What happened to Tonto? -- Two family snaps -- Painting a childhood primitive, c.1943 -- The sitting room -- Finding photos of my dead beloved -- Other times, other places -- Tenderness -- Thinking about Chagall -- Some Rembrandt etchings -- Cézanne's apples -- An infinite meantime -- Lone figures -- The better angels -- Homage to Hopper -- Behind the scenes -- Interior -- Gathering places -- So late in the day.
Subject Art Poetry.
New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ821.2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Kōwhai kids / Marion Day ; illustrated by Anna Evans.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Day, Marion, 1956- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473459000 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 25 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;The kōwhai kids banter and play amongst the branches of their tree. They receive visitors – some scary some friendly – but they’d really like other children to learn about their special tree. Kōwhai Kids begins with an info page and ends with an illustrated guide on how to grow a kōwhai tree&quot;--Publisher information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Junior National Library of New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz Picture books for children. Sophora Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ823.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title               | Laboratory hill / David Beach.                      |
| Author              | Beach, David, 1959- author.                         |
| ISBN                | 9780473469771 paperback                             |
| Publishing Details  | Wellington, New Zealand : David Beach, 2019. ©2019  |
| Physical Details    | 1 volume (unpaged) ; 20 cm                          |
| Subject             | New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz          |
| Dewey               | NZ821.3                                             |

| Title               | Life on volcanoes : contemporary essays / Tulia Thompson, Tze Ming Mok, Courtney Sina Meredith, Ruth Larsen, Tui Gordon ; edited by Janet McAllister. |
| ISBN                | 9780994138392 hardback                             |
| Physical Details    | 123 pages ; 22 cm                                  |
| Summary             | Five New Zealand essayists reflect on their personal experiences. |
| Audience            | Senior secondary National Library of New Zealand.  |
| Subject             | New Zealand essays 21st century.                   |
| Dewey               | NZ824.308                                          |
Title  Lily gets her wings / Elizabeth Pulford ; with illustrations by Aki Fukuoka.
Author  Pulford, Elizabeth, 1943- author.
ISBN  9781775435914 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Scholastic, 2019.
©2011
Physical Details  108 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  "Lily is the littlest angel at Amelia’s Angel Academy, and it is time for her to sit a test to qualify for her wings and a proper place at the academy. However, there is only one place available, and two angels are vying for it. When everything keeps going wrong for Lily, she begins to wonder if the other angel might be sabotaging her."--Publisher information.
Subject  Angels Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Competition (Psychology) Juvenile fiction.
Schools Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.2

Title  Lost at sea / by Peter Millett ; illustrated by Giorgio Bacchin.
Author  Millett, Peter, author.
ISBN  1316503445
9781316503447 paperback
©2016
Physical Details  22 pages : colour illustrations ; 18 x 22 cm.
Summary  "Adeline and her father are lost at sea. Will they be rescued in time?"--Back cover.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Readers (Primary)
Rescues Juvenile fiction.
Shipwreck survival Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3
OCLC Number  945953299
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Lucy the Ballerina / Chrissy Metge ; illustrations by Dmitry Chizhov.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Metge, Chrissy, 1980- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473479145 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 24 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Follow Lucy the Ballerina throughout her day and discover all the things she loves. But what does Lucy love the most?&quot; --Back cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Families Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Girls Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Picture books for children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ823.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Magic unbound / TJ Green.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Green, T. J., author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780995116337 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>234 pages ; 21 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;As the secrets of White Haven are uncovered, the witches are in more danger than ever. Avery and the other witches are now being hunted, and they know someone is betraying them. The question is, who? Not only do they have to defend themselves against the powerful Favershams, but they also have the mysterious DI Newton to contend with. And of course, Avery also has to battle her increasing attraction to the dangerously seductive Alex. One thing is certain. They have to find their missing grimoires before their attackers do, and they have to strike back.&quot; --Back cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paranormal fiction. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ823.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Me old mate Jock : tales of mussels, Marlborough and mayhem / KJ Donaldson.
Author Donaldson, K J, author.
ISBN 9780995115415
Physical Details 195 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm
Summary "A collection of almost-true yarns about one man's balls-ups while setting himself up in the mussel industry in the Marlborough Sounds. As Jock lurches from one incident to the next, it seems impossible that someone could get themselves into quite so much strife while growing a few quiet molluscs -- but Jock manages it and, if truth be told, he's at it still. The stories are told by a mate that Jock talked into joining him to make millions out of mussels. Although the money didn't roll in, the laughs did, along with a barrage of abuse from all the mussel farmers and other people in the industry who were called upon to help Jock out of his fixes. KJ Donaldson has drawn on a wealth of experience of mussel-farming and a love for that unique place: the Marlborough Sounds"--Back cover.
Subject New Zealand wit and humor 21st century.
Short stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Meltdown / Peter Millett ; illustrated by Leo Campos.
Author Millett, Peter, author.
ISBN 1108434851 9781108434850 paperback
Physical Details 31 pages : illustrations (colour) ; 22 cm.
Series Cambridge reading adventures. 4, Voyagers.
Summary "When Mahira hid in her brother's hover car, she couldn't have predicted the solar flare and the chaos the meltdown would bring. Can she find her way home?"--Back cover.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Readers (Primary) Science fiction. lcgft Solar flares Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3
OCLC Number 1014216884
Title  Miss Hawthorne sits for a spell / Katherine Hayton.
Author  Hayton, Katherine, 1973- author.
ISBN  9780995100756 paperback
Publishing Details  [Christchurch, New Zealand] : [Katherine Hayton], [2019]
                  ©2019
Physical Details  209 pages ; 21 cm
 Summary  "While attending an auction, ghost-seer Emily Curtis can't resist purchasing an old puzzle box. She gets more than she bargained for when she finds the ghost of a witch attached. Miss Hawthorne died in an accident a year ago, so there's no murderer to catch. Instead, her sister's spirit must be released from the puzzle box, which the ghost caught her inside before she died. If she remains trapped at the one-year mark, she'll die. If only the book containing the release spell hadn't gone missing, the task would be easy. But with numerous Pinetar residents vying for the same prize, it will take all of Emily's wits to find the book and recite the magic spell before time runs out"--Back cover.
Subject  Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
          Ghost stories. lcgft
          New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Moireach / written by Donna Rutherford ; illustrated by Tyler Kennedy Stent.
Author  Rutherford, Donna, author.
ISBN  9780473448868 hardback
Publishing Details  [Dunedin] : [Jaggy Shell Press], [2018]
                  ©2018
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 21 x 21 cm
Subject  Absentee mothers Fiction.
          Asperger's syndrome in children Fiction.
          Parent and child Fiction.
          Picture books. lcgft
          Selkies Fiction.
          Short stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.3
Molly Moo Loo / written by Jill Eggleton ; illustrated by Warren Mahy.

Author
Eggleton, Jill, author.

ISBN 9781927307892 paperback

Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Global Education Systems, [2019]
©2019

Physical Details 23 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm

Summary "One day, Molly Moo Loo saw a gate open and she thought to herself, "I need to have an adventure." So out at he gate she went. When the big black bull saw Molly Moo Loo, he wanted to go, too. And so did the long-legged horse and a bunch of woolly sheep. None of them knew where they were going except Molly Moo Loo. She was having an adventure"--Back cover.

Subject Animal fiction. lcgft
Animals Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Cows Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.

Dewey NZ823.2

Moon cow = Masina povi / written by Kyle Mewburn ; illustrated by Deidre Copeland ; Samoan translation by Nicole Maynard.

Author Mewburn, Kyle, author.

ISBN 0995106649
9780995106642 paperback

Edition Bilingual edition told in English and Samoan.

Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : OneTree House Ltd, 2018.
©2011

Physical Details 32 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm

Language Parallel text in English and Samoan.

Summary "When Milly the cow looks up at the moon she knows it must be lonely, so she decides to keep it company. The other cows think she's crazy, but Milly continues trying to win the moon's friendship. But this is harder than Milly thinks. After all, how do you get the moon to share its secrets with you?"--Publisher's website.

Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Cows Juvenile fiction.
Loneliness Juvenile fiction.
Moon Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.

Dewey NZ823.2

OCLC Number 1057614408
Title  Moon cow = Pulu mahina / written by Kyle Mewburn ; illustrated by Deidre Copeland ;
toe talanoa'i 'i he Tongan 'e Gretel Toleafoa.

Author  Mewburn, Kyle author.

ISBN  0995106630
       9780995106635 paperback


Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : OneTree House Ltd., 2019.
                   ©2011

Physical Details  32 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm

Language  Parallel text in English and Tongan.

Summary  "When Milly the cow looks up at the moon she knows it must be lonely, so she decides to keep
          it company. The other cows think she's crazy, but Milly continues trying to win the moon's
          friendship. But this is harder than Milly thinks. After all, how do you get the moon to share its
          secrets with you?"--Provided by publisher.

Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
         Cows Juvenile fiction.
         Loneliness Juvenile fiction.
         Moon Juvenile fiction
         Picture books for children.

Dewey  NZ823.2

OCLC Number  1099539456

Title  Moon cow = Yue liang niu / written by Kyle Mewburn ; illustrated by Deidre Copeland ;
you Lauren Domigan yong Zhongwen chong shu.

Author  Mewburn, Kyle, author.

ISBN  0995106614
       9780995106611 paperback


Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : OneTree House Ltd, 2019.
                   ©2011

Physical Details  32 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm

Language  Parallel text in English and Simplified Chinese.

Summary  "When Milly the cow looks up at the moon she knows it must be lonely, so she decides to keep
          it company. The other cows think she's crazy, but Milly continues trying to win the moon's
          friendship. But this is harder than Milly thinks. After all, how do you get the moon to share its
          secrets with you?"--Publisher's website.

Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
         Cows Juvenile fiction.
         Loneliness Juvenile fiction.
         Moon Juvenile fiction.
         Picture books for children.

Dewey  NZ823.2

OCLC Number  1099543764
Title  Moonlight sonata / Eileen Merriman.
Author  Merriman, Eileen (Haematologist), author.
ISBN  9780143773450 paperback
Projected Publication Date  1907
Physical Details  pages cm
Summary  "A bitter-sweet novel of forbidden love and family secrets ... It's the annual New Year family get-together. Molly is dreading having to spend time with her mother, but she is pleased her son will see his cousins and is looking forward to catching up with her brothers... Joe in particular. Under the summer sun, family tensions intensify, relationships become heightened and Molly and Joe will not be the only ones with secrets that must be kept hidden."--Publisher information.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Mum says "Where's me?" Dad was gunner / by Alice Muiral.
Author  Muiral, Alice, author, artist.
ISBN  9780473457457 paperback
Publishing Details  [Milton, N.Z.] : [Alice Muir], [2018]
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 15 cm
Summary  A child describes her parents: Mum is always looking for things and Dad was always going to do something.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Parents Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Nailing down the saint / Craig Cliff.
Author  Cliff, Craig, 1983- author.
Projected Publication Date  1908
Physical Details  pages cm
Summary  "When Duncan gets the chance to scout locations for a fêted director's biopic of Saint Joseph of Copertino, it's the lifeline he's been searching for. But in Italy, in the footsteps of the seventeenth-century levitator, he must confront miracles, madness and the realities of modern movie making. A novel about the pursuit of dreams, the moral calculus it entails, and the possibility that the rational, materialist worldview isn't all it's cracked up to be"--Publisher information.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  
Necessary secrets / Greg McGee.

Author  

ISBN  
9781988516639 paperback

Publishing Details  

Physical Details  
301 pages ; 24 cm

Summary  
"A funny and dark examination of modern family life in New Zealand, Necessary Secrets both delights and shocks as it shows just how rocky life can be. From Herne Bay to Golden Bay, the four members of the Sparks family each get their own season to love, hate, hurt, laugh and be afraid of the future"--Back cover.

Subject  
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Dewey  
NZ823.3

---

Title  
Of mice and murder / Steffanie Holmes.

Author  
Holmes, Steffanie, 1985- author.

ISBN  
9780995111196 paperback

Publishing Details  

Physical Details  
253 pages ; 21 cm

Summary  
"When the local Banned Book Club lose their meeting room, Mina volunteers to host the group at Nevermore Bookshop (against Heathcliff’s muttered protests, of course). Little does she know this old biddies book club is about to turn murderous. First, someone poisons Mrs Scarlett, then members of the book club start dropping like flies. Who in the village will turn to murder just to stop people reading a few dusty old books? Mina’s got to figure it out quick, or her beloved teacher Mrs Ellis is next to die. Luckily, she’s got Moriarty, Heathcliff, and Quoth to help. That is, if she can figure out her feelings for her three fictional men before the magical bookshop is torn apart by sexual tension. They want her. She can’t choose. But maybe…she doesn’t have to"--Back cover.

Subject  
Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Paranormal fiction. lcgft
Romance fiction. lcgft

Dewey  
NZ823.3
Title Over coffee and scones : a diverse collection of short stories written from a house on a hill / Oropi Writing Group.
ISBN 9780473469191 paperback
Physical Details 193 pages ; 22 cm
Contents Appreciation / Gay Prasad -- If I were a poet / Marian Penman -- Captain of the warming drawer ; Tragedy / Gay Prasad -- Lost in the bush ; Lady in the green picture hat ; The tunnel / Annie Rae Te Ake Ake -- Tuesday afternoon / Gay Prasad -- The prophecy / Marian Penman -- The prophecy ; Taking a chance / Gay Prasad -- The tram / Marian Penman -- Finding my way / Gay Prasad -- The tea's made / Annie Rae Te Ake Ake -- Crossroads / Gay Prasad -- There's a lot to be said / Annie Rae Te Ake Ake -- My life in frocks / Gay Prasad -- Sloth / Annie Rae Te Ake Ake -- Awakening ; Haiku / Gay Prasad -- Life rules / Annie Rae Te Ake Ake -- Land blessing / Gay Prasad -- Gunshots / Marian Penman -- An unexpected blessing ; Haiku / Gay Prasad -- Music, music, music / Annie Rae Te Ake Ake -- The concert ; My mother, my home / Marian Penman -- Chief Security Officer / Annie Rae Te Ake Ake -- Rodney / Gay Prasad -- Einstein / Marian Penman -- Oscar / Gay Prasad -- 816 / Marian Penman -- Grandmother / Gay Prasad -- Seasons / Annie Rae Te Ake Ake -- USA / Gay Prasad -- Walk under the stars / Annie Rae Te Ake Ake -- Up in smoke ; The final say / Gay Prasad -- Before ; Breaking out / Marian Penman -- Owls, messengers of the night / Annie Rae Te Ake Ake -- Mission terra / Gay Prasad -- Ripples / Marian Penman -- Voices in the night / Annie Rae Te Ake Ake -- Kidnapped / Marian Penman -- The wolf doctor ; The meat pie / Annie Rae Te Ake Ake -- Shut down ; The power of focus / Gay Prasad -- At the airport / Marian Penman -- Airport ; The waiting room ; Seasons (haiku) / Gay Prasad.
Subject Short stories, New Zealand.
Dewey NZ823.010803

Title Overrun / Sean Monaghan.
Author Monaghan, Sean, 1964- author.
ISBN 1721227202 paperback
9781721227204 paperback
©2018
Physical Details 58 pages ; 21 cm
Summary "From the icy roof of the science lab building, Mette Gilbert wonders about her reasons for coming to Fordholm. Certainly not for the cold. The stark beauty invigorates her. But the institute seems barren and lifeless. After the way things went with Ludlow, maybe she deserves that"--Back cover.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Science fiction. lcgft
Dewey NZ823.3

National Library of New Zealand 226 Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title  Papa Joe's shed / written by Jill Eggleton ; illustrated by Ricky Rumsey.
Author  Eggleton, Jill, author.
ISBN  9781988576077 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Global Education Systems, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details  23 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  "Papa Joe was sitting on his porch watching kids zooming down the street on tricycles. "What fun," sighed Papa Joe. Then suddenly he leapt up. Papa Joe went scrummaging and rummaging in the trumbling jumble of his shed. Will Papa Joe find what he's looking for?"--Back cover.
Subject  Children Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Cycling Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Riding toys Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.2

Title  Peggy Loo and Poppy Woppy / written by Jill Eggleton ; illustrated by Gabriella Klepatski.
Author  Eggleton, Jill, author.
ISBN  9781927307915 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Global Education Systems, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details  23 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  "Peggy Loo asked Poppy Woppy if he could bounce on her trampoline, if he could do flips, climb ropes, swing and dance! "That's easy-peasy," said Poppy Woppy. "Easy-peasy doodle-dee-di. You can do anything if you try."Well, almost anything."--Back cover.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Falls (Accidents) Juvenile fiction.
Girls Juvenile fiction.
Grandparent and child Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.2
Title Poems on values to succeed worldwide in life. Being responsible : simple and insightful / O.K. Fatai.
Author Fatai, O. K. author.
ISBN 9780473467371 pbk
Physical Details 37 pages ; 23 cm
Contents Hidden -- Happily -- We all have -- A system -- An agent -- Build -- Self-respect -- A gift -- A
Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Responsibility Poetry.
Dewey NZ821.3

Author Fatai, O. K. author.
ISBN 9780473467388 pbk
Physical Details 36 pages ; 23 cm
Contents Deeply -- It takes -- Not seen -- Follow -- Getting smaller and bigger -- Visit -- To have -- Sometimes -- Steps -- Influence -- Rationality -- Inner resolve -- Can be -- Saviour -- Seeing -- Choices -- Amazing wonders -- Spread -- Manifest -- Quest -- Smaller -- Another way -- Choosing right -- Miracles -- What is.
Subject Courage Poetry.
New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ821.3

Title Poems on values to succeed worldwide in life. Education : simple and insightful / O.K. Fatai.
Author Fatai, O. K. author.
ISBN 9780473468132 pbk
Physical Details 33 pages ; 23 cm
Contents Necessity -- Facets -- Equipment -- Enable -- Gaps -- Continuous -- Deep dreaming -- Taking out -- Praised -- Pathway -- Part of -- Can make -- Planted -- Is like -- A process -- Quiet and soft -- It is both -- Spreading water -- Educating is not just -- Passports -- Compare -- Both of us -- Education is -- Knowing -- Towards.
Subject Education Poetry.
New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ821.3
Title  Poems on values to succeed worldwide in life. Faith : simple and insightful / O.K. Fatai.
Author  Fatai, O. K. author.
ISBN  9780473472009 pbk
Publishing Details  [Lower Hutt] : [OK Publishing], [2019]
©2019
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) ; 23 cm
Contents  It is not -- Better -- Ally -- Knowing -- Formidable -- Reassured -- Surprised -- It leads -- Encouragement -- Blessed -- A little faith -- Interconnection -- We see -- Into the unknown -- The right move -- We are bold -- It is like -- We can with so little -- The risk -- So proud -- Not always -- When we look back -- We grow -- When we face -- Sometimes we can't.
Subject  Faith Poetry.
New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ821.3

Title  Poems on values to succeed worldwide in life. Forgiveness : simple and insightful / O.K. Fatai.
Author  Fatai, O. K. author.
ISBN  9780473468118 pbk
Publishing Details  [Lower Hutt] : [OK Publishing], [2019]
©2019
Physical Details  35 pages ; 23 cm
Subject  Forgiveness Poetry.
New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ821.3

Title  Poems on values to succeed worldwide in life. Good families : simple and insightful / O.K. Fatai.
Author  Fatai, O. K. author.
ISBN  9780473468125 pbk
Publishing Details  [Lower Hutt] : [OK Publishing], [2019]
©2019
Physical Details  49 pages ; 23 cm
Contents  There is room -- Galaxy -- Treasured gifts -- Everything -- Cells -- Qualities -- Don't know -- Game -- Sacrifice -- Togetherness -- A bit of history -- Victories -- Looking for treasures -- Sometimes I put -- Incredible lifting -- Loss -- Water qualities -- The Third Commandment -- I am looking -- Common DNA -- Living apart -- Many of you -- Opportunities -- It is one thing -- In family -- Right place.
Subject  Families Poetry.
New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ821.3
Title  Poems on values to succeed worldwide in life. Humility : simple and insightful / O.K. Fatai.
Author  Fatai, O. K. author.
ISBN  9780473468088 pbk
Physical Details  28 pages ; 23 cm
Contents  A lesson -- Admit -- Relating -- Viewing yourself -- A root -- The great -- Open -- Exalted -- Friend -- Rock beneath -- We seek -- The path -- Conviction -- Enable -- An answer -- Reaching -- There are rooms -- Doesn't lock -- Depend -- We live -- A river -- Limit -- Openness -- Believe.
Subject  Humility Poetry.
New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ821.3

Title  Poems on values to succeed worldwide in life. Joy : simple and insightful / O.K. Fatai.
Author  Fatai, O. K. author.
ISBN  9780473468071 pbk
Physical Details  41 pages ; 23 cm
Contents  The power from within -- One way -- Give more and more -- Dream it -- Hold on -- Drawn to -- Value of now -- Choose right -- Made perfect -- That something -- Building barriers -- Contentment -- Close to -- Appreciate -- Accepting -- Totality -- Vulnerable -- Looking around -- Taking -- Grateful -- True light -- An interest -- Respect -- Responsibility -- What's in your heart?
Subject  Joy Poetry.
New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ821.3

Title  Poems on values to succeed worldwide in life. Justice : simple and insightful / O.K. Fatai.
Author  Fatai, O. K. author.
ISBN  9780473468064 pbk
Physical Details  29 pages ; 23 cm
Contents  Safe -- Door way -- Is not -- One simple word -- Deliverer -- Walking together -- Balance -- Evolve -- Yes there is... -- Working and vacation -- One action -- Road to peace -- Conquer -- There is truth -- Voice of others -- Path -- Unfair -- Seek -- Voices -- A pathway -- It is not -- Lonely -- Take for granted -- Maltreatment -- Hurt.
Subject  Justice Poetry.
New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ821.3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Poems on values to succeed worldwide in life. Life : simple and insightful / O.K. Fatai.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Fatai, O. K. author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473468057 pbk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Lower Hutt] : [OK Publishing], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>©2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>30 pages ; 23 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>An answer is needed -- Experiences -- Live life -- Complexity -- Something good -- Once -- Reflections -- Bringing together -- Rights -- Reading life -- Lessons -- Really live it -- Where there are -- Daily question -- We long -- I had found -- Withstand -- Stand proud -- Meant to be -- Celebrate -- Shadow -- Choices -- Droplets of rains -- Can we change? -- Life is a treasure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Life Poetry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ821.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Poems on values to succeed worldwide in life. Love : simple and insightful / O.K. Fatai.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Fatai, O. K. author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473472016 pbk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Lower Hutt] : [OK Publishing], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>©2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>30 pages ; 23 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>It is -- Meet -- Decision -- Forget sometimes -- Practice -- It is about -- Core -- Overcomers -- Sometimes it brings -- Without -- All that is needed -- Where there is -- Can you hold? -- Keep on -- Power of one -- Spring -- I think of -- Journey -- Filled -- Decided -- Touching a dream -- Catching breathe -- Full of mistakes -- Acting our real self -- The big question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Love poetry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ821.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Poems on values to succeed worldwide in life. Mercy : simple and insightful / O.K. Fatai.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Fatai, O. K. author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473472023 pbk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Lower Hutt] : [OK Publishing], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>©2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>29 pages ; 23 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Results -- Greetings -- Heritage -- Bridge -- Fulfillment -- Cannot find -- It is part -- Ride on -- During the night -- Bravery -- If you want -- Like this and that -- Again and again -- Flows -- Multiplies -- Viewing -- Flourish -- When I see you -- Greatness -- There is beauty -- Iron hearts -- It is noble -- We tend to -- Longing for summer -- No seasons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Mercy Poetry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ821.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Prince of the spear / David Hair.
Author  Hair, David, 1965- author.
ISBN  1784290955 paperback
  1784290963 (hardback)
  1784290971 (ebook)
  9781784290955 paperback
  9781784290962 (hardback)
  9781784290979 ebook
©2018
Physical Details  xxiv, 629 pages : maps ; 24 cm
Summary  With the Leviathan Bridge critically damaged and its towers unable to control the skies between Yuros and Antiopia, the East has invaded the West. A vast windfleet, constructed in secret, is winging across the Pontic Sea. The Rondian Empire is divided and weak. Empress Lyra has barely survived a coup, triggered by a masked cabal whose members still remain concealed in the highest echelons of her court. Only Lyra's secret affinity to the heretical power of dwyma saved her - but that affinity is also her most dangerous weakness. As empires clash, lives are torn apart and long-held beliefs are overthrown by circumstance and desperation. A young queen whose court is riddled with traitors turns to the wrong people in her hour of need. Two princes clash in the skies, the fate of two nations riding on their skill. Two brothers must reconcile disparate cultures to regain their kingdom. An idealistic rabble-rouser sees a chance to strike. And a small group of dwymancers grope blindly for knowledge in a race against time before the masked Cabal strike again.
Subject  Epic fiction. lcgft
  Fantasy fiction. lcgft
  Imaginary wars and battles Fiction.
  Magic Fiction.
  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.3
OCLC Number  986825890

Title  Prophecy / A.J. Ponder.
Author  Ponder, A. (Alicia) author.
ISBN  9780995115248 paperback
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Phantom Feather Press, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details  336 pages ; 20 cm
Summary  "Are you ready for adventure? Princess Sylvalla is more than ready. She's faced dragons and proven herself a hero - but her greatest trials are about to begin. Phetero, the king she accidentally kidnapped, is determined to have vengeance - and the threat of marriage to Prince Francis looms. Francis may be sweet, have proven he can draw swords from stones, and be the only prince in all the Seven Kingdoms who will have her, but Sylvalla is not a willing bride. Terrifying as it is, the threat of marriage becomes the least of Sylvalla's problems as King Phetero's grudge turns from war into something more sinister. The prophecies are dire, but what help can they be against the ancient horror King Phetero plans to unleash?"--Back cover.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
  Fantasy fiction. lcgft
  Princesses Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title Proud : a tale of rampant ludicrousness / Alastair Carthew.
Author Carthew, Alastair, author.
ISBN 9780995114920 paperback
Physical Details vi, 410 pages ; 23 cm
Summary "This tale is a parody, a 'tour de force' glimpse into New Zealand's long history of cultural
tolerance and integration, Maori mystique, technological innovation, adventurism, their
world-famous rugby teams, the anti-nuclear policy, the pervasiveness of sex and alcohol; the
artfulness, treachery, and perfidy of politicians. Proud is a parody, loaded with satire, LOL
humour, sex, social commentary, perhaps prophetic (global warming warning!), and culturally
insensitive (political correctness gone mad) but in a caring sort of way"--Publisher information.
Subject Humorous fiction. lcgft
New Zealand 21st century. local Nz
New Zealand Social life and customs Fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Rafferty Ferret ratbag / Sherryl Jordan.
Author Jordan, Sherryl, author, illustrator.
ISBN 0995106436
9780995106437 paperback
Publishing Details Auckland : One Tree House Ltd., [2018] ©2018
Physical Details 191 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm
Summary Rafferty is an orphan, raised by monks. Misfortune strikes and he is outcast, and must fend for
himself. He uses his cunning and charm to develop a trade for himself as the town's
ratcatcher... and rat liberator.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Orphans Juvenile fiction.
Rats Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.2
OCLC Number 1057613990
Title River rescue / by Peter Millett ; illustrated by Emmanuel Cerisier.
Author Millett, Peter, author.
ISBN 110840071X
9781108400718 paperback
©2017
Physical Details 23 pages : colour illustrations ; 22 cm.
Series Cambridge reading adventures. 1, Pathfinders.
Summary "School exams are over and Kamon is finally ready to enjoy kayaking. A flash flood suddenly changes his plans"--Back cover.
Subject Adventure stories.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz Readers (Primary)
Rescues Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3
OCLC Number 1022199071

Title Roderick and the wizard of Endor / F.M. McQueen ; illustrator Emma-Kate Moore.
Author McQueen, Fiona, M. F., author.
ISBN 9781872970646 paperback
9781872970648 paperback
©2019
Physical Details 145 pages : colour illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary "Roderick, a small and furry animal, gazes out from his home high on the side of a mountain. Not far below, a tiny figure is swept from the path by the wind. He races to the rescue and saves Pepin, a squirrel, but when they climb back up to Roderick's home they find that it has been destroyed. Seeking shelter in the stormy night, Roderick and Pepin narrowly escape a dangerous band of vagabonds. Soon after they encounter Percy, the invisible man. He tells them how he was lured by leprechaun gold into another dimension and became trapped there by enchantment. Roderick and Pepin decide to help him and find themselves transported into a mysterious world of tree spirits, elves and other magical beings. Only the Wizard of Endor can break the spell that binds Percy. The three friends set out to find the Wizard in his castle high in the mountains of Endor but a terrifying monster lies in wait"--Back cover.
Subject Animal fiction. Icgt
Animals Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz Fantasy fiction. Icgt
Dewey NZ823.3
Title Ruby Blair / written by Jill Eggleton ; illustrated by Ricky Rumsey.
Author Eggleton, Jill, author.
ISBN 9781927307854 paperback
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Global Education Systems, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details 23 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary "Ruby Blair with her spiky red hair loved her spotty, dotty pajamas. She loved to wear them everywhere! Everyone would stare at Ruby Blair with the spiky red hair. But Ruby Blair didn't care!"--Back cover.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Girls Juvenile fiction.
Pajamas Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Dewey NZ823.2

Title Rugby 123 / written by Thalia Kehoe Rowden ; illustrations by Myles Lawford,
Author Rowden, Thalia Kehoe, author.
ISBN 9781775436089 paperback
Projected Publication Date 1909
Physical Details pages cm
Summary "This rhyming counting book will be a hit with young sports fans. Young children will love counting one to ten, in this playfully illustrated rhyming book featuring rugby – from balls and boots to match officials and spectators "--Publisher information.
Subject Board books.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Counting Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Rugby Union football Juvenile fiction.
Stories in rhyme. lcgft
Dewey NZ823.3
Title Sandstorm / by Peter Millett ; illustrated by Giorgio Bacchin.
Author Millett, Peter, author.
ISBN 1107576075 paperback
9781107576070 paperback
©2016
Physical Details 23 pages : colour illustrations ; 22 cm.
Series Cambridge reading adventures. Purple band.
Summary "Shan and Jia get caught in a sandstorm. Can they stay safe until Mum and Dad find them?"--Back cover.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz Readers (Elementary)
Sandstorms Juvenile literature.
Dewey NZ823.3
OCLC Number 968770785

Title Shadow & crow / Claudia Cain.
Author Cain, Claudia, author.
ISBN 9780473476977 paperback
9780473476984 ebook
©2018
Physical Details 444 pages ; 20 cm
Summary "Tick. Tock. Jennifer Jones is no stranger to trouble. She's been framed for murder, hunted by the government, and just stopped a sorcerer from summoning murderous entities. By now, trouble is an old friend. But there is always something worse to come. Something smarter. Something darker. For the first time in three hundred years, Jennifer might be outmatched. And as shadows gather and events draw towards a cataclysmic close, she can't ignore the curse that now plagues her - or the fact that she's rapidly running out of time"--Back cover.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ823.3
Title  Short circuit / text, Peter Millett ; illustrations, Myles Lawford.
Author  Millett, Peter, author.
ISBN  9781775436003 pbk.
Projected Publication Date  1909
Physical Details  pages cm
Summary  "Five ordinary kids power up their footie skills from average to invincible! Powered-up heroes Tana, Scotty, Zinnia, Andrea and Muzza are back. The powers of The Invincibles last only as long as a game of footy, and if they don't stick together as a team they could lose them forever. The clock is ticking … The Invincibles have only 80 minutes to save the day, and failure is not an option! This second book in the sports-themed action-comedy series is set to turn things upside down as the heroes go from titans to tiny. Things may get a bit dangerous in this good-hearted romp of a read"--Publisher information.
Subject  Action and adventure fiction. lcgft
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Humorous fiction. lcgft
Rugby Union football Juvenile fiction.
Superheroes Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Simon said and other cautionary tales / Pamela Allen.
Author  Allen, Pamela, 1934- author.
ISBN  0995106495
Physical Details  96 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm
Contents  Simon said -- Simon did -- Watch me! -- Watch me now!
Subject  Ability in children Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Picture books for children.
Stories without words.
Dewey  NZ823.3
OCLC Number  1074311819
Title  Sleeps standing : Moetū : a story of the battle of Ōrākau / Witi Ihimaera with Hēmi Kelly.

Author  Ihimaera, Witi, 1944-, author.

ISBN  9780143771128 EPUB
       9780143773887 paperback


                  ©2017

Physical Details  221 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm

Summary  "Both fiction and fact, this book is an exploration of the Battle of Orakau. During three days in
1864, 300 Maori men, women and children fought an Imperial army and captured the
imagination of the world. The battle marked the end of the Land Wars in the Waikato and
resulted in vast tracts of land being confiscated for European settlement. Instead of following
the usual standpoint of the victors, this book takes a Maori perspective. It is centred around
Witi Ihimaera’s moving novella, Sleeps Standing, which views the battle through the eyes of a
16-year-old boy named Moetū. Alongside the novella are non-fiction narratives from Maori
eyewitnesses, together with images and a Maori translation by Hēmi Kelly, further giving voice
to and illuminating the people who tried to protect their culture and land. It is estimated that, at
the height of the battle, 1700 immensely superior troops, well armed and amply resourced, laid
siege to the hastily constructed pā at Orakau. The defenders were heavily outnumbered with
few supplies or weapons but, when told to submit, they replied: ‘E hoa, ka whawhai tonu
matou, ake, ake, ake! ’Friend, I shall fight against you for ever, for ever!’"--Back cover.

Subject  Historical fiction. lcgft
          Kōrero nehe. reo
          Maori (New Zealand people) New Zealand Waikato History 19th century Fiction.
          New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
          Ngā Pakanga Whenua o Mua. reo
          Ngāti Maniapoto (New Zealand people) History 19th century Fiction.
          Pakiwaitara. reo
          Reorua. reo
          Ōrākau, Battle of, N.Z., 1864 Fiction.

Dewey  NZ823.2
Title  Squitty Fish / written by Jill Eggleton ; illustrated by Trish Donald.
Author  Eggleton, Jill, author.
ISBN  9781988576053 Paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Global Education Systems, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details  23 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  "Squitty Fish lived deep down under the sea, where it is dark as night and scary creatures drift about. The scariest creature of all was the ugly orange octopus. Can Squitty Fish stay out of his way?"--Back cover.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Fear Juvenile fiction.
Fishes Juvenile fiction.
Helping behavior Juvenile fiction.
Octopuses Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.2

Title  Super spare parts and the Nemerons from the twelfth quadrant / C.J. Parker ; illustrated by Theo Macdonald.
Author  Parker, C.J., author.
ISBN  9780995119710 paperback
©2019
Physical Details  173 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm.
Summary  Sam, who has super-prosthetic body parts, must stop aliens from taking over the Earth.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Extraterrestrial beings.
Science fiction. lcgft
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Take Zayan with you! / Peter Millett ; illustrated by Russ Daff.
Author  Millett, Peter, author.
ISBN  1107575877
9781107575875 paperback
©2016
Physical Details  15 pages : illustrations ; 18 x 23 cm.
Summary  "Zayan and his brothers want to do something together, but what?"--Back cover.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Readers (Primary)
Skateboarding Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3
OCLC Number  934192361
Title Taonga / Kiwa Hammond ; illustrated by Adele Jackson.
Author Hammond, Kiwa, author.
ISBN 9781776695621 paperback
©2019
Physical Details 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Series Ready to read (Wellington, N.Z.)
Language Text in English with some Māori.
Summary The ponamu hanging around Nan's neck is her taonga, apart from whānau, what is your taonga.
Subject Children Juvenile fiction.
Grandmothers Juvenile fiction.
Kuia. reo
Kōrero paki mā ngā tamarikiWhakamārama. reo
Pakiwaitara. reo
Photographs Juvenile fiction.
Pānui pukapuka. reo
Readers (Primary)
Tamariki. reo
Taonga. reo
Whakaahua. reo
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Tequila Rose virginity blues / by Wendy Jayne.
Author Jayne, Wendy, author.
ISBN 9780473237028 paperback
Publishing Details [Hokitika] : [Wendy Scott], [2018]
©2018
Physical Details 51 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm
Summary "Tequila Rose may have met the man of her dreams. Unfortunately, she wakes up suffering from alcoholic amnesia and doesn't remember anything about the night before. Tall, dark, and Jack may be the cure her jaded heart desperately needs, but Tequila's wary as friends warn her that Jack hangs out with the local drug dealer. Thrust together at a Speed Dating event, their chemistry sizzles, but is Jack after a different kind of fix?"--Back cover.
Subject Short stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Dewey NZ823.3
OCLC Number 946469917
Title  This mortal boy / Fiona Kidman ; read by Simon London.

Author  Kidman, Fiona, 1940- author.

ISBN  9781489482303 Library edition

Publishing Details  Tullamarine, Victoria : Bolinda Audio, [2018]

Physical Details  8 audio discs (CD) (9 hr., 28 min.) : digital, stereo ; 12 cm ; in container.

Summary  "Albert Black, known as the 'jukebox killer', was only 20 when he was convicted of murdering another young man in a fight at a milk bar in Auckland on 26 July 1955. His crime fuelled growing moral panic about teenagers, and he was to hang less than five months later, the second-to-last person to be executed in New Zealand. But what really happened? Was this a love crime, was it a sign of juvenile delinquency? Or was this dark episode in our recent history more about our society's reaction to outsiders? Black's final words, as the hangman covered his head, were, 'I wish you all a merry Christmas, gentlemen, and a prosperous New Year.' This is his story"--Container.

Subject  Audiobooks lcgft

Biographical fiction. lcgft
Historical fiction. lcgft
Murderers New Zealand Fiction.
New Zealand Social conditions 20th century Fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Northern Irish New Zealand Fiction.
Trials (Murder) Fiction.
Young men New Zealand Fiction.

Dewey  NZ823.2

Title  Timegate to tomorrow / edited by Lee Murray, Grace Bridges, Piper Mejia.

ISBN  9780473446871


Physical Details  130 pages ; 23 cm.

Contents  Only kale can save us now / Hazel Cook -- The jogger / Cerys Wiles -- Echoes of the future / Denika Mead -- Hypersphere / Jordi Van Veen -- Unoppable / Leah Hamilton-Cross -- What the future holds / Tamar Van Niekerk -- Not my problem / Victoria Sun -- Locker number 26 / Aria Oliver -- A ripple in time / A. Q. Donnelly -- Transcript of arc-catalyst event -- Whaitiri Tua-Warbrick -- The hive / Josh Buddhev -- Polar ice caps / Holly Smallwood -- When it comes to plants / Aria Oliver -- Future or fate / Cynthia Gao -- The time alternator / Jacob Hagan -- Essentia / Tim McLory -- The expanse / Phoebe Robertson -- See you tomorrow / Mackenzie Taylor -- Hello future / Lauren McGregor -- Rewritten / Caelen Kinley -- The lament of Aroha / Orla Walsh -- Something different / Joel Seager -- Too perfect / Billie Allan -- What's best for you / Victoria Sun -- The old classroom / Jayden Houghton -- Switched / Emily Thompson -- Who runs the world? / Isabella Montilla -- Long white cloud / Syliva McDougall -- Time lapse / Sophie Fooks -- The illegal library / Himanshi Bala -- A future where the grass is green / Rebecca May Grice -- Terminal failure / Emma Lamb -- Existence is not what it seems / Jacob Bowater -- A forecast from the future / Rata Kay Harper -- The anxious girl and the woman with the greying hair / Samantha Pitt.

Series  Write off line ; 2018.

Subject  High school students' writings.

Short stories, New Zealand.
Young adult poetry.

Dewey  NZ820.809283
Title: Tin men / Linda Coles.
Author: Coles, Linda, author.
ISBN: 9780473474294 paperback
Physical Details: 323 pages ; 23 cm
Summary: "She thought she knew her father. But what she doesn't know could fill a morgue . . . Ex-MI5 agent Chrissy Livingstone grieves over her dad's sudden death. While she cleans out his old things, she discovers something she can't explain: seven photos of schoolboys with the year 1987 stamped on the back. Unable to turn off her desire for the truth, she hunts down the boys in the photos only to find out that three of the seven have committed suicide . . . Tracing the clues from Surrey to Santa Monica, Chrissy unearths disturbing ties between her father's work as a financier and the victims. As each new connection Raises more sinister questions about her family, she fears she should've left the secrets buried with the dead. Will Chrissy put the past to rest, or will the sins of the father destroy her?"--Back cover.
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft
Dewey: NZ823.3

Title: To the occupant / Emma Neale.
Author: Neale, Emma, author.
ISBN: 1988531683 paperback
9781988531687 paperback
Physical Details: 100 pages ; 24 cm
Contents: To the occupant -- A room that held the sea. Courtship -- Wild peregrinations -- Wedding kiss -- Morning song -- A room that held the sea -- 'my mother in this way mixing me wings and tongue' -- So buttoned up -- Memorial service -- Cut price -- Will our small joys be only their ancestors? -- Warning -- Called -- The belt -- Big bad -- The local pool -- Minor goddess -- 'So sang a little clod of clay'. Harwood Beach walk: eavesdropping -- Doorway -- Mère-mare -- 'So sang a little clod of clay' -- Tone poem -- Resurrection -- Teen genie -- Tag -- Two birds billing -- Desire -- It goes without saying -- Aubade -- Sheetweb spider -- Blue rubato -- Trainee emo -- Sonnet for Mr Ponting, HOD Maths & Economics -- Distance -- Small wonder -- Bilingual -- Dark glass - My aunt's story -- Still -- Camellia trees -- Withdrawn -- The appointment -- Removal -- Slander -- Turn -- Swarm -- Pivot -- Selected letters. Underneath the fridge magnet -- Affidavit -- Letter from Hamelin -- Letter from tomorrow's tomorrow and tomorrow -- Dear friend -- Dear adversity -- Unlove -- Blindsided -- Long distance -- The Tasti™ taste guarantee -- Dear old diaries -- Joy -- Chain mail -- Dear future, I'm afraid this is how I begin to lose you -- Postcards just won't cut it -- Economy of style -- Envoi.
Subject: New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey: NZ821.2
OCLC Number: 1084407524
Title Tom Mulligan / Marty Smith.
Author Smith, Marty (Margaret), 1956- author.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Marty Smith?], [2019]
Physical Details 1 sheet ; 22 x 15 cm
Subject Broadside poems. rbgenr
Nature Poetry.
New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Poems. rbgenr
Dewey NZ821.3

Title Trompet and Trumbone / by Ali Foster ; illustrated by Martin Bailey.
Author Foster, Ali author.
ISBN 9781927305546 hardcover
9781927305553 softcover
©2019
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 22 x 26 cm
Summary "Is it true that elephants never forget? What happens if they do? Trompet and Trumbone is a delightful heart-warming story of the special relationship between a wise old matriarch and her great-granddaughter"--Back cover.
Audience Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Elephants Juvenile fiction.
Grandparent and child Juvenile fiction.
Interpersonal relations Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Tyrelia / S R Manssen.
Author Manssen, Sharon, 1969- author.
ISBN 9780473468507 paperback
9780473468514 EPUB
9780473468521 Kindle
©2019
Physical Details vii, 249 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm
Summary "She escaped death. She unlocked the mystery of the tablet. She discovered the long-lost bridge across the chasm. She passed through the wall. But fourteen-year-old Freya's biggest challenge is yet to come: all alone, she must enter Tyrelia, following clues that lead her on a new quest deep into Tyrelia. Her family is trapped in the Golden City, torn between trying to escape and being seduced by wealth. With all communication lost, will Freya find the Ancient before it's too late?"--Back cover.
Subject Fantasy fiction. lcgft
Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
Young adult fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3
Title Uncle Wunkle and Miggle Mouse / written by Jill Eggleton ; illustrated by Grant Snow.
Author Eggleton, Jill, author.
ISBN 9781988576091 paperback
Physical Details 23 pages : colour illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary When fussy, clean Uncle Wunkle comes to stay, a pet mouse must stay hidden.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Cleaning Juvenile fiction.
Mice Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Dewey NZ823.2

Title Upbeat : selected early poems, 1969-1987 / by Margaret Webb.
Author Jeune, Margaret, 1956- author.
ISBN 0473469170 paperback
9780473469177 paperback
©2019
Physical Details 78 pages : illustration ; 18 cm
Summary "Upbeat, a selection from the early poetry of Margaret Webb [later known as Margaret Jeune], is a period gem. The title conjures literary and music associations i.e.the howl of the Beat Generation and the jazz, folk and rock music of the 1960s/1970s"--Publisher's note.
Subject New Zealand poetry 20th century. local Nz
Dewey NZ821.2
OCLC Number 1101181128
Title  Warrior's touch / Deb E. Howell.
Author  Howell, Deb E., author.
ISBN  9781911497394 paperback
       9781911497400 EPUB
Publishing Details  Banbury, Oxon., United Kingdom : Kristell Ink, [2018?]
                    ©2017
Physical Details  475 pages ; 21 cm
Summary  Once upon a time, the Last Immortal lost his powers to an Aenuk healer and her tree. Nine hundred years later, he learns that an immortal child is going to be born, and with it, the chance to regain his lost magic.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
         Paranormal fiction. lcgft
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Wedding the wolf / Steffanie Holmes.
Author  Holmes, Steffanie, 1985- author.
ISBN  9780995111158 paperback
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Bacchanalia House, [2017]
                    ©2017
Physical Details  349 pages ; 21 cm.
Summary  "I, Willow Summers, am finally free from my mother's oppressive home. No one in Crookshollow knows who I am or where I came from, and I intend to keep it that way. As long as I plaster a smile on my face and pull off perfect weddings for my clients, no one ever has to know that I'm broken. That is, until Irvine Baird gets his claws into me. The smoking hot, ten thousand miles out of my league Scottish hottie wants me, the good girl v*rgin with the dark past. No one's ever wanted me before. There's only one problem: he's a werewolf. The last time I met a werewolf, I lost my leg. I should be running a mile from Irvine. Instead, I keep falling into his arms. He makes me uncomfortable. He sets my body on fire. He makes me want to spill my deepest, darkest secrets. Irvine terrifies me. But whenever we touch, sparks fly. There's an ache inside me that only he can satisfy. I know I can't have a happily ever after. But that doesn't mean we can't have some fun together. The old me would never have tried a casual fling, but the new Willow can totally handle it. Right?"--Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
         Paranormal fiction. lcgft
         Romance fiction. lcgft
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title When it all went to custard / Danielle Hawkins.
Author Hawkins, Danielle author.
ISBN 177554141X (paperback)
9781775541417 paperback
©2019
Physical Details 391 pages ; 24 cm
Summary The news of Jenny's husband's infidelity comes as a nasty shock to the part-time building
control officer and full-time mother - even though, to her surprise and embarrassment, her first
reaction is relief rather than anguish. What really hurts is her children's unhappiness at the
break-up, and the growing realisation that, alone, she may lose the family farm. This is the
story of the year after Jenny's old life falls apart; of family and farming, pet lambs and geriatric
dogs, choko-bearing tenants and Springsteen-esque neighbours. And of getting a second
chance at happiness.
Subject Divorce Fiction.
Domestic fiction.
Domestic fiction. lcgft
Farm life Fiction.
Interpersonal relations Fiction.
Neighbors Fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Single mothers Fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3
OCLC Number 1098250664

Title Whiffy-Stink : the adventure ready Teddy in making new words / by Martin Finney ;
illustrations by Millie Strong.
Author Finney, Martin, author.
ISBN 9780473475352 paperback
©2016
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 17 x 24 cm
Summary "Join Whiffy-Stink the adventure ready Teddy and his best friend Mr. Will. They go on a fun
filled adventure down to the woods. Whiffy-Stink and Mr Will were having so much fun playing
their game of making new words; they both nearly forget to be home before tea"--Back cover.
Subject Adventure stories.
Boys Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Picture books for children.
Teddy bears Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3
Title  White lies, Māori legends and fairytales / Falstaff Dowling-Mitchell.
Author  Dowling-Mitchell, Falstaff, author.
ISBN  9780473466060 paperback
                  ©2019
Physical Details  289 pages ; 21 cm
Summary  Things are not easy for Pete. His mum has left, his sister is annoying, and his dad is pressing him to make it into the under-14 rugby team. School is also stressful due to Wiremu the bully and a new school principal who hates tikanga Māori.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
         High schools Juvenile fiction.
         Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki. reo
         Māori (New Zealand people) Juvenile fiction.
         Pakiwaitara. reo.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Wild garden : adventures of Pai Korri / Louise Marama Warren ; illustrations by Joyce Allen.
Author  Warren, Marama, author, binder, book designer.
                  ©1998
Physical Details  23 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm
Subject  Artists' books. rbgenr
         Australia Juvenile fiction.
         Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
         Fantasy fiction. lcgt
         Fine books Australia Milton (N.S.W.) Specimens.
         Handmade papers (Paper) rbpap
         Limited editions Australia Milton (N.S.W.) Specimens.
         Magic Juvenile fiction.
         Offsets (Printing) Australia New South Wales. rbpri
         Short stories. rbgenr
         Typefaces (Type evidence) Palatino. rbtyp
         Untrimmed edges (Paper) rbpap
Dewey  NZ823.2
OCLC Number  222699721
Writing the wolf / Steffanie Holmes.

Author Holmes, Steffanie, 1985- author.
ISBN 9780995111110 paperback

Publishing Details [Auckland] : Bacchanalia House, [2017]
©2017

Physical Details 268 pages ; 21 cm.

Summary "Rosa: I need to escape. After those racist bastards destroyed my home, I can’t face the world again. I’ve rented a cabin in the heart of the Crookshollow forest. I’m going to lock myself away and work on my book. I’m going to write my story. And I absolutely, positively WILL NOT think about Caleb, the hunky labourer who’s fixing up my cabin. No way. I won’t think about the way his eyes melt my heart, and his smile melts my panties. I’m too emotionally raw right now. I can’t handle a fling, especially not with a white guy. Especially not a guy like him. A guy who shags and leaves. I can’t handle any more heartache. Caleb: Rosa Parker – clever writer, black woman, total hottie. The connection between us sizzles – there’s no denying it: this woman is my mate. When I’m near her, all I want to do is claim her. If only I wasn’t the biggest threat to her life right now. With a rogue wolf pack after my hide, I can’t afford a distraction. Even a distraction as alluring as her. I need to keep my wolfish instincts in check. But I can’t help myself. Rosa Parker has got under my skin. And I won’t stop until I’ve made her mine"--Back cover.

Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Paranormal fiction. lcgft
Romance fiction. lcgft

Dewey NZ823.3

Wētā went walking / Kay Hancock ; illustrated by Fraser Williamson.

Author Hancock, Kay, author.
ISBN 9781776695645 paperback

©2019

Physical Details 12 pages : colour illustrations; 20 cm.

Series Ready to read (Wellington, N.Z.)

Summary Story about a wētā, rat and an owl.

Subject Kiore. reo
Kōrero paki mā ngā tamarikiWhakamārama. reo
Pakiwaitara. reo
Pānui pukapuka. reo
Rats Juvenile fiction.
Readers (Primary)
Stories in rhyme. lcgft
Wetas Juvenile fiction.
Wētā. reo

Dewey NZ823.3
Title  The beat of the pendulum : a found novel / Catherine Chidgey.
Author  Chidgey, Catherine, 1970- author.
ISBN  1785630903 9781785630903 paperback
Physical Details  494 pages ; 21 cm
Summary  "Every day for a year, Catherine Chidgey recorded the words and language she came across during her day-to-day life - phone calls, television commercials, emails, radio shows, conversations with her family, street signs and satnav instructions. From these seemingly random snippets she creates a fascinating portrait of modern life, focusing on the things that most people filter out. Chidgey listens in as her daughter, born through surrogacy, begins to speak and develop a personality, and her mother slips into dementia. With her husband, she debates the pros and cons of moving to a new town. With her publisher, she discusses the novel she is writing. While, all around, the world is bombarding her with information"--Front cover flap.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ823.2
OCLC Number  1050669214

Title  The blood book / John Gallas.
Author  Gänzl, Kurt, author.
ISBN  9780473470234
Physical Details  408 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  "Genealogy is the rage of the age ... As the only sons of an only son of an only childbearing son, John and had never bothered about investigating our ancestors Call dead' quoth father), until I came upon some surprising grandmotherish papers, and, a year or two ago, began delving. Well, I am happy to report we now have a complete pack of sixteen great-grand-parents, hailing from the highlands of Scotland to the puszta of Hungary ... but to go back further is sometimes a tad difficult. I noticed that many folk on the genealogical sites who haven't succeeded in getting a full-flush of 16 ggs, or a super-slam of of 32 gggs, have shyly fabricated a fake family. So, John, taking a wee break from publishing end-to-end volumes of poetry, decided to have a bit of fun and do the same for us. This family tree doesn't just go back to the factual Black Bull pub in Cloth century Aberdeen, or the equally factual Jewish merchants of Mor, Fejer, it goes back to our maternal great-grandfather 552 times removed, and our paternal great-grandmother 552 times removed, in lands and cultures beyond time, and it follows the fates and frolicks of their descendants rudely through the millennia, as they war and couple and schnort and compete and breed ... oh! How they breed! Well, have to keep the tree ablossoming Until it gets to John Gallas, and to his brother, Kurt Ganzl, who thought this was too goodly a historie to keep as just a family in-joke, and invented the Gerolstein Press, which, 552 generations on, proudly presents THE BLOOD BOOK!"--Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
         New Zealand wit and humor 21st century.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title The castle of earth and embers / Steffanie Holmes.
Author Holmes, Steffanie, 1985- author.
ISBN 9781986537759
Physical Details 315 pages ; 21 cm.
Summary Maeve Crawford has her life mathematically calculated down to the last detail; Leave her podunk Arizona town, graduate MIT, get into the space program, be the first woman on Mars, read lots of books, get a cat (not necessarily in this order). All Maeve’s careful plans come crashing down when her parents are killed in a freak accident, and she discovers she’s inherited a real, honest-to-goodness English castle - complete with turrets, ramparts, and four gorgeous male tenants.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz Paranalomal fiction. lcgt Romance fiction. lcgt
Dewey NZ823.3

Title The castle of spirit and sorrow / Steffanie Holmes.
Author Holmes, Steffanie, 1985- author.
ISBN 9780995111189 pbk.
Physical Details 330 pages ; 21 cm.
Summary When one of her own is cruelly taken, Maeve Moore must unite witches and humans for a final stand against an undefeatable army of the dead. In an epic showdown of fae versus witches, hopes versus desire, death versus immortality, and science versus magic, Maeve will sacrifice everything for the love of five remarkable men. Is it enough to stop the fae? The Castle of Spirit and Sorrow is the chilling finale to the Briarwood Reverse Harem series by USA Today bestselling author Steffanie Holmes. This full-length book glitters with love, heartache, hope, grief, dark magic, fairy trickery, steamy scenes, British slang, meat pies, second chances, and the healing powers of a good cup of tea. Read on only if you believe one just isn't enough.
Note: This book contains characters who struggle with issues that may be sensitive to some readers, including self-harm and suicide.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz Paranalomal fiction. lcgt Romance fiction. lcgt
Dewey NZ823.3
Severed hands, moving paintings and an erotic encounter in a priest hole, just another typical day for Maeve Crawford at Briarwood Castle. With Maeve's sister Kelly on her way from America and the fae threat looming ever closer, things at Briarwood are more desperate than ever. When the coven discover an old portrait of Maeve's mother might hold a valuable clue to help them defeat the fae host, they travel to London to uncover its secrets. Under the bright city lights. Maeve discovers more about the mysterious origins of her powers, and one by one her guys open up about the dark parts of themselves they've kept hidden. In this most desperate of times, every member of the Briarwood coven must confront their own demons in order to unleash the full potential of their magic.
Title  The cat from Muzzle: a high-country cat's incredible walk home / written by Sally Sutton; illustrated by Scott Tulloch.
Author  Sutton, Sally, author.
ISBN  9780143773085 paperback
©2019
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged): colour illustrations; 29 cm
Summary  "Dwayne is a rumble-tumble tabby cat who knows where he belongs — up on the farm at Muzzle Station. So, when he's taken to live far away in the town of Kaikoura, what's a cat to do? Shake the dust off his paws and start walking, of course! The trouble is, home is a very long way away ... true tale of feline audacity"—Publisher information.
Audience  Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Cats Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Muzzle Station (N.Z.) Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Stories in rhyme. lcgft
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  The dangerous country of love and marriage / Amy Leigh Wicks.
Author  Wicks, Amy Leigh, author.
ISBN  1869408977
9781869408978 paperback
©2019
Physical Details  77 pages; 22 cm
Subject  Love poetry.
Marriage Poetry.
New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ821.3
OCLC Number  1083947552
Title A dead and stormy night / Steffanie Holmes.
Author Holmes, Steffanie, 1985- author.
ISBN 9780995111141 paperback
Publishing Details [Auckland] : Bacchanalia House, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details 293 pages ; 21 cm.
Summary "After being fired from her fashion internship in New York City, Mina Wilde decides it's time to reevaluate her life. She returns to the quaint English village where she grew up to take a job at the local bookshop, hoping that being surrounded by great literature will help her heal from a devastating blow. But Mina soon discovers her life is stranger than fiction - a mysterious curse on the bookshop brings fictional characters to life in lust-worthy bodies. Mina finds herself babysitting Poe's raven, making hot dogs for Heathcliff, and getting IT help from James Moriarty, all while trying not to fall for the three broken men who should only exist within her imagination. When Mina's ex-best friend shows up dead with a knife in her back, she's the chief suspect. She'll have to solve the murder if she wants to clear her name. Will her fictional boyfriends be able to keep her out of prison?"--Back cover.
Subject Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Paranormal fiction. lcgft
Romance fiction. lcgft
Dewey NZ823.3

Title The eleventh sheep / Kyle Mewburn ; Claire Richards = Ko te hipi tekau mā tahi / nā Kyle Mewburn i tuhi ; nā Claire Richards ngā pikitia i tā ; nā Ngaere Roberts ngā kōrero i whakamāori.
Author Mewburn, Kyle, author.
ISBN 9780995106567
Edition Bilingual edition told in English and te reo Māori.
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : OneTree House Ltd, 2018.
©2008
Physical Details 24 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm
Language Parallel text in English and Māori.
Summary Sian counts sheep to fall asleep, one to ten. But what happens to the eleventh sheep?
Audience Junior National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Counting Juvenile fiction.
Hipi. reo
Kaute. reo
Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki. reo
Moe. reo
Picture books for children.
Pukapuka whakaahua. reo
Reorua. reo
Sheep Juvenile fiction.
Sleep Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The eleventh sheep = le mamoe lona sefulu ma le tasi / Kyle Mewburn ; Claire Richards ; Samoan retelling by Nicole Maynard.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Mewburn, Kyle, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780995106574 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Bilingual edition told in English and Samoan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand : OneTree House Ltd, 2018.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>24 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Parallel text in English and Samoan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Sian counts sheep to fall asleep, one to ten. But what happens to the eleventh sheep?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Junior National Library of New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Counting Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Picture books for children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sheep Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sleep Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ823.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>1050439511</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title         | The enormous yellow cloud / written by Jill Eggleton ; illustrated by Ronja Schipper.                                                                                    |
| Author        | Eggleton, Jill, author.                                                                                                                                                       |
| ISBN          | 9781988576107 paperback                                                                                                                                                      |
| Publishing Details | Auckland, New Zealand : Global Education Systems, [2019]                                                                    |
| Physical Details | 23 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm                                                                                                                                   |
| Summary       | "An enormous, yellow cloud of bees came swarming over Mickey McFee's house. The Bee Catchers came in their white bee suits but how would they catch all those bees"—Back cover.    |
| Subject       | Bees Juvenile fiction.                                                                                                                                                         |
|              | Bees Swarming Juvenile fiction.                                                                                                                                             |
|              | Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz                                                                                                                                     |
|              | Picture books for children.                                                                                                                                                   |
| Dewey         | NZ823.2                                                                                                                                                                     |
Title: A full life / poems by Sue Edmonds.
Author: Edmonds, Sue, author.
ISBN: 9780473473310 paperback
Publishing Details: [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Sue Edmonds], [2019]
Physical Details: 97 pages ; 21 cm
Contents: Life. Who am I? -- Life is what I made of it -- A permanent departure -- My history of libraries -- Non-ageing instructions -- Keep laughing -- The running of the seasons -- The human condition -- First house revisited -- My home -- A home -- Drollery. The flusterbook -- The magician -- Telephone -- A day in bed -- Making food -- Welcome to Arcadia -- Fog -- Irritations -- The raiders -- We're here. Waikato -- An antipodean year -- Home in the Waikato -- Autumn -- The warmer time -- Friends. Portrait -- Donkey -- Distance -- A caprine sonnet -- Caprine farewell -- Cat food -- Pyewacket -- Raining and cats -- A country start -- Feeding the five thousand -- Dissolution of a parliament -- History unknown -- Predawn milking -- But...A plea for print -- Teaching and learning -- Catch 'em young -- Climate change -- Our new language -- Unnoticed theft -- Getting there -- Roads -- A magic cleanup -- Today is scary -- Emigration -- The newcomers -- Our 'now' society -- We the forgotten -- Tolerance.
Subject: New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey: NZ821.3

Title: The gingerbread man & other poems / Michael Richards.
Author: Richards, Michael, 1944- author.
ISBN: 9780947493899 paperback
Publishing Details: Petone, Aotearoa : Steele Roberts Aotearoa, [2019]
Physical Details: 124 pages ; 21 cm
Contents: The housekeeper -- The gingerbread man -- Stained-glass windows -- Patuone -- Redeemer -- Giraffe -- Where the flowers go -- Spring-season -- on holiday -- Two bottles -- Some coming summer -- Easter -- Through a Ford V8 windscreen -- Photograph of a clown -- Murrays Bay -- My macrocarpa tree -- Feather -- Friday drinkers -- Tidelines, patterns -- Stoat -- Morning at Derwentwater -- The nictitating mechanism -- seagull -- Looking outward at night -- Couples -- Crisis in autumn -- In the Pyrenees -- Sanding -- Foreign lessons -- Port Said -- Visit to Grandma -- Metallurgy -- Birthday sonnet -- Alive -- Moving out -- Church Street corner -- North Head picnic -- After the lawyer's -- Cheltenham Beach revisited -- Your new house -- The rocky shore -- mending tyre -- One time at Tora -- Frogs -- chiaroscuro -- Carol's birthday -- Dinosaurs -- Childhood -- rubber man -- For you -- Face pack -- Talking to the rivermen -- August storm -- Approximately about dying -- Whangapoua -- Journaelese -- mechanical -- Alpine blues -- Being Etruscan -- Love is -- Cartwheels -- The bread, 1957 -- Rousseau's tiger -- Lois overseas -- July storms -- Takapuna Beach -- Zen party -- Friendship -- On Sunday -- To our personal destruction -- At Harris Bay -- Each other -- Earthworm -- This November -- A Korean Bible -- Head gull -- Daffodils -- Tannenbaum -- Storybook -- Sex rap 4/4 -- Below the level -- october -- Photograph -- The magician's birthday -- Eels -- Over fifty -- Down the webbed steps -- Soap synopsis -- In the midst of life -- In dumpy pyjamas -- The pole -- The trees -- At the funeral -- To Zinni -- Photograph of Veda -- First inspection -- One night in Dodge City -- Picking the peaches -- Michael B. -- For Barbara -- Lichen -- Beach section.
Subject: New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey: NZ821.3
The girls in the kapa haka / written by Angie Belcher ; illustrated by Debbie Tipuna.

Author Belcher, Angie, author.
ISBN 9780143773870 paperback


Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) ; colour illustrations ; 19 cm
Language Main text in English with a glossary of the Māori words used and a pronunciation guide.
Summary Story celebrating the Māori performing art of kapa haka based on the recall pattern "This is the house that Jack built."

Audience Junior National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Kapa haka. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs Juvenile fiction.
Performing arts New Zealand Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Stories in rhyme. lcgft

Dewey NZ823.2

The great big enormous sneeze / written by Jill Eggleton ; illustrated by Richard Hoit.

Author Eggleton, Jill, author.
ISBN 9781988576046 paperback


Physical Details 23 pages : colour illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary When Elephant sneezes he upsets all the animals in the forest. How can they stop it?

Audience Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Elephants Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Sneezing Juvenile fiction.

Dewey NZ823.2
**Title**  The great escape / by Peter Millett ; illustrated by Alfredo Belli.  
**Author**  Millett, Peter, author.  
**ISBN**  1107551587  
9781107551589 paperback  
**Publishing Details**  Cambridge, United Kingdom Cambridge University Press, 2016.  
©2016  
**Physical Details**  22 pages : colour illustrations ; 18 x 22 cm.  
**Series**  Cambridge reading adventures. White band.  
**Summary**  "Selma is scared of the water but when some whales beach themselves, she has to be brave. Can she help to save the whales?"--Back cover.  
**Subject**  Beaches Juvenile fiction.  
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz  
Fear Juvenile fiction.  
Readers (Primary)  
Swimming Juvenile fiction.  
Whales Juvenile fiction.  
**Dewey**  NZ823.3  
**OCLC Number**  945953312

---

**Title**  The infinite air / Fiona Kidman ; read by Heather Bolton.  
**Author**  Kidman, Fiona, 1940- author.  
**ISBN**  1489029427  
9781489029423 Library edition  
**Publishing Details**  [Tullamarine, Victoria] : Bolinda Audio, [2016]  
©2016  
**Physical Details**  11 audio discs (CD) (12 hr., 17 min.) : digital, stereo ; 12 cm ; in container.  
**Summary**  Jean Batten became an international icon in the 1930s. A brave, beautiful woman, she made a number of heroic solo flights across the world. The newspapers couldn't get enough of her; and yet she suddenly slipped out of view, disappearing to the Caribbean with her mother and dying in obscurity in Majorca, buried in a pauper's grave.  
**Subject**  Air pilots New Zealand Fiction.  
Audiobooks. lcgft  
Batten, Jean, 1902-1982 Fiction.  
Historical fiction. lcgft  
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz  
**Dewey**  NZ823.2  
**OCLC Number**  936507786
The jellybean tree / written by Jill Eggleton ; illustrated by Richard Rumsey.

Author
Eggleton, Jill, author.

ISBN
9781927307908 paperback

Publishing Details
Auckland, New Zealand : Global Education Systems, [2019]
©2019

Physical Details
23 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm

Summary
"Grandpa Grundy loved jellybeans. Every time he plopped one in his mouth, he patted his wiggly, jiggly tummy and said "Yum! Yum, yum, yummy!" One night only one jellybean was left in the jellybean jar. "Well, pop my buttons," said Grandpa Grundy. "One jellybean! I can't eat that." Then Grandpa Grundy got a fantastic idea--Back cover.

Subject
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Grandfathers Juvenile fiction.
Jellybeans Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.

Dewey
NZ823.2

The jungle green jalopy / written by Jill Eggleton ; illustrated by John Bennett.

Author
Eggleton, Jill, author.

ISBN
9781988576060 paperback

Publishing Details
Auckland, New Zealand : Global Education Systems, [2019]
©2019

Physical Details
23 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm

Summary
"Ziggy bought a new car. It was a jungle green jalopy. Carlo said it was a ratty, rusty, rowdy car but Ziggy thought it was a hippy, hoppy. happy car. Ziggy went chugging around town, but her jungle green jalopy went wibble, wibble, wobble all by itself, and sometimes it made other noises!"--Back cover.

Subject
Automobiles Noise Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Picture books for children.
Used cars Juvenile fiction.

Dewey
NZ823.2
Title  The little unicorn gift shop / Kellie Hailes.
Author  Hailes, Kellie, author.
ISBN  0008310076
9780008310073 paperback
©2018
Physical Details  262 pages ; 20 cm
Summary  Poppy and Ben have been best friends for ever and now they're embarking on a new adventure together -- opening a joint unicorn gift shop and cafe. Ben has one rule, no unicorn paraphernalia is to cross into his tea shop. But Poppy has other ideas... But now she's back and she's determined to stay put, bringing a little bit of magic back into Ben's life"--Back cover.
Subject  Best friends Fiction.
Gift shops Fiction.
Man-woman relationships Fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Romance fiction. lcgft
Dewey  NZ823.3
OCLC Number  1078874058

Title  The locksmith / by Barbara Howe.
Author  Howe, Barbara (Software developer), author.
ISBN  1925496287
9781925496284 paperback
Edition  V 1.0.
Publishing Details  Melbourne, [Vic.] IFWG Publishing, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details  269 pages ; 23 cm.
Summary  "In a world where membership in one of the four magic guilds guarantees respect and wealth, it is strange that Lucinda Guillierre is terrified of being exposed as a witch. The Fire Warlock finds her attitude puzzling, but does not give her his full attention until a long-buried secret comes to light. She has good reasons to be afraid. As war looms and dangerous romance beckons, who will have the best chance to kill her? Her enemies, her friends, or Lucinda herself?"--Back cover.
Subject  Fantasy fiction. lcgft
Magic Juvenile fiction.
Man-woman relationships Juvenile fiction.
Romance fiction. lcgft
Secrecy Juvenile fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
Young adult fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3
OCLC Number  1021120533
Title The magic desk / Aaron Moffat ; illustrations by Ernie Hall.
Author Moffat, Aaron, author.
ISBN 9781788300292 paperback
©2018
Physical Details 310 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary Timothy Talbot, recently from England, struggles to adapt to primary school life in New Zealand. Things get even stranger when an antique writing desk appears in his life.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
English children New Zealand Juvenile fiction.
Magic Juvenile fiction.
New Zealand Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title The mountain of fire / by Peter Millett ; illustrated by Giorgio Bacchin.
Author Millett, Peter, author.
ISBN 1108400744
9781108400749 paperback
©2017
Physical Details 23 pages : colour illustrations ; 22 cm.
Series Cambridge reading adventures. 1, Pathfinders.
Summary "Jun wants to be the first to the top of Mount Merapi, but climbing an active volcano can be very dangerous"--Back cover.
Subject Adventure stories.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Readers (Primary)
Volcanoes Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3
OCLC Number 1022208312
Title  The necessary angel / by C.K. Stead ; read by David Thorpe.
Author  Stead, C. K. (Christian Karlson), 1932- author.
ISBN  1787820386 (CDs)
       9781787820388 (CDs)
©2019
Physical Details  6 CDs (approximately 6 hours, 20 minutes) : digital ; 12 cm
Summary  Max Jackson, a New Zealander living and lecturing in Paris, has a complicated arrangement
with his estranged French wife, Louise. In love with his younger Sorbonne colleague Sylvie, he
finds himself entangled with Helen, a troubled young English student. When a Cezanne
painting goes missing from Louise's apartment, the boundaries he has struggled to maintain
threaten to collapse.
Subject  Audiobooks. lcgft
Books and reading Fiction.
College teachers Fiction.
Man-woman relationships Fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
New Zealanders France Paris Fiction.
Romance fiction. lcgft
Women college students Fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.2
OCLC Number  1083797695

Title  The new lambs / Hannah Davison ; illustrated by Elspeth Alix Batt.
Author  Davison, Hanna, author.
ISBN  9781776695607 paperback
©2019
Physical Details  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Series  Ready to read (Wellington, N.Z.)
Summary  Jake and Emily help their Mum check the sheep and their new little lambs.
Subject  Children Juvenile fiction.
          Lambs Juvenile fiction.
          Readers (Primary)
Dewey  NZ823.3
**Title** The night mare / Jacqui Loates-Haver.

**Author** Loates-Haver, Jacqui, author.

**ISBN** 9780473467944 paperback


**Physical Details** 113 pages ; 21 cm

**Summary** "Damson Delaney has never met anyone like Samuel Heron before. Not only is he part of the secretive Travelling community, he also believes in magic, faeries and ghosts. Stranger still, he's convinced that his horse, Mara, is bewitched, as she carries a crescent moon marking on her forehead. At first Damson doesn't believe Samuel's stories. But then the nightmares start and frightening things begin to happen - things she can't explain. When Samuel vanishes, Damson has no choice but to tame the bewitched horse and embark on a terrifying ride into darkness to find him. But before she can save her friend, Damson must unlock the mystery of an ancient and terrible curse"--Back cover.

**Subject** Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Fantasy fiction. lcgft
Horses Juvenile fiction.

**Dewey** NZ823.3

---

**Title** A place of stone and darkness / written and illustrated by Chris Mousdale.

**Author** Mousdale, Chris author, artist.

**ISBN** 9780143773122 hardback


**Physical Details** 415 pages : colour illustrations ; 21cm

**Summary** "When the human creatures appeared, they ravaged the forests and hunted many birds to extinction. The flightless Striggs had only one option: They went down, down under the ground . . . And it's there, as you may have heard it whispered, that they still remain. Far below, in a place of stone and darkness . . . Over thousands of years, they colonised a labyrinth of tunnels and caves, but even underground the Striggs are not safe: chemicals now pollute their water and a deadly sickness threatens the flock. Even worse: an inquisitive young Strigg called Ellee Meddo discovers a human boy, trapped deep in a well. Humans are to be feared and saving him could mean travelling to the surface, a place of untold peril. What will Ellee decide to do? Are you brave enough to follow Ellee into the darkness?"--Publisher information.

**Audience** Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.

**Subject** Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Dystopian fiction. lcgft
Fantasy fiction. lcgft

**Dewey** NZ823.3
Title: The poetry of reflection / Betty May.

Author: Watson, Betty May, 1939- author.

ISBN: 9780473452971 paperback

Publishing Details: Invercargill, New Zealand : Write Answers Ltd, [2019]

©2019

Physical Details: 144 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 26 cm

Contents:

Subject: New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz

Dewey: NZ821.3

---

Title: The promise of Puanga : a story for Matariki / written by Kirsty Wadsworth ; illustrated by Munro Te Whata.

Author: Wadsworth, Kirsty, author.

ISBN: 9781775435815 paperback


©2019

Physical Details: 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 25 x 24 cm

Summary: "There is a bright new star in the winter sky -- Puanga, cousin to the Matariki sisters. Each year, she appears to the people of Aotearoa, a special sign (for those unable to see Matariki) that winter and the Māori new year are coming. With themes of friendship, family, Māori tradition and the empowerment of young women"--Publisher information.

Audience: Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.

Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz

Maori (New Zealand people) Rites and ceremonies Juvenile fiction.
Matariki (Tātai whetū) reo
New Year New Zealand Juvenile fiction.
Orion (Constellation) Juvenile fiction.
Pakiwaitara. reo
Picture books for children.
Puanga. reo
Puakapuka whakaahua. reo
Takurua. reo
Title The reluctant suitor / Neale Burns.
Author Burns, Neale, author.
ISBN 9780473433901 paperback
Publishing Details [Waipawa] : Neale Burns, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details 127 pages ; 20 cm.
Summary Karen needs the help of Robert to escape a gang.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Romance fiction. lcgft
Dewey NZ823.3

Title A risk worth taking / Brynn Kelly.
Author Kelly, Brynn, 1974- author.
ISBN 1489256172
©2018
Physical Details 334 pages ; 24 cm
Summary "The murder of her fiance forced computer security expert Samira Desta into a world of isolation. A prisoner of grief and yet the only key to catching the killer her fiance died trying to bring to justice, she must now emerge into a reality that threatens not only her emotional strength but also her life. Hunted by a powerful enemy, lost in a world of false allies, can she trust the blue-eyed stranger who offers her protection? Scottish Legionnaire Jamie Armstrong lives in the shadows. A medic who's been chasing redemption since his world imploded, he knows better than to hope for the family and career he lost. But his mission to shield Samira from harm creates a threat even he doesn't see coming - hot, unmistakable desire. Fighting a deadly war and losing the battle against attraction, a man hiding demons and a woman running from fears must depend on each other. And nothing, not even the force of passion, can guarantee survival"--Provided by publisher.
Subject Action and adventure fiction. lcgft
Grief Fiction.
Man-woman relationships Fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local. Nz
Romance fiction. lcgft
Sexual attraction Fiction.
Thrillers (Fiction) lcgft
Dewey NZ823.3
OCLC Number 1035622311
Title  A scattering of words : creative writing from Artsenta.
ISBN  9780473476151 paperback
Physical Details  39 pages ; 25 cm
Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Dewey  NZ821.008

---

Title  The seventeen films of Hiroko Matsuoka / Sean Monaghan.
Author  Monaghan, Sean, 1964- author.
ISBN  1724307746 paperback
9781724307743 paperback
©2018
Physical Details  131 pages ; 21 cm
Summary  "Hiroko loves making retinal films. The depth and beauty of the immersive worlds brings joy to her fans. Sometimes even catharsis. But her output may not satisfy her mentor Majime. The scholarship's demands tax even Hiroko's skills. And when foundation redraws the lines, Hiroko finds herself making one bad decision. In a world that seems so foreign and so real, Hiroko finds herself caught between friendship and responsibility. With tough choices at every turn, she might just find catharsis of her own"--Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Science fiction. lcgft
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title A song from the Antipodes. Cantos 1 & 2 / David Kārena-Holmes.
Author Kārena-Holmes, David, author.
ISBN 9780473474409 paperback
©2019
Physical Details 14 pages ; 21 cm
Subject Life Poetry.
New Zealand Social life and customs Poetry.
New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Te ao hurihuri. reo
Tuhinga auaha. reo
Dewey NZ821.2

Title The spirit of the Spring / Louise Marama Warren ; illustrations by Joyce Allen.
Author Warren, Marama, author, binder, book designer.
©1997
Physical Details 18 pages : illustrations ; 16 cm
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Fantasy fiction. lcgt
Fine books Australia Milton (N.S.W.) Specimens.
Handmade papers (Paper) rbpap
Limited editions Australia Milton (N.S.W.) Specimens.
Magic Juvenile fiction.
Spring Juvenile fiction.
Untrimmed edges (Paper) rbpap
Dewey NZ823.2
OCLC Number 222699868

Title A splendid sin : Michelangelo: a Renaissance affair / Alana Bolton Cooke.
Author Bolton Cooke, Alana, author.
ISBN 9780473457761 paperback
©2019
Physical Details 335 pages ; 24 cm
Summary "Michelangelo di Lodovico Buonarroti has risen into Rome's artistic elite, and the ailing Pope Clement commissions him to paint The Last Judgement. When the artist apprentices Tomasso, a young nobleman, to be his muse and inspiration, Michelangelo must contend with the conflict between his growing love and his fear of eternal damnation. Can Michelangelo hide his feeling from both the church and himself, or will the Last Judgement destroy him?"--Back cover.
Subject Historical fiction. lcgt
Michelangelo Buonarroti, 1475-1564 Fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ823.3
**Title**  The thief / Renata Hopkins ; illustrated by Andrew Burdan.
**Author**  Hopkins, Renata, author.
**ISBN**  9781776695614 paperback

**Publishing Details**  Wellington, New Zealand : Ministry of Education, 2019. ©2019

**Physical Details**  12 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
**Series**  Ready to read (Wellington, N.Z.)

**Summary**  Sophie has lost her treasure, who is the thief.

**Subject**  Cousins Juvenile fiction.
Readers (Primary)
Weka Juvenile fiction.

**Dewey**  NZ823.3

---

**Title**  The time of your life / Tanya Batt ; illustrated by Bruce Potter.
**Author**  Batt, Tanya Robyn author.
**ISBN**  9780995106468 hardback

**Publishing Details**  Auckland, New Zealand : One Tree House, 2019. ©2019

**Physical Details**  32 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm

**Summary**  Ben receives a very special watch from his godmother and learns some lessons about time.

**Audience**  Junior National Library of New Zealand.
**Subject**  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Picture books for children.
Time Juvenile fiction.

**Dewey**  NZ823.3

---

**Title**  The town bicycle / by Alice Muiral.
**Author**  Muiral, Alice, author, artist.
**ISBN**  9780473457465 paperback

**Publishing Details**  [Milton, N.Z.] : [Alice Muir], [2018]

**Physical Details**  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 15 cm.

**Summary**  A bicycle transports people all over town but needs a companion to take care of her.

**Subject**  Bicycles Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Picture books for children.
Stories in rhyme. lcgft

**Dewey**  NZ823.3
Title: The unreliable people / Rosetta Allan.
Author: Allan, Rosetta, author.
ISBN: 9780143773566 paperback
        9780143773573 EPUB
                      ©2019
Physical Details: 352 pages ; 24 cm
Summary: "Antonina is a student at the prestigious Academy of Art in St Petersburg. At times, though,
she feels she might be a better fit at the Centre of Nonconformist Art across town. She knows
she stands out as different, being neither Russian, Korean nor Kazakh — and yet she
embodies all three. She is Koryo-saram: a descendant of the exiled population that Stalin
labelled the Unreliable People. But what does that mean? And who was the strange, elegant
woman who came to the window when Antonina was a young child? And why did she entice
Antonina to climb out and go on a long train journey through Kazakhstan? This is a compelling
story where love and loss intersect unexpectedly with a Korean fable about a crow king and a
rice farmer's wife"--Back cover.
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey: NZ823.3

Title: Ngā kupu Waikato / edited by Vaughan Rapatahana.
ISBN: 9780473465018 paperback
Physical Details: 96 pages ; 21 cm
Subject: New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Paenga kōrero. reo
Tuhianga auaha. reo
Waikato (N.Z.) Poetry.
Dewey: NZ821.30809933

Title: The weekend gumboots / Heather Ross.
Author: Ross, Heather, author.
ISBN: 1514466910 softcover
        9781514466902 eBook
        9781514466919 softcover
        9781514466926 hardcover : alk. paper
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Heather Ross], 2018.
                      ©2018
Physical Details: xix, 127 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary: "The farm owners, Targe and Kate, have their struggles with bad weather, poor finances, and
Wendy to contend with. Now with the family farm facing an uncertain future, Targe's sisters
receive the opportunity to help. The three sisters - Anna, Blue, and Elizabeth - have their own
lives in the city, busy with work, family, and plans for a quiet retirement. Bonded by childhood
memories on the family farm, the sisters are determined to help. However, their age, inability
to milk cows, and some fear of bulls make them the most unlikely of saviors. Will they be able
to save the farm through the trials and tribulations ahead? This is a story that captures the
essence of everyday life with characters and places inspired by rural New Zealand"--Jacket.
Subject: Farm life New Zealand Fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey: NZ823.3
OCLC Number: 1057614830
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>&quot;The Abusive Relationship Episode&quot;.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>BYC podcast; episode 153.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;This week Lane and Wells are joined by fellow cricket tragic, writer and broadcaster Justin Brown as he reviews his wonderful book Bowling Through India in The Book Nook, Tony &quot;Chill&quot; Blain also chips in with a few wild theories for the 2nd Test in Leeds in his Letter from Dewsbury…and Wells confesses to feeling like he is in an abusive relationship.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cricket New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electronic Location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>&quot;The Albanian Election Episode&quot;.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>BYC podcast; episode 181.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;The Godfather, Off White Thunder and Kev are joined by The Regular Correspondent on the Miramar Peninsula for Episode 181.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cricket New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electronic Location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>&quot;The Antidote Episode&quot;.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>BYC podcast; episode 119.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;In which the chaps tuck into the Idiot's Guide to the IPL, News or Ruse wanders in with a diabolical ruse, The Letter from Dewsbury is delivered passionately in defence of The Naenae Express, and there's some ironic Hadlee Humour in The Book Nook.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cricket New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electronic Location
- https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2012/05/22/episode-119-of-the-byc-the-antidote-episode/
Title "The Back from the Brink Episode".
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 159.
Summary "Lane has a revolting beard, Wells basks in his lunch date with Dayle Hadlee's brother and the sartorially magnificent Waqar Younis and Dylan gets hammered at a 40th birthday and drops a terrible ruse in the News or Ruse segment."--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.

Title "The Bears & Bunnies Episode".
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 183.
Summary "Off-White Thunder, Kev and The Godfather sip on craft beer just before the Aussie league grand final for Episode 183."--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2014/10/06/byc-podcast-183-the-bears-bunnies-episode/

Title "The Beer Throwing episode".
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 108.
Summary "In which the BYC duo of Wells and Lane talk absolute and utter rubbish - with a bit of cricket in there at times - as they watch New Zealand get pestle and mortared by South Africa in Napier. Includes a dreadful News or Ruse…nail the RSS feed for your Pod catcher…or visit The BYC page on iTunes. The BYC archive of every episode is here."--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
Title  "The Black Cap Supporter Clone Episode".

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  BYC podcast; episode 172.

Summary  "This week Off White Thunder returns to the fray. We crystal ball the West Indies Test series, wheel out a horrendous old version of Buffalo Soldier (remixed), and the News or Ruse is surprisingly sophisticated."--RSS feed.

Subject  Cricket New Zealand.


Title  "The Bookmarks from Blainy Episode".

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  BYC podcast; episode 137.

Summary  "In which the Wells & Lane stumble through a News or Ruse featuring Violence Corner, Mattress, KP, Viv, women's cricket & Mister Moran; Professor Blain is in touch with a dismayed Letter from Dewsbury + some hand-laminated bookmarks; emails from around the world features Sweeny, Glenn Turner & trivia; and Sir Richard's career is reviewed in a 105-minute edition of The Archive."--RSS feed.

Subject  Cricket New Zealand.

**Title** "The Bouncy Castle Episode".

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]

**Physical Details** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series** BYC podcast; episode 132.

**Summary** "In which deputy editor Cleaver, Sir Mike Lane & the all-new Hadlee-loving Herald columnist celebrate a rare NZ series win in the T20s against India; wrangle an atrocious Ruse; review the nation's newest tabloid columnist in The Book Nook; there's another Letter from Dewsbury starring Kruger van Wyk and a bouncy castle; the Regular Correspondent comes off the long run-up; and The Archive features Javed Miandad carrying on."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Cricket New Zealand.

**Electronic Location**

---

**Title** "The Bruce Episode".

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]

**Physical Details** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series** BYC podcast; episode 116.

**Summary** ""The Bruce Episode" in which DC, JJ and JML track down a streaker, talk coloured caps, use the word chicaneery, field an email blast from T-Bone Blain, News or Ruse is in the mix, and Wellsy talks about Goldie (and Ron's) Seasons of Gold in The Book Nook…nail the RSS feed for your Pod catcher….or visit The BYC page on iTunes….or The BYC archive."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Cricket New Zealand.

**Electronic Location**
Title "The C and B Episode".

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]

**Physical Details** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series** BYC podcast; episode 112.

**Summary** "The C and B Episode" in which the chaps discuss the barrage of ball-crunching, blunt force traumas that pummelled the groins of players during the South African series, the crankiness of G Smith, a delve in the carnage of the Cairns case, the News or Ruse is appalling, and The Great Little Cricket Signature Book is in the Book Nook …nail the RSS feed for your Pod catcher…or visit The BYC page on iTunes. The BYC archive of every episode is here."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft

**Electronic Location**

Title "The Camel Milk Episode".

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]

**Physical Details** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series** BYC podcast; episode 167.

**Summary** "Listen in below or on iTunes."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft

**Electronic Location**

Title "The Chaka Khan Episode".

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]

**Physical Details** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series** BYC podcast; episode 184.

**Summary** "Off-White Thunder, Kev and The Godfather settle in for a session as the Kaimai Series between New Zealand and South Africa looms on the event horizon. They talk about KP and Chaka Khan."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft

**Electronic Location**
Title "The Chats Episode".

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series BYC podcast; episode 145.

Summary "--RSS feed.

Subject Cricket New Zealand.


Title "The Coffee Snorting Episode".

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series BYC podcast; episode 138.

Summary "Featuring a plethora of correspondence from around the world, plans for pink-balled night cricket, the disappearance of Tony Blain, and another Book Nook passes by with a lot of Hadleeophilic chatter but without a book being read. This week The Archive is an epic collection of VHS-ripped classic catches."--RSS feed.

Subject Cricket New Zealand.


Title "The Completion of Statues Episode".

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series BYC podcast; episode 163.

Summary "This week the team finally complete their NZ cricketing statue list, Wells reviews a book with the word cricket in it….once…and Lane finally picks the ruse in amongst the News."--RSS feed.

Subject Cricket New Zealand.

Title "The Condensed Warne Episode".

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 152.
Summary "This week Pearl Ford joins Lane and DC for a week of cricket violence, IPL scandals, corruption and atomic warfare. Plus Chill Blain and the Irwinator chip in with letters from abroad and Larry Booth subtly abuses NZ cricket fans."--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2013/05/17/byc-podcast-152-the-condensed-warne-episode/

Title "The Currying Favour Episode".

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 135.
Summary "In which Lane, Wells & Cleaver discuss our best batsmen in the News or Ruse, as well as blast from the past Paul Baker, the whinge of The Germ, a new Nestle not related to Nastle, the demise of Teabag Nethula, the robbery of Youngy, and news of a couple of infighting Sri Lankan policemen."--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2012/10/19/episode-135-of-the-byc-podcast-the-currying-favour-episode/

Title "The DC Returns Episode".

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 158.
Summary "The Return of DC Episode: The Ashes, Skippy/Sinkers, a guy called Hogan, a Poison Dwarf, Biff, Boof and a veritable smorgasbord of hot cricket topics discussed by the BYC head office."--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
Title "The DFL Episode".

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series BYC podcast; episode 130.

Summary "In which Wells, DC and Boots talk about the week's News such as the end of Strauss, the end of DLF, ITM maximums, Damo heads for the hills, an insane Ruse wanders through; the boys flounder in The Book Nook; the preview of the 2nd Test features a thunderous Mister Cleaver; the return of the Blainologist's Letter from Dewsbury is delayed another week; and Letters From Around the World discuss Rossco's citrusy captaincy dilemma."--RSS feed.

Subject Cricket New Zealand.

https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2012/08/30/episode-130-of-the-byc-podcast-the-dfl-episode/

Title "The DRS Atrocity Episode".

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series BYC podcast; episode 155.

Summary "Lane, Wells and Cleaver discuss the team's Champions Trophy campaign and declare New Zealand the most atrocious deployers of the DRS in world cricket."--RSS feed.

Subject Cricket New Zealand.

https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2013/06/19/byc-podcast-155-the-drs-atrocity-episode/

Title "The David Blain Episode".

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series BYC podcast; episode 156.

Summary "This week DC is off purchasing eye shadow and net stockings while Wells and Lane are joined by Alex Hill, who delivers gifts from the legend of the black cap and offside walk, Tony "Chill" Blain. The News or Ruse is the usual shambles without Cleaver's journalistic gravitas and some wonderful antique books are reviewed in The Book Nook. nListen in below or on iTunes or via The Cordon on Cricinfo to tune in."--RSS feed.

Subject Cricket New Zealand.

https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2013/06/26/byc-podcast-156-the-david-blain-episode/
Title  "The Doctor Hook Episode".
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 120.
Summary  "In which the chaps talk Dr Hook dance parties, Darren Sammy, IPL for Dummies, Christmas in Rarotonga, there's a Letter from Dewsbury starring Chatfield & Bartlett, boring batsmen are discussed, the northern move for NZ Cricket is celebrated, and Lane delivers a cancerous Jacques Rudolph batting anecdote."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
Electronic Location  https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/podcasts/BYC-Episode120.mp3
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2012/05/24/episode-120-of-the-byc-podcast-the-doctor-hook-episode/

Title  "The Don’t Go There Again Episode".
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 166.
Summary  "This week Cleaver calls in sick as he sups on Bernadino Sparkling and dines on cheese sticks and the gonads of baby goats at a NZ Herald back-patting party."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2013/11/14/byc-podcast-166-the-dont-go-there-again-episode/

Title  "The Drinkable Goat Episode".
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 178.
Summary  "The Woman Slayer is back in town, and he joins The Godfather, Off White Thunder and Kev in a Karori lounge for Episode 178."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2014/08/24/byc-podcast-178-the-drinkable-goat-episode/
Title  "The Drop In Pieces of Australia Episode".
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 109.
Summary  "The Drop In Pieces of Australia Episode" in which DC, JJD and JML talk garbage as well as analyse the one-day series against the Saffers, News or Ruse, and the all-new Book Nook cricket tome review…nail the RSS feed for your Pod catcher…or visit The BYC page on iTunes. The BYC archive of every episode is here."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft

Title  "The Easy Mix Episode".
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 122.
Summary  "In which Mike, JJD and a very formal DC bust out some puntastic Whispering Death in The Book Nook, the News or Ruse meanders by, and there are emails from around the world."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2012/06/06/episode-122-of-the-byc-podcast-the-easy-mix-episode/
Title: "The Elephant in The Stadium Episode".

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: BYC podcast; episode 168.

Summary: "This week JJD Wells is subbed out for the one and only Andrew Alderson who delivers an outrageous letter from T-Bone Tony Blain, Lane reveals Camel Southee's Dunedin treat, and Dylan avoids the elephant in the stadium."--RSS feed.

Subject: Cricket New Zealand.


Title: "The Equine Tiramisu Episode".

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: BYC podcast; episode 179.

Summary: "The Godfather, Off White Thunder & Kev descend on an inhabited Wellington warehouse for Episode 179."--RSS feed.

Subject: Cricket New Zealand.


Title: "The Feral Behaviour Episode".

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: BYC podcast; episode 147.

Summary: "Dylan, Jeremy & Mike get stuck into the Jesse Ryder incident, the IPL's kick-off, Michael Clarke's waxy gastro, Jeremy's undying love for the Light-Up Stumps, plus Blainy provides 2 random cricketers for our quest to find the world's fastest bowlers. Jeremy takes on the Letter From Dewsbury, and the Taylor incident is raked over (again)..."--RSS feed.

Subject: Cricket New Zealand.

https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2013/04/06/episode-147-the-feral-behaviour-episode/
Title  "The Flooring Direct Episode".
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 169.
Summary  "After a long summer break spent reading books for the Book Nook and watching a plethora of cricket action the BYC team are back…and rusty as ever."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2014/01/16/byc-podcast-169-the-the-flooring-direct-episode/

Title  "The Gateway Episode".
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 182.
Summary  "The Kev and The Godfather are joined by a post-beerfest Off White Thunder on the Wellington highveld for Episode 182. There are emails from around the world - including Australia and the holm of cricket (Stockholm), including a cryptic XI from a man called Dang Dang."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.

Title  "The Gillespie must be mad" Episode.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 123.
Summary  "In which Lane, JJD and DC apologise for their transvestite flu, talk about renaissance man DL Vettori, get stuck into the News or Ruse, and revisit the solution to Auckland's Test drought: the magnificent Victoria International Park project. T-Bone stops by with an eloquent Windian Letter from Dewsbury that reeks of Lonely Planet, a book with a dead man on the cover stars in The Book Nook, and in The Archive Lance Cairns drops the shoulder into an Aussie named Kim."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2012/06/20/episode-123-of-the-byc-podcast-the-gillespie-must-be-mad-episode/
Title  "The Golden Summer Episode".
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 170.
Summary  "This week the team bask in the glory of what has been a sensational summer."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2014/02/19/byc-podcast-170-the-golden-summer-episode/

Title  "The Gouge-o-rama Episode".
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 117.
Summary  "The Gouge-o-rama Episode" in which DC, JJD and JML say Buchanan just don't care, Chris The Dingo Pringle is up for review The Book Nook, iambic pentameter Blainology, correspondence from an irregular correspondent, entrants to the Tyson Zone, and Windies tour news…nail the RSS feed for your Pod catcher…or visit The BYC page on iTunes…or The BYC archive."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2012/05/05/episode-117-of-the-byc-the-gouge-o-rama-episode

Title  "The Grovel Episode".
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 118.
Summary  "In which we have News or Ruse with DC, Kiwi battlers in the IPL, Geoff Howarth is loved in The Book Nook, Blainology is in praise of Mer, and the Regular Correspondent lists a barrage of fallen players…nail the RSS feed for your Pod catcher…or visit The BYC page on iTunes…or The BYC archive."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2012/05/11/episode-118-of-the-byc-the-grovel-episode
Title  "The Hedonism 2 Episode".
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 173.
Summary  "This week Off White Thunder, Kev and The Godfather come to you from central Wellington on a Thursday night."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.

Title  "The Last Offensive Episode".
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 143.
Summary  "In the last pre-Cricinfo episode Boots, JJD & DC crap on about:"--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
Electronic Location  https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/podcasts/BYC_Episode143.mp3

Title  "The Live from the Botanic Gardens Episode".
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 144.
Summary  "Goodness gracious the podcast has landed on Cricinfo's The Cordon…hit the URL below or the player that lies beneath."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
Title "The Lucy in the Sky Episode".

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series BYC podcast; episode 125.

Summary "In which Lane, Wells and Cleaver fail to get The Ruse, as well as yak about The Ryder Files, world records, Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds, and cricket violence. The ongoing cricket tax investigation continues, fuelled by The Regular Correspondent. The Florida debacle is discussed, unfortunately. T-Bone stops by with a grammatically aggressive Letter from Dewsbury, and Toffee Tuffey goes crazy in Mohali in The Archive."--RSS feed.

Subject Cricket New Zealand.


Title "The Mahalo Pongo Episode".

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series BYC podcast; episode 175.

Summary "The Godfather, Kev & Off White Thunder discuss the throbbing excitement that is 200 days to go til the World Cup, Kev spots some Slow Bodyline in England, Reg attacks the cricket coverage's technology, the News or Ruse is riddled with possibilities and The Cleckheaton Calling is short & sweet. We even talk about Mark Bails' Bailey."--RSS feed.

Subject Cricket New Zealand.

Electronic Location https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/podcasts/Episode175.mp3
**Title** "The Malthouse Episode".

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]

**Physical Details** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series** BYC podcast; episode 161.

**Summary** "This week the BYC delivers arguably the best News or Ruse package ever seen including Tony Blain's unbeaten 91 not out in obscure English village cricket, The Book Nook returns with a literary vengeance although it has nothing to do with cricket. And pink balls are dispatched to the fence ruthlessly."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Cricket New Zealand.

**Electronic Location**

---

**Title** "The Meat Episode".

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]

**Physical Details** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series** BYC podcast; episode 177.

**Summary** "The Godfather and Kev talk about their favourite madman of cricket, The Duckworth Lewis Method pop in with a tune, we bust out the NZ Cricket Who's Who (1993) on the Michael Owens' page, letters from around the world are read out and T-Bone is at the bowls in Cleckheaton (we think) + the NYPD police cricket team, Geoff's meat and our Jesse Ryder Recall gains momentum."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Cricket New Zealand.

**Electronic Location**
Title "The Mexican Episode".

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series BYC podcast; episode 133.

Summary "In which uncorporate DC, South America-bound Lane & Columnist Wells dissect the News or Ruse, Mexican Mendez/Mendis, unleash Chill Blain's Letter from Dewsbury, DC drops into a doorstop-sized Steve Waugh tome in The Book Nook, disseminate emails from around the world, and The Archive is meant to feature a hanky-loving guy called Steve (we left it out of the podcast by accident...)--RSS feed.

Subject Cricket New Zealand.


Title "The Michael J Fox Episode".

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series BYC podcast; episode 171.

Summary "This week we go back to the future as Kev and The Godfather rekindle their original BYC cricketing romance."--RSS feed.

Subject Cricket New Zealand.

https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2014/06/21/byc-podcast-171-the-michael-j-fox-episode/

Title "The Nick Beard Episode".

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series BYC podcast; episode 176.

Summary "Kev and The Godfather talk about The Kaimai Series in October, Nick Beard and neck beards, a monstrous West Indian cricketer, cymbal-handed wicketkeepers & Reg lets us know the list of NZ openers who can bat a session."--RSS feed.

Subject Cricket New Zealand.

https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2014/08/10/byc-podcast-176-the-nick-beard-episode/
"The No News Episode".

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]

**Physical Details** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series** BYC podcast; episode 160.

**Summary** "This week The Backyard Cricket Club discusses the fact there is zero cricket news or events coming out of NZ; Lane wants a Bell End; Jeremy confesses to being hit on by a famous NZ dame; and Dylan gives the BYC the exclusive scoop on the NZ v India series in 2014."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Cricket New Zealand.


"The Norman Grafter Episode".

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]

**Physical Details** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series** BYC podcast; episode 134.

**Summary** "In which a meat and red wine-soaked Lane and Serious Cricket Columnist Wells are joined by Lindsay Perigo's nephew to dissect Alex's News or Ruse, the Super Over, Steve Finn's cunningness, the Windies win in Sri Lanka, Peter Sinclair, head into the Book Nook, and wade into another random as all hell Letter from Dewsbury as he gets stuck into pofterness and uses the word "withering". More correspondence from around the world too…and some appalling maths.n" --RSS feed.

**Subject** Cricket New Zealand.


https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2012/10/14/episode-134-of-the-byc-podcast-the-norman-grafters-episode/

Title "The Optimist Episode".

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 131.
Summary "In which the boys yak crap about scandalous Bangladeshi clothes fixing, ginger-topped Aussie fast bowlers, get their arms up, and are staggered by the revelation from NZC that NZers like watching sport on Friday nights. The Book Nook's terrible vibe takes an athletic turn before veering towards Kerry Packer, and The Blainologist finally returns with a Letter from Dewsbury; The Archive features KP being a complete tool."--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2012/09/05/episode-131-of-the-byc-podcast-the-optimist-episode/

Title "The Periphery Episode".

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 164.
Summary "This week Lane relays the News or Ruse via an epistle from the absent Dylan, the boys talk Marsh madness and the degradation of Tahir, and the Periphery XI is under way. Candidates include: Bobby Kennedy, Roydon Hayes & Grubby de Groen. The Letter from Dewesbury was AWOL but is back next week..."--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2013/10/25/byc-podcast-164-the-periphery-episode/
Title  "The Plumb Not Plumley-Walker Episode".

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  BYC podcast; episode 114.

Summary  "The Plumb Not Plumley-Walker Episode" in which DC, JJD and JML discuss the the Wisden, the IPL, Tbone tees off on chuckers in BYC correspondence, death to the doosra, News or Ruse, and DC hits out at Hadlee Hits Out' in The Book Nook …nail the RSS feed for your Podcatcher…or visit The BYC page on iTunes. The BYC archive of every episode is here."--RSS feed.

Subject  Cricket New Zealand.


Title  "The Post Coital Episode".

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  BYC podcast; episode 140.

Summary  "Boots, JJD and DC contemplate the Cachopas, Faf's amazing knock, and the post-coital state of Danny Morrison, as well as some new advertising hoardings. Blainy is also obsessed with the former NZ pace bowler and duck-maker in The Letter From Dewsbury. The Book Nook is a train wreck yet again, and Reg arrives armed with a pile of spreadsheeted statistics."--RSS feed.

Subject  Cricket New Zealand.

Title  "The Post Nail-Biter Episode".
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 146.
Summary  "Pre-Jesse carnage, Lane, Wells & Cleaver cast their beady little eyes over the greatest draw in NZ Test cricket history in recent times, discuss the shockingly effective Kiwi top order, and make some crystal ball predictions for the return series in England in about 50 days, as well as the shocking timing of Ross Taylor's vague and unhelpful comments."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft

Title  "The Post-Mortem Episode".
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 154.
Summary  "DC pulls a self-important no-show as Lane and Wells look at the bright side of NZ being rubbish, bookmaking as a career, the face palming Headingley Test, Sir Dick Hadlee's tache and other Kiwi teams that dared to wear beige…"--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2013/05/30/byc-podcast-154-the-post-mortem-episode/

Title  "The Renaissance".
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 106.
Summary  "From the City of Sails comes the insanely overdue episode from the new all-star BYC crew…listen in to the streaming version just below….nail the RSS feed for your Pod catcher…or visit The BYC page on iTunes. The BYC archive of every episode is here."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2012/02/15/episode-106-of-the-byc-podcast-the-renaissance/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>&quot;The Rhubarb with Paddles Episode&quot;.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>BYC podcast; episode 136.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;In which the lads assess a bumper bag of News or Ruse featuring Murali, Bondy, Wrighty, dancing girls, Kookaburra balls, and the Marsh boozers; Chill Blain pens another Letter from Dewsbury featuring gimp masks and peppermints; The Book Nook sucks yet again as Wells reviews his own article in the Herald; emails from around the world features a lot of ducks; and Geoff Lawson gets Ambrosed in the jaw in the The Archive.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cricket New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://www.beigebriggade.co.nz/2012/10/25/episode-136-of-the-byc-podcast-the-rhubarb-with-">https://www.beigebriggade.co.nz/2012/10/25/episode-136-of-the-byc-podcast-the-rhubarb-with-</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>paddles-episode/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24737430002836&amp;context=L&amp;vid=NLNZ&amp;search_scope=NLNZ&amp;tab=catalogue&amp;lang=en_US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>&quot;The Roundabout Episode&quot;.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>BYC podcast; episode 148.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Lane and Wells hold the fort (while DC is off getting his hair permed) and crap on about the global appreciation for The Basin Reserve as a roundabout, the idea of a pokie player talent quest, John Parker's bready hair and cannon fodder ideas, short-form Vettori netting away in the IPL, The Book Nook returns with a bit of Glenn Turner prose, Blainy gets on his high horse in support of The KFC Kid, our correspondents fill us in on Eddie Gilbert and Duncan Spencer (see vid below).&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cricket New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24695430002836&amp;context=L&amp;vid=NLNZ&amp;search_scope=NLNZ&amp;tab=catalogue&amp;lang=en_US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  "The Rusty" episode.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  BYC podcast; episode 107.

Summary  "In which the BYC Second XI Trio step up to rant and rave about all things cricket-related and a smorgasbord of other random stuff...including Rusty Theron's Mum and the return of the News Or Ruse, courtesy of DC...nail the RSS feed for your Pod catcher...or visit The BYC page on iTunes. The BYC archive of every episode is here."--RSS feed.

Subject  Cricket New Zealand.


Title  "The Ryder Spraypaint Episode".

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  BYC podcast; episode 113.

Summary  ""The Ryder Spraypaint Episode" iin which DC, JJD and JML discuss the latest big ol' Jesse Ryder incident, ND's alleged Plunket Shield win, an uncommitted IPL preview, Eye-in O'Bryan misses the mark and apologises, News or Ruse and big Lance gives it a heave in The Book Nook ...nail the RSS feed for your Pod catcher...or visit The BYC page on iTunes. The BYC archive of every episode is here."--RSS feed.

Subject  Cricket New Zealand.

Title "The Statue Episode".
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 162.
Summary "This week...the BYC have so much to say after a small hiatus that the computer cut them off at the key discussion point: "Which trio of Kiwi cricketers would you immortalise in statues and where?""--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2013/10/03/byc-podcast-162-the-statue-episode/

Title "The Sting Episode".
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 126.
Summary "In which Loine, JJD and DC are invaded by The Godfather for some newsing and rusing, The Playing Mantis crawls past in The Book Nook, T-Bone goes on strike in the Letter from Dewsbury, and MD Crowe scores a mighty ton in The Archive."--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft

Title "The Swamp Fixer Episode".
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 110.
Summary ""The Swamp Fixer Episode" in which the NZ Herald's Dylan Cleaver, the Beige Brigade's Mike Lane, and nobody in particular's Jeremy Wells talk fixing, Dunedin, defamation, scumbags, and big old Jesse Ryder. Rod Marsh stars in The Book Nook, and News or Ruse is solid (but not spectacular), and Jeremy Coney emerges from the Way Back Machine…nail the RSS feed for your Pod catcher…or visit The BYC page on iTunes. The BYC archive of every episode is here.""--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2012/03/13/episode-110-of-the-byc-podcast-the-swamp-fixer-episode/
Title  "The Sweat Episode".
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 121.
Summary  "In which the chaps talk about Rossco's big flop, Flem's fingers in pies, DC drops the worst
ruse ever, the final IPL For Dummies, The Letter from Dewsbury talks about apples and
bananas, and some Bondy nepotism in The Book Nook."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2012/05/30/episode-121-of-the-byc-podcast-the-sweat-episode/

Title  "The Taxation Episode".
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 124.
Summary  "In which Lane, JJD and DC convene to talk about Pakistani cricketers' tax arrangements, Pat
Howard, Don Tricker, and Tony Greig's hypocrisy. T-Bone stops by with a Letter from
Dewsbury and talks about wasp vision, The Book Nook stars a moustached knight, and
Christopher Cairns gets his arms aloft as we relive Nairobi in The Archive."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>&quot;The Tena koutou Waitangi Day episode&quot;.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>BYC podcast; episode 142.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;In the first episode for 2013 Lane, Wells &amp; Cleaver crap on about:&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cricket New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2013/02/06/episode-142-of-the-byc-podcast-the-tena-koutou-waitangi-day-episode/">https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2013/02/06/episode-142-of-the-byc-podcast-the-tena-koutou-waitangi-day-episode/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>&quot;The Tim Latham &amp; Fat Cat Episode&quot;.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>BYC podcast; episode 139.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Boots, JJD and DC are joined by Off White Thunder to talk cricketing violence involving stumps, Fat Cat's misdemeanours, the worst cricket tour in living memory, and Brad Hodge's Cake Tin holiday.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cricket New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>&quot;The Vettori Sandwich episode&quot;.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>BYC podcast; episode 141.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Mike Lane, Jeremy Wells &amp; Dylan Cleaver crap about swing bowling, the blind Italian's groinal carnage, the leg-spinning Tastle, Warnie talks crap, the shitness of the Australian bowling attack; a note from T-Bone out of Yorkshire; the trainwreck that is the Hesson Taylor captaincy fiasco; DC reviews The Alabaster Show an old cricket almanac in The Book Nook; and Lane secures an Excalibur.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cricket New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2012/12/06/episode-141-of-the-byc-podcast-the-vettori-sandwich-episode/">https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2012/12/06/episode-141-of-the-byc-podcast-the-vettori-sandwich-episode/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"The What's Wrong With Umpires?" Episode.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 127.
Summary  "In which Wellsy and Lane man the fort while DC is on tour in London, the disco beats of News or Ruse darts through with some umpire filth, Mary Jane's cricketing cover is broken, a sliver of Olympia, the fury of Devon, and Reg swings by with a guest book review from the Windies."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.

"The Windsor Park Stud Episode".

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 165.
Summary  "We're passing on this one because of the thing about Cairns impregnating women, the carpet and the curtains, and the bit where someone says he didn't see some Bangladeshi women's breasts. And there probably is more fun stuff further into the show but I didn't get that far, alas. We're prudish like that."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
Title "The Witness XI Episode".

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series BYC podcast; episode 180.

Summary "The Godfather, Off White Thunder & Kev reconvene in an inhabited Wellington warehouse for Episode 180, after a week in the nets."--RSS feed.

Subject Cricket New Zealand.

https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2014/09/14/byc-podcast-180-the-witness-xi-episode/

Title "The Wool Vest is Best Episode".

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series BYC podcast; episode 150.

Summary "This week Lane, Wells & Cleaver discuss the Horne family tree, some great contributions to the Book Nook, some terrible pronunciation of the author of The Art of Captaincys book and T-Bone Blain fires through a streaker-focused disclaimer from Dewsbury as the England series beckons."--RSS feed.

Subject Cricket New Zealand.

https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2013/05/02/episode-150-of-the-byc-podcast-the-wool-vest-is-best-episode/

Title "The Woollen Turban Episode".

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series BYC podcast; episode 115.

Summary ""The Woollen Turban Episode" in which DC, JJD and JML provide you with a handful of random IPL factoids so you look clever at BBQs and dinner parties, Gayle's murderous quintet of sixes, DKM's embarrassingly hysterical commentary, News or Ruse is in there, and The Book Nook is a shambles …nail the RSS feed for your Pod catcher…or visit The BYC page on iTunes. The BYC archive of every episode is here.""--RSS feed.

Subject Cricket New Zealand.

https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2012/04/19/episode-115-of-the-byc-the-woollen-turban-episode/
Title  "8,9,10" and "9,10,11" : from Gung Ho 1,2,3D / performed by From Scratch ; interpreted by goat ; interpreted by Don't DJ ; interpreted by Utena Kobayashi Group.

Author  From Scratch (Musical group), composer, performer.


Physical Details  1 CD : stereo ; 12 cm

Contents  "8,9,10" and "9,10,11" from Gung Ho 1,2,3D / performed by From Scratch (24:40), (1981) -- "8,9,10" and "9,10,11" from Gung Ho 1,2,3D / interpreted by Goat (8:45) -- "8,9,10" and "9,10,11" from Gung Ho 1,2,3D / interpreted by Don't DJ -- "8,9,10" and "9,10,11" from Gung Ho 1,2,3D / interpreted by Utena Kobayashi Group.

Subject  Avant-garde (Music) New Zealand.  
Electronic dance music.  
Percussion music.  
Remixes.  
Techno music.

OCLC Number  1057609955

Title  The "Don't check my text messages" episode.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  BYC podcast; episode 128.

Summary  "In which Wells & Lane talk about Usain Bolt, the renaissance of Adam Milne, burying protesters, Yuvi Yuvi Yuvraj, Lee Germon, Scott Styris joins his Tasmanian brethren; The Book Nook sucks; Blainy misses the post on the Letter From Dewsbury; and KP's egotistical, freaky, self-destructive madness. Plus a man falling down some steps in The Archive."--RSS feed.

Subject  Cricket New Zealand.  
Podcasts. lcgft

Title  The "Got Sum Wheelz" episode.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  BYC podcast; episode 129.

Summary  "In which the prodigal son DC returns to the bosom of Wells & Lane for the News or Ruse. The boys yack crap about Saffers, KP's banishment to The Arsehole XI, Laxman the patroniser, the horrificness of the NZ team, Adam Milne's wheelz and the ongoing demise of both The Book Nook (back next week with Guile and Spin by Stuart Larner) and The Letter From Dewsbury. There are some emails from Around the World though, and Dan Vettori goes all retro with Paul Holmes in The Archive."--RSS feed.

Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft


Title  #WellyTech 2018 - Andreas Spanner (Chief Architect Australia & New Zealand, Red Hat).

Author  Spanner, Andreas, interviewee.


Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  Access granted (N.Z.) ; November 22, 2018.

Summary  "The #WellyTech event doesn't happen without partners standing next to us and making it happen. We are honoured to hear from Andreas Spanner, Chief Architect Australia & New Zealand, Red Hat. Andreas is leading Red Hat's Business Innovation & Digital Transformation efforts across Australia & New Zealand. His hands-on experience in startups as well as large scale enterprise transformation programmes and reporting through to CIOs and CFOs has given Andreas a solid understanding of business drivers and value creation. In his former role as Head of Enterprise Architecture Andreas led a team of architects during complex business transformation programmes. Andreas has worked on a wide range of initiatives across different industries in Europe, North America and APAC including full scale ERP migrations, HR, finance and accounting, manufacturing, supply chain logistics and scalable core banking strategies to support regional business growth strategies. Since joining Red Hat, Andreas is focussed on helping organisations to build the necessary capabilities and to make the best-fit technology, methodology and architecture choices to be a successful digital competitor. Justin Harrington (Red Hat NZ) will be talking on stage in the Access Granted Big Top at 6:15 pm. Watch out for our #WellyTech partner podcasts coming over the next few days: - Liz MacPherson (CEO Stats NZ, Government Statistician, and Chief Data Steward) - Colin Brown (Tribe Lead Network Evolution at Spark) - David Perks and Dorien Vermaas, (Wellington.NZ) Our 3 questions for the event partners are: 1: How was 2018 for you and your organisation? 2: What are you looking forward to in 2019? 3: What's the state of the nation' when looking at the Wellington / NZ tech scene? "

Subject  Podcasts. lcgft
Social media New Zealand.
Title  #WellyTech 2018 - Colin Brown (Tribe Lead Network Evolution at Spark).

Author Brown, Colin (Information and communication technologies professional), interviewee.


Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Summary "The #WellyTech event doesn't happen without partners standing next to us and making it happen. We are honoured to hear from Colin Brown, Tribe Lead Network Evolution at Spark. As Tribe Lead for Network Evolution, Colin is responsible for ensuring Spark has the capability to evolve our network and enable New Zealanders to win big in a digital world. This means managing the strategy, architecture, design and delivery of Spark's Mobile, Fixed, IP Voice and Legacy Networks service. In this role Colin draws on his 22 years' experience in ICT and business change, 16 of these within Spark. Over the course of his career with Spark, Colin has played integral roles in some of our most significant technical projects, including the launch of the 4/4.5G Mobile Network, Optical Transport Network, Business Data, Consumer Broadband and IP Voice. Colin has also lead Spark through significant transformational change including the regulated Operational Separation, Structural Separation between Telecom and Chorus, Rebrand for Spark, Turnaround and the recent move to Agile. Colin's current areas of focus include building capacity in our wireless broadband network, retiring the PSTN, transitioning Spark's voice future to an all IP Voice Core and planning for 5G mobile networks. Colin is a Director of the Rural Connectivity Group and is on the Board of Trustees for Marram and was previously a Director of Connect8 Colin will be talking on stage in the Access Granted Big Top at 5:35 pm. Watch out for our #WellyTech partner podcasts coming over the next few days: - Liz MacPherson (CEO Stats NZ, Government Statistician, and Chief Data Steward) - Andreas Spanner (Chief Architect Australia & New Zealand, Red Hat) - David Perks and Dorien Vermaas, (Wellington.NZ) Our 3 questions for the event partners are: 1: How was 2018 for you and your organisation? 2: What are you looking forward to in 2019? 3: What's the state of the nation' when looking at the Wellington / NZ tech scene? "


Electronic Location https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/16195492/wellytech_2018_colin_brown_spark.mp3
"The #WellyTech event doesn't happen without partners standing next to us and making it happen. We are honoured to hear from David Perks and Dorien Vermaas. David is heading up this large team for WellingtonNZ to help drive economic growth and make the Wellington region Wildly Famous. Dorien is leading WREDA’s tech & innovation team and works with game developers, animation studios, AR/VR community and (digital) design sectors. David Perks will be talking on stage in the Access Granted Big Top at 5:55 pm. Watch out for our #WellyTech partner podcasts coming over the next few days: - Liz MacPherson (CEO Stats NZ, Government Statistician, and Chief Data Steward) - Colin Brown (Tribe Lead Network Evolution at Spark) - Andreas Spanner (Chief Architect Australia & New Zealand, Red Hat) Our 3 questions for the event partners are: 1: How was 2018 for you and your organisation? 2: What are you looking forward to in 2019? 3: What's the state of the nation' when looking at the Wellington / NZ tech scene? New Zealand tech, media, & startup podcast hosted by Mike Riversdale, Raj Khushal, Vivian Chandra, and others. Hosts of #TechweekTV and #WellyTech All our past shows are on our website https://www.accessgranted.nz Follow and Like us on: https://twitter.com/AccessGrantedNZ https://facebook.com/AccessGrantedNZ https://linkedin.com/company/access-granted-podcast Subscribe to the show however you want: https://www.accessgranted.nz/subscribe/ Buy the AG merch: https://www.accessgranted.nz/shop/
"The #WellyTech event doesn't happen without partners standing next to us and making it happen. We are honoured to hear from Liz MacPherson, CEO Stats NZ, Government Statistician, and Chief Data Steward. Liz joined the public sector with a strong appetite to make a difference. Despite being a self-confessed geek, she is very much a people person with a strong pragmatic side. She enjoys spending time with her family, cooking, and sharing good food with friends and family. In her (rare) spare time, Liz coaches netball, and as a trained opera singer has been known to shine during organisational Christmas carol performances. Liz will be talking on stage in the Access Granted Big Top at 4:50 pm. Watch out for our #WellyTech partner podcasts coming over the next few days: - Colin Brown - Tribe Lead Network Evolution at Spark - Andreas Spanner - Chief Architect Australia & New Zealand, Red Hat - David Perks and Dorien Vermaas, - The Wellington.NZ Our 3 questions for the event partners are: 1: How was 2018 for you and your organisation? 2: What are you looking forward to in 2019? 3: What's the state of the nation' when looking at the Wellington / NZ tech scene? --------------------------------- New Zealand tech, media, & startup podcast hosted by Mike Riversdale, Raj Khushal, Vivian Chandra, and others. Hosts of #TechweekTV and #WellyTech All our past shows are on our website https://www.accessgranted.nz Follow and Like us on: https://twitter.com/AccessGrantedNZ https://facebook.com/AccessGrantedNZ https://linkedin.com/company/access-granted-podcast Subscribe to the show however you want: https://www.accessgranted.nz/subscribe/ Buy the AG merch: https://www.accessgranted.nz/shop/

---RSS feed.
Title  #localismNZ : bringing power to the people / Ben Craven, Jack Goldingham-Newsom and Oliver Hartwich.
Author  Craven, Ben, author.
ISBN  9780995110526 (print)
9780995110533 (online)
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : New Zealand Initiative, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Series  Research report (New Zealand Initiative (Organisation)) ; 51.
Subject  Decentralization in government New Zealand.
Decentralization in government.
Local government New Zealand.

Title  #localismNZ : bringing power to the people / Ben Craven, Jack Goldingham-Newsom and Oliver Hartwich.
Author  Craven, Ben, author.
ISBN  9780995110526 (print)
9780995110533 (online)
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : New Zealand Initiative, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details  65 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm.
Series  Research report (New Zealand Initiative (Organisation)) ; 51.
Subject  Decentralization in government New Zealand.
Decentralization in government.
Local government New Zealand.

Title  'Taupō - te ao mārama' = Taupō - world of life and light : symphonic cantata : for mixed choir (SATB), solo soprano, two pianos, timpani and percussion / by Edwin Carr, composer, and Kirsty Cochrane, lyricist.
Author  Carr, Edwin, 1926-2003, composer.
Publishing Details  [Taupo] : [Foundation 21 Trust], [1992?]
Physical Details  1 score (115 pages) ; 30 cm
Contents  The coming of the mountains -- Ngātoroirangi summons the fish -- Rauwhato's great swim -- Hymn to the future.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Cantatas, Secular Scores.
Taupo, Lake (N.Z.) Songs and music.
Taupo, Lake, Region (N.Z.) Songs and music.
Title  The 'cultural generation gap' in NZ regions / Michael P. Cameron, University of Waikato.
Author  Cameron, Michael P., author.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  CaDDANZ brief ; no. 2.
Subject  Cultural pluralism New Zealand.

Title  ... annual report / Christchurch West Melton Water Zone Committee
Author  Christchurch West Melton Water Zone Committee, author.
Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : Environment Canterbury Regional Council, Kaunihera Taiao ki Waitaha : Selwyn District Council : Christchurch City Council
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency  Annual
Subject  Christchurch West Melton Water Zone Committee Periodicals.
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21324725220002836

Title  ... annual report / Kaikōura Water Zone Committee.
Author  Kaikōura Water Zone Committee, author.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Frequency  Annual
Subject  Kaikōura Water Zone Committee Periodicals.
                https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21324725320002836
Title ... annual report to the membership : presented at the Society's Annual General Meeting (AGM) ... : includes audited annual accounts & statement of service performance / Eastbay Rural Education Activities Programme (REAP) Society Incorporated.

Author Eastbay Rural Education Activities Programme (REAP), author.

Publishing Details Whakatane : Eastbay REAP, [2014]-

Physical Details 1 online resource

Frequency Annual

Publication Numbering Began with 2014.

Subject Eastbay Rural Education Activities Programme (REAP) Periodicals.

http://www.eastbayreap.org.nz/

Title ... catalogue / CRV Ambreed.

Publishing Details Hamilton [New Zealand] : CRV Ambreed,

Physical Details volumes : colour illustrations ; 21 cm

Frequency Annual

Subject Bulls New Zealand Catalogs Periodicals.

CRV AmBreed NZ Periodicals.

Dairy cattle Breeding New Zealand Catalogs Periodicals.

Title ... half-year economic & fiscal update review.

Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : ANZ Bank New Zealand Limited

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Frequency Annual

Subject Finance, Public New Zealand Statistics Periodicals.

New Zealand Economic conditions Statistics Periodicals.

Title  ... long term plan consultation document.
Author Invercargill (N.Z.). City Council, author.
Publishing Details Invercargill, New Zealand : Invercargill City Council, [2015]-
Physical Details volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency Annual
Publication Numbering Began with 2015/2025.
Subject Invercargill (N.Z.) Politics and government Periodicals.
Invercargill (N.Z.). City Council Periodicals.

Title  ... white pages Southland.
Publishing Details [Dunedin] : [Yellow Pages Group], [2010-2015]
Physical Details volumes : illustrations (some colour) ; 25-28 cm
Frequency Annual
Publication Numbering Began with 11; ceased with 2016.
Subject Southland (N.Z.) Telephone directories Yellow pages.
Southland (N.Z.) Telephone directories.

Title 12 days of unseasonal heat / Ashley Logan.
Author Logan, Ashley, author.
ISBN 9780473465520 EPUB
9780473465537 Kindle
9780473465544 PDF
9780473465551 iBook
©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Erotic fiction. lcgt
Electonic Location Short stories, New Zealand. local N
Title The 1927 Gangsta Trunk Episode.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series BYC podcast; episode 220.

Summary "We have some dandelion bowling attacks set out in all their glory in Emails From Around the World: Mike M's entry is one comprising Morrison, Kennedy, Harris, Twose, Vaughan and Astle."--RSS feed.

Subject Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft

https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2015/10/05/byc-podcast-220-the-1927-gangsta-trunk-episode/

Title 2010-15 default price-quality path for electricity distribution : draft decisions paper.

ISBN 9781869451615 online

Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Commerce Commission, 2011.

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Electric utilities Finance New Zealand.
Prices Law and legislation New Zealand.


Author Breen, Paul A., author.

ISBN 9781776656011


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject Fish stock assessment New Zealand Wairarapa Statistics.
Jasus edwardsii New Zealand Wairarapa.
Lobster fisheries Catch effort New Zealand Wairarapa Statistics.

Title: The 3rd Wheel Elstow Seconds Episode.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: BYC podcast; episode 211.

Summary: "The Godfather and Off White Thunder rendezvous in Karori for a run-down on Kev's foray into Second XI cricket in Bedfordshire. They also get into a barrage of emails from all around the world, including our favourite Lappish cricket voyeur Akseli."--RSS feed.

Subject: Cricket New Zealand.

Electronic Location: https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/podcasts/BYC-Episode211.mp3
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2015/07/19/byc-podcast-episode-211-the-3rd-wheel-elstow-seCONDS-episode/

Title: The 8-ball Wheeler Duo Episode.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: BYC podcast; episode 207.

Summary: "The Godfather and Kev wish they were in Southampton (an English village named after Tim Southee) for the 3rd ODI but instead they are on the high-veldt in Wellington. They talk about the newest cliché in the Black Caps, Ben Wheeler, 8-ball over weirdness, 1-wicket wonders like Andy McKay, and the pink ball Test looming on the Adelaide horizon."--RSS feed.

Subject: Cricket New Zealand.

Electronic Location: https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/podcasts/BYC-Episode207.mp3
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2015/06/14/byc-podcast-207-the-8-ball-wheeler-duo-episode/

Title: The Vice Presidential Episode.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: BYC podcast; episode 213.

Summary: "The prodigal son Kevvy returns to join Off White Thunder and The Godfather after a weekend of craft beer indulgence in Wellington."--RSS feed.

Subject: Cricket New Zealand.

Title  ANZACS : a generation lost in legend : for SATB choir, STB soloists, violin, brass quintet, percussion and organ / Janet Jennings.

Author  Jennings, Janet (Composer) composer.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2016]
©2016

Physical Details  1 online resource

Contents  Memories of Gallipoli / Mike Subritzky -- The recruitment -- Phillis recruiting -- For the Empire -- They sailed away at dawn / Mike Subritzky -- Stretcher-bearer! / Donald H. Lea -- The commemoration ; December dreamtime / Mike Subritzky.

Language  Staff notation.

Subject  Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices) with instrumental ensemble Scores.
Musical settings. icgft
Subritzky, Mike Musical settings.
World War, 1914-1918 Songs and music.

Electronic Location  https://www.sounz.org.nz/resources/20899

Title  Abyss / by Indi.

Author  Indi. (Musician), composer, performer.

Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : [indi], [2015]

Physical Details  1 online resource

Contents  Machine-generated contents note: abyss.

Electronic Location  https://indissounds.bandcamp.com/track/abyss


Author  O'Driscoll, Richard L. (Richard Lyell), 1972- author.

ISBN  9781776655441


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series  New Zealand Fisheries assessment report ; 2017/20.

Subject  Echo sounding in fishing New Zealand Subantarctic Islands Periodicals.
Fish stock assessment New Zealand Subantarctic Islands Periodicals.
Southern blue whiting New Zealand Subantarctic Islands Periodicals.
Southern blue whiting fisheries New Zealand Subantarctic Islands Periodicals.

"Adrian Owen was a big man, like a BIG man. After working in the design world for some years, (alongside Raj as it happens) he noticed that he was gaining weight at an exponential rate which only came to a stop when he was told by his doctor that he probably would be dead within a year. That sort of moment causes changes. Learn from Adrian as he talks about how he changed his life, his families lives, and is now helping others change their lives. We particularly love his "how to start the day" routine, something everyone in the tech world should take note of. - https://www.adrianowen.me/ - https://www.facebook.com/dream.dedicate.do - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCli1WPmUIODrADj5ZlpxmA/ - https://www.instagram.com/adrianowen.me/ ------------------------------------------------------ New Zealand tech, media, & startup podcast hosted by Mike Riversdale, Raj Khushal, and others. Hosts of #TechweekTV and #WellyTech All our past shows are on our website https://www.accessgranted.nz Follow and Like us on: https://twitter.com/AccessGrantedNZ https://facebook.com/AccessGrantedNZ https://linkedin.com/company/access-granted-podcast Subscribe to the show however you want: https://www.accessgranted.nz/subscribe/ Buy the AG merch: https://www.accessgranted.nz/shop/" --RSS feed.
Title  Alcohol purchasing behaviour of drinkers: national and local purchasing times / prepared for the Health Promotion Agency by SHORE & Whariki Research Centre, Massey University.
Author  Huckle, Taisia, author.
ISBN  9780478449655 online
Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject  Drinking of alcoholic beverages New Zealand.

Title  Alkaline phosphatase testing.
Author  New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries, author.
Edition  Final.
Publishing Details  Wellington: Ministry for Primary Industries Manatū Ahu Matua, 2019.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Series  Guidance document (New Zealand).
Subject  Dairy products New Zealand Testing. Phosphatases.

Title  Albacore catch sampling – characterisation and sample design / L. Griggs, K. Large
Author  Griggs, Lynda H., author.
ISBN  9781776655489
Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Series  New Zealand Fisheries assessment report; 2017/22.
Subject  Albacore New Zealand.
Albacore fisheries Catch effort New Zealand.
Longlining (Fisheries) Environmental aspects New Zealand.
Title  All is for all.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : All is for All

Physical Details  Web site.

Frequency  Irregular

Publication Numbering  Began in 2019?

Summary  "All is for All comprises an e-commerce platform, boutique modelling agency and a consultation service, each focused on the need to make all areas of fashion accessible for all people. The primary function of All is for All is to develop an accessible e-commerce space through assistive technology that we develop, and providing garment information that has never been widely available before, yet which is a purchase requirement of billions of consumers worldwide. These descriptions include detailed zip and closure instructions on garments, photographs of models sitting rather than standing, and search terms that speak to issues of concern for those living with access needs (for example Jeans Without Rivets)"--Brand story page.

Subject  Accessible Web sites for people with disabilities.
Accessible fashion.
Fashion design.

Electronic Location  https://allisforall.com/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11324412680002836

Title  All the juicy pastures : Greville Texidor and New Zealand / Margot Schwass.

Author  Schwass, Margot, author.

ISBN  9781776562251 paperback


Physical Details  296 pages ; 21 cm

Summary  "All the Juicy Pastures tells the story of Greville Texidor’s extraordinary life in full for the first time, and puts her small but essential body of work in vivid context. Illustrated with many never-before-seen photographs, it restores an essential New Zealand writer to new generations of readers"--Inside cover.

Subject  Texidor, Greville, 1902-1964.
Women authors New Zealand Biography.

Dewey  B
Title: Amendments to input methodologies for gas distribution and transmission services: reasons paper.
ISBN: 9781869453107 online
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Gas companies Finance Law and legislation New Zealand.

Title: American patrol; Danube waves / The Māori Hi-Five.
Physical Details: 1 audio disc : analog, 45 rpm ; 18 cm
Subject: Swing (Music)

Title: An open letter to New Zealanders: doctors want no part in assisted suicide.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand]: [Care Alliance]
Physical Details: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Publication Numbering: Began in 2016?
Summary: Site for an open letter on behalf of New Zealand registered doctors against physician assisted suicide and euthanasia. Provides contact details for New Zealand doctors to add their name to the letter.
Electronic Location: http://doctorssayno.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA1132440940002836
Title  The Andy Whitney Pikachu Episode.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2016]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  BYC podcast; episode 249.

Summary  "This week the boys talk about Andy McKay and his weird club cricket fact, Muzz is in touch to talk Mike Whitney and great cricket writers, and the boys are neither shocked not stunned that the MCL hasn't paid its players."--RSS feed.

Subject  Cricket New Zealand.


Title  Anei kē! / written by Sharon Holt ; illustrated by Deborah Hinde.

Author  Holt, Sharon, author, lyricist.

ISBN  9780995111523 eEPUB


©2018

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Language  In Māori with extension ideas in English.

Summary  A song incorporating Māori language questions introducing vocabulary about clothing and the weather. Includes guitar chords and extension ideas.

Subject  Children's songs Texts.

Children's songs, Maori Juvenile sound recordings.
Children's songs, New Zealand. local Nz
Hopu reo. reo
Kākahu. reo
New Zealand Songs and music Texts.
Pukapuka whakaahua. reo
Songs, Maori Texts.
Waiata tamariki. reo
Weather Songs and music Texts.
Āhua-o-te-rangi. reo

Title: Angst: for solo violin / Robert Bryce.
Author: Bryce, Robert (Robert William), composer.
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Scores. lcgf
Violin music.

Title: The Anne Frank Episode.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2009]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: BYC podcast; episode 105.
Summary: "From the attic in Newtown comes the long-awaited next episode from the BYC crew, including the Exchange4Free.com Sell-Outs of the Week and all the other usual shenanigans...listen in to the streaming version just below...nail the RSS feed for your Pod catcher...or visit The BYC page on iTunes. The BYC archive of every episode is here."--RSS feed.
Subject: Cricket New Zealand.

Title: Annual plan ... / Lakes District Health Board.
Author: Lakes District Health Board, author.
Publishing Details: [Rotorua] : Lakes District Health Board, [2014]-
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Frequency: Annual
Subject: Lakes District Health Board Periodicals.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21323812690002836
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Annual plan ... draft.</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Canterbury (N.Z.). Environment Canterbury, author.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Christchurch : Canterbury Regional Council, Kaunihera Taiao ki Waitaha, [2019]-</td>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Annual plan ... draft.</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Canterbury (N.Z.). Environment Canterbury, author.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Christchurch : Canterbury Regional Council, Kaunihera Taiao ki Waitaha, [2019]-</td>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Annual plan : incorporating the statement of performance expectation.</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Nelson Marlborough Health (Organisation) author.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Nelson : Nelson Marlborough Health, [2017]-</td>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; E87.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Annual plan proposed changes.
Publishing Details  Christchurch : Environment Canterbury Regional Council
Physical Details  CD-ROMs ; 12 cm
Frequency  Annual
Subject  Canterbury (N.Z.) Politics and government Periodicals.

Title  Annual report / Disabled Persons Assembly NZ.
Author  Disabled Persons Assembly (N.Z.), author.
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Disabled Persons Assembly NZ
Physical Details  1 online resource
Frequency  Annual
Subject  Disabled Persons Assembly (N.Z.) Periodicals.
                  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21326731810002836

Title  Annual report ... / High-Value Nutrition National Science Challenge.
Author  National Science Challenges (N.Z.). High-Value Nutrition, author.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : National Science Challenges High-Value Nutrition, Ko Ngā Kai Whai Painga
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency  Annual
Publication Numbering  Began with 2015/16?
Subject  National Science Challenges (N.Z.). High-Value Nutrition Periodicals.
Electronic Location  https://www.highvaluenutrition.co.nz/about-us/annual-reports/
                  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21322732500002836
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Annual report / Nelson Marlborough Health.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Nelson Marlborough Health (Organisation) author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began with 2015/16.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; E87.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Nelson Marlborough Health (Organisation) Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21326851810002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21326851810002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Annual report.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>World Vision of New Zealand, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand : World Vision New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Print began with 1998?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>World Vision of New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://www.worldvision.org.nz/about/">https://www.worldvision.org.nz/about/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Annual report.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Midland Trauma System (Organisation), author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSN</td>
<td>2624-4284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Hamilton [New Zealand] : Midland Trauma System, 2015-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began with 2014/2015.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Midland Trauma System (Organisation) Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://www.midlandtrauma.nz/trauma-information/annual-reports/">https://www.midlandtrauma.nz/trauma-information/annual-reports/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21326729330002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21326729330002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Annual review / Heart Foundation.
Author: National Heart Foundation of New Zealand, author.
Publishing Details: Auckland : Heart Foundation
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency: Annual
Subject: National Heart Foundation of New Zealand Periodicals.
Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11326864840002836

Title: Anomalia temporal y doce relatos más / Marcos López Skoog.
Author: Skoog, Marcos López, 1977- author.
ISBN: 9780473459116 EPUB 9780473459123 PDF
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Marcos López Skoog], [2018] ©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Science fiction. lcgft Short stories. lcgft

Title: Aon New Zealand / Fire Protection Inspection Services Limited.
Author: New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.
ISBN: 9781869455545 online
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Aon New Zealand Limited.
Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.
Fire Protection Inspection Services Limited.
Title: The Apology Episode.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: BYC podcast; episode 149.

Summary: "This week the boys finally put a book-end on the John "Dag" Parker fiasco of bitching and whining, they hear from Tony "Chill" Blain about his personal experience with inspirational batting coach Glenn Turner, and they also look into the details of the upcoming NZ invasion of the Mother Land…or lack of details. Starring Andrew "the Herald on Sunday" Alderson."--RSS feed.

Subject: Cricket New Zealand.

Electronic Location: https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/podcasts/BYC-Episode149.mp3
The Arter Rower No Show Episode.

Off White Thunder and The Godfather are a long way from Harare as they soak up Aotearoa vs Zimbabwe on the telly, and get stuck into Michael Clarke's unAustralianism and the Australian prisoners of war."--RSS feed.

Cricket New Zealand.

As is where is / Bill Lake & The Right Mistake.

As is where is / Bill Lake & The Right Mistake.

As is where is / Bill Lake & The Right Mistake.
Title  The Ashburton courier.

Publishing Details  Ashburton : [Ashburton Courier]

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Frequency  Weekly


Subject  Ashburton District (N.Z.) Newspapers.
           New Zealand newspapers. local Nz

                      https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57i7d/NLNZ_ALMA21322439740002836

Title  Assessing Transpower's Bunnythorpe-Haywards lines A and B major capex proposal: draft decision and reasons paper.

ISBN  9781869453626 online

Edition  Public version.


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Electric utilities Finance Law and legislation New Zealand.
           Transpower New Zealand Limited Finance.


Title  The Astle Viagra Buttock Episode.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  BYC podcast; episode 222.

Summary  "Kev and Off White Thunder head west to Beige HQ in Karori to talk about Freddie Flintoff's erectile malfunction, the poultice of Ben Smiths, Stephen Hotter's high performance and injuries, Mark Vermeulen's relapse, Gavin Larsen's inspiring words for The Neesh and Mitchell McClenaghan heat."--RSS feed.

Subject  Cricket New Zealand.

                      https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2015/10/18/byc-podcast-222-the-astle-viagra-buttock-episode/
Te Atakura = first to zero: ready to lead and make Wellington a zero carbon capital?

**Title**
Te Atakura = first to zero: ready to lead and make Wellington a zero carbon capital?

**Publishing Details**
[Wellington] : Wellington City Council

**Physical Details**
Web site.

**Frequency**
Irregular

**Language**
In English with some Māori.

**Subject**
Cities and towns New Zealand Wellington.
Climatic changes New Zealand Wellington.
Greenhouse effect, Atmospheric New Zealand Wellington.
Greenhouse gas mitigation New Zealand Wellington.
Huringa āhuarangi. reo
Pae tukutuku. reo
Sustainable urban development New Zealand Wellington.
Taiao. reo
Tāone nui. reo
Wellington (N.Z.) Environmental aspects.
Whanake taiao. reo

**Electronic Location**
https://www.zerocarboncapital.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57i7d/NLNZ_ALMA11327026420002836

Title

**Author**
Hamilton, A. R., author.

**ISBN**
9781988569277 online

**Publishing Details**
©2019

**Physical Details**
1 online resource : colour illustrations

**Series**
GNS Science report ; 2019/06.

**Subject**
Geology, Stratigraphic.
Hot springs Argentina Puerto Deseado.
Hot springs New Zealand Coromandel Volcanic Zone.
Hot springs New Zealand Taupo Volcanic Zone.
Hot springs United States Yellowstone National Park.
Hydrothermal deposits Argentina Puerto Deseado.
Hydrothermal deposits New Zealand Coromandel Volcanic Zone.
Hydrothermal deposits New Zealand Taupo Volcanic Zone.
Hydrothermal deposits United States Yellowstone National Park.

**Electronic Location**
http://dx.doi.org/10.21420/BQDR-XQ16
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Auckland City Limits Primer.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;The Spinoff and Spark proudly present Pod On The Couch, a weekly podcast exploring music and the people that make it. This episode: Henry Oliver explores some of the most exciting acts appearing at Auckland City Limits this year.&quot; --RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts. lcgft Popular music New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Electronic Location | https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/yt9vww/POTC_28_02_mixdown.mp3  
https://podonthecouch.podbean.com/e/auckland-city-limits-primer/  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Auckland music strategy = Te rautaki puoro o Tāmaki Makaurau, 2018-2021.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Auckland City of Music (Organisation), author.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| ISBN | 9780473462024 softcover  
9780473462031 PDF |
| Physical Details | 1 online resource : colour illustrations |
| Subject | Applied ethnomusicology New Zealand Auckland.  
Auckland City of Music (Organisation)  
Music trade New Zealand Auckland. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Audience 360° report.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Auckland : Creative NZ, Arts Council of New Zealand Toi Aotearoa, [2010]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began with 2010.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Arts New Zealand Statistics Periodicals.  
Arts audiences New Zealand Statistics Periodicals.  
Arts surveys New Zealand Periodicals. |
**Audit procedures for engineering certificates issued by approved persons.**

**Title**  
Audit procedures for engineering certificates issued by approved persons.

**Publishing Details**  
[Wellington] : Ministry of Business, Innovation & Employment, Hīkina Whakatutuki

**Physical Details**  
1 online resource

**Frequency**  
Irregular

**Publication Numbering**  
Began with August 2004

**Series**  
Public information brochure ; 40.

**Subject**  
Radio operators Licenses New Zealand Auditing.

**Electronic Location**  
https://www.rsm.govt.nz/online-services-resources/publications/pibs/40  
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21323441890002836

---

**Auras : for solo piano / Peter Willis.**

**Title**  
Auras : for solo piano / Peter Willis.

**Author**  
Willis, Peter (Composer), composer.

**Publishing Details**  
[Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2018]

©2018

**Physical Details**  
1 online resource

**Language**  
Staff notation.

**Subject**  
Piano music.

**Electronic Location**  

---

**The BMW Mouskori Episode.**

**Title**  
The BMW Mouskori Episode.

**Publishing Details**  
[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]

**Physical Details**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series**  
BYC podcast; episode 210.

**Summary**  
"Off White Thunder, Kev & The Godfather are planning their trip to Adelaide but Boof and Mitch are not getting them excited. There's some follow-up on the world sauna championships, the prequel to another extraordinary epistle from our Lappish cricket lover Akseli the Titan."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  
Cricket New Zealand.

**Electronic Location**  
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2015/07/05/byc-podcast-episode-210-the-bmw-mouskori-episode/  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Babushka's Balkan banquet / Niko Ne Zna</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington?] : Niko Ne Zna ; Monkey Records, [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contents</strong></td>
<td>Side A. Cecil's long walk (D. Jellyman) -- Keith (S. Grove) -- Babushka's borscht (F Curac) -- Skopje 78 (F Curac) -- party, party, party (D Sigley) -- No paella (D Windsor) -- Side B. Rabbit Hole (D Jellyman) -- Ciao mi amore (B Hunt) -- Spinach &amp; bed (D Sigley) -- Opa cupa (Trad) -- Poyraz special (B Hunt).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The Backyard Christmas Episode.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Series</strong></td>
<td>BYC podcast; episode 193.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;It's time for the annual BYC podcast Xmas BBQ, but Off White Thunder, Kev &amp; The Godfather are in recovery mode after the Aussies win another Test and ruin another Saturday night. The boys are nervously excited about the NZ World Cup squad and the stunning 3-2 Desert Series win over Pakistan.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Cricket New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Backyard sessions / by Joel Kanji.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Kanji, Joel, composer, performer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Auckland] : [Joel Kanji], [2009]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Electronic Location** | https://joelkanji.bandcamp.com/album/backyard-sessions-ep  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Bailey Wiley.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Wiley, Bailey, artist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : [Bailey Wiley]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Rhythm and blues music New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soul music New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wiley, Bailey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://www.baileywiley.com/">https://www.baileywiley.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11327032330002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11327032330002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The Baltika Greenkeeper Episode.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>BYC podcast; episode 224.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Off White Thunder and Kevvy arrive at The Godfather's in Karori with some east European lager to talk about pink ball specialist Travis Dean, where Kev buys secondhand cars, the Blacktown debacle, the emergence of the pink ball aggressive declaration, and first-class cricketers go berserk on Ben Burn Park.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cricket New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts. lcgt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The Bare Beer Angry Episode.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>BYC podcast; episode 256.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;This week Off White Thunder and The Godfather are on the peninsula, waiting for Kev to get home from the pub. They analyse and berate the NZ team's performance in the Chappell Hadlee Series, review Neil Wagner's career, Kev bangs on about getting Jesse back in, and they get into some Emails From Around the World.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cricket New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts. lcgt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2016/12/19/byc-podcast-256-the-bare-beer-angry-episode/">https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2016/12/19/byc-podcast-256-the-bare-beer-angry-episode/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Baynk talks about hitting it big on Spotify and not needing a record label (yet).
Author Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Spinoff Music editor Henry Oliver local phenomenon Jock Nowell-Usticke aka Baynk about finding success on Spotify through their algorithm playlists, learning to collaborate with other local artists, and finding his own voice."--RSS feed.
Subject Baynk (Musician) Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Popular music New Zealand.
Electronic Location https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/pqerjc/Pod_on_the_couch_Baynk_mixdown.mp3

Title The Bean Tull Episode.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 185.
Summary "The Godfather, Off-White Thunder and Kev are freaking out about the West Indies pulling pin on their tour, nutting out the NZ side for the Kaimai Series, yarning about Reg's clones of the 1992 World Cup squad and wondering if Bazz McCullum is flirting with Big Ol' Jesse Ryder."--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft
Title Ben Gracewood - I've always been about no bullshit.

Author Gracewood, Ben, interviewee.


Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Summary "Ben Gracewood is a stalwart of the New Zealand tech scene having worked his way through development, TV punditry, manager, event organiser, and all through it he has held his principles in front and his head high. We discuss a lot, over a slightly dodgy Internet connection, and really so let's stop writing and let him guide you to how you can "spend your coins to the betterment of others". Oh, and maybe we will see him use his skills to work with wider NZ one day ... who knows :) - https://ben.gracewood.nz/ - https://twitter.com/nzben - https://nz.linkedin.com/in/bgracewood - https://codemania.io/


Subject Gracewood, Ben Interviews.

Podcasts. lcgft

Social media New Zealand.

Technology New Zealand.

Electronic Location https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/15954826/ben_gracewood_i_ve_always_been_about_no_bullshit.mp3

https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/ben-gracewood-ive-always-been-about-no-b


Title Best of intentions, worst of results : a review of the New Zealand experience and international evidence on living wage policies.

Author Rose, Jim, 1961- author.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : Taxpayers’ Union, [2018?] 

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Contents Report -- Summary report.

Subject Cost and standard of living New Zealand.

Living wage movement New Zealand.

Wages Government policy New Zealand.

Beyond control / Ashley Logan.

Title Beyond control / Ashley Logan.
Author Logan, Ashley, author.
ISBN 9780473441418 EPUB
         9780473441425 Kindle
         9780473441432 PDF
         9780473441449 iBook
©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Erotic fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Beyond familiar / Ashley Logan.

Title Beyond familiar / Ashley Logan.
Author Logan, Ashley, author.
ISBN 9780473441364 EPUB
         9780473441371 Kindle
         9780473441388 PDF
         9780473441395 iBook
©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Erotic fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

The Bhatti 100th Ton Episode.

Title The Bhatti 100th Ton Episode.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 198.
Summary "The Godfather heads east to rendezvous with Off White Thunder and the boys talk about the 100th Kiwi ODI hundred from Ross Taylor - and the 1st by Kenny Wadsworth. They discuss the dark horse, hammer blows, the monstrous state of Irfan, a complicated catching competition, the wonderfully maned Pakistanis, and the intoxicating optimism around NZ as the World Cup fast approaches."--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2015/02/04/episode-198-of-the-byc-podcast-the-bhatti-100th-ton-episode/
Title: Big hunk o'love / Che Orton.

Publication Details: [New Zealand] : [Che Orton], [2013]
©2013

Physical Details: 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Contents: Move it -- Twistin' the night away -- Big hunk o'love -- Judy -- Elvis tonight -- Great balls of fire -- Little sister -- Rocking pneumonia & the Boogie Woogie flu -- Shake, rattle & roll -- The wanderer.

Subject: Rock music New Zealand
Rock music.
Rockabilly music.

Title: Bigness / Pickle Darling

Author: Pickle Darling (Musician), composer, performer.

Publication Details: [Svätý Jur, Slovakia] : Z Tapes, [2018]

Physical Details: 1 audio disc : analog ; 30 cm

Contents: [Side] A: Bicycle weather -- Mouthful -- Greta -- Rinse spin cycle / Nicolas Cage -- 5a.m. --

Psychedelic rock music.

Title: Bigness / Pickle Darling.

Author: Pickle Darling (Musician), composer, performer.

Publication Details: [Svätý Jur, Slovakia] : Z Tapes, [2018]

Physical Details: 1 audio cassette : analog ; 10 x 7 cm, 4 mm tape

Contents: [Side] A: Bicycle weather -- Mouthful -- Greta -- Rinse spin cycle / Nicolas Cage -- 5a.m. --

Psychedelic rock music.

Title: Biogeochemical surveys at Ohui and Pine Sinter Epithermal Au-Ag Prospects, Coromandel, and at Waiotapu Thermal Park, New Zealand / CD Dunn ; AB Christie ; J Black.

Author: Dunn, Colin E., author.

ISBN: 9781988530833

©2019

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject: Biogeochemical prospecting New Zealand Coromandel.

Electronic Location: http://dx.doi.org/10.21420/G25647
Title: Bitches, Baking And Kindness.

Author: Fitzpatrick, Marie, interviewee.


Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Summary: "Marie Fitzpatrick (photographed left) and Nic Murray (right) started sharing baking to light up the lives of others going through tough times. Now they've assembled an army of more than 1,500 Good Bitches who have baked up more than half a million deliveries across NZ, they've baked with prisoners, and now they're on a mission to amp up their kindness even further and make NZ the kindest place on Earth. Host Christine Langdon talks with the head bitches from Good Bitches Baking - a super kind charity that has taken Wellington, and New Zealand, by storm."--RSS feed.

Subject: Fitzpatrick, Marie Interviews. Murray, Nic Interviews. Wellington (N.Z. : Region)


https://soundcloud.com/b-side-broadcasts/bitches-baking-and-kindness

Title: Bitter sweet : indigenous women in the Pacific / edited by Alison Jones, Phyllis Herda & Tamasailau M. Suualii.

ISBN: 9781988531083 Print
9781988531373 Kindle MOBI
9781988531380 EPUB
9781988531397 ePDF

Wellington, New Zealand : meBooks, [2019]
©2018

Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations


Subject: Sex role Oceania.
Women Oceania Public opinion.
Women's rights Oceania.
Women, Maori Ethnic identity.
Women, Polynesian Ethnic identity.
Wāhine. reo


Title: Black metal / Necrolatry.

Author: Necrolatry (Musician), composer, performer.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Necrolatry], [2018]

Physical Details: 1 online resource


Electronic Location: https://necrolatry.bandcamp.com/album/black-metal
Title  Black sands & toitoi / Peter Pedrotti.
Author  Pedrotti, Peter, author.
ISBN  9780473449384 print
       9780473449391 Kindle
       9780473449407 PDF
Publishing Details  [Mangawhai Heads] : [Peter Brian Pedrotti], [2018]
                  ©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title  Black series II : sound installation audio / Jason Wright.
Author  Wright, Jason (Composer) composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington, New Zealand] : [Jason Wright], [2016]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  https://jwcomposer.bandcamp.com/album/black-series-ii-installation-audio

Title  Blue Train.
Author  Blue Train (Musical group : N.Z.), composer, performer.
                  ©1992
Physical Details  1 audio cassette : analog ; 10 x 7 cm, 4 mm tape
**Title**: Bob Weir - Why Businesses Fail (WIN A COPY).

**Author**: Caroe, Rebecca, interviewer.


**Physical Details**: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series**: Access granted (N.Z.) ; February 12, 2019.


**Subject**: Podcasts. lcgt

Social media New Zealand.

Technology New Zealand.


**Electronic Location**: https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/17227259/healthy_homes_hikoi_dubai_calling.mp3

https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/healthy-homes-hikoi-dubai-calling


---

**Title**: Body Beat Ritual.

**Author**: Body Beat Ritual (Musician), composer, performer.

**Publishing Details**: [Berlin, Germany] : Haven, [2019]

**Physical Details**: 1 audio disc : analog ; 30 cm


**Subject**: Industrial dance music. lcgt

Industrial music New Zealand.

Remixes (Music). lcgt
Title  Body of light ; My lotus flower & me / Finn Andrews.
Author  Andrews, Finn, 1983- composer, performer.
Publishing Details  Burbank, CA : Nettwerk, [2019]
                    Czech Republic
                    ©2019
Physical Details  1 audio disc : analog, 45 rpm ; 18 cm
Subject  Alternative rock music New Zealand.

Title  Boosted hearts : series bundle / Sherilee Gray.
Author  Gray, Sherilee, 1976- author.
ISBN  9780473466787 EPUB
         9780473466794 Kindle
Publishing Details  [Owhango] : [Sherilee Gray], [2018]
                    ©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource
Contents  Swerve -- Spin -- Slide.
Subject  Erotic fiction. lcgft
         New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title  Bowel cancer quality improvement report 2019.
Author  Bissett, Ian, author.
ISBN  9781988568515 online
Publishing Source  HP 7035 Ministry of Health
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Cancer Patients New Zealand Statistics.
         Colon (Anatomy) Cancer New Zealand Statistics.
         New Zealand Statistics, Medical.
         Rectum Cancer New Zealand Statistics.
The Box Cricket Episode.

Kev and The Godfather park up after the Aussies win the Adelaide Test and they are not happy. But they warm up after they find out Brendon McCullum has been named the New Zealander of the Year, and that Anton Devcich is in the 30-man New Zealand squad for the World Cup Down Under."--RSS feed.

Cricket New Zealand.

Boyboy interviewed by his mum(mum).

"Last week, New Zealand-born, LA-based songwriter Boyboy (aka Sam McCarthy, ex Goodnight Nurse, Kids Of 88) released his debut, self-titled album. For The Spinoff, his mum, Lyn McCarthy, asked him about his writing process, meditation, and what's going on in that cover photo."--RSS feed.
Title  Brady Deeprose (Conjurer).

Author  Power, Kane, interviewer.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Kane Power], [2019]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "The 50th episode of the podcast and it's a huge honour to have co-guitarist, co-vocalist and band manager Brady Deeprose from UK post-metal band Conjurer join me on the podcast."--RSS feed.

Subject  Deeprose, Brady Interviews.

Electronic Location  http://static1.squarespace.com/static/5926768715cf7d9f3d53027e/t/5c5947f6ec212d81d6b99976/1549356475084/Episode+50+-+Brady+Deeprose+%28Conjurer%29.mp3

Title  Braided river projects annual report


Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : Environment Canterbury Regional Council, Kaunihera Taiao ki Waitaha

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Frequency  Annual

Subject  Braided river ecology New Zealand Canterbury.

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21324725560002836

Title  Braided river projects annual report


Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : Environment Canterbury Regional Council, Kaunihera Taiao ki Waitaha

Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Frequency  Annual

Subject  Braided river ecology New Zealand Canterbury.

Title  
Braided river projects annual report.

Author  

Publishing Details  
[Christchurch] : Environment Canterbury Regional Council, Kaunihera Taiao ki Waitaha

Physical Details  
1 online resource : colour illustrations

Frequency  
Annual

Subject  
Braided river ecology New Zealand Canterbury.

Electronic Location  
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21324725530002836

Title  
Braided river projects annual report.

Author  

Publishing Details  
[Christchurch] : Environment Canterbury Regional Council

Physical Details  
volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.

Frequency  
Annual

Subject  
Braided river ecology New Zealand Canterbury.

Electronic Location  

Title  
The Brexit Bennett Bulls Episode.

Publishing Details  
[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2016]

Physical Details  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  
BYC podcast; episode 247.

Summary  
"This week the boys talk Cricket Brexit in a massively uninformed way, check in in their mates at Elstow, and zero in on Hamish Chest' Bennett's cricketing career. Emails From Around the World land from Finland, the UK and the USA."--RSS feed.

Subject  
Cricket New Zealand.

Electronic Location  
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2016/06/26/byc-podcast-247-the-brexit-bennett-bulls-episode/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Burn out for love ; Dancing on the razors edge / The Cavemen.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Cavemen (Musical group : N.Z.), composer, performer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 audio disc : analog, 45 rpm, stereo ; 18 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Garage rock music New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Punk rock music New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The Bus Stop 666 Habib Episode.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>BYC podcast; episode 204.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Kev, Off White Thunder and The Godfather reconvene in Karori for Episode 204 - all are excited about the looming Lord's Test match. Two of the lads think the Poms will be thrashed by the Black Caps. One does not.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cricket New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2015/05/17/episode-204-of-the-byc-the-bus-stop-666-habib-episode/">https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2015/05/17/episode-204-of-the-byc-the-bus-stop-666-habib-episode/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>By the light of the moon / Bernadette Marama Gavin.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Gavin, Bernadette Marama, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473452551 epub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Coming of age.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gavin, Bernadette Marama Travel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sailing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-realization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Voyages around the world.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


ISBN:
9781988514819 online volume 1
9781988514826 print volume 1
9781988514833 online volume 2 appendices
9781988514840 print volume 2 appendices
9781988514857 online volume 3 maps
9781988514864 print volume 3 maps

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : Department of Conservation, [2019]
©2019

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject:
Conservation of natural resources New Zealand Horowhenua District Management.
Conservation of natural resources New Zealand Tararua District Management.
Conservation of natural resources New Zealand Wellington (Region) Management.
Nature conservation New Zealand Horowhenua District.
Nature conservation New Zealand Tararua District.
Nature conservation New Zealand Wellington (Region)


Title: Calling Vagus.

Author: Kanji, Joel, composer, performer.

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Joel Kanji], [2014]

Physical Details: 1 online resource


Electronic Location: https://joelkanji.bandcamp.com/album/calling-vagus-ep
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Calls from the Ark : for bass clarinet duo / John Elmsly.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Elmsly, John, composer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Source</strong></td>
<td>Centre for New Zealand Music Trust, P.O. Box 10 042, Wellington, N.Z. ; <a href="mailto:info@sounz.org.nz">info@sounz.org.nz</a> ; <a href="http://www.sounz.org.nz">http://www.sounz.org.nz</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 score (5 pages) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Ark in the Park (Project) Songs and music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clarinet music (Clarinets (2)) Scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Endemic birds New Zealand Songs and music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scores. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OCLC Number</strong></td>
<td>1047526493</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Calls from the Ark : for bassoon duo / John Elmsly.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Elmsly, John, composer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>©2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 score (5 pages) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Ark in the Park (Project) Songs and music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bassoon music (Bassoons (2)), Arranged Scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Endemic birds New Zealand Songs and music.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Campbell Island / surveyed by L. Clifton 1942-1943 ; drawn L. Clifton 12:2:'43, traced H.P. Hanify 16:4:'43.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington?] : [Department of Lands and Survey], [1943]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Campbell Island/Motu Ihupuku (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Topographic maps. lcgft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

National Library of New Zealand 354 Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title  Can You Believe We're in the Final Episode.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2009]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  BYC podcast; episode 102.

Summary  "Episode 102 (6 October 2009) is the "Can You Believe We're in the Final Episode" in which the BYC returns from a month of annual leave - this week we zero in on the Champions Trophy Final, a bunch of emos from around the world, a remix from The Woman Slayer in his bejewelled headwear, and a late Exchange4Free.com Sellout of the Week ...listen in to the streaming version just below...nail the RSS feed for your Pod catcher...or visit The BYC page on iTunes. The BYC archive of every episode is here."--RSS feed.

Subject  Cricket New Zealand.


Title  The Candle Wasters.

Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Candle Wasters], [2014]-

Physical Details  Web site.

Frequency  Irregular

Publication Numbering  Began in 2014.

Subject  Candle Wasters (Organisation)
          Entertainers New Zealand Drama.
          Feminism New Zealand.
          Internet videos. lcgft
          Webisodes. lcgft

Electronic Location  http://www.thecandlewasters.com/
                      https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11326884910002836
Title: Canticum novum terrae : for clarinet quartet / Chris Adams.
Author: Adams, Christopher, 1979- composer.
©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Woodwind quartets (Clarinets (4)), Arranged Scores.

Title: Capabilities : effects for free / Aaron Craig, Alex Potanin, Lindsay Groves and Jonathan Aldrich.
Author: Craig, Aaron, author.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [School of Engineering and Computer Science, Victoria University of Wellington], [2016]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Series: Technical report series (Victoria University of Wellington. School of Engineering and Computer Science) ; [18.02]
Summary: "Object capabilities are increasingly used to reason informally about the properties of secure systems. Can capabilities also aid informal reasoning? To answer this question, we examine a calculus that uses effects to capture resource use and extend it with a rule that captures the essence of capability-based reasoning. We demonstrate that capabilities provide a way to reason for free about effects: we can bound the effects of an expression based on the capabilities to which it has access. This reasoning is "free" in that it relies only on type-checking (not effect-checking); does not require the programmer to add effect annotations within the expression; nor does it require the expression to be analysed for its effects. Our result sheds light on the essence of what capabilities provide and suggests useful ways of integrating lightweight capability-based reasoning into languages."--Page [23.1]
Title  Capital expenditure input methodology (Transpower) : draft reasons paper.
ISBN  9781869451578 online
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Commerce Commission, 2011.
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject  Electric utilities Finance Law and legislation New Zealand.
         Transpower New Zealand Limited Finance.

Title  Capital expenditure input methodology (Transpower) : update paper.
ISBN  9781869451660 online
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Commerce Commission, 2011.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustration
Subject  Electric utilities Finance Law and legislation New Zealand.
         Transpower New Zealand Limited Finance.

Title  Captain James Cook and the actor behind him, Tom Clarke.
Author  Clarke, Tom (Actor), interviewee.
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  B-side stories ; February 14, 2019.
Summary  "Amazingly, Captain Cook is back from the dead and walking around Wellington reflecting on how maybe he didn't actually discover New Zealand! Listen to our outrageous, and oddly informative conversation with Cook, followed by a chat with Tom Clarke about how he helped to develop the walking tour "Captain Cook Thinks Again" Get your tickets now: http://www.barbarian.co.nz/captain-cook-thinks-again/"--RSS feed.
Subject  Clarke, Tom (Actor) Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Wellington (N.Z. : Region)
Title: Carillon : for solo clarinet in B flat / Helen Bowater.
Author: Bowater, Helen, 1952- composer.
©2018
Physical Details: 1 score (4 pages) ; 30 cm
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Bells Songs and music.
Clarinet music.
Scores. lcgft

Title: Carrying : for flute, and bass recorder / Dylan Lardelli.
Author: Lardelli, Dylan, 1979- composer.
©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Flute and recorder music Scores.

Title: Cartel leniency policy and guidelines.
Author: New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.
ISBN: 9781869451462 online
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Cartels New Zealand.
New Zealand. Commerce Commission.
Title Catching the last tram / written and narrated by Susan Holt.
Author Holt, Susan, 1970- author, narrator.
ISBN 9780473445782 digital audiobook
Publishing Details [Porirua, New Zealand] : [Inlet Publishing], [2018]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Audiobooks. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Electronic Location https://audiobooksnz.co.nz/book/detail/61468/catching-the-last-tram
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
18591150002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

ISBN 9780473461478 PDF
©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Bethlehem Tertiary Institute Alumni and alumnae.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
22288440002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title Century of The BYC Episode.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2009]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 100.
Summary "Episode 100 (15 August 2009) is the "Century of The BYC Episode" in which we celebrate our 100th show with a magnificent tribute based on We Are the World, live in-studio guests include the Irwinator and the Nemesis, we enjoy gifts from Boston and rheineck Dry, plus a cake from the Ace, and then we get started on our pub crawl across Wellington. Beautiful - well battered chaps. (And we are too giddy with joy to accept nominations for the Exchange4Free.com Sellout of the Week) ..listen in to the streaming version just below...nail the RSS feed for your Pod catcher...or visit The BYC page on iTunes. The BYC archive of every episode is here."--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft
Electronic Location https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/podcasts/BYC-Episode100.mp3
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
24736540002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Title  Charles the magnificent pony / by Jeremy Mayall and Chris Lam Sam (music), Scott Granville (story), and Troy Major (illustrations).

Author  Mayall, Jeremy, 1983- composer, performer, narrator.

Publishing Details  [Hamilton? New Zealand] : [Jeremy Mayall], [2015]

Physical Details  1 online resource


Summary  Charles believes he is the most magnificent pony in all the countryside and doesn't think he should have to help out the other farmyard animals with the everyday jobs of a rural life. What Charles must learn is that to be truly respected by all of the other farmyard animals, kindness, community spirit and a helpful personality mean more than physical beauty ever will.

Audience  Junior National Library of New Zealand.

Subject  Children's audiobooks. lcgft
Children's songs.
Domestic animals Juvenile fiction Songs and music.
Domestic animals Juvenile sound recordings.
Helping behavior Juvenile fiction Songs and music.
Helping behavior Juvenile sound recordings.
Horses Juvenile fiction Songs and music.
Horses Juvenile sound recordings.
Pride and vanity Juvenile fiction Songs and music.
Pride and vanity Juvenile sound recordings.
Songs. lcgft

Electronic Location  https://jeremymayall.bandcamp.com/album/charles-the-magnificent-pony

Title  Charlotte Hinton - Agile, the ongoing party.

Author  Hinton, Charlotte, interviewee.


Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)


Summary  "We've been after Charlotte for quite some time and we finally managed to get some time in her diary to chat all things agile, her work at Te Papa, what she's doing in the government's Service Innovation Lab (everyone should make a time to go visit), and finally her time organising the most excellent WDCNZ conference - lets hope that both Charlotte and Owen can bring it back somehow, somewhere. So much ... pop it in your ears and have a listen to the wonderful Charlotte Hinton. - https://www.linkedin.com/in/charlottehinton/ - https://twitter.com/charlottehinton - https://www.digital.govt.nz/blog/si-lab-keen-to-share-a-great-space/ - http://www.wdcnz.com/----------------------------- New Zealand tech, media, & startup podcast hosted by Mike Riversdale, Raj Khushal, Vivian Chandra, and others. Hosts of #TechweekTV and #WellyTech All our past shows are on our website https://www.accessgranted.nz Follow and Like us on: https://twitter.com/AccessGrantedNZ https://facebook.com/AccessGrantedNZ https://linkedin.com/company/access-granted-podcast Subscribe to the show however you want: https://www.accessgranted.nz/subscribe/ Buy the AG merch: https://www.accessgranted.nz/shop/*--RSS feed.

Subject  Hinton, Charlotte Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publishing Details</th>
<th>Physical Details</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>School boards New Zealand Records and correspondence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Students Rating of New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Internet pornography New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Children’s prayer to the fourteen good angels / Birchville Cat Motel ; rhBand.

Author: Birchville Cat Motel (Musician) composer, performer.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Celebrate Psi Phenomenon], [1998]

Physical Details: 1 audio disc : analog, 45 rpm, stereo ; 20 cm

Subject: Avant-garde (Music)

OCLC Number: 946808719

Title: Christchurch Avon Ōtākaro river corridor visitor projections / prepared for Regenerate Christchurch.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Avon River/Ōtakaro (N.Z.)

Tourism New Zealand Christchurch Forecasting.

Electronic Location: https://engage.regeneratechristchurch.nz/41331/documents/92450


Title: Christchurch Resettlement Services.

Publishing Details: [Christchurch] : [Christchurch Resettlement Services]

Physical Details: Web site.

Frequency: Irregular

Subject: Christchurch Resettlement Services (Organisation)

Refugees Services for New Zealand Christchurch.

Electronic Location: http://crs.org.nz/

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11326840070002836

Title: Christina Bellis + Catarina Gutierrez - Make Money & Do Good, Whaaaa?

Author: Bellis, Christina, interviewee.


Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Summary: "The definition of a "social enterprise" is one that, here in New Zealand, is very woolly at the edges however Thankyou Payroll are old hands at being one, with their very definite approach. Christina Bellis (CEO) and Catarina Gutierrez (Marketing Manager) enjoyed a beer with the lads and talked them through how they see "social enterprises in New Zealand, how Thankyou Payroll is growing, why it matters to them personally, and how they ended up in such an organisation. - https://nz.linkedin.com/in/christina-bellis-0a84221a - https://twitter.com/meCatarina - https://mecatarina.com/ - https://thankyoupayroll.co.nz/----------------------------- New Zealand tech, media, & startup podcast hosted by Mike Riversdale, Raj Khushal, and others. Hosts of #TechweekTV and #WellyTech All our past shows are on our website https://www.accessgranted.nz Follow and Like us on: https://twitter.com/AccessGrantedNZ https://facebook.com/AccessGrantedNZ https://linkedin.com/company/access-granted-podcast Subscribe to the show however you want: https://www.accessgranted.nz/subscribe/ Buy the AG merch: https://www.accessgranted.nz/shop/"--RSS feed.

Subject: Bellis, Christina Interviews.

Gutierrez, Catarina Interviews.

Podcasts. lcgft
Title  Cinq pièces brèves : pour flûte, hautbois et basson / Edwin Carr.
Author  Carr, Edwin, 1926-2003, composer.
Publishing Details  Versailles : Editions Armiane, [2000?]
Physical Details  1 score (15 pages) ; 30 cm
Contents  Pastorale -- Petit choral à Sainte Cécile -- Menuet -- Tarantelle -- Marche.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Woodwind trios (Bassoon, flute, oboe) Scores.

Title  City of Wellington / drawn by the Department of Lands & Survey.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Department of Lands and Survey], [1960s?].
Physical Details  1 online resource
Series  NZMS 136 ; 3.
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
Public buildings New Zealand Wellington Maps.
Road maps. lcgft
Wellington (N.Z.) Maps.


Title  City of Wellington.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Department of Lands and Survey], [1960s?].
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 136
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
Public buildings New Zealand Wellington Maps.
Road maps. lcgft
Wellington (N.Z.) Maps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Claudia Pond Eyley.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Eyley, Claudia Pond, 1946- artist filmmaker director.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : Claudia Pond Eyley, [2018?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began in 2018?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Artists New Zealand Auckland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyley, Claudia Pond, 1946-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="http://www.claudiapondeyley.com/">http://www.claudiapondeyley.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA71327212870002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA71327212870002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The Cliff Dickeson Episode.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>BYC podcast; episode 208.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Off White Thunder returns from his foray to the back wall of the MCG, we try not to talk about the 3-2 series defeat at the hands of the Poms, and we delve into the life and times of the Demis Roussos of Northern Districts' spin bowling, Cliff &quot;Dog&quot; Dickeson.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cricket New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2015/06/21/byc-podcast-episode-208-the-cliff-dickeson-episode/">https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2015/06/21/byc-podcast-episode-208-the-cliff-dickeson-episode/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The Clifton Unbeaten 199 Episode.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>BYC podcast; episode 199.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Kev returns to join Off White and The Godfather and the trio yarn about Clifton County Cricket Club in the Hawke's Bay, the wave of optimism continuing to wash over the Kiwi cricketing world like a tsunami, World Cup commentary shenanigans, Zimbabwe chaos and the weirdness of Phil Tufnell's love life.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cricket New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Clock hands.
Author Kip McGrath (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Kip McGrath], [2016]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Electronic Location https://kipmcgrath.bandcamp.com/album/clock-hands

Title Coastlines : for flute, clarinet, harp and string quartet / Salina Fisher.
Author Fisher, Salina, 1993- composer.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Coasts New Zealand Kapiti Coast District Songs and music. Septets (Clarinet, flute, harp, violins (2), viola, cello) Scores.

Title CocoMusereleases.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : CocoMuse
Physical Details Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Publication Numbering Began in 2017?
Summary Website of New Zealand record label CocoMuse. Includes a catalog of the albums released through the label available for purchase.
Subject Alternative rock music New Zealand. CocoMuse Releases.
Electronic Location https://cocomuse.co.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11323777830002836
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code of practice for industrial radiography : draft for consultation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781988568614 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>HP 7048 Ministry of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Radiography, Industrial Safety regulations New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Radiography, Industrial Standards New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Collett's Corner: A paradigm shifting community minded property development.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Young, Camia, interviewee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;This short bonus episode profiles Collett's Corner with founder Camia Young sharing about what this crowdfunded community owned property development is about. This presentation was given at a recent &quot;Coffee &amp; Jam&quot; event hosted by Ministry of Awesome.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Young, Camia Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="http://traffic.libsyn.com/">http://traffic.libsyn.com/</a> seeds/Collets_Corner_2.mp3?dest-id=571558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://seeds.libsyn.com/colletts-corner-a-paradigm-shifting-community-property-development">http://seeds.libsyn.com/colletts-corner-a-paradigm-shifting-community-property-development</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Comment or no comment? : making the right choice for you, your family and whānau about talking to media after losing someone to suicide.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781877318986 hardcopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781877318993 PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Bereavement. Mass media New Zealand. Suicide victims Family relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://www.mentalhealth.org.nz/assets/After-a-suicide/Comment-or-No-Comment-AAS.pdf">https://www.mentalhealth.org.nz/assets/After-a-suicide/Comment-or-No-Comment-AAS.pdf</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Commerce Act Part 4 funding review. Commerce Commission proposal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Commerce Act Part 4 funding review. Discussion document.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781869453183 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Commercial property investor confidence survey.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Auckland : Colliers International</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Physical Details | 1 online resource : colour illustrations  
Frequency | Quarterly |
| Subject | Commercial real estate New Zealand Statistics Periodicals. |
| Electronic Location | https://www.colliers.co.nz/find%20research/surveys/  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Common fish species of Tonga : Tongan, English and scientific names / Semisi Pone.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Pone, Semisi, 1961- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781988511252</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
©2019 |
| Physical Details | 1 online resource |
| Subject | Fishes Tonga Identification. |
Title | Competition and consumer investigation guidelines.
---|---
ISBN | 9781869454807 online
Physical Details | 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject | Commercial law New Zealand.
| Competition Law and legislation New Zealand.

Title | Competition collaboration guidelines.
---|---
ISBN | 9781869456252 online
Physical Details | 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject | Commercial law New Zealand.
| Competition Law and legislation New Zealand.

Title | Compilation 1 - Kīwaha.
---|---
Publishing Details | [New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2018]
Physical Details | 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series | Taringa ; ep 65.
Summary | "By popular demand, here are all our kīwaha o te wiki sections from Ep 19 to current date - enjoy!"--RSS feed.
Subject | Kōnae ipurangi. reo Maori language Terms and phrases.
| Podcasts. lcgt
| Reo Māori. reo
https://soundcloud.com/tw-oa/taringa-ep-65-compilation-1-kiwaha
Title: Compliance requirements for the default price-quality paths for gas pipeline services.
ISBN: 9781869453138 online
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Gas companies Law and legislation New Zealand.
Gas distribution Economic aspects New Zealand.

Title: Computational thinking : progress outcomes, exemplars, and snapshots.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Information technology Study and teaching New Zealand.

Title: Concepts for network policies : a technical report / Andrew Curtis-Black, Matthias Galster, Andreas Willig.
Author: Curtis-Black, Andrew, author.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary: "There is little existing work which empirically analyses network management practice with respect to policy creation and maintenance. We carried out five semi-structured interviews of network administrators at a diverse range of enterprises. Analysis of the results led us to make the following contributions: Provide a description of the context in which network administrators carry out their daily work; we introduce a number of policy space dimensions; we identify a set of real-world network policies, and show how each of these may be represented by these dimensions. There are a number of use cases for our work: Engineers or researchers looking to create or refine high level network management frameworks; Network administrators looking to document their network policy in a consistent format; Researchers looking for empirical research to compare their ownwork to."--Abstract.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Concertino no. 1 in A minor for violin and orchestra, op. 1 / Matthew Beardsworth.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Beardsworth, Matthew, 1999- composer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Wellington : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>©2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Concertos (Violin) Scores.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Concerto for piano and strings, for solo piano and string orchestra / Rod Biss.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Biss, Roderick, composer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Wellington : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [1958]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>©1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 score (70 pages) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Concertos (Piano with string orchestra) Scores.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781927184455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>©2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Pacific journalism monographs ; no. 7.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Human ecology Pacific Area Pictorial works.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human rights Pacific Area Pictorial works.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pacific Area Social life and customs Pictorial works.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pacific Islanders Social life and customs Pictorial works.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photobooks. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photojournalism Social aspects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women Pacific Area Social conditions Pictorial works.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title</strong></td>
<td>Consultation document = he kohinga kōrero.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Gisborne District (N.Z.). District Council, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Gisborne : Gisborne District Council, [2015]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Triennial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Numbering</strong></td>
<td>Began with 2015/2025.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Gisborne District (N.Z.) Politics and government Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gisborne District (N.Z.). District Council Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21326735840002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21326735840002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Consultation document, draft plan.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Grey District (N.Z.). District Council, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Greymouth] : Grey District Council, Māwhera, [2015]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Numbering</strong></td>
<td>Began with 2015/2025.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Grey District (N.Z.) Politics and government Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electronic Location</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://www.greydc.govt.nz/our-council/council-publications/annual-plans/Pages/default.aspx">https://www.greydc.govt.nz/our-council/council-publications/annual-plans/Pages/default.aspx</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21326821360002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21326821360002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Consultation on substantive issues - review of competition in the dairy industry.
ISBN  9781869454623 online
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Commercial law New Zealand.
          Competition Law and legislation New Zealand.
          Dairying Law and legislation New Zealand.

Title  Consultation paper - network footprint and demand UCLL and UBA pricing review determinations.
ISBN  9781869454715 online
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Broadband communication systems Economic aspects New Zealand.
          Electric utilities Finance New Zealand.
          Telecommunication Economic aspects New Zealand.

Title  Coromandel flood protection scheme service level review / prepared by: Anderson Aimusu, for: Waikato Regional Council.
Author  Anderson, Aimusu, author.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Flood control New Zealand Karaka Stream Watershed Management.
          Flood control New Zealand Whangarahi Stream Watershed Management.
          Flood damage prevention New Zealand Whangarahi Stream Watershed.
Title: Corpse and mirror : for violin, cello and piano / Samuel Holloway.

Author: Holloway, Samuel, 1981- composer.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]
©2017

Physical Details: 1 score (24 pages) ; 30 cm

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Piano trios Scores.

Title: Cory Mathis : illustration and story artist.

Author: Mathis, Cory, artist.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Cory Mathis]

Physical Details: Web site.

Frequency: Irregular

Subject: Mathis, Cory.

Electronic Location: https://corysaur.com/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21326984870002836

Title: Cracking the code / Ministry of Education.

ISBN: 9781776693856

©2018

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Contents: To build a bot / by Rebecca Hawkes -- South Pacific beats / by Veronika Meduna -- Square eyes / by Renata Hopkins -- Listening to the land / by Laura Goodall


Audience: Primary.

Subject: Drum Design Juvenile literature.
Māramatākā. reo
Mātauranga. reo
Robotics Juvenile literature.
Tongans Music Juvenile literature.

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21322049080002836

National Library of New Zealand 377 Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa
ISBN: 9781869453428 online
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Dairying Law and legislation New Zealand.
Milk Prices New Zealand.

Title: Darkness and death over New Zealand / Sabbat ; Bulletbelt.
Publishing Details: [Wellington]: Headless Horseman, [2018]
Physical Details: 1 audio disc : analog, 45 rpm, stereo ; 18 cm
Contents: Darkness and evil / Sabbat -- Faster than death / Bulletbelt.
Subject: Black metal (Music)
Black metal (Music) New Zealand.

Title: Data for the 2016 stock assessment of red rock lobsters (Jasus edwardsii) in CRA 4 / P.J. Starr, D.N. Webber, P.A. Breen.
Author: Starr, Paul J. author.
ISBN: 9781776656004
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Fish stock assessment New Zealand Mathematical models.
Jasus edwardsii fisheries New Zealand Mathematical models.
Jasus edwardssii fisheries New Zealand Statistics.
Title: Dawn of war / Aaron Hodges.
Author: Hodges, Aaron D., 1989- author.
ISBN: 9780995111424 online
Publishing Details: [Whakatane] : [Aaron Hodges], [2018] ©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Fantasy fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title: Decision and reasons on Transpower's upper South Island reliability stage 1 major capex proposal.
ISBN: 9781869453015 online
Physical Details: 1 online resource

Title: The Deep Dive Eastside Van Dyk Episode.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: BYC podcast; episode 216.
Summary: "The Godfather heads east to join Off White Thunder and Kevvy on the Miramar Peninsula for a syrah and yarns vaguely related to cricket. The boys yak crap about basketball, AJ Whetton, Lance Hamilton, Greer Robson and Steve Smith. OWT decides that Brad Haddin is a terrible role model. Kev is lured into calling out Irene Van Dyke in her boxing match quest."--RSS feed.
Subject: Cricket New Zealand. Podcasts. lcgft
Title: Delighting in the names of God: 8 weeks to a deeper prayer life / Rachel Larkin.
Author: Larkin, Rachel, 1969- author.
ISBN: 9780473451394 epub
9780473451400 kindle
Publishing Details: [Auckland]: [Rachel Larkin], 2018.
©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: God Name
Prayer Christianity.

Title: Designer / Aldous Harding.
Author: Harding, Aldous, 1990- composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand]: Aldous Harding under exclusive license to Flying Nun Records, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details: 1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm ; 30 cm
Contents: Side A: Fixture picture -- Designer -- Zoo eyes -- Treasure -- The barrel --- Side B: Damn -- The weight of the planets -- Heaven is empty -- Pilot.
Subject: Alternative rock music New Zealand.
Folk music New Zealand.
OCLC Number: 1101080648

Title: Designing and developing digital outcomes: progress outcomes, exemplars, and snapshots.
Publishing Details: [Wellington]: Ministry of Education, [2017]
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Computer programming Study and teaching New Zealand.
Information technology Study and teaching New Zealand.
Title Digital Identity NZ.

Publishing Details Auckland : Digital Identity New Zealand, [2018]-

Physical Details Web site.

Frequency Irregular

Subject Digital Identity NZ (Organization)
  Electronic commerce New Zealand.
  Information technology Social aspects New Zealand.
  Online information services New Zealand.
  Technological innovations New Zealand.

Electronic Location https://digitalidentity.nz/


Title Digital space.

ISBN 9781776693993 print
  9781776694006 online

©2018

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Contents Emotional robots / by Aimee Cronin -- Saving the world, one swipe at a time / by Peter Griffin
  -- Kiwis in space / by Laurie Winkless -- Under the sea / by Sophie Fern


Audience Primary.

Subject Artificial intelligence Juvenile literature.
  Reefs New Zealand Tarankai Juvenile literature.
  Rockets (Aeronautics) New Zealand Juvenile literature.
  Technology Health aspects Juvenile literature.


https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21322049250002836
The Dogon initiative / Lance & James Morcan.

Author: Morcan, Lance, 1948- author.
ISBN: 9780473459833 Kindle
Edition: First ed.
Publishing Details: Papamoa, Bay of Plenty, New Zealand : Sterling Gate Books, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Thrillers (Fiction) lcgft

Doing it all yesterday / by Lee McKenzie.

Author: McKenzie, Lee (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand?] : [Lee McKenzie?], [2013]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Electronic Location: https://leemckenzie.bandcamp.com/track/doing-it-all-yesterday

The Double Ton Thank You Episode.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: BYC podcast; episode 200.
Summary: "The boys are in Cricket World Cup mode: ridiculously excited, gagging to get along to the next match and keen to say a few thank yous to everyone who has helped them get to the 200th episode unscathed."--RSS feed.
Subject: Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2015/02/19/episode-200-of-the-byc-podcast-the-double-ton-thank-you-episode/
Title: Double bind / by Trust Punks.

Author: Trust Punks (Musical group), composer, performer.

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Trust Punks], [2016]

Physical Details: 1 online resource


New wave music.
Post-punk music.

Electronic Location: https://trustpunks.bandcamp.com/album/double-bind

Title: Double dribble : 22 February - 22 March 2019 / Tyne Gordon.

Author: Gordon, Tyne, artist.

Publishing Details: Christchurch, New Zealand : Ilam Campus Gallery, School of Fine Arts, University of Canterbury, 2019.

Physical Details: 12 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm

Series: SOFA (Christchurch, N.Z.) ; 141.

Subject: Art, Modern 21st century Exhibitions.
Art, New Zealand New Zealand Christchurch Exhibitions.
Gordon, Tyne Exhibitions.
Sculpture, Modern 21st century Exhibitions.

Title: The Doug Douglas Mantis Episode.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2016]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: BYC podcast; episode 251.

Summary: "This week the boys talk about Doug, Kane, Sri Lanka, Smudge, Reece Young, Steyn, South Africa, Firle and first-class appearances."--RSS feed.

Subject: Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft

https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2016/08/24/byc-podcast-251-the-doug-douglas-mantis-episode/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>The Doug Mining Fight Club Episode.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Series</strong></td>
<td>BYC podcast; episode 252.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;This week the boys talk about Dean &quot;Doug&quot; Brownlie, Tama, Jeet, Martin, Fred Titmuss, and Jayne with a Y’s Fight Club scenario. Violence Corner is in a car in South Africa. The song is from punk legends Half Man Half Biscuit.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Cricket New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electronic Location</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/podcasts/BYC-Episode252.mp3">Link</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Doves of peace : four pieces for piano / Edwin Carr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Carr, Edwin, 1926-2003, composer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Waiheke Island] : [Edwin Carr], 1996.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 score (9 pages) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Piano music.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Down a country road / Phil Garland.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Wellington, New Zealand : Kiwi/Pacific Records, [1971]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 audio cassette : analog, stereo ; 10 x 7 cm, 4 mm tape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contents</strong></td>
<td>Wool commandeer / George Meek, words ; Frank Fyfe, music -- Down a country road I know / Ross McMillan, words ; Phil Garland, music -- Snowed in / Micky Laracy, words ; Phil Garland, music -- Dugout in the true / attrib. Les Roughan -- At the Mataura / Phil Garland -- Tuapeka gold --- Smoko / Joe Charles, words ; Phil Garland, music -- Shanties by the way / coll. Percy Jones -- The old identity / Charles Thatcher, words ; Phil Garland, music -- Fine bright gold / coll. Rona Bailey ; tune reconstructed by Neil Colquhoun -- Packing my things / trad. -- Farewell to the Grey / reconstr. Neil Colquhoun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Folk music New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Folk songs, English New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gold mines and mining New Zealand Songs and music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sheep-shearing New Zealand Songs and music</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Down a country road / Phil Garland.


Publishing Details  Hastings, New Zealand : Kiwi, [2016]

Physical Details  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm


Subject  Folk music New Zealand.
Folk songs, English New Zealand.
Gold mines and mining New Zealand
Sheep-shearing New Zealand

Title  Down by the riverside : music and soundscapes from the motion picture / composed and constructed by Jeremy Mayall.

Author  Mayall, Jeremy, 1983- composer, performer.

Publishing Details  [Hamilton? New Zealand] : [Jeremy Mayall], [2007]

Physical Details  1 online resource


Subject  Motion picture music New Zealand.

Electronic Location  https://jeremymayall.bandcamp.com/album/down-by-the-riverside-ost
Title  Downward dog / Katherine Hayton.
Author  Hayton, Katherine, 1973- author.
Publishing Details  [Christchurch, New Zealand] : [Katherine Hayton], [2019]
©2019
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Detective and mystery fiction lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title  Dr Somm's guide to lost and unusual electrical devices : a time travel story / Sean Monaghan.
Author  Monaghan, Sean, 1964- author.
ISBN  9780463634516 online
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Time-travel fiction. lcgft

Title  Draft Commerce Act (Specified Airports Services Information Disclosure) Amendment 2010 - consultation paper : draft amendment to Decision 715 made under s52Q of the Commerce Act 1986.
ISBN  9781869451837 online
Edition  Public version.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Airports Law and legislation New Zealand.
Financial disclosure Law and legislation New Zealand.
Title Draft Otakaro Avon River corridor illustrative plan estimate (Rev 07) / for Regenerate Christchurch.


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Avon River/Ōtakaro (N.Z.)
Riparian areas Management New Zealand Christchurch.
Urban renewal New Zealand Christchurch.


Title Draft input methodologies for default price-quality paths: allocation of costs, valuation of assets and treatment of taxation, amendment to cost of capital input methodology: consultation paper.

ISBN 9781869452056 online

Edition Public version.


Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject Capital Economic models.
Prices New Zealand Econometric models.


Title Draft report on whether Spark’s resale voice services should be omitted from Schedule 1 of the Telecommunications Act 2001.

ISBN 9781869455378 online

Edition Public version.


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series Decision series (New Zealand. Commerce Commission)

Subject Electric utilities Law and legislation New Zealand.
Spark New Zealand (Firm)

Title: Drama Christi.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Drama Christi]
Physical Details: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Subject: Amateur theater New Zealand Wellington.
          Drama Christi (Theater group)
          Religious drama.
Electronic Location: https://www.dramachristi.org.nz/

Title: Drink me / Juiceroof.
Author: Juiceroof (Musician), composer, performer
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Juiceroof], [2016]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Electronic Location: https://juiceroof.bandcamp.com/album/drink-me

Title: Driven : my story / Hayden Paddon.
Author: Paddon, Hayden, author.
ISBN: 9780143774044 online
Projected Publication Date: 1908
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Summary: "In Driven, Paddon details the many highs and lows along the road to the top. He opens up about his struggles with bullying, depression and loss as a young man, and goes on public record for the first time about the 2017 accident in which a spectator was killed and his controversial dismissing from the Hyundai Motorsport team in 2018. It's the real account from Paddon himself, in his own words, as he sets the record straight about his dramatic life on and off the road"--Publisher information.
Subject: Automobile racing drivers New Zealand Biography.
          Automobile rallies.
          Paddon, Hayden.
Title Du, Nachbar Gott : a setting of a poem by Rainer Maria Rilke (1899) / Samuel Gray.
Author Gray, Samuel, 1977- composer.
Physical Details 1 score (16 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Rilke, Rainer Maria, 1875-1926 Musical settings.
Sacred songs (Medium voice) with instrumental ensemble Scores.

Author Wilson, Ken, 1924-2012, composer.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Clarinet music (Clarinets (2)) Scores.

Title The Dutch Tawhirimatea 1-on-1 Episode.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 225.
Summary "We're back on the highveldt as The Godfather, Kevvy & Off White Thunder get stuck into a buffet of Emails From Around the World and pray for rain in Brisbane on Day 5."--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2015/11/08/byc-podcast-224-the-dutch-one-on-one-episode/
The Dyer Headley Pink Modesty Episode.

Title: The Dyer Headley Pink Modesty Episode.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: BYC podcast; episode 223.

Summary: "The Godfather heads east to The Peninsula to talk about George Headley’s double ton, Greg Dyer’s inconvenient pink ball scaremongering, Jesse Ryder turning out for Wairarapa and scaring teenagers' mums, what they’re eating in Southwark, and George Worker & Andrew Mathieson's 134-run 10th wicket stand."--RSS feed.

Subject: Cricket New Zealand.


E Wen Wong on being 16 and founding P.S. Our Beaches.

Title: E Wen Wong on being 16 and founding P.S. Our Beaches.

Author: Wen Wong, E., interviewee.

Publishing Details: [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2019]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "E Wen Wong was 13 when she founded P.S. Our Beaches. Now aged 16 we talk about her love of poetry, founding an organisation to clean up our beaches, solving problems and what the future holds. I really enjoyed my conversation with E Wen and will be interesting to watch what she gets involved with in future since she has started getting involved (and starting) many things so young."--RSS feed.

Subject: Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.

Electronic Location: http://traffic.libsyn.com/seeds/E_WEN_WONG_2.mp3?dest-id=571558

http://seeds.libsyn.com/e-wen-wong-on-being-16-and-founding-ps-our-beaches

Title  E hia nga moe? / written by Sharon Holt ; illustrated by Deborah Hinde.
Author  Holt, Sharon, author, lyricist.
ISBN  9780995111547 EPUB
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : EduMaxi Ltd, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Language  In Māori with extension ideas in English.
Summary  A song in te reo Māori about counting down the days until Christmas. Includes guitar chords and extension ideas.
Subject  Children's songs Texts.
Children's songs, Maori Juvenile sound recordings.
Children's songs, New Zealand. local Nz
Christmas music Texts.
Counting Songs and music Texts.
Hopu reo. reo
Kaute. reo
Kirihimete. reo
New Zealand Songs and music Texts.
Pukapuka whakaahua. reo
Songs, Maori Texts.
Walata tamariki. reo

Title  E-cigarette use and perceptions among current and ex-smokers in New Zealand / prepared for the Health Promotion Agency by Hayley Guiney, Dr Alana Oakly & Dr Greg Martin.
Author  Guiney, H. (Hayley), author.
ISBN  9780478449679 online
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Electronic cigarettes New Zealand Public opinion.
Public opinion New Zealand.
Smoking cessation New Zealand.
Title: EP / by X-Ray Fiends.
Author: X-Ray Fiends (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [Auckland, New Zealand] : [X-Ray Fiends], [2016]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Electronic Location: https://x-rayfiends.bandcamp.com/album/ep

Title: The Eagles, Happy Mondays, John Prine, and a review of the Oscars.
Author: Mercep, Simon, author.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Crave!] [2019]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "The Eagles have managed to divide opinion just a little bit. Simon is just a bit more full of praise for what Steve found to be a very slightly dull, in places at least, show. The Happy Mondays at the Powerstation a few days later were considerably less polished and slick, but just as entertaining, while John Prine impressed Simon immensely."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Popular music Reviews.
Electronic Location: http://www.cravepodcast.com/episodes/crave077.mp3

Title: Egg products.
Author: New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries, author.
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Series: Import health standard.
Subject: Eggs Standards New Zealand.
Food Pasteurization Standards New Zealand.
Imports Health aspects New Zealand.
Imports Standards New Zealand.
Electronic Location: https://www.mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/32704/loggedIn
Title  Egg products.
Author  New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries, author.
Publishing Details  Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries Manatū Ahu Matua, 2019.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Series  Guidance document (New Zealand).
Subject  Eggs Standards New Zealand.
Imports Health aspects New Zealand.
Imports Standards New Zealand.

Title  Electrical testing.
©2016
Physical Details  1 online resource
Series  Specific criteria for accreditation ; 3.
Subject  Electric testing Accreditation New Zealand.
Electric testing Standards New Zealand.

Title  Electrical workers registration and licensing system : adjusting the fees : discussion document.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Electric industry workers New Zealand Registers.
New Zealand. Electrical Workers Registration Board.
Title: End of the golden weather / Bruce Mason.
Author: Mason, Bruce, 1921-1982, author, narrator.
Publishing Details: [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Universal Music New Zealand Limited [NZ]], [2016]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Children New Zealand Conduct of life Drama.
New Zealand drama 20th century. local Nz Vacations New Zealand Drama.

Title: The England (& Wales) Tour Preview Episode.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2013]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: BYC podcast; episode 151.
Summary: "This week: Lane and Wells are joined by the Herald on Sundays Andrew Alderson on the eve of his epic trip to The Motherland to cover the NZ tour and Champions Trophy; Tony Blain checks in with his lamb & beef burger; and Sir Richard's Changing Pace tome is reviewed in The Book Nook."--RSS feed.
Subject: Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2013/05/08/byc-podcast-episode-151-the-england-wales-tour-preview-episode/

Title: Enjoy / by water.
Author: Water (Musical group: N.Z.), composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Water], [2017]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Electronic Location: https://enjoywater.bandcamp.com/album/enjoy
Title Environmental criteria in fire-fighting: review and comparison of legislative, policy and operational environment for NZFS and overseas counterparts / Institute of Environmental Science and Research.

Author Ashworth, Matt, author.

ISBN 9781927287217


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series New Zealand Fire Service Commission research report ; no. 160.

Subject Fire extinction Environmental aspects.
Fire extinction Environmental aspects New Zealand.
Fire extinction Law and legislation New Zealand.
Fire extinction Law and legislation.


Title Equalise My Vocals, a campaign to fix New Zealand music's gender problem.

Author Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.

Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Spinoff Music editor Henry Oliver talks to Coco Solid and Trixie Darko about Equalise My Vocals, a panel event and music showcase on gender equality in music happening in on 5 and 6 May."--RSS feed.

Subject Coco Solid Interviews.
DARKO, TRIXIE Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Popular music New Zealand.

Electronic Location https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/vqiump/pod_on_the_couch_023.mp3
https://podonthecouch.podbean.com/e/equalise-my-vocals-a-campaign-to-fix-new-zealand-music%e2%80%99s-gender-problem/

Author Waru, Nicole, author.


Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations

Subject Medical policy New Zealand.

Mobility Action Programme Evaluation.

Physical therapy New Zealand.

Physiotherapy New Zealand.


Title Evaluation of the early implementation of the national maternity early warning system.


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Mothers Mortality New Zealand.

Pregnancy Complications New Zealand.

Prenatal care New Zealand.


Title Eve des eaux : huit mélodies pour ténor et orchestre / Edwin Carr.

Author Carr, Edwin, 1926-2003 composer.

Publishing Details [Waiheke Island] : [Edwin Carr], [2000?]

Physical Details 1 score (67 pages) ; 36 cm

Contents Pluie -- Pour moi -- Avec toi -- Les grandes fontaines -- Avec le vent -- Dans la cave -- Defiant les grandes fontaines -- La fontaine.

Language Staff notation.

Subject Songs (High voice) with orchestra Scores.
Title  Everydayhero : donate to the official appeal to support those affected by the Christchurch shootings.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Victim Support, Manaaki Tāngata, [2019]-

Physical Details  Web site.

Frequency  Irregular

Summary  Website for donating money to raise funds for victims of the Mosque shootings in Christchurch.

Subject  Christchurch Mosque Shooting, Christchurch, N.Z., 2019.

Crowd funding New Zealand.

Electronic Location  https://www.everydayhero.co.nz/event/christchurch-shooting

Title  Evidence for Roman and Medieval Occupation inside the Alcazaba de Mérida / Daniel Osland.

Author  Osland, Daniel, author.

Publishing Details  Dunedin, New Zealand : Department of Anthropology and Archaeology, University of Otago, 2017.

©2017

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series  University of Otago studies in archaeology ; no. 28.

Subject  Excavations (Archaeology) Spain Mérida.

Mérida (Spain) Antiquities.

Electronic Location  https://ourarchive.otago.ac.nz/handle/10523/7769

Title  The Ewenicorn Disco Episode.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  BYC podcast; episode 189.

Summary  "At the same time as a discotheque in Karori, The Godfather Paul Ford, Kevvy Sinnott and Jason Off White Thunder Willis convene in the Beige Boardroom for a podcast all about surreal mythical beasts, Rohit Sharma's mind-boggling double ton, Chris Cairns, Mark Priest from Greymouth and the good and bad of cricketing blokes."--RSS feed.

Subject  Cricket New Zealand.

Podcasts. lcgft

Title: Exhibitor handbook.
Publishing Details: Mystery Creek, New Zealand: Fieldays NZ
Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Frequency: Annual
Subject: New Zealand National Agricultural Fieldays Periodicals.
Electronic Location: https://www.equidays.co.nz/

Title: Expedia / Wotif.
Author: New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.
ISBN: 9781869453909 online
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.
Expedia, Inc.
Wotif (Firm)

Title: Explanatory note on portfolio risk modelling in the New Zealand context.
Publishing Details: [Wellington]: [Reserve Bank of New Zealand Te Pūtea Matua], [2019]
Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject: Financial risk management New Zealand.
Portfolio management New Zealand.

Title: Extending the taxation of capital gains
Author: Robin Oliver, Joanne Hodge, Kirk Hope
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Capital gains tax New Zealand.

Title: Extension of NZ Transport Agency research report 629 : system dynamics investigation of freight flows, economic development and network performance
Author: George Stuart (Future Impact Ltd, Wellington), Theo Barsanti (Transport Futures Ltd, Wellington), Adolf Stroombergen (Infometrics Consulting Ltd, Wellington).
ISBN: 9781988561233 electronic
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series: NZ Transport Agency research report ; 653.

Title: The Fadeaway Brownlie Episode.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: BYC podcast; episode 217.
Summary: "Up on the high veldt, Off White Thunder, The Godfather and Kevvy take in the 5th ODI between England and Australia and get stuck into the latest NZ Test team. Kev is outraged that "Doug" Brownlie hasn't made the fifteen, Southee is in ther at number 11 and there is a veritable smorgasbord of wicketkeepers."--RSS feed.
Subject: Cricket New Zealand. Podcasts. lcgft
Title: Fantasia V for alto flute / Joe Gorman.
Author: Gorman, Joe, 1996- composer.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Flute music.
Scores. lcgft
Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21296459730002836

Title: Fantasia on climate change, op. 2 / Matthew Beardsworth.
Author: Beardsworth, Matthew, 1999- composer.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2016]
©2016
Physical Details: 1 study score (39 pages) ; 30 cm
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Climatic changes Songs and music.
Fantasias (Music) lcgft
Orchestral music Scores.

Title: Far from the sun / The Cakekitchen.
Author: Jefferies, Graeme composer, performer.
©1993
Physical Details: 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
OCLC Number: 601620337
Title  Fast track amendments to information disclosures determinations for First Gas gas pipeline services: companion paper.
ISBN  9781869455866 online
Edition  Public version.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  First Gas (Firm) Finance.
Gas companies Law and legislation New Zealand.

Title  Faster than death; The voyager / Bulletbelt.
Author  Bulletbelt (Musical group) composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington]: Headless Horseman, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details  1 audio disc: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, stereo; 18 cm
Subject  Black metal (Music) New Zealand.

Title  Fatigued on Father's Day Episode.
Publishing Details  [Wellington]: [Beige Brigade], [2009]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 101.
Summary  "Episode 101 (6 September 2009) is the "Fatigued on Father's Day Episode" in which the boys finally emerge after a powerful fortnight recovering after their century effort - this week there are emos galore, a bit of cussing, Kev is unusually morose and a former NZ cricketer is labelled the Exchange4Free.com Sellout of the Week) ...listen in to the streaming version just below...nail the RSS feed for your Pod catcher...or visit The BYC page on iTunes. The BYC archive of every episode is here."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft
Title FedEx Corporation / TNT Express N. V.
Author New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.
ISBN 978186945450 invalid
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.
FedEx Corporation.
TNT Express (Firm)

Title The Ferndale Strangler on his new album.
Author Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Spinoff Music editor Henry Oliver talks to Johnny Barker a musician, actor (the Ferndale Strangler!), screenwriter and director, who under the moniker Barker, has a new album hot off the digital presses called Sleepwalking."--RSS feed.
Subject Barker, Johnny (Performer) Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Popular music New Zealand.
Electronic Location https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/zjitsv/Pod_on_The_Couch_270517_mixdown.mp3
https://podonthecouch.podbean.com/e/the-ferndale-strangler-on-his-new-album/

Title Fight night / ROIDZ.
Author ROIDZ (Musical group), composer, performer.
Physical Details 1 audio cassette : analog ; 10 x 7 cm, 4 mm tape
Contents Machine-generated contents note: POTLUCK -- IT'S SO EASY -- CHARLIE -- EATING A ROACH IN EL DORADO NATIONAL PARK -- POP SONG -- FIGHT NIGHT -- EYESORE -- ANIMALS -- TKO -- FANTA -- TRU LUV (i quit).
Subject Alternative rock music New Zealand.
Punk rock music.
Title Final report on whether Spark's resale voice services should be omitted from Schedule 1 of the Telecommunications Act 2001.
ISBN 9781869455552 online
Edition Public version.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustration
Subject Electric utilities Law and legislation New Zealand.
Spark New Zealand (Firm)
Electronic Location https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0026/61829/Final-report-on-whether-Sparks-Re
sale-Services-should-be-omitted-from-Schedule-1-of-the-Telecommunications-Act-2001-22-De
cember-2016.PDF
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
22596830002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title Fire red leaf / S Jade Castleton.
Author Castleton, S. Jade, 1975- author.
ISBN 9780473469962 Kindle
©2019
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Short stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Electronic Location https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
22289590002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title Fire safety : residential community housing consultation.
Edition Draft for consultation
Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Ministry of Business, Innovation & Employment Hīkina
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Building, Fireproof New Zealand Design and construction.
Public housing New Zealand.
Electronic Location https://www.mbie.govt.nz/assets/d34c852b0a/draft-design-guide-fire-safety-residential-commu
nity-housing.pdf
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
22110180002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Title  Fire safety in schools, kura, ECE centres, and kōhanga reo: looking to the future / New Zealand Council for Educational Research.

Author  Bright, Nicola, 1974- author.

ISBN  9781927287262


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series  Fire and Emergency New Zealand research report ; no. 163.

Subject  Fire prevention Study and teaching (Early childhood) New Zealand Evaluation.
Fire prevention Study and teaching (Primary) New Zealand Evaluation.
Kura pūhou reo
Kura tuatahi reo
Kōhanga reo reo
Ārai i te ahi reo


Title  Fish and invertebrate bycatch in New Zealand deepwater fisheries from 1990-91 until 2013-14 / O.F. Anderson.

Author  Anderson, Owen F., author.

ISBN  9781776655090 online


Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)

Series  New Zealand aquatic environment and biodiversity report ; no. 181.

Subject  Bycatches (Fisheries) New Zealand Statistics.
Deep-sea fishes New Zealand.


Title  Five seasons.

Author  Kanji, Joel, composer, performer.

Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Joel Kanji], [2012]

Physical Details  1 online resource


Electronic Location  https://joelkanji.bandcamp.com/album/five-seasons-ep
The Fizzing at the Bung Episode.

"The boys are off their faces after the incredible NZ wins over England by a million and over Australia by one. They are stunned that Kiwis are going to cricket - and then actually watching it. Kev is happy that things haven't been in the gutter in terms of on-field behaviour, Jase reckons we can win this thing, and The Godfather has a lot of love for The Blue Tiger' Shapoor Some Sugar On Me."--RSS feed.

Subject Cricket New Zealand.

https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2015/03/05/episode-201-of-the-byc-podcast-the-fizzling-at-the-bung-episode/

Fletcher Building / Waikato Aggregates.

Subject Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.
Fletcher Building Limited.
Waikato Aggregates Limited


Flood mitigation scheme Kaeo, Northland : final archaeological monitoring and excavation report (sites P04/760 & P04/761) / report prepared for Northland Regional Council by Richard Shakles (BA Hons, BSc), Sarah Phear (PhD), Rod Clough (PhD).

Subject Excavations (Archaeology) New Zealand Kerikeri.
Flood control New Zealand Kerikeri.
Hazard mitigation New Zealand Kerikeri.

**Title** The Flynn Bodyline Episode.

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2016]

**Physical Details** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series** BYC podcast; episode 238.


**Subject** Cricket New Zealand.

https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2016/02/28/byc-podcast-238-the-flynn-bodyline-episode/

**Title** Fog on my mind / William Jackman.

**Author** Jackman, William (Musician), composer, performer.

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [William Jackman], [2016]

**Physical Details** 1 online resource


Electronic Location https://williamjackman.bandcamp.com/album/fog-on-my-mind-ep

**Title** Food Act 2014 the facts.


**Physical Details** 1 online resource : colour illustrations

**Subject** Food law and legislation New Zealand.

Title: Food Act 2014: frequently asked questions.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : Ministry for Primary Industries Manatū Ahu Matua, [2016].

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Food law and legislation New Zealand.


Title: For solo piano : for solo piano / Glen Downie.

Author: Downie, Glen, 1991- composer.


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Piano music.

http://www.sounz.org.nz/resources/20965

Title: For solo piano : for solo piano / Glen Downie.

Author: Downie, Glen, 1991- composer.


Physical Details: 1 score (6 pages) ; 30 cm

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Piano music.

http://www.sounz.org.nz/resources/20965

Title: Fortrose (Toetoes) Estuary 2018 : broad scale habitat mapping / prepared for Environment Southland by Leigh Stevens.

Author: Stevens, Leigh (Leigh Michael), author.

ISBN: 9780909043506


Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)

Subject: Environmental monitoring New Zealand Fortrose Estuary.

Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21324556510002836
Title: Fortrose (Toetoes) Estuary 2018: broad scale habitat mapping / prepared for Environment Southland by Leigh Stevens.

Author: Stevens, Leigh (Leigh Michael), author.

ISBN: 9780909043506 paperback


Physical Details: viii, 50 pages: illustrations (some colour); 30 cm.

Subject: Environmental monitoring New Zealand Fortrose Estuary.
Estuarine ecology New Zealand Fortrose Estuary.
Fortrose Estuary (N.Z.) Environmental conditions.
Intertidal ecology New Zealand Fortrose Estuary.
Wetland mapping New Zealand Fortrose Estuary.

Title: Four short concert studies for pianoforte / Edwin Carr.

Author: Carr, Edwin, 1926-2003, composer.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand]: [Edwin Carr?], [1973?]

Physical Details: 1 score (21 pages); 21 x 30 cm

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Piano music.
Scores. lcgft

Title: Four years backwards / by Joel Kanji.

Author: Kanji, Joel, composer, performer.

Publishing Details: [Auckland]: [Joel Kanji], [2010]

Physical Details: 1 online resource


Electronic Location: https://joelkanji.bandcamp.com/album/four-years-backwards-ep
Title: Fractures: in memoriam : for organ / Matthew Everingham.

Author: Everingham, Matthew composer


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Christchurch Earthquake, N.Z., 2011 Songs and music.
Organ music.
Scores. lcgft

Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21296460240002836

Title: Fractures: in memoriam : for organ / Matthew Everingham.

Author: Everingham, Matthew composer.


Physical Details: 1 score (7 pages) ; 30 cm

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Christchurch Earthquake, N.Z., 2011 Songs and music.
Organ music.
Scores. lcgft

Title: Free from the dungeons of dub / International Observer.

Author: International Observer (Musician), composer, performer


Physical Details: 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm


Subject: Dub (Music) New Zealand.
Reggae music.
Title: From the Astrolabe: for brass band / John Rimmer.
Author: Rimmer, John, 1939- composer.
Publishing Details: [Wellington]: SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2018] ©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Contents: Dawn hornpipe -- Habanera -- Aground -- Line dance.
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Brass band music Scores.

Title: The Fry Files Episode.
Publishing Details: [Wellington]: [Beige Brigade], [2014]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: BYC podcast; episode 187.
Summary: "On a blusterous, gusterous windy Wellington night Kev, Off White and The Godfather convene to talk about the recent Kaimai Series between Luke Ronchi and South Africa."--RSS feed.
Subject: Cricket New Zealand.

Title: The Fulton King Dwarf Episode.
Publishing Details: [Wellington]: [Beige Brigade], [2015]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: BYC podcast; episode 231.
Summary: "Kev and Off White head into the Karori summer mist this week. There is a lot of love for Kane The King' Williamson and his dethroning of Glenn Was the King' Turner. They run through the stats, yarn about Peter Fulton, and acknowledge a cracking series against the Sri Lankans and their compulsive hooking."--RSS feed.
Subject: Cricket New Zealand.
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2015/12/21/byc-podcast-231-the-fulton-king-dwarf-episode/
Further work on the cost of capital input methodologies: process update and invitation to provide evidence on the WACC percentile.

ISBN 9781869453640 online
Edition Public version.


1 online resource

Capital Econometric models.
Prices New Zealand Econometric models.
Public utilities Finance Law and legislation New Zealand.


Future of tax. Final report.


1 online resource: colour illustrations

Fiscal policy New Zealand.
Taxation New Zealand.


GSK / Novartis Consumer Healthcare.

New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.

9781869454067 online


1 online resource

Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.
GlaxoSmithKline
Novartis Argentina (Firm)

eliminary-Issues-16-October-2014.PDF
Title  Gas hydrate systems of the southern Hikurangi margin, Aotearoa, New Zealand: TAN188 Voyage Report, RV Tangaroa 8 September - 5 October 2018 / GJ Crutchley, JJ Mountjoy, BW Davy, JIT Hillman, S Watson, LC Stewart, S Woelz, T Kane, P Gerring, W Quinn, F Turco, D Fougere, M MacNaughtan, A Djeffal.
Author  Crutchley, G. J., author.
ISBN  9781988569123
Publishing Details  Lower Hutt : GNS Science, Te Pū Ao, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  GNS Science report ; 2018/40.
Subject  Geodatabases New Zealand.
Nature gas Prospecting South Pacific Ocean.
Natural gas South Pacific Ocean Hydrates.
Natural gas reserves South Pacific Ocean.
Underwater acoustics.
Electronic Location  http://dx.doi.org/10.21420/73WW-1W83

Title  Germ / Stevie McCabe. Teddy / Virg & the Urges.
Physical Details  1 audio disc : analog, 45 rpm, stereo ; 18 cm
Contents  Terms of trade; A firm promise; Germ / Steve McCabe -- Teddy; Friend of mine; Special you; Nephew & son / Virg & the Urges.
Subject  Alternative rock music New Zealand.

Title  Ghost Bus : mystery of the phantom bus / by Sue Perkins.
Author  Perkins, Sue, 1949- author.
ISBN  9781540187758 EPUB
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Buses Juvenile literature.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Ghost stories. lcgft
Ghosts Juvenile literature.
Title: Gincredible : the Bay of Plenty Gin Festival.

Publishing Details: [Tauranga] : BOP Gin Festival

Physical Details: Web site.

Frequency: Irregular

Publication Numbering: Began in 2018?

Summary: "This festival is a boutique celebration of food, entertainment and craft gin - distilled from a small number of artisan producers"-- home page.

Subject: Food festivals New Zealand Tauranga.

Gin New Zealand Tauranga.

Gincredible (Festival).

Electronic Location: https://www.bopginfestival.co.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21327008340002836

Title: Girls Rock! Camp!

Author: Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Spinoff Music editor Henry Oliver talks to Street Chant's Billie Rogers and musician/engineer/DJ Jana Whitter about Girls Rock! Camp Aotearoa, a week-long holiday programme running 15-19 January for young women (including female, trans and gender non-conforming youth), where music is the medium to build confidence, empowerment and foster social change."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts. lcgft

Popular music New Zealand.

Rogers, Billie (Musician) Interviews.

Whitter, Jana Interviews.

Electronic Location: https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/79ut7h/Girls_Rock_mixdown.mp3
https://podonthecouch.podbean.com/e/girls-rock-camp/
Title: Glenn Jones Art.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : Glen Jones Art
Physical Details: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Subject: Art, Modern 21st century.
Art, New Zealand New Zealand Auckland 21st century.
Glenn Jones Art (Firm)
Electronic Location: https://www.glennjonesart.com

Title: God is energy, do you believe? Comments on Christian issues / Semisi Pule.
Author: Pule, Semisi, 1961- author.
ISBN: 9781988511221 online
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Christianity.
Devil.
Religion and science.

Title: Goodman Fielder / Lion.
Author: New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.
ISBN: 9781869456436 online
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.
Goodman Fielder Limited.
Lion Dairy and Drinks (NZ) Limited.
Title Gorzanis frammenti : for solo guitar / Glen Downie ; dedicated to, and edited by Jake Church.

Author Downie, Glen, 1991- composer.


Physical Details 1 online resource

Contents Questi capelli d’oro -- Alma perché t’affigglì -- Donna gentil non so.

Language Staff notation.

Subject Guitar music.

https://www.sounz.org.nz/resources/20967

Title Grahams Creek flood protection scheme design report / prepared by: Ghassan Basheer; for: Waikato Regional Council.

Author Basheer, Ghassan, author.


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject Flood control New Zealand Tairua.

Title  Grand piano : for piano / Samuel Holloway.
Author  Holloway, Samuel, 1981- composer.
©2015
Physical Details  1 score (8 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Piano music.
Scores. lcgft

Title  Grand piano : for solo piano / Samuel Holloway.
Author  Holloway, Samuel, 1981- composer.
©2015
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Piano music.
Scores. lcgft

Title  Groundwater quality investigation at Miners Road quarries, Yaldhurst Christchurch / Lisa Scott.
Author  Scott, L. (Lisa), 1973- author.
ISBN  9781988593036 print
9781988593043 web
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Groundwater Quality New Zealand Christchurch.
Quarries and quarrying Environmental aspects New Zealand Christchurch.
Title  Grow 3X : increase your sales with certainty / Logan Wedgwood.
Author  Wedgwood, Logan author.
ISBN  9780473457167 paperback
       9780473457174 EPUB
       9780473461430 Kindle
       ©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Selling.
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
                     23801420002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Growing the pie : how entrepreneurs are creating a better NZ.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Callaghan Innovation, [2019]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Businesspeople New Zealand.
         Entrepreneurship New Zealand.
         Technological innovations New Zealand.
                     https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
                     24403300002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  The Grubby Stokes Peak Keeper Episode.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 205.
Summary  "Kev, Off White Thunder and The Godfather rendezvous in Karori for Episode 205 - The Godfather is gloating in a disappointed way about the loss at Lord's."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
         Podcasts. lcgft
                     https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2015/05/31/the-grubby-stokes-peak-keeper-episode/
                     https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
                     24736580002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Title  Handbook of pests and disease for New Zealand potato growers.
ISBN  9780473459543 softcover
       9780473459550 PDF
Publishing Details Wellington : Potatoes New Zealand Inc., [2018] ©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Contents Fungi -- Bacteria -- Insects -- Nematodes -- Viruses -- Physiological disorders -- Sector risk organisms (SROs) -- Glossary.
Subject Potatoes Diseases and pests New Zealand Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Title  Happy Christmas from Mike & Raj.
Author  Riversdale, Mike, interviewee.
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Access granted (N.Z.) ; December 25, 2018.
Summary "A SEASONAL THANK YOU AND TO ALL OUR LISTENERS And a massive shout out to all involved with Access Granted NZ during 2018 - #TechWeekNZ crew, Viv + Vic, the 40+ companies that made #WellyTech, the event coordinators that invited us along, and to each and everyone we've had on the show. THANK YOU!"--RSS feed.
Subject Khushal, Raj Interviews.
       Podcasts. lcgft
       Riversdale, Mike Interviews.
       Social media New Zealand.
       Technology New Zealand.
Electronic Location https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/16526861/ag_holiday_message.mp3
       https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/ag-holiday-message
Healthy Homes Hikoi - Ako Mandarin.

Te Rangi, Hiria, interviewee.


1 online resource (1 audio file)

Access granted (N.Z.) ; October 26, 2018.

"News: Whare Hauora won a 2018 New Zealand Open Source Award, the People's Choice - go Hiria!!!! Hiria tells us about the challenges of finding a manufacturer, the change in ownership, and some updates on delivery dates for sensors.

The Whare Hauora update is brought to you by Hiria Te Rangi and Access Granted NZ. All the updates:

Subject
Podcasts. lcgt
Social media New Zealand.
Te Rangi, Hiria interviews.
Technology New Zealand.

Electronic Location
https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/16054129/healthy_homes_hikoi_ako_mandarin.mp3
https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/healthy-homes-hikoi-ako-mandarin

Healthy Homes Hikoi - Changes And Impacts!

Te Rangi, Hiria, interviewee.


1 online resource (1 audio file)

Access granted (N.Z.) ; October 05, 2018.

"Keeping up with Hiria as the Whare Hauora journey continues with partnerships, agreements, terms, and the potential to go public' with some sort of social enterprise … listen to this space. Oh, and Hiria is "all in": with her stall (she was the very first person to signup) at the #WellyTech 2018 event … a costume was mentioned, we can't wait - get your free ticket: https://wellytech.accessgranted.nz/"--RSS feed.

The Whare Hauora update is brought to you by Hiria Te Rangi and Access Granted NZ. All the updates:

Subject
Podcasts. lcgt
Social media New Zealand.
Te Rangi, Hiria interviews.
Technology New Zealand.
Title: Healthy Homes Hikoi - Dubai calling.
Author: Te Rangi, Hiria, interviewee.
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Hiria Te Rangi - 1 March at 13:54 · HOLY WHAT!! Whare hauora, got through to round 2 out of almost 7000 organisations!!! WOW ...so I might be going to Dubai..."--RSS feed.
Subject: Social media New Zealand.
Te Rangi, Hiria Interviews.
Technology New Zealand.

Title: Healthy Homes Hikoi - From behind the great firewall.
Author: Te Rangi, Hiria, interviewee.
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: Access granted (N.Z.) ; December 03, 2018.
Summary: "Sorry about the delay in getting Hiria's report from behind the great firewall of China to you - totally our fault. So without further ado, get Hiria in your ears and check out what the China deal is all about ... The Whare Hauora update is brought to you by Hiria Te Rangi and Access Granted NZ. All the updates:
Subscribe to the show however you want: https://www.accessgranted.nz/subscribe/"--RSS feed.
Subject: Social media New Zealand.
Te Rangi, Hiria Interviews.
Technology New Zealand.
Healthy Homes Hikoi - Hiria's 2018 wrap up.

Te Rangi, Hiria, interviewee.


1 online resource (1 audio file)


"Hiria catches us all up with her 2018 wrap up - so much has happened and SO much to come. We at Access Granted NZ would like to thank Hiria for allowing us to record and publish the Whare Hauora journey through all the trials and tribulations, the changes and challenges - it's been an absolute pleasure and honour. Here's to an amazing year in the Whare Hauora story! More from Hiria:

https://medium.com/@kamikazilady/whare-hauora-and-whare-sensors-update-a6cf00d6828b?fbclid=IwAR14tznLQ5myrhC2e2UTB0If3jGpr9nZCWZq8kqCSVDV_BfLv-SjGRVM2SU"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts. lcgft

Social media New Zealand.
Te Rangi, Hiria interviews.
Technology New Zealand.

Electronic Location https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/17079803/healthy_homes_hikoi_know_the_size_of_the_mountain.mp3

https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/healthy-homes-hikoi-know-the-size-of-the


Healthy Homes Hikoi - It Wasn't The Sensor, It Was Me.

Te Rangi, Hiria, interviewee.


1 online resource (1 audio file)

Access granted (N.Z.) ; September 25, 2018.

"Hiria is back from the west coast of the USA and has many a tale to tell - no least how she has re-found her mojo thanks to all the amazing start-up people she met. And thanks to her focus on her startup she takes us through the plans, the challenges, and the changes …

------------------------------------------------------ The Whare Hauora update is brought to you by Hiria Te Rangi and Access Granted NZ. All the updates:

https://www.accessgranted.nz/whare-hauora/ Get all the Whare Hauora updates: -

Subject Podcasts. lcgft

Social media New Zealand.
Te Rangi, Hiria interviews.
Technology New Zealand.

Electronic Location https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/15792319/healthy_homes_hikoi_week_10_it_wasnt_the_sensor_it_was_me.mp3

https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/healthy-homes-hikoi-week-10-it-wasnt-the

Title: Healthy Homes Hikoi - Just give me money.
Author: Te Rangi, Hiria, interviewee.
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Moved to local Wellington cult beer bar, Hashiho Zake, to find out from Hiria that the PledgeMe products are being tested, that getting $ for social investment in New Zealand is hard, what "social investment" actually is is not mandated in NZ, and that the boys may have a plan to get $100,000 ... watch this space."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts. lcgft
Social media New Zealand.
Te Rangi, Hiria Interviews.
Technology New Zealand.
Electronic Location: https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/17164862/healthy_homes_hikoi_just_give_me_money.mp3
https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/healthy-homes-hikoi-just-give-me-money

Title: Healthy Homes Hikoi - Know the size of the maunga.
Author: Te Rangi, Hiria, interviewee.
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "It's hard being a startup in New Zealand, it's even harder being a social enterprise and looking for social investment $. It's a big maunga to climb, but Hiria and her corporate background has more than a start upon the journey ..."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts. lcgft
Social media New Zealand.
Te Rangi, Hiria Interviews.
Technology New Zealand.
Electronic Location: https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/17164862/healthy_homes_hikoi_just_give_me_money.mp3
https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/healthy-homes-hikoi-just-give-me-money
Healthy Homes Hikoi - Trust your gut.

Te Rangi, Hiria, interviewee.


1 online resource (1 audio file)

Access granted (N.Z.) ; February 07, 2019.

"Despite a bumpy 2018 with a lot of changes Hiria explains to Mike and Raj how Whare Hauora is now on a stable footing with technical and manufacturing partners in place ... all that needs to happen is investment and growth to be ready for the 2019 New Zealand winter. If you are a social investment person then Hiria would love to hear from you - contact details on the Whare Hauora website, http://www.wharehauora.nz/contact/ Oh, and the episode title? - Hiria looks back and gives advice to startups going through their first year or so."--RSS feed.

Subject
Podcasts. lcgft
Social media New Zealand.
Te Rangi, Hiria Interviews.
Technology New Zealand.

Electronic Location
https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/17164862/healthy_homes_hikoi_just_give_me_money.mp3
https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/healthy-homes-hikoi-just-give-me-money

Healthy Homes Hikoi - Turning over a new leaf.

Te Rangi, Hiria, interviewee.


1 online resource (1 audio file)

Access granted (N.Z.) ; November 02, 2018.

"Hear how Ackama (previously Rabid Technology) are now the technology partner and the on-going discussions, learning, and fun with Chinese manufacturers. A focus for Hiria is to ensure the firmware and software on the sensors and gateway can be updated to ensure the sensors can be upgraded to take advantage of functionality built-in - it's not just about temperature and humidity, what about air quality. Hiria presented to the Community Energy Network (https://communityenergy.org.nz/) and is excited about how the data can be used to not only tell you about your house but then connect with those that can do something about it. And of course - yay, Hiria and Whare Haura won an Open Source Ward last week: https://nzosa.org.nz/finalists2018/ The Whare Hauora update is brought to you by Hiria Te Rangi and Access Granted NZ. All the updates: https://www.accessgranted.nz/whare-hauora/ Get all the Whare Hauora updates: - http://www.wharehauora.nz/ - https://www.facebook.com/wharehauora/ - https://twitter.com/WhareHauora Access Granted is the leading New Zealand tech, media, & startup podcast hosted by Mike Riversdale, Raj Khushal, Vivian Chandra, and others. Hosts of #TechweekTV and #WellyTech All our past shows are on our website https://www.accessgranted.nz Follow and Like us on: https://twitter.com/AccessGrantedNZ https://facebook.com/AccessGrantedNZ https://linkedin.com/company/access-granted-podcast Subscribe to the show however you want: https://www.accessgranted.nz/subscribe/?--RSS feed.

Subject
Podcasts. lcgft
Social media New Zealand.
Te Rangi, Hiria Interviews.
Technology New Zealand.

Electronic Location
https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/16106042/healthy_homes_hikoi_turning_over_a_new_leaf.mp3
Title  Healthy Homes Hikoi - We're growing up.

Author  Te Rangi, Hiria, interviewee.


Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject  Podcasts. lcgft Social media New Zealand. Te Rangi, Hiria interviews. Technology New Zealand.

Electronic Location  https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/16202750/healthy_homes_hikoi_we_re_growing_up.mp3
https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/healthy-homes-hikoi-were-growing-up

https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/healthy-homes-hikoi-turning-over-a-new-l
Healthy Homes Hikoi - You either get it right (1st time) or you'll fuck it up.

Te Rangi, Hiria, interviewee.

Access Granted NZ, [2018]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

Access granted (N.Z.) ; October 15, 2018.

"Hiria's back with her weekly Whare Hauora catch up, and whilst it's fun, exciting, and definitely a rush running a startup there are times when it's stressful, draining, and lonely - it happens to each and every startup and we thank Hiria for allowing us to be alongside her in the journey.-----------------------------The Whare Hauora update is brought to you by Hiria Te Rangi and Access Granted NZ. All the updates: https://www.accessgranted.nz/whare-hauora/ Get all the Whare Hauora updates: - http://www.wharehauora.nz/ - https://www.facebook.com/wharehauora/- https://twitter.com/WhareHauora Access Granted is the leading New Zealand tech, media, & startup podcast hosted by Mike Riversdale, Raj Khushal, and others. Hosts of #TechweekTV and #WellyTech All our past shows are on our website https://www.accessgranted.nz Follow and Like us on: https://twitter.com/AccessGrantedNZ https://facebook.com/AccessGrantedNZ https://linkedin.com/company/access-granted-podcast Subscribe to the show however you want: https://www.accessgranted.nz/subscribe/

Heat health plans. Guidelines.


9781988568348 online


1 online resource : colour illustration

Health planning New Zealand.

Health Physiological effect.

Heat waves (Meteorology) New Zealand.
Title: Herpes/SweetLeaf/Prozac / by X-Ray Fiends.
Publishing Details: [Auckland, New Zealand] : [X-Ray Fiends], [2014]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Electronic Location: https://x-rayfiends.bandcamp.com/album/herpes-sweetleaf-prozac

Title: Hoki Whakamuri - Pt 1 - Kupu Kupu Kupu.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2018]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: Taringa ; ep 64.
Summary: "In a fully bilingual style, this is our first review episode - revisiting past episodes of our language and word focussed kaupapa."--RSS feed.
Subject: Kōnae ipurangi. reo
Maori language Terms and phrases.
Podcasts. lcgft
Reo Māori. reo

Title: Hoki Whakamuri - Pt 2 - A few 2018 favourites.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2019]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: Taringa ; ep 77.
Summary: "Mau mai hoki mai ki Taringa mā 2019! We start the year off with a some throwbacks to a couple of our favourites from 2018, enjoy!"--RSS feed.
Subject: Kōnae ipurangi. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.
Maori language Terms and phrases.
Podcasts. lcgft
Reo Māori. reo
Tikanga. reo
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Home gone dreamer / by David Manning ; arranged by Allan Gardiner.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Manning, David (Composer), composer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Blenheim, New Zealand : Modern School of Music Ltd, [1968]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 score (3 unnumbered pages) ; 28 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Modern School of Music series.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation; Chord symbols.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand Songs and music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scores. lcgf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Songs with piano.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The Hoppy John Shaktiman Episode.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>BYC podcast; episode 240.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Kev and The Godfather are recovering from a late Friday night watching the Black Caps degrade Steve Smith's Australians at the home of the Dalai Lama. They celebrate the life and times of Test player #140, Gareth Hopkins, and his wife's love of kiwifruit.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cricket New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts. lcgf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2016/03/20/byc-podcast-240-the-hoppy-john-shaktiman-episode/">https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2016/03/20/byc-podcast-240-the-hoppy-john-shaktiman-episode/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Hormones handbook : a natural guide to looking &amp; feeling great after 40 / Belinda Benn.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Benn, Belinda author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473459024 EPUB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Belinda Benn], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Menopause.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women Health and hygiene.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: The Horse Slip Arnel Episode.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2016]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: BYC podcast; episode 246.
Summary: "Kev is roused and podcasting in his pyjamas as he joined by The Godfather & Off White Thunder to talk about McCullum's speech, animals on the field and all sorts of other vaguely related cricket nonsense."--RSS feed.
Subject: Cricket New Zealand.

Title: How can I make it good for you? / Juiceroof.
Author: Juiceroof (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Juiceroof], [2015]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Contents: Machine-generated contents note: How can I make it good for you?
Electronic Location: https://juiceroof.bandcamp.com/track/how-can-i-make-it-good-for-you

Title: How the brain thinks / Dr Graham J Desborough.
Author: Desborough, Graham J., author.
ISBN: 9780473467098 epub
Projected Publication Date: 1907
Physical Details: online resource
Summary: "Calling on new research in neuroscience and a new interpretation of old ideas, this book tackles the age-old questions of how thinking, consciousness and emotion happen. We can be irrational and unpredictable but we are completely understandable, the author explains in this fascinating introduction to our complex inner world. At a fundamental level, he suggests, thinking happens when areas within the frontal cortex use the components of attention, emotion and memory to produce higher order functions such as consciousness and perception. These thought processes are similar in most of us. We are uniquely unpredictable simply because we all have a mix of different genes and experience. The value of story, why you should drive with your lights on, confusion around definitions of consciousness and our voice within, and new ways of thinking about feelings and emotion, are some of the topics on which this book offers fresh insights"--Publisher information.
Subject: Consciousness.
Emotions.
Thought and thinking.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>How to assess your watermelon for harvest / Semisi Pone.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Pone, Semisi, 1961- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781988511290 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Watermelons.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>How to choose an inbound marketing agency.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Done By Friday (Firm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marketing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://content.dbfdigital.co.nz/how-to-choose-an-agency-ebook">https://content.dbfdigital.co.nz/how-to-choose-an-agency-ebook</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>How to create a Podcast.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;In this episode I share everything I've learned about how to create a podcast. This was recorded live when I gave it as a session at the Social Enterprise Unconference in Levin in mid February 2019. One of my dreams for seeds was to teach others so they could start their own podcast so if you are interested in learning more then drop me a line and happy to help answer your questions - <a href="mailto:steven@theseeds.nz">steven@theseeds.nz</a>. &quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts. lcgt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="http://traffic.libsyn.com/seeds/MONO-008.mp3?dest-id=571558">http://traffic.libsyn.com/seeds/MONO-008.mp3?dest-id=571558</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://seeds.libsyn.com/bonus-how-to-create-a-podcast">http://seeds.libsyn.com/bonus-how-to-create-a-podcast</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How to double your lead generation in 30 days.

Title
How to frame the husband ...and call the police to take him away / James Boss.

Title
How to get your compost rocking, with Nina from Sustainability Trust.
Title  I am calm : how to leave your worries behind / Maria Robins.
Author  Robins, Maria, author.
ISBN  9780473438494 EPUB
9780473438500 Kindle
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Altreya Publishing Ltd, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  "It's all too easy to get bogged down in worry, anxiety and fear these days. Sometimes we just need a little reminder of a few simple things we can do to help us stay calm during stressful and scary stuff"--Back cover of print version.
Subject  Calmness Juvenile literature.
Self-actualization (Psychology) Juvenile literature.
Worry in children Juvenile literature.

Title  I care / words & music by John Hanlon.
Author  Hanlon, John, 1949-
Physical Details  1 score (4 pages) ; 28 cm
Scores. lcgft
Songs with piano.
OCLC Number  429773896

Title  I feel like a rainbow / Juiceroof.
Author  Juiceroof (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Juiceroof], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Contents  Machine-generated contents note: 1. dancing asteroid cactus -- 2. sleeping in another room -- 3. waking up to the spinose teeth -- 4. i feel like a rainbow.
Electronic Location  https://juiceroof.bandcamp.com/album/i-feel-like-a-rainbow
Title  I sing of a maiden / Richard Madden.
Author  Madden, Richard, 1953- composer.
Publishing Details  Auckland : Wellset, [200-?]
Physical Details  1 score (2 unnumbered pages) ; 29 cm
Series  St. Paul's Dunedin series ; no. 2.
Subject  Carols, English.
          Choral set. nzcoh
          Christmas music.
OCLC Number  1100590288

Title  ILGA World Conference, Wellington 2019.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Intersex Trust Aotearoa New Zealand (ITANZ) ; Tiwhanawhana Trust ; [Auckland] : Rainbow YOUTH (RY), [2017]-
Physical Details  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Language  In English with some Māori and Spanish.
Subject  Gay community Congresses.
          Gay community New Zealand Congresses.
          International Lesbian and Gay Association Congresses.
          Sexual minorities Congresses.
          Sexual minorities New Zealand Congresses.
Electronic Location  https://www.wellington2019.nz/
                      https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA113233967600 02836>

Title  IWCNZ : Islamic Women's Council New Zealand.
Publishing Details  [Greytown] : [Islamic Women's Council New Zealand]
Physical Details  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Language  Text in English and Arabic.
Subject  Islamic Women's Council New Zealand
          Muslim women New Zealand.
          Women in Islam New Zealand.
Electronic Location  http://www.iman.co.nz/iwcnz.php
Title  Identifying Rongoā Māori healing and medical health collaboration issues : a thematic synthesis review / Dr Glenis Mark (Ngāpuhi, Tainui, Kāi Tahu, Ngāti Koata, Independent researcher), Dr Jonathan Koea (Te Āti Awa, Ngāti Mutunga, Ngāti Tama, Waitemata District Health Board).

Author  Mark, Glenis, author.

ISBN  9780473471316 soft cover
       9780473471323 pdf


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Hauora. reo
          Maori (New Zealand people) Medicine.
          Medical cooperation Research New Zealand.
          Medicine Practice Research New Zealand.
          Noho-ā-iwi. reo
          Rangahau. reo
          Rongoā. reo
          Traditional medicine Practice Research New Zealand.
          Transcultural medical care Research New Zealand.
          Tuku ratonga. reo


Title  Image-based sexual Abuse : a snapshot of New Zealand adults' experiences / prepared by Dr Edgar Pacheco, Neil Melhuish and Jandy Fiske.

Author  Pacheco, Edgar, author.

ISBN  9780473467173 PDF


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Cell phones Social aspects New Zealand.
          Internet Social aspects New Zealand.
          Sex crimes New Zealand.

Title Impacts of changes in provision of hand-operated fire-fighting equipment in non-residential buildings.

Author Marr, Greg, author.

ISBN 9781927287118


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series New Zealand Fire Service Commission research report ; no. 148.

Subject Commercial buildings Fires and fire prevention New Zealand.
Fire extinguishers Economic aspects New Zealand.
Fire extinguishers New Zealand Statistics.


Author Hayes, J. (Joshua), author.

ISBN 9781988569250 online

©2019

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series GNS Science report ; 2019/04.

Subject Agriculture Effect of volcanic eruptions on Chile Los Lagos (Region)
Aquaculture Effect of volcanic eruptions on Chile Los Lagos (Region)
Emergency management Chile Los Lagos (Region)
Infrastructure (Economics) Effect of volcanic eruptions on Chile Los Lagos (Region)
Volcanic eruptions Chile Calbuco Volcano.

Title: In October light / John Elmsly.
Author: Elmsly, John, composer.
©2015
Physical Details: 1 study score (8 pages) ; 30 cm
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Instrumental music Scores.

Title: In caves (compilation 12-16) / by Indi.
Author: Indi. (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [Christchurch] : [Indi], [2016]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Electronic Location: https://indissounds.bandcamp.com/album/in-caves-compilation-12-16

Title: In search of an elusive God / Robin Boom.
Author: Boon, Robin, author.
ISBN: 9780473472177 paperback
9780473472184 epub
9780473472191 kindle
9780473472207 pdf
Publishing Details: [Whatawhata] : [Robin Boom], [2019]
©2019
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Summary: "For me, the journey from hard-line Christian fundamentalism to more liberal theology has not been an easy process, as I have had to shed precisely held beliefs and understandings, which had shaped my worldview of life, the universe - and the God I had believed in. The journey has been and continues to be, a quest of discovery to find what is true and what is real. But truth is ultimately liberating. Even though my current understanding of these things will no doubt continue to be refined, I write this book for those who desperately want to find what is real and what is not. There are some who will fiercely disagree with, and take offence with some of the conclusions I have drawn. But I hope that this book will help many readers find answers to some of the big questions about life and that in their own journey, they too, will begin to understand the paradox of the divine hiddenness of an elusive God"--www.wordwyze.nz.
Subject: God.
Liberalism (Religion).
Religion and science.
Religions.
Theology.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Index plan of triangulation Taranaki Land District, Huirangi meridian.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>New Zealand. General Survey Office, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington] : [General Survey Office], [18--].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (3 image files)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgft \nTaranaki (N.Z.) Maps. \nTriangulation New Zealand Taranaki Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electronic Location</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258653960002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258653960002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Infinity plus one : math is awesome.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Dr Dilts, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[New Zealand] : Infinity Plus One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Numbering</strong></td>
<td>Began in 2018?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>Blog on advanced math designed for lay people BY dR dILTS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Mathematics Blogs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electronic Location</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://infinityplusonemath.wordpress.com/">https://infinityplusonemath.wordpress.com/</a> \nhttps://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11324057840002836</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Informatics for nurses entering practice / Michelle Honey, Emma Collins and Sally Britnell.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Honey, Michelle Lorraine Lewis, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>9780473455163 soft cover \n9780473455170 PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand : [Auckland University of Technology], 2018. \n©2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Medical informatics Study and teaching New Zealand. \nNursing Study and teaching New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Initial default price-quality paths for gas pipeline businesses: draft reasons paper.
ISBN: 9781869451547 online

Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustration
Subject: Gas companies; Government policy; New Zealand.
Gas distribution; Economic aspects; New Zealand.


Title: Initial default price-quality paths for gas pipeline services – deferral of commencement date.
ISBN: 9781869451912 online

Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Gas companies; Government policy; New Zealand.
Gas distribution; Economic aspects; New Zealand.


Title: Inquiry into procurement of work by Westland District Council at Franz Josef.
Author: New Zealand. Office of the Auditor-General, author.
ISBN: 9780995118515

Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Series: Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand; B.29[19b]
Subject: Government purchasing; New Zealand; Westland District.
Westland District (N.Z.). District Council Auditing.

Title: Instinct Primitive / Crash Report / by Body Beat Ritual.
Author: Body Beat Ritual (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [Berlin, Germany] : [Haven], [2019]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Industrial dance music. lcgft
Industrial music New Zealand. lcgft
Remixes (Music). lcgft
Electronic Location: https://havenakl.bandcamp.com/album/instinct-primitive-crash-report-hvn004

Title: Insulation / Alide Elkink.
Author: Elkink, Alide, author.
ISBN: 9781988522128 paperback
9781988522135 epub
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations (chiefly colour)
Series: Building basics (BRANZ (Firm))
Subject: Dwellings Insulation New Zealand. lcgft
Insulation (Heat) New Zealand Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Title: Insulation requirements / Tenancy Services.
ISBN: 9780947524555 print
9780947524562 online
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Dwellings Insulation New Zealand.
Rental housing Law and legislation New Zealand.
Electronic Location: https://www.tenancy.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Insulation-requirements.pdf
The Insurance Returns Episode.

Summary
"Off White Thunder returns to the fold, joining The Godfather and Kev in the aftermath of the NZ Cricket World Cup selection. Debate rages. The boys are excited about Grant Elliott (AKA third party, fire & theft) returning to the squad and are out of control after the magnificent Test match between Kane Williamson and Kumar Sangakkara at The Basin."--RSS feed.

Electronic Location

Intention to amend the seismic assessment of existing buildings : technical guidelines for engineering assessments : consultation document.

Electronic Location

International ESOL students' sense of school belonging, inclusion, and wellbeing / Jessica Terruhn, Massey University.

Electronic Location
Title  Internet traders of child pornography and other censorship offenders in New Zealand.
Updated statistics ...

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Department of Internal Affairs
Physical Details  1 online resource
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Child pornography Statistics.
Internet pornography Statistics.
Pedophilia New Zealand Statistics.
Sex offenders New Zealand Statistics.

Title  Into the wind / BIA.
Author  Bryce International Airways (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington, New Zealand] : [Bryce International Airways], [2016]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  https://bryceinternationalairways.bandcamp.com/album/into-the-wind

Title  Invention for solo piano / Rosemary Miller Stott.
Author  Stott, Rosemary Miller, composer.
©1998
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Piano music.
Scores. lcgft
Title Is New Zealand Music Month broken? Can it be fixed?
Author Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Spinoff Music editor Henry Oliver talks to freelance journalist Hussein Moses about what’s wrong with New Zealand Music Month and what it might take to fix it."--RSS feed.
Subject Moses, Hussein Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Popular music New Zealand.
Electronic Location https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/q64zgg/pod_on_the_couch_024.mp3
https://podonthecouch.podbean.com/e/is-new-zealand-music-month-broken-can-it-be-fixed/

Title Is food a part of your business?
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Food Safety regulations New Zealand.
Food law and legislation New Zealand.

Title Iwi o te Wiki - Hāhi Ringatū.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2018]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Taringa ; ep 63.
Summary "He hōnore, he korōria ki te Atua, He maungārongo ki te whenua, He whakaaro pai ki ngā tāngata katoa, i tēnei wiki ka āta matapakiha e Taringa te hāhi Ringatū."--RSS feed.
Subject Iwi. reo
Kōnae ipurangi. reo
Maori (New Zealand people)
Podcasts. lcgft
Iwi o te Wiki - Ngāpuhi.

Publication Details: [New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2018]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: Taringa ; ep 69.

Summary: "Quinton Hita joins us for a chat about many things Te Reo and Ngāpuhi."--RSS feed.

Subject: Iwi. reo
Kōnae ipurangi. reo
Maori (New Zealand people)
Podcasts. lcgt


Iwi o te Wiki - Ngāti Apa.

Publication Details: [New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2019]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: Taringa ; ep 82.

Summary: "After a bit of a kaupapa break - Iwi o te Wiki kicks off again with Kiley Nepia joining us to talk about Ngāti Apa, including some of the positive initiatives they have put in place. Check out their delicious Iwi made goodness at https://www.tastemanaaki.com/"--RSS feed.

Subject: Iwi. reo
Kōnae ipurangi. reo
Maori (New Zealand people)
Podcasts. lcgt

Title Jacobs River Estuary: broad scale habitat mapping 2018 / prepared for Environment Southland by Leigh Stevens.

Author Stevens, Leigh (Leigh Michael), author.

ISBN 9780909043453


Physical Details 1 online resource: illustrations (some colour)

Subject Environmental monitoring New Zealand Jacobs River Estuary.
Estuarine ecology New Zealand Jacobs River Estuary.
Intertidal ecology New Zealand Jacobs River Estuary.
Jacobs River Estuary (N.Z.) Environmental conditions.
Wetland mapping New Zealand Jacobs River Estuary.

Electronic Location https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21324556380002836

---

Title James Macnee - Giving People Direction.

Author McNee, James, interviewee.

Publishing Details [New Zealand]: Access Granted NZ, [2018]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series Access granted (N.Z.); October 09, 2018.

Summary "James Macnee lives in the idyllic north of New Zealand where he is a consultant in the tech world designing systems that enable rapid delivery while increasing stability for such agencies as Ministry of Social Development and others. James is also founder of Dev2, an charity that, through the support of people like you, is able to educate, equip and employ poverty-stricken young people from the Philippines in web development and bring them and their families out of the cycle of poverty. Back to the his work at MSD we talked about a few of the benefits seen out of this new way of working: - David Habershon CIO - mentioned DevOps was the highlight of his year. - Significantly higher quality and throughput. Going from 1000s of support tickets for some project to under 10 per release and delivering more. It's hard to believe. The business mentioned for the first time couldn't spec new features fast enough. They could not keep up with the pace of the development teams. - Enabling the business rapid feedback ---- Before it was years of lag, by the time I finished it was 4 weeks - Moved from contract based relationship to collaboration - building trust - Engaged happy people. People love working when their work makes a difference and they are clearly adding value. - In a KPMG audit at MSD they said they have never seen such a positive change over such a short period. James says it was great to be involved in this and to work with such people and his job was simple; "I created a bit of vision, removed blockers and generally got out of the way so that awesome, smart people could make things happen." - https://www.leanit.co.nz/employees/james-macnee/ - https://dev2.academy/ -
The Jesse Rosé Maccas Episode.

Summary
"The Godfather and Kev head to Off White Thunder's for some rosé and a cheeseburger to celebrate the cricketing life and times of Jesse Ryder, Black Cap Test player #141. The boys remember Adam Parore's fattist remarks, and run through the big man's batting averages and future prospects."--RSS feed.

Subject
Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft

Electronic Location
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2016/04/03/byc-podcast-241-the-jesse-rose-maccas-episode/

Jim Boutcher - Guerrilla Giving.

Summary
"Jim Boutcher is mild mannered data nerd by day helping to keep you money safe from the nasty people around the world that want to take it out of the banks ... he does this by being neck deep in data and databases, this is his passion. Jim also has a passion for solving some obvious (to him) problems in society and has come up with the free app, Givahoy. With Givahoy you no longer have the problem of living in a cashless society, walking past the bucket shakers and wanting to give but having nothing in your pocket. Simply whip out the app, pledge your amount and at the end of the month pay the bill. We at Access Granted LOVED this concept and had to talk to Jim, and then we had to bring Jim and the #WellyTech charity, The Neonatal Trust together which we did. At the event (free tickets still available) you can drop your cash OR use the Givahoy app to your favourite collector, it will know using the Givahoy iBeacons being used - clever eh - https://nz.linkedin.com/in/givahoy - https://givahoy.com/who-is-givahoy/- https://twitter.com/givahoy - https://wellytech.accessgranted.nz/wellytech-2018/the-neonatal-trust-auction INSTALL the Givahoy app: - Android: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.givahoy.Givahoy - iPhone: https://itunes.apple.com/nz/app/givahoy/id1227172770?mt=8


Subject
Boutcher, Jim Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Social media New Zealand.
Technology New Zealand.

Electronic Location
https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/15835104/jim_boucher_gorilla_giving.mp3
https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/jim-boucher-gorilla-giving
Title Joanna Norris on ChristchurchNZ.
Author Norris, Joanna, interviewee.
Publishing Details [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2019]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary *Joanna is the CEO of ChristchurchNZ which promotes the city as both a tourism destination and a dynamic place for business to grow. In this interview we talk about her early life, working as a reporter, the role of journalism in the world today, her role as Editor of The Press just after the earthquakes and what the future holds for Christchurch. I really enjoyed this 85th episode and my discussion with Joanna and am sure you will appreciate it as well. If you do like this check out one of the other episodes and subscribe to ensure you don't miss out on the next conversation."--RSS feed.
Subject Norris, Joanna Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.
Electronic Location http://traffic.libsyn.com/seeds/Joanna_Norris.mp3?dest-id=571558
http://seeds.libsyn.com/ joanna-norris-on-christchurchnz

Title Joy to the earl / Nicola Davidson.
Author Davidson, Nicola, 1979- author.
ISBN 9780473450663 Kindle
Publishing Details [Matamata] : [Nicola Davidson], [2018]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Summary *"Shunned for his mismatched eyes and awkward limp, Yorkshire carpenter Jack Reynolds lives a lonely and impoverished existence. Then comes a shocking discovery: he's the discarded heir of a wealthy noble family, and if he travels to London by Christmas, he'll not only gain an earldom, a home, and position like he's never dreamed, but maybe - just maybe - he can finally lose his damned virginity. Scandalous widow Rosalind Nelson's life centers around four things - her young daughter, helping couples suffering sexual discord, avoiding all peers, and definitely not falling in love. That is, until the day she rescues a mysterious stranger from a carriage accident. Kind, brave, and achingly seductive, Jack is everything she's ever wanted. Nothing can destroy their growing bond... except the demons of his past..."--Joy to the earl.
Subject Erotic fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Title: Just bet/ween us.
Author: Wright, Jason (Composer) composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [Wellington, New Zealand] : [Jason Wright], [2015]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Electronic Location: https://jwcomposer.bandcamp.com/album/just-between-us

Title: JustSpeak - Tania Sawicki Mead.
Author: Sawicki Mead, Tania, interviewee.
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Tania tells us about JustSpeak's fights for justice in our justice system"--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts. lcgt
Sawicki Mead, Tania Interviews.
Wellington (N.Z. : Region)
https://soundcloud.com/b-side-broadcasts/justspeak-tania-sawicki-mead

Title: Ka maumahara tonu / written by Sharon Holt ; illustrated by Jasmine Bailey.
Author: Holt, Sharon, author, lyricist.
ISBN: 9780995111660 EPUB
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Language: In Māori with extension ideas in English.
Subject: Children's songs Texts.
Children's songs, Māori Juvenile sound recordings.
Children's songs, New Zealand. local Nz
Hopu reo. reo
Hōia. reo
New Zealand Songs and music Texts.
Pukapuka whakaahua. reo
Soldiers New Zealand Songs and music Texts.
Songs, Maori Texts.
Te Pakanga Tuatahi o Te Ao. reo
Waiata tamariki. reo
World War, 1914-1918 Turkey Gallipoli Peninsula Songs and music Texts.
Title: Ka tukuna atu, ka tukuna mai: how the government gives from one hand, takes from the other.


Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Subject: New Zealand Appropriations and expenditures.
         Taxation New Zealand.

Electronic Location: https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/taxpayers/pages/1251/attachments/original/1549311045/Tobacco_Excise_Briefing_Paper_v7.1-web.pdf?1549311045

Title: Kaka of death / Necrolatry.

Author: Necrolatry (Musician), composer, performer.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand]: [Necrolatry], [2014]

Physical Details: 1 online resource


Title: The Kaned Scotland Episode.

Publishing Details: Wellington: [Beige Brigade], [2016]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: BYC podcast; episode 248.

Summary: "This week the boys talk Kaptain Kane, and that nutcracking knock in Wellington to save a Test match. Kev demands to know what he has to do (Kane not Kev) to become NZ's greatest cricketer."--RSS feed.

Subject: Cricket New Zealand.
         Podcasts. lcgft

                    https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2016/07/03/byc-podcast-248-the-kaned-scotland-episode/
Title  Kate Kolich + Mary-Ellen Gordon: WiDS 2019 (9th March, Wellington).

Author  Kolich, Kate, interviewee.


Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)


Summary  "We had a brief chat with Kate Kolich and Mary-Ellen Gordon, the co-organisers of WiDS Wellington (Women In Data Science) being held at Wellington's Victoria University on Saturday 9th March. They take us through the global event, the Wellington one, and what everyone can expect when they come along: https://data.sim.vuw.ac.nz/widsw2019/register/ We will be recording a few podcasts in the run up to the conference as well as being there on the day itself. - https://data.sim.vuw.ac.nz/widsw2019/- https://data.sim.vuw.ac.nz/widsw2019/speakers/- https://www.widsconference.org/ The 2019 speakers include the following (all of which we will have podcast chats with before and during the conference): - Agate Ponder-Sutton - Amanda Hughes - Dame Diane Robertson - Donna Cormack - Emma Vitz - Ernestynne Walsh - Kari Jones - Kat Greenbrook - Kate Kolich - Kathryn Hempstalk - Liz MacPherson - Louise Barber (Ngapuhi, Ngati Hine) - Nasca Peng - Dr Sally (Ake) Nicholas - Vidette McGregor"--RSS feed.

Subject  Gordon, Mary Ellen, 1965- Interviews.
Kolich, Kate Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Social media New Zealand.
Technology New Zealand.

Electronic Location  https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/17178009/aurynn_shaw_pulling_my_content.mp3
https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/aurynn-shaw-pulling-my-content

Title  Katie Brown - It's the sentiment that counts.

Author  Brown, Katie (Creative director), interviewee.


Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  Access granted (N.Z.) ; November 06, 2018.

Summary  "Katie Brown, from her own company brilliantly named Katie Brown Thinks, was at the forefront of social media use within the New Zealand government and particularly tying it's use to actual outcomes (she has a great story about that). Katie has since moved on and now applies her skills and experiences to her 'community' be that geographical, people. or even her own internal self. She has a great sense of care that again applies to all but especially tech workers ... we know, we bang on about this don't we - well we think it's important for not only the people that work in tech but for our industry as a whole! - https://katiebrownthinks.com/ - https://twitter.com/katiebrownthink - https://twitter.com/katie_pai - https://www.linkedin.com/in/katiebrownnz/- https://www.facebook.com/katiebrownthinks- https://www.instagram.com/katiebrownthinks/ ------------------------------------------------------ New Zealand tech, media, & startup podcast hosted by Mike Riversdale, Raj Khushal, Vivian Chandra, and others. Hosts of #TechweekTV and #WellyTech All our past shows are on our website https://www.accessgranted.nz Follow and Like us on: https://twitter.com/AccessGrantedNZ https://facebook.com/AccessGrantedNZ https://linkedin.com/company/access-granted-podcast Subscribe to the show however you want: https://www.accessgranted.nz/subscribe/ Buy the AG merch: https://www.accessgranted.nz/shop/"--RSS feed.

Subject  Brown, Katie (Creative director) Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
### Title
Kei te peke ahau / written by Sharon Holt ; illustrated by Deborah Hinde.

### Author
Holt, Sharon, author, lyricist.

### ISBN
9780995111516 EPUB

### Publishing Details
©2018

### Physical Details
1 online resource : colour illustrations

### Language
In Māori, with English translation and extension ideas in English.

### Summary
A song about children pretending to be various animals, and mimicking their movements.
Includes guitar chords.

### Subject
- Children's songs Texts.
- Children's songs, Maori Juvenile sound recordings.
- Children's songs, New Zealand. local Nz
- Hopu reo. reo
- Kararehe. reo
- New Zealand Songs and music Texts.
- Ngāngara. reo
- Pukapuka whakaahua. reo
- Songs, Maori Texts.
- Waiata tamariki. reo

### Electronic Location

### Title
Kekerengu, Hāpuku and Oaro floodplain investigation / Michelle Wild.

### Author
Wild, Michelle, 1971- author.

### ISBN
9780947511494 print
9781988593005 web

### Publishing Details

### Physical Details
1 online resource : colour illustrations

### Series

### Subject
- Floodplain management New Zealand Kaikoura District.
- Floods Risk assessment New Zealand Kaikoura District Computer simulation.
- Floods Risk assessment New Zealand Kaikoura District.

### Electronic Location
Title  Kerri Bonner on changing perceptions of "Disability".
Author  Bonner, Keri, interviewee.
Publishing Details  [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2019]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Kerri coordinates 'Carabiner' in Christchurch which helps provide mentoring opportunities for young people aged 18-25 with disabilities. In this interview we talk about her childhood, love of the outdoors, working life and her views about what the word "disability" means. I really enjoyed talking with Kerri and she is a real inspiration - a few minutes of listening to this interview and you will see what I mean as her positivity and humour are catching! "--RSS feed.
Subject  Bonner, Keri Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.
Electronic Location  http://traffic.libsyn.com/seeds/Kerri_Bonner.mp3?dest-id=571558

Title  Key technical personnel.
ISBN  0908611862
©2006
Physical Details  1 online resource
Series  Technical guide (International Accreditation New Zealand) ; AS TG8.
Subject  Laboratories Management.
Laboratories Quality control.

Title  Kia ora / written by Sharon Holt ; illustrated by Deborah Hinde.
Author  Holt, Sharon, author, lyricist.
ISBN  9780995111615 EPUB
©2018
Physical Details  online resource : colour illustrations
Language  In Māori, with English translation and extension ideas in English.
Summary  A song about greetings, expressing feelings, and asking others about their feelings. Includes guitar chords.
Subject  Children's songs New Zealand Texts.
Children's songs, Maori Juvenile sound recordings.
Children's songs, New Zealand. local Nz
Hopu reo. reo
Mihi. reo
New Zealand Songs and music Texts.
Pukapuka whakaahua. reo
Salutations Songs and music Texts.
Songs, Maori Texts.
Waiata tamariki reo
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
Title  Kiki Kiwi and friends : the travelling trash / Keep New Zealand Beautiful.
ISBN  9780473440329 mp3 digital audiobook
Publishing Details  [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Keep New Zealand Beautiful], [2018?]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Children's audiobooks. lcgft
Environmental education New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Litter (Trash) Juvenile literature.
Marine pollution Juvenile literature.

Title  King Country triangulation (West), Mt Eden South meridional circuit / C. Palmer, delt, October, 1913.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
Triangulation New Zealand Waitomo District Maps.
Waitomo District (N.Z.) Maps.
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258648940002836

Title  King Country triangulation (West), Mt Eden South meridional circuit / drawn by E. Bellairs, 1893.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Physical Details  1 online resource (2 image files)
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
Triangulation New Zealand Waitomo District Maps.
Waitomo District (N.Z.) Maps.
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258733280002836
Title  Kip McGrath.
Author  Kip McGrath (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Kip McGrath], [2015]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  https://kipmcgrath.bandcamp.com/album/kip-mcgrath-ep

Title  Kirin J Callinan exposes himself.
Author  Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject  Callinan, Kirin J. Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Popular music New Zealand.
Electronic Location  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/8c7h6m/Pod_on_the_Couch_Kirin_mixdown.mp3
https://podonthecouch.podbean.com/e/kirin-j-callinan-exposes-himself/

Title  Kiwiyarns knits : a blog about New Zealand yarns, knitting and life.
Author  Kiwiyarns, author.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Kiwiyarns]
Physical Details  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began in 2010?
Subject  Kiwiyarns Blogs.
Knitting Blogs.
Electronic Location  https://kiwiyarns.wordpress.com/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/HLNZ_ALMA11326451310002836
Title Knife apple sheer brush : for flute / Eve de Castro-Robinson.
Author De Castro-Robinson, Eve, 1956- composer.
Physical Details 1 study score (3 unnumbered pages) ; 21 x 30 cm
Contents Knife apple sheer brush -- Sun tru clouds -- A red moon.
Language Staff notation.
Scores. lcgft

Title Knights.
Publishing Details [Hamilton, New Zealand] : Northern Districts Cricket
Physical Details Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Subject Cricket New Zealand North Island.
Northern Districts Cricket (Organization)
Northern Knights (Cricket team)
Electronic Location https://www.gotheknights.co.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11326994600002836

Title Kristen Lunman + Natalie Ferguson are obnoxiously happy.
Author Lunman, Kristen, interviewee.
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Access granted (N.Z.) ; December 11, 2018.
Summary "There's no more fun to had than watching Kristen and Natalie explain to Mike how his view of money is both typical for New Zealand and one that's holding him back in his choices. The last time we spoke to Natalie (July 2014 she was running her own company and yet this year she has taken a standard desk job' at the KiwiWealth internal startup named Hatch, alongside CEO Kristen and a number of fine folks endeavouring to change how Kiwi's see the global investment market. Over a beer we chat all things financial, women in tech, and the pros and cons of being a startup within an established organisation. - https://twitter.com/KristenLunman - https://nz.linkedin.com/in/kristen-lunman-32b3175 - https://www.hatchinvest.nz/ - https://nz.linkedin.com/in/natalieferguson - https://twitter.com/natfergster - https://accessgranted.nz/episodes/2015/8/31/ep-10-rough-red ps: congrats to both for making the WTAF 2018 Finalists and to Nat for taking out the people's choice:
Subject Ferguson, Natalie Interviews.
Lunman, Kristen Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Social media New Zealand.
Technology New Zealand.
**Title**  The Kruger Tastle Paddles Episode.

**Publishing Details**  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2016]

**Physical Details**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series**  BYC podcast; episode 255.

**Summary**  "This week the Boys Yak Crap about the hospitality industry's excitement as Jesse & Doug return to the Basin, the back story to the Hadlee's A W**nker chant, the perfect Test record of Todd Astle, Guppy's domestic ton, Colin de BigMan from Harare and the microscopic Kruger van Wyk. Muzz posts in with some outstanding Richard Hadlee trivia in an Email From Around the World."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Cricket New Zealand. Podcasts. lcgft


**Title**  Kupu, Kupu, Kupu - Borrowed Words (Not Transliterations) - pt1.

**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2019]

**Physical Details**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series**  Taringa ; ep 80.

**Summary**  "In our first kōrero on Kupu Mino - or loaned words, we start to de-mystify the common mis-use of the word "Transliteration" and cover the history and function of borrowed words used in Te Reo Māori."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Kōnae ipurangi. reo Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs. Maori language Terms and phrases. Podcasts. lcgft

Title Kupu, Kupu, Kupu - Kupu Whakaniko - pt 2.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2018]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series Taringa ; ep 62.

Summary "Nau mai ki te hōtaka ono te kau mā rau o Taringa! Ko te kaupapa mō tēnei terenga, ko te Kupu Whakaniko - wāhanga tua rau."--RSS feed.

Subject Kōnae ipurangi. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.
Podcasts. lcgft
Tikanga. reo


Title Kupu, Kupu, Kupu - Ngā matarua o te kupu.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2018]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series Taringa ; ep 68.

Summary "The many faces of the word, we cover kupu with multiple meanings."--RSS feed.

Subject Kōnae ipurangi. reo
Maori language Terms and phrases.
Podcasts. lcgft
Reo Māori. reo

Title: Kupu, Kupu, Kupu - The Normalisation of Te Reo.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2018]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: Taringa ; ep 75.

Summary: "Radio NZ presenter Guyon Espiner joins us for a kōrero about the status quo of Te Reo in NZ, language revitalisation and his Reo learning journey so far. Check out Guyon and Shannon's podcast "Kīwaha" at https://www.radionz.co.nz/programmes/kiwaha"--RSS feed.

Subject: Kōnae ipurangi. reo
Maori language Terms and phrases.
Podcasts. lcgft
Reo Māori. reo


Title: Kākāpō recovery update [newsletter].

Publishing Details: Wellington, New Zealand : Kākāpō Recovery Programme, Department of Conservation

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Frequency: Irregular

Subject: Birds Conservation New Zealand Periodicals.
Endangered species New Zealand Periodicals.
Kakapo Periodicals.
Rare bird New Zealand Periodicals.

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA2132696191002836

Title: Kōrero Māori ai au / written by Sharon Holt ; illustrated by Claudia Gadotti.

Author: Holt, Sharon, author, lyricist.

ISBN: 9780995111653 EPUB

©2018

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Language: In Māori with extension ideas in English.

Summary: "Te Reo singalong books' can help you and your children to learn te reo Māori the easy way"--EPUB back cover.

Subject: Ako. reo
Children's songs Texts.
Children’s songs, New Zealand. local Nz
Families Songs and music Texts.
Hopu reo. reo
New Zealand Songs and music Texts.
Pukapuka whakaahua. reo
Reo Māori. reo
Songs, Maori Texts.
Waiata tamariki. reo
Whānau. reo

Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
Title  Kōrero mai / written by Sharon Holt ; illustrated by Deborah Hinde.
Author  Holt, Sharon, author, lyricist.
ISBN  9780995111592 EPUB
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Language  In Māori with extension ideas in English.
Summary  A song about introducing yourself. Includes guitar chords.
Subject  Akonga reo
Children's songs Texts.
Children's songs, Māori Juvenile sound recordings.
Children's songs, New Zealand. local Nz
Hopu reo. reo
Identity (Philosophical concept) Songs and music Texts.
New Zealand Songs and music Texts.
Pepeha. reo
Pukapuka whakaahua. reo
Songs, Maori Texts.
Walata tamariki. reo
Whānau. reo
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
22033210002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Ladi6.
Author  Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Spinoff Music editor Henry Oliver talks to Ladi6, aka Ladi and <span style="font-weight:400;"">Parks, &lt;span&gt; about improvisation, letting go of old habits and the forthcoming EP, &lt;em&gt;Royal Blue 3000&lt;/em&gt;."--RSS feed.
Subject  Ladi6 Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgt
Popular music New Zealand.
Electronic Location  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/8p7dim/pod_on_the_couch_025.mp3
https://podonthecouch.podbean.com/e/ladi6/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
24735490002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Draft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject| Motorcycles Brakes.  
Motorcycles Law and legislation New Zealand.  
Motorcycles Safety regulations New Zealand. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Land district of Taranaki / W. Gordon del.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 map</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject| Digital maps. lcgft  
Taranaki (N.Z.) Maps. |
| Electronic Location| https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21292322460002836 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Law and life / Rt Hon Sir Geoffrey Palmer QC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Palmer, G. W. R. (Geoffrey W. R.), author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Wellington, New Zealand : New Zealand Centre for Public Law, Te Wānanga o Ngā Kaupapa Ture ā Iwi o Aotearoa, 2016.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Physical Details| 1 online resource  
Series Occasional paper (New Zealand Centre for Public Law) ; no. 21.  
Subject Euthanasia Law and legislation New Zealand.  
Euthanasia Moral and ethical aspects New Zealand.  
Right to die Law and legislation New Zealand.  
Right to die Moral and ethical aspects New Zealand.  
Title  Lea Croft / Angela Rigley.
Author  Rigley, Angela, author.
ISBN  9780908325115 PDF
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "The sleepy village of Lea Croft in Victorian Derbyshire is awoken when the body of the farmer's son, Herbert Grant, is found down a gully. Martha Holloway suspects her husband, Charlie, of killing him in revenge for her being assaulted by him in the past. When Charlie goes missing in a landslide, to make ends meet, Martha has to find a job at the farm, where her younger sisters, Jessica, aged 15, and pregnant by an unknown father, and Charlotte, work as milkmaids. Charlie reappears but tells her not to tell anybody he is still alive. Herbert's brother, Ronald, fancies Charlotte, but will he pluck up the courage to tell her? He is arrested for Herbert's murder. But will he be found guilty, and what happens to Charlie?"--Back cover of print version.
Subject  Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
Erotic fiction. lcgft

Title  Leaders behaving badly : what happens when ordinary people show up, stand up and speak up / Ann Andrews CSP.
Author  Andrews, Ann, 1946- author.
ISBN  9780473457952 Kindle
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Leadership.
Politic corruption.
Politics and culture.
Power (Social sciences) Moral and ethical aspects.
Title  Let it go, let it breath / Larry Davidson.
Author  Davidson, Larry (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Larry Davidson], [2016]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  https://larrydavidson.bandcamp.com/album/let-it-go-let-it-breath

Title  Licensed Building Practitioners Scheme : adjusting the fees and levy : discussion document.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustration
Subject  Building trades Licences New Zealand.
Licensed Building Practitioners (Scheme)

Title  Like a beautiful day / Chris Skinner.
Author  Skinner, Chris, 1958- composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand?] : [Chris Skinner?], [2010]
Physical Details  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents  Heh! Brother John -- You simply love -- Like a beautiful day -- You are all I have -- Tongues of fire -- Come fill the water jars -- Find our voices -- Children of the dream -- The swallows -- How did you know to give all -- Come into this sacred space -- Mingalar bar -- There's a lot of love here.
Subject  Contemporary Christian music New Zealand.
Folk music.
Title  Lisa Mead on founding 'Social Currency'.

Author  Mead, Lisa, interviewee.

Publishing Details  [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2019]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Lisa founded Social Currency an accounting firm with a difference that we discuss in the interview (hint: it gives back). We also talk about Lisa's early life, a near death experience at 11, growing up and playing different sports, how she came up with the idea for social currency and how it works. I enjoyed my discussion with Lisa as we talked about many other things as well ranging from prison to encouraging the youth of today."--RSS feed.

Subject  Mead, Lisa Interviews.
Podcasts. Icgft
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.

Electronic Location  http://traffic.libsyn.com/seeds/Lisa_Mead.mp3?dest-id=571558
http://seeds.libsyn.com/lisa-mead-on-social-currency

Title  Literacy, numeracy and communication skills among New Zealand Fire Service volunteers / Family Centre Social Policy Research Unit (FCSPRU)

Author  Waldegrave, Charles, 1947-, author.

ISBN  9781927287132 Online


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series  New Zealand Fire Service Commission research report ; no. 152.

Subject  Communication in organizations New Zealand.
Fire fighters Education New Zealand.
Labor productivity Effect of education on New Zealand.
Life skills New Zealand.

Title: Live / X-Ray Fiends.

Publishing Details: [Auckland, New Zealand] : [X-Ray Fiends], [2017]

Physical Details: 1 online resource


Electronic Location: https://x-rayfiends.bandcamp.com/album/live

Title: Live from the Silver Scrolls.

Author: Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "The Spinoff and Spark proudly present Pod On The Couch, a weekly podcast exploring music and the people that make it. This episode: Henry Oliver reports live from the Silver Scrolls with Chelsea Jade, Bic Runga and more."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts. lcgft

Popular music New Zealand.

Electronic Location: https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/p9xx69/Silver_Scrolls_Special.mp3

Title: Liz Maguire - Human centred design.

Author: Maguire, Liz, interviewee.


Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Summary: "Liz Maguire is the Head of Digital and Transformation at ANZ and she is clear banks are not the old fashioned fuddy duddies we think they are. We think that if there was one thing we should take away it is the idea of human centred design - there is no point making the flashiest stuff if no-one is ever going to use it. It'll be interesting to see how the customer focused teams at ANZ pan out in the long run as Liz's team is creating amazing tech everyday, including Jamie but we'll let Liz tell you who Jamie is … - https://nz.linkedin.com/in/lizmaguire - https://twitter.com/lizziemaguire - http://women.govt.nz/inspiring-women/liz-maguire


Subject: Maguire, Liz Interviews.

Podcasts. lcgft

Social media New Zealand.

Electronic Location: https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/16448289/liz_maguire_human_centred_design.mp3

https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/liz-maguire-human-centred-design
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Local governance statement.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Manawatu-Wanganui (N.Z.). Horizons Regional Council, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Palmerston North : Horizons Regional Council, 2005-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Source</td>
<td>Gratis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Print began with April 2005.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Manawatu-Wanganui (N.Z.) Politics and government Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://www.horizons.govt.nz/publications-feedback/publications/about-us">https://www.horizons.govt.nz/publications-feedback/publications/about-us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24741870002836&amp;context=L&amp;vid=NLNZ&amp;search_scope=NLNZ&amp;tab=catalogue&amp;lang=en_US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location of New Zealand’s national &amp; maritime parks / cartography by the Department of Lands &amp; Survey.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>1st edition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Department of Lands and Survey], 1975.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 142 ; 14.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National parks and reserves New Zealand Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24390980002836&amp;context=L&amp;vid=NLNZ&amp;search_scope=NLNZ&amp;tab=catalogue&amp;lang=en_US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location of New Zealand’s national &amp; maritime parks / cartography by the Department of Lands &amp; Survey.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>1st edition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Department of Lands and Survey], 1975.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 142 ; 14.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National parks and reserves New Zealand Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24391000002836&amp;context=L&amp;vid=NLNZ&amp;search_scope=NLNZ&amp;tab=catalogue&amp;lang=en_US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title</strong></td>
<td>Long term plan ... consultation document.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Waikato District (N.Z.). District Council, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Ngaruawahia] : Waikato District Council, Te Kaunihera aa Takiwaa o Waikato, [2015]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Numbering</strong></td>
<td>Began with 2015/2025.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Waikato District (N.Z.). District Council Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electronic Location</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://www.waikatodistrict.govt.nz/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/plans">https://www.waikatodistrict.govt.nz/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/plans</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21326734280002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21326734280002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Loop select. 006, Kono.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington, New Zealand] : Loop, [2004]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>©2004</strong></td>
<td>Loop Recordings, P.O. Box 9737, Wellington, N.Z. ; <a href="mailto:loop@loop.co.nz">loop@loop.co.nz</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>2 CDs : digital, stereo ; 12 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contents</strong></td>
<td>CD1: Poor eyes (Jahlicious) -- NZ the the BK feat. Finsta &amp; Manuel Bundy (Del Rey System) -- Sirens in the city (hori mix) (Dam Native) -- Bling bling dogs (The Eskimo Squad) -- Jump up (Definate &amp; Bling) -- Hip hop (Opensouls) -- Together (Rhombus) -- Forward movement (Cornerstone Roots) -- Babylon falling (The Red Eyes) -- A drive out east (Confucious) -- Keep on (Solaa feat. Hollie Smith) -- Egos (Trinity Roots) -- Quiet girl (Fly My Pretties) -- Magpie song (Tommy) -- Century sky (Emma Paki). CD2 : Lavenia (Pacific Heights) -- Outer Space (with Cyreana Dunbar)(The Strike Boys) -- Sweet division (Del Rey System feat. Dallas) -- Limited time (OG feat. J9) -- So danco (rough version)(Sunsoul) -- Manga power (Module) -- The storm (Module) -- Boundaries (Module 'Evil Eno' remix)(Rhian Sheehan) -- Deep fried dub (Ben Heartless vs. Dr. Benway) -- Lobster (The Upbeats) -- Beats on heat (Audio Sauce) -- Bee bo (Audio Sauce) -- Something to do while driving (excerts) d. from a&gt;e, e. piano.2 (making the most of minimal hearing), f. BOC (everything you do is...)(Rotor Plus) -- Saint (Skallander).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Dance music New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electronic music New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Musicians New Zealand Sound recordings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rap (Music) New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remixes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electronic Location</strong></td>
<td><a href="http://www.loop.co.nz">http://www.loop.co.nz</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Losing my cool / Lacuna.
Author  Lacuna (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Lacuna], [2015]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  https://lacunabandnz.bandcamp.com/album/losing-my-cool

Title  Lost on an island with no one else / by Larry Davidson.
Author  Davidson, Larry (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand?] : [Larry Davidson?], [2016]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  https://larrydavidson.bandcamp.com/track/lost-on-an-island-with-no-one-else

Title  Low cost forecasting approaches for default price-quality paths.
ISBN  9781869453800 online
Edition  Public version.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Prices Law and legislation New Zealand.
Public utilities Economic aspects New Zealand.
Public utilities Finance New Zealand.
Title Low life / The Cavemen.
Author Cavemen (Musical group : N.Z.), composer, performer.
Physical Details 1 audio disc : analog, 45 rpm ; 18 cm
Subject Lo-fi (Rock music). lcgft
               Punk rock music New Zealand.

Title The Lubbock Prime Numbers Episode.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 203.
Summary "After a heart-pumping and heart-breaking World Cup, Kev, Off White Thunder and The Godfather finally get themselves back together for a podcast."--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
          Podcasts. lcgft
Title: Luminous night : for string quartet / Helen Fisher.
Author: Fisher, Helen, 1942- composer.
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: String quartets Scores.
Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21296334160002836

Title: The MC Craig Chatfield Unicorn Episode.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], 2014
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: BYC podcast; episode 188.
Summary: "On a siren-filled mochaccino-coloured Wellington night Kev, Off White and The Godfather convene to talk about Igor Stravinsky's breakthrough album Firebird, Chris Pringle's clothes, unicorn, centaurs, tag-team streaking and the Art of War. We have News and Ruse from nautical safety, yellow card ridiculousness, porcine news and Stow on the Wold where the wind blows cold. Violence Corner is a love triangle in a caravan - gone wrong."--RSS feed.
Subject: Cricket New Zealand.
Electronic Location: https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/podcasts/BYC-Episode188.mp3
Title MF from hell / The Datsuns.
Author Datsuns (Musical group), composer, performer.
        ©2002
Physical Details 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents MF from Hell (live from the Astoria) -- What would I know (Swedish Radio P3 session) -- At your touch (SBN session) -- MF from Hell live footage from the Astoria.
Subject Live sound recordings.
        Live sound recordings. lcgft

Title MYOB Group Limited and Reckon Limited.
Author New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.
ISBN 9781869456269 online
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.
        MYOB Group Limited.
        Reckon Limited.

Title Magna Carta : 800 years and beyond / Dr Chris Jones.
Author Jones, Chris, 1977- author.
Publishing Details Christchurch : Canterbury History Foundation Inc., [2015]
Physical Details 18 leaves ; 30 cm.
        Series Jim Gardner memorial lecture ; 2015.
Subject Law History.
        Magna Carta.
Title  The Malbec KFC Kid Episode.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2016]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  BYC podcast; episode 234.

Summary  "After a fortnight at the beach, Off White Thunder and Kev descend on The Godfather's Beige HQ bunker for the 234th episode of The BYC podcast."--RSS feed.

Subject  Cricket New Zealand.


Title  Malcolm Nash Impression Episode.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2009]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  BYC podcast; episode 103.

Summary  "Episode 103 (18 October 2009) is the "Malcolm Nash Impression Episode" in which the BYC comes to you without any technical wizardry, we chip away about Jacob Oram, BJ Watling, the Mitsubishi, emos from around the world, and both Kev and Geoff Howarth collect the Exchange4Free.com Sellout of the Week ...listen in to the streaming version just below…nail the RSS feed for your Pod catcher…or visit The BYC page on iTunes. The BYC archive of every episode is here."--RSS feed.

Subject  Cricket New Zealand.

Title   Mandatory : for men.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Mandatory NZ
Physical Details  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Clothing trade New Zealand Wellington.
         Fashion New Zealand Wellington.
         Mandatory (Firm)
         Men's clothing New Zealand Wellington.
Electronic Location  https://www.mandatory.co.nz/
                      https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11324696250002836

Title   Mandolinata Orchestra Inc.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Mandolinata Orchestra Inc.
Physical Details  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Mandolinata Orchestra Inc.
Electronic Location  http://www.mandolinata.net/

Title   Mangati Catchment joint monitoring programme annual report 2017-2018.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Mangati Stream Watershed (N.Z.) Environmental conditions.
         Stream ecology New Zealand New Plymouth District.
         Waste disposal in rivers, lakes, etc. New Zealand New Plymouth District.
         Water Pollution New Zealand New Plymouth District.
Title  Map of Lake Rotorangi.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Survey and Land Information.
Edition  2nd ed.
Physical Details  1 map
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
          South Taranaki District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title  Map of New Zealand : showing.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Department of Lands and Survey], [between 1909 and 1914].
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
          New Zealand Maps.
          Railroads New Zealand Maps.

Title  Map of New Zealand showing railway and steamer routes and road connections.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Department of Lands and Survey], [1925].
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
          New Zealand Maps.
          Railroads New Zealand Maps.
          Road maps. lcgft
          Roads New Zealand Maps.
          Tourist maps. lcgft
Title  Map of North Island, New Zealand, showing railway system.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Department of Lands and Survey], [1926]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
  North Island (N.Z.) Maps.
  Railroads New Zealand North Island Maps.
  Thematic maps. lcgft

Title  Map of South Island, New Zealand, showing railway system.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Department of Lands and Survey], [1927].
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
  Railroads New Zealand South Island Maps.
  South Island (N.Z.) Maps.
  Thematic maps. lcgft

Title  Map of main phases of land utilization in North Island of New Zealand / compiled by R.P, Connell, Land Utilization Officer, from data supplied by Fields Division, Dept. of Agriculture ; drawn by Lands & Survey Dept.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Department of Lands and Survey], [between 1923 and 1948].
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
  Land use New Zealand North Island Maps.
  North Island (N.Z.) Maps.
  Thematic maps. lcgft
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Maranga mai / Sharon Holt ; illustrated by Deborah Hinde.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Holt, Sharon, author, lyricist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780995111509 EPUB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>In Māori, with English translation and extension ideas in English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>A song about the animals on the farm and the noises they make. Includes guitar chords.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Children's songs Texts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children's songs, Maori Juvenile sound recordings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children's songs, New Zealand. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Domestic animals Songs and music Texts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hopu reo. reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kararehe. reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand Songs and music Texts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pukapuka whakaahua. reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Songs, Maori Texts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waiata tamariki. reo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Marine Species.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Toki, Nic, interviewer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : Department of Conservation, [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Marine species expert Hannah Hendriks talks whale strandings, post-mortems and crucial data.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Endangered species New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hendriks, Hannah Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts. lcgt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/wrtfbf/Sounds_of_Science_Episode_1_marine_species_FINAL.mp3">https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/wrtfbf/Sounds_of_Science_Episode_1_marine_species_FINAL.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://departmentofconservation.podbean.com/e/episode-1-marine-species/">https://departmentofconservation.podbean.com/e/episode-1-marine-species/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title The Marshall Boomer Tea Incident Episode.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 230.
Summary "Kev and Off White go through the godforsaken Mt Victoria Tunnel to visit the Godfather in Karori this week. The boys get into the plight of the West Indies, the campaign for New Zealand to play the Boxing Day test in Melbourne, what should be done with Marlon Psycho Samuels and the cricket career of NZ Test cricketer #230 James Marshall gets a mention."--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft

Title The Masterton Modi Episode.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 218.
Summary "Kevvy, Off White Thunder and The Godfather head over the Rimutakas to The Regular Correspondent's place."--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft

Title The Mathew Sinclair Mastermind Episode.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 214.
Summary "Off White Thunder and Kevvy rendezvous at The Godfather's for a glass of red and a floral tea. They also have the NZ vs Sth Africa ODI streaming (possibly paid for by NZ Cricket), and the final throes of the Ashes are on the telly."--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft
Title  Matters arising from our audits of the 2018-28 long-term plans.
Author  New Zealand. Office of the Auditor-General, author.
ISBN  9780995118508
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; B.29[19a].
Subject  Local finance New Zealand Auditing.
Local finance New Zealand Statistics.
Local government New Zealand Auditing.
Local government New Zealand Statistics.

Title  Matthew Goldsworthy on Youth Arts New Zealand.
Author  Goldsworthy, Matthew, interviewee.
Publishing Details  [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2019]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Matthew founded Youth Arts New Zealand to empower youth to creatively express themselves. We talk about his life and what led him to start this, the value of collaboration across creative arts, the interaction between an audience and a performer, what music means to him, storytelling through live shows and music and why bringing different types of arts together is so important. I really enjoyed talking with Matthew and helping him set up his charitable trust is one of the reasons I most enjoy being a lawyer to help him fulfilling his dream which can then be accessed and empower others too."--RSS feed.
Subject  Goldsworthy, Matthew Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.
Electronic Location  http://traffic.libsyn.com/seeds/Matthew_Goldsworthy.mp3?dest-id=571558
http://seeds.libsyn.com/matthew-goldsworthy-on-youth-arts-nz
Title  Max Cryer's story time around the world.
Publishing Details  [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Universal Music New Zealand Limited], [2016]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Audio books. lcgft
Children's stories Juvenile sound recordings.
Fairy tales Juvenile sound recordings.

Title  Mayborn / Jackel.
Author  New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.
ISBN  9781869454241 online
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.
Jackel Pty Limited.
Mayborn Group Limited.

Title  Me haere / written by Sharon Holt ; illustrated by Deborah Hinde.
Author  Holt, Sharon, author, lyricist.
ISBN  9780995111530 EPUB
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Language  In Māori, with English translation and extension ideas in English.
Summary  A song about travelling in different coloured vehicles including cars, buses, boats and trains. Includes guitar chords and extension ideas.
Subject  Children's songs Texts.
Color Songs and music Texts.
Hopu reo. reo
Ngā tae. reo
Pukapuka whakaahua. reo
Songs, Maori Texts.
Vehicles Songs and music Texts.
Waiata tamariki. reo
Waka. reo
Title: Mechanical testing.
ISBN: 978877531194
Publishing Details: Auckland, New Zealand: International Accreditation New Zealand, 2015. ©2015
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Series: Specific criteria for accreditation; 4.
Subject: Engineering laboratories Accreditation New Zealand.
Engineering laboratories Standards New Zealand.
Materials New Zealand Testing.

Title: Mental health in music (+ fundraiser tonight!).
Author: Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.
Publishing Details: [Auckland]: [The Spinoff], [2017]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Spinoff Music editor Henry Oliver talks to Peter Dickens and Matt Paul about mental health issues in New Zealand music and a mental health benefit show on in Auckland tonight."--RSS feed.
Subject: Dickens, Peter Interviews.
Paul, Matt Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgt
Popular music New Zealand.
Electronic Location: https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/xvt5tu/pod_on_the_couch_027.mp3
https://podonthecouch.podbean.com/e/mental-health-in-music-fundraiser-tonight/

Title: Metrology and calibration.
Edition: Sixth edition November 2017
Publishing Details: Auckland, New Zealand: International Accreditation New Zealand, 2017. ©2017
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Series: Specific criteria for accreditation; 5.
Subject: Calibration Standards New Zealand.
Metrology Standards New Zealand.
Testing laboratories Accreditation New Zealand.
Testing laboratories Standards New Zealand.
Middle Island (Te Wai-Pounamu), New Zealand (Aotea-roa) / drawn by G.P. Wilson.

New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.


1 map : col.

Insets: BountyIds -- AntipodesIds -- AucklandIds -- CampbellIds -- (Rekohu or Whare-Kauri) Chatham Islands.

Digital maps. lcgft
Outline maps lcgft
South Island (N.Z.) Maps.

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11302876730002836

Milford huts natural hazards overview - March 2019 / Philip Lees, Chris Fauth, Justin Cope.

Lees, Philip, author.


1 online resource : colour illustrations


Natural hazards New Zealand Milford Huts Settlement.


Minor capital expenditure and operating expenditure allowances, and quality standards to apply to Transpower for the remainder period of regulatory control period 1.

Wellington, New Zealand : Commerce Commission, 2011.

1 online resource : colour illustrations


Title Miss Hawthorne sits for a spell / Katherine Hayton.
Author Hayton, Katherine, 1973- author.
Publishing Details [Christchurch, New Zealand] : [Katherine Hayton], [2019]
©2019
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
Ghost stories. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Electronic Location https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07MT34MBX

Title Missa brevis : for SATB choir / Lyell Cresswell.
Author Cresswell, Lyell, 1944- composer.
©2019
Physical Details 1 score (10 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Text in Latin, except for the Kyrie. Staff notation.
Subject Choruses, Sacred (Mixed voices, 4 parts), Unaccompanied.
Masses Scores.

Title Mobile Refresh 2018.
Author Dominguez, Zarah, interviewee.
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject Dominguez, Zarah Interviews.
Kopylov, Ilia Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Title  Modelling the effects of ocean acidification in New Zealand / S.E. Mikaloff-Fletcher, H.C. Bostock, M.J. Williams, A. Forcen.
Author  Mikaloff-Fletcher, S. E., author.
ISBN  9781776656905
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  New Zealand aquatic environment and biodiversity report ; no. 187.
Subject  Deep sea corals New Zealand.
          Fishes Effect of habitat modification on New Zealand.
          Ocean acidification Environmental aspects New Zealand.
          Seawater Carbon dioxide content Environmental aspects New Zealand.

Title  Modern adoxography / Blindfolded and Led to the Woods.
Author  Blindfolded and Led to the Woods (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Christchurch, New Zealand] : [Blindfolded and Led to the Woods], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  https://balttw.bandcamp.com/album/modern-adoxography
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Moher Cruinniú : for two voices and piano / James Roberson.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Roberson, James, 1992- composer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Moher, Cliffs of (Ireland) Songs and music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scores. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocal duets with piano.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Molemo wa maatla a tshegofatso / Richard Brunton.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Brunton, Richard, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473471552 EPUB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473471569 Kindle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473471576 PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Botswana Setswana language version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Benediction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blessing and cursing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Moonlight sonata / Eileen Merriman.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Merriman, Eileen (Haematologist), author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780143773467 ebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projected Publication Date</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;A bitter-sweet novel of forbidden love and family secrets ... It's the annual New Year family get-together. Molly is dreading having to spend time with her mother, but she is pleased her son will see his cousins and is looking forward to catching up with her brothers... Joe in particular. Under the summer sun, family tensions intensify, relationships become heightened and Molly and Joe will not be the only ones with secrets that must be kept hidden.&quot;--Publisher information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: The Moriori evidence: in search of Tangaroa. Part I / Semisi Pone.
Author: Pone, Semisi, 1961- author.
ISBN: 9781988511269
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Maori language Dialects New Zealand.
Moriori (New Zealand people) Origin.
Polynesian languages.

Title: Mountains to sea wellington.
Author: Studd, Zoe, interviewee.
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "An interview with Zoe Studd, Director of Mountains to Sea Wellington. A trust that operates with a team of dedicated staff and volunteers, running programs with communities and young people and creating a sense of Kaitiakitanga which in Maori means guardianship and protection, a way of managing the environment that reflects the deep kinship between humans and the natural world. They are creating a legion of kaitiaki, young guardians and protectors, empowered to take action to help protect and restore our rivers, harbors and coasts." --RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts. lcgft
Studd, Zoe Interviews.
Wellington (N.Z. : Region)
n.mp3
https://soundcloud.com/b-side-broadcasts-mountains-to-sea-wellington
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Movements, party, state / Dylan Taylor.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Taylor, Dylan, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>ESRA (Auckland, N.Z.) ; #5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Political planning New Zealand 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right and left (Political science) New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Mr. Freeze strikes! / by Larry Davidson.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Davidson, Larry (Musician), composer, performer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>New Zealand : Larry Davidson, [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://larrydavidson.bandcamp.com/track/mr-freeze-strikes">https://larrydavidson.bandcamp.com/track/mr-freeze-strikes</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Mt Eden Central Meridional Circuit, Titirangi S.D / drawn by E. Bellairs, 1894.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Auckland (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Triangulation New Zealand Auckland Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11283485060002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11283485060002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Mt Eden Central triangulation, Waitemata Dist. / drawn by E. Bellairs, 1894.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Auckland (N.Z.) Maps.
            Digital maps. lcgft
            Triangulation New Zealand Auckland Maps.
Electronic Location https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA112837145400 02836

Title Mt Eden North merid: circuit, Whangarei S. D. / C. Palmer delt.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Digital maps. lcgft
            Triangulation New Zealand Whangarei District Maps.
Electronic Location https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA112835227100 02836

Title Mt Eden North meridional circuit, Purua S.D. / C. Palmer, delt.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Digital maps. lcgft
            Triangulation New Zealand Whangarei District Maps.
Electronic Location https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA212586261900 02836
Title Mt Eden North meridional circuit, Ruakaka S.D. / C. Palmer delt.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Digital maps. lcgft
Triangulation New Zealand Whangarei District Maps.
Whangarei District (N.Z.) Maps.
Electronic Location https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258610730002836

Title Mt Eden North merid. circuit, Tangihua S.D. / C. Palmer, delt.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Digital maps. lcgft
Triangulation New Zealand Whangarei District Maps.
Whangarei District (N.Z.) Maps.
Electronic Location https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258653800002836

Title Mud and blood : the World War I story of Andrew Beames McCorkindale / David Baird.
Author Baird, David, 1977- author.
ISBN 9780473429423 EPUB
9780473429430 Kindle
9780473429447 PDF
9780473469948 print
Publishing Details [Christchurch, New Zealand] : [David Baird], 2018.
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject McCorkindale, Andrew Beames, 1885-1917
Soldiers New Zealand Biography.
World War, 1914-1918 New Zealand Biography.
World War, 1914-1918 Personal narratives, New Zealand.
**Title** Murder most malicious : a Mancini mystery / Kitty Jackson.
**Author** Jackson, Kitty, author.
**ISBN** 9781370135417 online
**Edition** Amazon Kindle edition.
**Publishing Details** [Dunedin] : A Blooming Book Production, [2017]
©2017
**Physical Details** 1 online resource
**Subject** Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

**Title** Murmuration : for three violins / Leonie Holmes.
**Author** Holmes, Leonie, composer.
**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2019]
©2019
**Physical Details** 1 online resource
**Language** Staff notation.
**Subject** Birds Flight Songs and music.
String trios (Violins (3)) Scores.

**Title** The Museum Archive Episode.
**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]
**Physical Details** 1 online resource (1 audio file)
**Series** BYC podcast; episode 195.
**Summary** "The Godfather and Kev are excited and parked up in the hallowed concrete of the NZ Cricket Museum's archive room on Day 1 of the Basin Reserve test between NZ and Sri Lanka, surrounded by a cornucopia of cricketing memorabilia and miscellany."--RSS feed.
**Subject** Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft
The Museum Crypt Correction Episode.

Publishing Details
[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2016]

Physical Details
1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series
BYC podcast; episode 237.

Summary
"In the crypt of the NZ Cricket Museum, The Godfather, Kev & Off White Thunder talk about how they have stuffed up the player numbers, trawl through the museum's epic collection, review Ashley Mallett's breakfast yarn and are massively excited about Day 1 of NZ vs Australia at the Basin Reserve."--RSS feed.

Subject
Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft

Electronic Location
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2016/02/12/byc-podcast-237-the-museum-crypt-correction-episode/

Music Education - feat. Andrew Rooney.

Author
Power, Kane, interviewer.

Publishing Details
[New Zealand] : [Kane Power], [2019]

Physical Details
1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary
"Andrew Rooney is a drummer, drum teacher, and podcaster. In this episode Andrew dispels some myths surrounding music education."--RSS feed.

Subject
Interviews.
Music New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft
Rooney, Andrew Interviews.

Electronic Location
http://static1.squarespace.com/static/5926768715cf7d9f3d53027e/t/5c5947f6ec212d81d6b999/76/1549356475084/Episode+50+-+Brady+Deeprose+%28Conjurer%29.mp3
https://www.musiciansmap.org/podcast/episode-50
**Title**  Music from stage and screen : piano / Gil Dech.

**Publishing Details** New Zealand : His Master's Voice (N.Z.) Ltd.  
[Sydney?] : Columbia, [193-?]

**Physical Details** 1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono, stereo ; 25 cm

**Contents** You'd be so nice to come home to (from film "Something to shout about") / Porter (2:30) -- How high the moon (from film "Two for the show") / Lewis (2:55) -- Love walked in (from "Goldwyn follies") / Gershwin (2:32) -- September song (from "September affair") / Weill (2:35) -- So in love (from "Kiss me Kate") / Porter (2:15) -- It might as well be spring (from "State fair" / Rodgers (3:02) -- I've grown accustomed to her face (from "My fair lady") / Loewe (3:00) -- It's a grand night for singing (from "State fair") / Rodgers (2:05)

**Subject** Motion picture music Excerpts, Arranged.  
Musicals Excerpts, Arranged.  
Piano music, Arranged.  
Popular instrumental music 1931-1940.

**OCLC Number** 946742179

---

**Title**  Musical muster : the Wrightson tour with the NZSO.

**Publishing Details** Wellington] : NZSO?, [2003?]

**Physical Details** 1 CD (63 min. 30 sec.) : digital ; 12 cm

**Contents** Symphony no. 55, 'The schoolmaster'. Menuetto (4'45") -- Finale, Presto (4'20") / Franz Joseph Haydn (NZSO, conducted by Matthias Bamert) -- Piano Concerto no. 21 in C, K467. Andante (7'13") -- Allegro vivace assai (7'03") / Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (NZSO, conducted by Matthias Bamert ; piano, Barry Douglas) -- A comedy of arias / written & presented by Judy Glen. Introductions and Laughing song (extract) from Die Fledermaus / J. Strauss -- Jewel song from Faust / Gounod -- Audition song from Die Fledermaus / J. Strauss -- Una voce poco fa from The barber of Seville / Rossini -- Poor wand'reng one from The pirates of Penzance / Gilbert & Sullivan -- The Russian nightingale / Alabieff -- Home sweet home / Bishop (38'58") (NZSO, conducted by Marc Taddei ; Judy Glen, diva).

**Language** Arias in 'A comedy of arias' sung in English.

**Subject** Concertos (Piano)  
Live sound recordings. lcgf  
Opera Humor.  
Operas Excerpts.  
Orchestral music.  
Singers Humor.
Title My Vaseline diaries / by Blindfolded and Led to the Woods.
Author Blindfolded and Led to the Woods (Musical group), composer, performer.
Published Details [Christchurch, New Zealand] : [Blindfolded and Led to the Woods], [2014]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Electronic Location https://balttw.bandcamp.com/album/my-vaseline-diaries

Title Myrtle rust in New Zealand.
Published Details Wellington, New Zealand : Ministry for Primary Industries, [2019]-
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Monthly
Publication Numbering Began with February 2019.
Subject Myrtaceae Diseases and pests New Zealand Periodicals.

Title N.Z. services current affairs bulletin.
Published Details [Wellington] : [Army Education Welfare Service], 1943-1945.
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Frequency Biweekly
Publication Numbering Began with Vol. 1, no. 18 (Aug. 23, 1943); ceased with vol. 3, no. 12 (July 23, 1945).
Subject New Zealand periodicals. local Nz
    New Zealand. Army Periodicals.
    Soldiers Education, Non-military New Zealand Periodicals.
Title NZATE : New Zealand Association for the Teaching of English, Te Pouhere Whakaako o te Reo Pakeha o Aotearoa.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : NZATE

Physical Details Web site.

Frequency Irregular

Subject English language Study and teaching New Zealand.

New Zealand Association for the Teaching of English.

Electronic Location https://nzate.org.nz/


Title NZIER’s Shadow Board continues to recommend unchanged OCR.

Author New Zealand Institute of Economic Research. Shadow Board, author.


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series Media release (New Zealand Institute of Economic Research)

Subject Monetary policy New Zealand.


Title NZIER’s Shadow Board more certain that OCR should remain unchanged.

Author New Zealand Institute of Economic Research. Shadow Board, author.


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series Media release (New Zealand Institute of Economic Research)

Subject Monetary policy New Zealand.


The National Bank series / New Zealand Symphony Orchestra; Alexander Lazarev, conductor; Peter Donohoe, piano; music by Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky.

Tchaikovsky, Pyotr Ilyich, 1840-1893, composer.

[Wellington?] : NZSO? [2003]

1 CD (55'45") : digital ; 12 cm

Sleeping beauty suite -- Piano concerto no. 1 in B flat minor, op. 23.

Concertos (Piano)
Live sound recordings. lcgft
Suites (Orchestra)

National Parks of New Zealand

New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.


1 map
NZMS 176A.

Digital maps. lcgft
National parks and reserves New Zealand Maps.
New Zealand Maps.

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21187849650002836

Natty : NZ made jewellery, and hand printed textiles, illustrated gift cards and stationery.

[Wellington] : [Natty], [2013]-

Web site.

Irregular
Began in 2013.

Jewelry New Zealand Wellington Catalogs.
Natty (Firm) Catalogs.
Stationery New Zealand Wellington Catalogs.
Textile crafts New Zealand Wellington Catalogs.

https://ifeelnatty.com/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11327002580002836
Title: Neal Richardson - The humans behind the big machine.
Author: Richardson, Neal (Telecommunications engineers), interviewee.
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "A cracking chat between Neal Richardson and Viv at the SparkOne annual event (Spark's "unconference") late in 2018. They cover what an unconference is, where the SparkOne version came from, and the best parts of running the event before they widen out to how Neal got to be where he is, the finest parts of working within Spark, and how it's all about perceptions and communications (!) - https://www.linkedin.com/in/neal-richardson-316b523"--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts. lcgt
Richardson, Neal (Telecommunications engineers) Interviews.
Social media New Zealand.
Technology New Zealand.
Electronic Location: https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/17164862/healthy_homes_hikoi_just_give_me_money.mp3
https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/healthy-homes-hikoi-just-give-me-money

Title: Necessary secrets / Greg McGee.
ISBN: 9781988516707 E
9781988516714 M
©2019
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
**Title**  
Necrolatrine / Necrolatry.

**Author**  
Necrolatry (Musician), composer, performer.

**Publishing Details**  
[New Zealand] : [Necrolatry], [2014]

**Physical Details**  
1 online resource

**Contents**  

**Electronic Location**  

---

**Title**  
The Nelson 111 Episode.

**Publishing Details**  
[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2012]

**Physical Details**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series**  
BYC podcast; episode 111.

**Summary**  
"'The Nelson 111 Episode" in which the NZ Herald's Dylan Cleaver and the Beige Brigade's Mike Lane get all serious and cranky about the Saffer series, plus a magnificent email from Tony Blain. Glenn Turner lifts the covers in The Book Nook, and News or Ruse is a shocker but A H Jones and Dyer the Liar come out of the archive…nail the RSS feed for your Pod catcher…or visit The BYC page on iTunes. The BYC archive of every episode is here."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  
Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft

**Electronic Location**  
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2012/03/22/episode-111-the-nelson-111-episode/

---

**Title**  
Net fishing in Auckland, New Zealand : ...and how to cook the fish after... / Semisi Pone.

**Author**  
Pone, Semisi, 1961- author.

**ISBN**  
9781988511245 online

**Publishing Details**  

**Physical Details**  
1 online resource

**Subject**  
Fishing New Zealand Auckland.
Fishing nets.

**Electronic Location**  
Title  Network traffic characteristics of the IoT application use cases / Jozef Mocnej, Adrian Pekar, Winston K.G. Seah, Iveta Zolotova.
Author  Mocnej, Jozef, author.
Publishing Details  [Wellington, New Zealand] : [School of Engineering and Computer Science, Victoria University of Wellington], [2018]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Technical report series (Victoria University of Wellington. School of Engineering and Computer Science) ; 18/01.
Summary  "The Internet of Things (IoT) is a highly discussed paradigm aimed at the connection of everyday objects to the Internet. The idea of enabling objects to communicate with each other brings significant benefits, yet there are several challenges that have to be also addressed. In recent years, researchers have developed many solutions to resolve IoT issues and enhance the overall evolution. New technologies have been proposed and existing approaches redefined to meet the specific requirements of IoT. However, the complexity and diversity of the area make the process quite difficult. This paper describes the IoT paradigm and provides an overview of efforts expended to date. It discusses topics such as IoT definitions, categorisation of IoT application areas and the greatest IoT challenges. One contribution of this paper is the detailed description of IoT network technologies and their illustration in a single protocol stack. Another contribution is the definition of network traffic characteristics of IoT application use cases, which aims to help in better comprehension of IoT demands on network technologies. This knowledge is crucial not only to propose more efficient solutions but also improve the network technologies specifically designed for IoT needs"—Abstract.

Title  New River Estuary 2018 : macroalgal monitoring / prepared for Environment Southland by Leigh Stevens.
Author  Stevens, Leigh (Leigh Michael) author.
ISBN  9780909043483 paperback
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Estuarine ecology New Zealand New River Estuary.
  Intertidal ecology New Zealand New River Estuary.
  Marine algae New Zealand New River Estuary Measurement.
  Marine algae New Zealand New River Estuary Monitoring.
  New River Estuary (N.Z.) Environmental conditions.
  Wetland mapping New Zealand New River Estuary.
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21324556280002836

National Library of New Zealand  518  Te Puna Matarangata o Aotearoa
Title: New Zealand : state placement service : delineation of placement areas.

Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.

Published Details: [Wellington] : N Z Lands and Survey, [1937?].

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour

Subject: New Zealand Administrative and political divisions Maps.


Title: New Zealand Netball Awards.

Published Details: [Auckland] : Netball New Zealand

Physical Details: Web site.

Frequency: Irregular

Subject: Netball Awards New Zealand.

Electronic Location: http://nznetballawards.co.nz/

Title: The New Zealand atlas of population change / Natalie Jackson and Lars Brabyn, University of Waikato.

Author: Jackson, Natalie, 1950- author.

Published Details: [Hamilton, New Zealand] : CaDDANZ, 2019.

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series: CaDDANZ brief ; no. 1.

Subject: Cultural pluralism New Zealand.


Title  The New Zealand confectioner and catering journal.
Publishing Details  Auckland [N.Z.] : [publisher not identified]
Physical Details  volumes : illustrations ; 28 cm
Frequency  Monthly
Subject  Caterers and catering New Zealand Periodicals.
          Confectionery New Zealand Periodicals.
OCLC Number  173389195

Title  New Zealand national parks.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition  2nd edition
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 176A
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
          National parks and reserves New Zealand Maps.
          New Zealand Maps.

Title  New Zealand outline map.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Department of Lands and Survey], [between 1909 and 1914].
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
          New Zealand Maps.
          Quadrangle maps. lcgft
          Railroads New Zealand Maps.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>New Zealand shewing trout streams : 1892.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Wellington, N.Z. : Lithographed at the Head Office, Department of Lands and Survey, 1892.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trout fishing New Zealand Maps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>New Zealand smoking monitor 2017/18 annual report / prepared for the Health Promotion Agency by: Hayley Guiney &amp; Greg Martin.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Guiney, H. (Hayley), author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780478449686 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Advertising Tobacco New Zealand Public opinion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cigarette smokers New Zealand Statistics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public opinion New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smoking cessation New Zealand Statistics.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>New Zealand.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand (Musical group : N.Z.), composer, performer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 CD : digital ; 12 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Untitled track (in four movements).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Lo-fi (Rock music)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title New releases and cyclone warnings.
Author Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Instead of just sitting around the Spinoff offices waiting for the Cyclone Cook to hit, music editor Henry Oliver gathers together some friends, family and workers of the Spinoff - namely José Barbosa, Leonie Hayden, Alex Casey, Calum Henderson, Don Rowe and Toby Manhire - to be surprised by a bunch of new music they may not have heard before. Hilarity, disorganization, and talking over each other ensues."--RSS feed.
Subject Barbosa, José Francisco Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Popular music New Zealand.
Electronic Location https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/8zxw7k/pod_on_the_couch_021.mp3

Title Newsletter / Mt Roskill (Puketapapa) Historical Society.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : Mt Roskill (Puketapapa) Historical Society -[2017]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Frequency Bimonthly
Subject Mount Roskill (Auckland, N.Z.) History Periodicals.
Mt Roskill (Puketapapa) Historical Society Periodicals.
Electronic Location https://sites.google.com/site/roskillhistory/newsletters
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21327236590002836

Title The Newstraya Land Episode.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 226.
Summary "We're soaking up the WACA test after a tough week as Kiwi cricket fans, and falling in love all over again with Rossco Taylor."--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft
**Title** Nitrogen trading in Lake Taupo: an analysis and evaluation of an innovative water management policy / Madelaine Duhon, Hugh McDonald and Suzi Kerr.

**Author** Duhon, Madeline, author.


**Physical Details** 1 online resource: colour illustrations

**Series** Motu working paper; 15-07.

**Subject** Nutrient trading New Zealand Taupo, Lake.
Water Nitrogen content New Zealand Taupo, Lake.
Water quality management Economic aspects New Zealand Taupo, Lake.


---

**Title** No one can hear you / Nikki Crutchley.

**Author** Crutchley, Nikki, 1978- author.

**ISBN** 9780473449360 print
9780473499377 EPUB


**Physical Details** 1 online resource

**Subject** Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz


---

**Title** No one else; Serial sinner / Prolix & Dose.

**Author** Prolix (Musician), composer, performer.

**Publishing Details** [Auckland, New Zealand]: [Uprising Records], [2011]

**Physical Details** 1 online resource

**Contents** No one else / Prolix & Dose -- Serial sinner / Prolix & Dose.

**Electronic Location** https://www.beatport.com/release/no-one-else-serial-sinner/826927
Title: No punches pulled: laughter - the best medicine.

Author: Jones, Bob, 1939- author.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Bob Jones], [2019]-

Physical Details: Web site.

Frequency: Irregular

Subject: Jones, Bob, 1939- Blogs.

New Zealand Politics and government 21st century Blogs.

New Zealand Social life and customs 21st century Blogs.

Electronic Location: https://nopunchespulled.com/


Title: The Nobel Prize Episode.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: BYC podcast; episode 194.

Summary: "The Godfather and Kev sit down on Boxing Day to salivate over Brendon McCullum's incredible feats & sixes & the deliciousness that is Hagley Park. There are a few emails from Around the World - they talk Ray Lindwall and league, Felix and music, and the continuing saga of Mark Vermeulen."--RSS feed.

Subject: Cricket New Zealand.

Podcasts. lcgft


Title: Noisescape / by Lee McKenzie.

Author: McKenzie, Lee (Musician), composer, performer.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Lee McKenzie], [2016]

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Electronic Location: https://leemckenzie.bandcamp.com/track/noisescape

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>North Canterbury news : Hurunui, Kaikoura, Waimakariri.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Print began with Issue 686 (February 18, 2016).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Hurunui District (N.Z.) Newspapers.  
Kaikoura District (N.Z.) Newspapers.  
New Zealand newspapers. local Nz  
Waimakariri District (N.Z.) Newspapers. |
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21322439960002836 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>North Island (Te Ika-A-Maui) New Zealand showing districts under the Maori Councils Act, 1900, and the Public Health Act, 1920 / drawn by W.G. Harding.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Digital maps. lcgft  
Mahere whenua. reo  
New Zealand. Maori Councils Act 1900 Maps.  
North Island (N.Z.) Administrative and political divisions Maps. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>North Island (Te Ika-A-Maui), New Zealand (Aotea-roa).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Digital maps. lcgft  
North Island (N.Z.) Maps.  
Outline maps. lcgft |
<p>| Electronic Location | <a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA1130287681002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA1130287681002836</a> |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The Not As Hammered As Last Time Episode.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Series</strong></td>
<td>BYC podcast; episode 257.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;This week The Godfather and a less-hammered Kev are in Karori in a typhoon. They sing the praises of Neil Broom, chat about the Maccas SuperSmash, discuss the life &amp; times of Todd Astle the unbeaten Test cricketer, fall in love with Jeets again, and they get into Jayne's Email From Around the World.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Cricket New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Artley, Chris, 1963- composer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
<td>Staff notation; Chord symbols.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices) with instrumental ensemble Scores. Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, 1807-1882 Musical settings. Peace Songs and music.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>OMV New Zealand Limited and Shell Investments NZ Limited.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>9781869456443 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand. OMV New Zealand Limited. Royal Dutch Shell plc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|---------------------|--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
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Title Of smoke and bickering flame: concerto for chamber orchestra / Lyell Cresswell.
Author Cresswell, Lyell, 1944- composer.
©2002
Physical Details 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Concertos (Chamber orchestra) Scores.
Electronic Location https://www.sounz.org.nz/resources/20810

Title Official telephone directory. Timaru, Oamaru.
Physical Details volumes ; 24 cm
Frequency Semiannual
Publication Numbering Ceased with February, 1933.
Subject Timaru District (N.Z.) Telephone directories.
Waimate District (N.Z.) Telephone directories.

Title The Old Cricketer Leaves His Crease Episode.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2016]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 239.
Summary "The Godfather, Kev and Off White Thunder tip their caps to Martin Crowe, are stoked to hear from Blenheim's Finnish Kiwi cricketer Karl Fitzpatrick and yarn about Black Cap #239, Aaron Son of Rodney' Redmond."--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2016/03/09/byc-podcast-239-the-old-cricketer-leaves-his-crease-episode/
Title: Old times good times.
Author: Jackman, William (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [William Jackman], [2018]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Electronic Location: https://williamjackman.bandcamp.com/album/old-times-good-times

Title: Omgeving / by Jason Wright, composer.
Author: Wright, Jason (Composer) composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [Wellington, New Zealand] : [Jason Wright], [2016]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Electronic Location: https://jwcomposer.bandcamp.com/album/omgeving

Title: On thin ice / by Emily Larkins.
Author: Larkins, Emily, 1981- author.
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Short stories, New Zealand. local Nz
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Once Upon a Taima - Kupe - Chapter 1.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Taringa ; ep 70.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Enjoy the first chapter of our story about Kupe - the great navigator, and a waiata from the Black Katz in the 80's.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Kōnae ipurangi. reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tikanga. reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://soundcloud.com/tw-oa/taringa-ep-70-once-upon-a-taima-kupe-chapter-1">https://soundcloud.com/tw-oa/taringa-ep-70-once-upon-a-taima-kupe-chapter-1</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Once Upon a Taima - Kupe - Chapter 2.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Taringa ; ep 78.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;We continue the story of Kupe as he hunts his nemesis Te Wheke while naming many places in the newly found Aotearoa.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Kōnae ipurangi. reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tikanga. reo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Once Upon a Taima - Tāwhaki - Chapter 1.

Title: Once Upon a Taima - Tāwhaki - Chapter 1.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2018]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: Taringa ; ep 66.
Summary: "The first of several stories about Tāwhaki is told through a bedtime kōrero between Koro and Moko."--RSS feed.
Subject: Kōnae ipurangi. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.
Podcasts. lgcf
Tikanga. reo
Electronic Location:

One last hit / Linda Coles.

Title: One last hit / Linda Coles.
Author: Coles, Linda, author.
ISBN: 9780473444563 Kindle
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : Blue Banana, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Detective and mystery fiction. lgcf
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Electronic Location:


Title: Opaku Survey District triangulation / H.W. Climie & A Teesdale Surveyors. 1879-1880 ; W. Gordon del.
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Digital maps. lgcf
South Taranaki District (N.Z.) Maps.
Triangulation New Zealand South Taranaki District Maps.
Electronic Location:
Title  Operational satellite policy : information about frequency coordination and licensing rules for satellite services.
ISBN  9781988517766 online
Physical Details  1 online resource ; colour illustrations
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began with issue 1 (February 2018)
Series  Public information brochure ; 60.
Subject  Artificial satellites in telecommunication New Zealand.
Radio frequency allocation New Zealand.
Electronic Location  https://www.rsm.govt.nz/online-services-resources/publications/pibs/operational-satellite-policy-pib-60
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11323350290002836

Title  Opunake & Oeo Survey Districts triangulation / H.M. Skeet Surveyor, 1881.
Author  New Zealand. General Survey Office, cartographer.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
South Taranaki District (N.Z.) Maps.
Triangulation New Zealand South Taranaki District Maps.

Title  Organ toccata for solo organ / Chris Artley.
Author  Artley, Chris, 1963- composer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details  1 score (11 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Organ music.
Scores. lcgft
Toccatas.
Title  Overrun / Sean Monaghan.
Author  Monaghan, Sean, 1964- author.
ISBN  9780463889152 online
                  ©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "From the icy roof of the science lab building, Mette Gilbert wonders about her reasons for coming to Fordholm. Certainly not for the cold. The stark beauty invigorates her. But the institute seems barren and lifeless. After the way things went with Ludlow, maybe she deserves that"--Back of print version.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
          Science fiction. lcgt

Title  PREVIEW - Lorde:Behind The Melodrama.
Author  Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In this episode Henry Oliver presents a sneak peek at our latest podcast series. It's a track by track examination of Lorde's new album Melodrama featuring the artist herself in conversation with Henry. We'll release all 11 episodes on the 19th of June."--RSS feed.
Subject  Lorde, 1996- Interviews.
          Podcasts. lcgt
          Popular music New Zealand.
Electronic Location  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/8jzigs/preview_lorde_behind_the_melodrama_003.mp3
                 https://podonthechouch.podbean.com/e/preview-lordebehind-the-melodrama/
Title: Paemanu : Ngai Tahu contemporary visual arts.

**Publishing Details**

**Physical Details**
Web site.

**Frequency**
Irregular

**Language**
In English and Māori.

**Subject**
Art, Modern 21st century.
Art, New Zealand New Zealand South Island.
Arts New Zealand South Island.
Hunga mahi toi. reo
Kāi Tahu (New Zealand people)
Pae tukutuku. reo
Waka toi. reo

**Electronic Location**
http://paemanu.org.nz/


**Author**

**Publishing Details**

**Physical Details**
1 online resource

**Subject**
Digital maps. lcgft
Triangulation New Zealand New Plymouth District Maps.

**Electronic Location**

Title: Patapātai - Your Questions Answered - pt1.

**Publishing Details**
[New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2018]

**Physical Details**
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series**
Taringa ; ep 72.

**Summary**
"New kaupapa! We are answering you, our beloved audience - and in doing so, here we discuss Kirituhi and Tā moko, kai Māori, whakatiki (fasting), states of tapu, pounamu, hāngū and composing for kapahaka. Ka mau te wehi!"--RSS feed.

**Subject**
Kōnae ipurangi. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.
Podcasts. lcgft
Tikanga. reo

**Electronic Location**
https://soundcloud.com/tw-oa/taringa-ep-72-patapatai-your-questions-answered-pt1

[New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2018]

Taringa ; ep 73.

The questions keep flowing in, and we shall answer! Paraone, Erica and kaikōrero Julia talk about taea vs āhei, whakaaro Māori, cultural considerations in the work place, a' and o', embalming, tūpāpaku and Mokomokai."--RSS feed.

Kōnae ipurangi. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.
Podcasts. lcgft
Tikanga. reo

Electronic Location

Patapātai - Your Questions Answered - pt3.

[New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2018]

Taringa ; ep 74.

"Ko ngā kōrero matapaki mai i a Ngāi Areare pātai ko te whaikōrero, te karanga, ngā karakia Māori me te kianga 'ngā mihi'"--RSS feed.

Kōnae ipurangi. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.
Podcasts. lcgft
Tikanga. reo

Electronic Location
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Paula style.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Auckland] : [Paula Apparel Ltd], [2014]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>volumes : colour illustrations ; 28 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Semiannual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Numbering</strong></td>
<td>Began with summer 2014.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Fashion New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paula Apparel Ltd Catalogs Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The Peaceful Yet Tempting Martin Episode.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Series</strong></td>
<td>BYC podcast; episode 243.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;The Godfather hosts Kev and Off White Thunder for Anzac cookies and milk. This week they celebrate the life and times of lawnmower victim Martin McGoldrick: is he he our greatest ODI player of all time?&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Cricket New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts. lcgft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Electronic Location   | http://paularyan.carbonmediahosting.com/magazine/                          |
Title The Pedro Ingram Petersfield Episode.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2016]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series BYC podcast; episode 245.
Summary "Kev and Off White tunnel traverse Wellington and moan about tunnels and road cones when they get to The Godfather's kitchen. This week celebrates the beast-moustached tractor-fighter Peter Ingram."--RSS feed.
Subject Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft

Title Penang in 12 dishes : how to eat like you live there.
ISBN 9780473427290 print
9780473451721 EPUB
9780473451738 Kindle
9780473451745 PDF
9780473451752 iBook
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : RedPorkPress, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Language Text in English with some Malay.
Subject Dinners and dining Malaysia Pulau Pinang (State)
Food Malaysia Pulau Pinang (State)
Malaysia Pulau Pinang (State) Description and travel.
Malaysia Pulau Pinang (State) Social life and customs.
Title  The Pessimistic Little B**ch Episode.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2016]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  BYC podcast; episode 253.

Summary  "This week the boys talk about their one-month international hiatus, the Black Caps' tour of India, Jeets' return, a barrage of stats, and get stuck into emails from around the world from Muzz, Liam, Jayne and The Titan."--RSS feed.

Subject  Cricket New Zealand.


Title  Pfizer, Inc / Hospira, Inc.

Author  New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.

ISBN  9781869454548 online


Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.


Title  Picture this.

ISBN  0478167350 print
       9780478167351 print
       9780478167368 online


©2016

Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations (chiefly colour), colour maps, colour portraits

Contents  Totally random / by Kate Potter -- Blood sugar / by Veronika Meduna -- Over the rainbow / by Sarah Bainbridge -- On the move / by Sophie Fern.

Series  Connected (Wellington, N.Z.) ; 2016, level 3.

Audience  Primary National Library of New Zealand

Subject  Animal migration Juvenile literature.

Diabetes Juvenile literature.

Prisms Juvenile literature.

Probabilities Juvenile literature.

Science Juvenile literature.

Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57lt7d/NLNZ_ALMA21322052940002836
Title: The Pink Melksham Roussos Episode.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: BYC podcast; episode 209.
Summary: "The Godfather, Kev & Off White Thunder debate the pink ball Test matches and get in a couple of mentions of football goalkeepers - and relive the Balcony Incident featuring Paul Collingwood."--RSS feed.
Subject: Cricket New Zealand. Podcasts. lcgft

Title: The Pink Stubbies Episode.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: BYC podcast; episode 227.
Summary: "The Godfather is gutted with Steve Smith’s lame declaration, Off White Thunder reckons Pup has revealed his true colours and Kev is starting a petition to re-open the Mt Victoria Tunnel on Sunday nights."--RSS feed.
Subject: Cricket New Zealand. Podcasts. lcgft

Title: Plan of Campbelltown : compiled from official surveys / drawn by W.T. Nelson.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Series: NZMS 16.
Subject: Cadastral maps. lcgft
Digital maps. lcgft
Invercargill (N.Z.) Maps.
Land subdivision New Zealand Invercargill Maps.
Real property New Zealand Invercargill Maps.
Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258003390002836
Title: Plan of minor triangles for connecting surveys on the main trunk railway in the King Country / L. Cussen, District Surveyor, Dec 1886.


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Digital maps. lcgft
Ruapehu District (N.Z.) Maps.
Triangulation New Zealand Ruapehu District Maps.
Triangulation New Zealand Waitomo District Maps.
Waitomo District (N.Z.) Maps.

Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258695950002836

Title: Plan of the Borough of Mataura, Southland, N.Z. / drawn by J.C. Potter, October 1904.

Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Contents: Inset: Land transfer subdivisions of parts of block I. Scale approximately 1:2,376.

Series: NZMS 16.

Subject: Cadastral maps. lcgft
Digital maps. lcgft
Land subdivision New Zealand Mataura Maps.
Real property New Zealand Mataura Maps.

Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278278270002836


Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.


Physical Details: 1 online resource


Series: NZMS 16.

Subject: Cadastral maps. lcgft
Central Otago District (N.Z.) Maps.
Digital maps. lcgft
Land subdivision New Zealand Central Otago District Maps.
Real property New Zealand Central Otago District Maps.

Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278299920002836
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Plan of the town of Ashburton.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 16.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Ashburton District (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cadastral maps. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Land subdivision New Zealand Ashburton District Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real property New Zealand Ashburton District Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278280590002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278280590002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Plan of the town of Clifden : block I, Lillburn District / surveyed by J.H. Treseder ; J.M. Kemp delt.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Wellington : N.Z. Lands and Survey, 1892.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 16.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cadastral maps. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Land subdivision New Zealand Southland District Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real property New Zealand Southland District Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Southland District (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258180210002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258180210002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Plan of the town of Gore / drawn by W. Deverell, delt.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 16.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cadastral maps. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gore District (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Land subdivision New Zealand Gore District Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real property New Zealand Gore District Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278300060002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278300060002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Plan of the town of Greymouth.

Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Contents: Inset: Part of native reserve No. 31.

Series: NZMS 16.

Subject: Cadastral maps. lcgft
Digital maps. lcgft
Land subdivision New Zealand Grey District Maps.
Mahe re whenua. reo
Mana whenua. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Land tenure New Zealand Grey District Maps.
Real property New Zealand Grey District Maps.

Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258022180002836

Plan of the town of Mackenzie: and land to be leased with Woolshed & C.

Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Series: NZMS 16.

Subject: Cadastral maps. lcgft
Cheviot (N.Z.) Maps.
Digital maps. lcgft
Land subdivision New Zealand Cheviot Maps.
Real property New Zealand Cheviot Maps.

Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278300250002836

Plan of the town of Palmerston / blocks 1 to 31 by A. Dundas, sub-assistant surveyor July 1862, blocks 32 & 33 by A. Johnston, assistant surveyor Sepr. 1869.

Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.

Publishing Details: Wellington : N.Z. Lands and Survey, [1908]

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Series: NZMS 16.

Subject: Cadastral maps. lcgft
Digital maps. lcgft
Land subdivision New Zealand Palmerston Maps.
Palmerston (N.Z.) Maps.
Real property New Zealand Palmerston Maps.

Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278298140002836

National Library of New Zealand
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Plan of the township of Opawa.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 16.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Albury (N.Z.) Maps.  
Cadastral maps. lcgft  
Digital maps. lcgft  
Land subdivision New Zealand Albury Maps.  
Real property New Zealand Albury Maps. |
| Electronic Location | https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278299670002836 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Plan of triangulation &amp; record map of Pt. Chatham Island.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. General Survey Office, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [General Survey Office], [18--].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Chatham Islands (N.Z.) Maps.  
Digital maps. lcgft  
Triangulation New Zealand Chatham Islands Maps. |
| Electronic Location | https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258669320002836 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The Plunket Episode.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2009]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>BYC podcast; episode 104.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Episode 104 (8 November 2009) is &quot;The Plunket Episode&quot; in which the BYC comes to you in association with Plunket, Sachin Tendulkar, the PowePlay, the Woman Slayer, and a Mystery is the Exchange4Free.com Sellout of the Week ..listen in to the streaming version just below…nail the RSS feed for your Pod catcher…or visit The BYC page on iTunes. The BYC archive of every episode is here.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Cricket New Zealand.  
Podcasts. lcgft |
Title  Pod on the Couch: Carb on Carb and the emo revival.
Author  Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2018]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The Spinoff and Spark proudly present Pod On The Couch, a weekly podcast exploring music and the people that make it. This episode: Henry Oliver talks to Auckland emo band Carb on Carb."--RSS feed.
Subject  Carb on Carb (Musical group) Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Popular music New Zealand.
Electronic Location  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/xdqgws/POTC_mixdown_17_05.mp3
https://podonthecouch.podbean.com/e/pod-on-the-couch-carb-on-carb-and-the-emo-revival/

Title  Pod on the Couch: High Beaming with IllBaz.
Author  Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2018]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The Spinoff and Spark proudly present Pod On The Couch, a podcast exploring music and the people that make it."--RSS feed.
Subject  Illbaz Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Popular music New Zealand.
Electronic Location  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/runz55/POTC_mixdown_31_07.mp3
https://podonthecouch.podbean.com/e/pod-on-the-couch-high-beaming-with-illbaz/

Title  Pod on the Couch: Juan Vesuvius' comedic history of house music.
Author  Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2018]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The Spinoff and Spark proudly present Pod On The Couch, a weekly podcast exploring music and the people that make it. This episode: Henry Oliver talks to Barnie Duncan about his upcoming comedy/DJ show."--RSS feed.
Subject  Duncan, Barnie, 1976- Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Popular music New Zealand.
Electronic Location  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/iqp85m/POTC_mixdown_30_04.mp3
https://podonthecouch.podbean.com/e/juan-versuvio/
Title Pod on the Couch: Katchafire’s south pacific reggae legacy.
Author Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2018]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The Spinoff and Spark proudly present Pod On The Couch, a weekly podcast exploring music and the people that make it."--RSS feed.
Subject Katchafire Interviews. 
Podcasts. lcgft
Popular music New Zealand.
Electronic Location https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/gb52r4/POTC_mixdown_31_05.mp3

Title Pod on the Couch: RIP Grant Fell, cultural connector and Headless Chicken.
Author Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2018]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The Spinoff and Spark proudly present Pod On The Couch, a weekly podcast exploring music and the people that make it. This episode: Henry Oliver talks to Russell Brown about Grant Fell."--RSS feed.
Subject Brown, Russell, 1962- Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Popular music New Zealand.
Electronic Location https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/negmcp/POTC_January18_mixdown.mp3
https://podonthecouch.podbean.com/e/pod-on-the-couch-rip-grant-fell-cultural-connector-and-headless-chicken/
Title: Pod on the Couch: Summer '18 festival roundup.
Author: Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2018]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Spinoff Music editor Henry Oliver, prolific pop pundit Kate Robertson and Spinoff staff writer Madeleine Chapman talk Auckland City Limits, Laneway, Auckland Arts Festival, WOMAD and more!"--RSS feed.
Subject: Chapman, Madeleine Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Popular music New Zealand.
Robertson, Kate (Journalist) Interviews.
Electronic Location: https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/vfewv2/pod_on_the_couch_23_03_2018.mp3
https://podonthecouch.podbean.com/e/pod-on-the-couch-summer-18-festival-roundup/

Title: Poetry Live.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : Poetry Live
Physical Details: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Publication Numbering: Began in 2010?
Summary: "New Zealand’s longest running, dedicated poetry event, Poetry Live has been a hub for the poetry community for over thirty years with a weekly guest poet, guest musician and open mic section where anyone can perform or read"--about page.
Subject: Poetry New Zealand.
Poets New Zealand.
Electronic Location: https://poetrylive.co.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11326883870002836

Title: Pop music catch-up time!
Author: Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Spinoff Music editor Henry Oliver talks to contributor Kate Robertson and staff writer Calum Henderson about Lorde’s Melodrama, Selena's 'Bad Liar', all the ex-One Directioners with solo projects, the weirdness that is Katy Perry these days, the pop perfection of Carly Rae Jepsen, the start of the infinite Prince reissues, and more..."--RSS feed.
Subject: Calum Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Popular music New Zealand.
Robertson, Kate (Journalist) Interviews.
Electronic Location: https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/69xkrk/pod_on_the_couch_029.mp3
https://podonthecouch.podbean.com/e/pop-music-catch-up-time/
Title  Popoto waiata : for percussion duet / Alissa Long.
Author  Long, Alissa, composer.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Maui's dolphin Songs and music.
Vocal duets with instrumental ensemble Scores.

Title  Port Area Industrial Catchments monitoring programme annual report 2017-2018.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Factory and trade waste Environmental aspects New Zealand Herekawe Stream Watershed.
Factory and trade waste Environmental aspects New Zealand Hongihongi Stream Watershed.

Title  Positive behaviour for learning : action plan ....
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Ministry of Education], [2009]-
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency  Annual
Publication Numbering  Began with 2010/2014; ceased with 2013?
Subject  Education and state New Zealand Periodicals
Problem children Behavior modification New Zealand Periodicals.
School discipline New Zealand Periodicals.
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21326741650002836
Title Potential amendments to input methodologies for gas pipeline services for February 2013 : consultation paper.
ISBN 9781869453046 online
Edition Confidential/public version.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Gas companies Finance Law and legislation New Zealand.
Prices Law and legislation New Zealand.

Title Powermad / Stälker.
Author Stälker (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details Eisenerz, Austria : Napalm Records, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details 1 audio disc : analog ; 18 cm
Contents Powermad -- Behold the beast.
Subject Heavy metal (Music)
Thrash metal (Music) New Zealand.

Title Precipice / by Indi.
Author Indi (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details [Christchurch] : [Indi], [2017]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Contents Machine-generated contents note: Precipice.
Electronic Location https://indissounds.bandcamp.com/track/precipice
Title  Preface - homage to a risk / by Jason Wright, composer.

Author  Wright, Jason (Composer) composer, performer.

Publishing Details  [Wellington, New Zealand] : [Jason Wright], [2015]

Physical Details  1 online resource


Electronic Location  https://jwcomposer.bandcamp.com/album/preface-homage-to-a-risk

Title  Preliminary version of the financial model for electricity default price-quality paths from 2015 : technical consultation.

ISBN  9781869453398 online

Edition  Public version.


Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations

Subject  Electric utilities Law and legislation New Zealand.

Prices Law and legislation New Zealand.


Title  Prelude and aria for oboe d'amore (or English horn) and piano / Edwin Carr.


Physical Details  1 score (6 pages) + parts ; 31 cm

Subject  English horn and piano music Scores and parts.

Oboe d'amore and piano music Scores and parts.

OCLC Number  44552343
Title  Prelude in D minor for chamber orchestra / Matthew Beardsworth.
Author  Beardsworth, Matthew, 1999- composer.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Chamber orchestra music Scores.
Preludes (Music) lcgft

Title  Preparation of polished thin sections and double polished fluid inclusion samples / B Durrant ; N Orr.
Author  Durrant, B., author.
ISBN  9781988530660 online
Publishing Details  Lower Hutt, New Zealand : GNS Science, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  GNS Science report ; 2018/09.
Subject  Thin sections (Geology).

Title  Pricing.
ISBN  9781869454890 online
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Fact sheet (New Zealand. Commerce Commission)
Subject  Merchants Law and legislation New Zealand.
Prices Law and legislation New Zealand.


Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations


Series  Publication (New Zealand Veterinary Association); no. 332.

Subject  Dairy cattle Diseases New Zealand Congresses.
Dairying New Zealand Congresses.
Veterinary medicine New Zealand Congresses.
Title  Process and issues update paper for UCLL and UBA pricing review determinations: consultation paper.
ISBN  9781869454234 online
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Broadband communication systems Economic aspects New Zealand.
Telecommunication Economic aspects New Zealand.

Title  Process heat in New Zealand: opportunities and barriers to lowering emissions: technical paper.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Energy conservation New Zealand.
Greenhouse gas mitigation New Zealand.
Industries Energy conservation New Zealand.

Title  Processed egg products.
Author  New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries, author.
Publishing Details  Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries Manatū Ahu Matua, [2019]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Eggs Standards New Zealand.
Food Pasteurization Standards New Zealand.
Imports Health aspects New Zealand.
Imports Standards New Zealand.
Title  Product safety standards. Children's toys.
ISBN  9781869454883 online
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Fact sheet (New Zealand. Commerce Commission)
Product safety Standards New Zealand.
Standards Australia International Limited. Safety of toys. Part 1, Safety aspects related to mechanical and physical properties (ISO 8124-1:2000, MOD)
Toy industry Law and legislation New Zealand.

Title  Profitability of electricity distributors following first adjustments to revenue limits.
ISBN  9781869455200 online
Edition  Public.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Electric utilities Finance New Zealand.
Electric utilities Law and legislation New Zealand.

Title  Proposals for regulations under the Building (Earthquake-prone Buildings) Amendment Act 2016 : discussion document.
ISBN  9780947524395 print
9780947524401 online
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Construction industry Law and legislation New Zealand.
Earthquake engineering Law and legislation New Zealand.
Title: Proposed amendment to the WACC determination date for electricity lines services, including Transpower: consultation paper.

ISBN: 9781869453886 online


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Electric utilities Finance Law and legislation New Zealand.

Electronic Location: https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0025/88603/Proposed-amendment-to-the-WACC-determination-date-for-electricity-lines-services-including-Transpower-4-August-2014.PDF

Title: Proposed amendment to the WACC percentile for electricity lines services and gas pipeline services.

ISBN: 9781869453879 online


Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Subject: Electric utilities Finance Law and legislation New Zealand.


Title: Proposed amendments to electricity distribution services input methodologies determination in relation to accelerated depreciation: draft reasons paper.

ISBN: 9781869456535 online


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Electric utilities Finance Law and legislation New Zealand. Prices Law and legislation New Zealand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Proposed amendments to input methodologies : incremental rolling incentive scheme.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781869453855 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Public version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Electric utilities Finance Law and legislation New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas companies Finance Law and legislation New Zealand.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0029/62948/Proposed-amendments-to-input-methodologies-Incremental-rolling-incentive-scheme-.PDF">https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0029/62948/Proposed-amendments-to-input-methodologies-Incremental-rolling-incentive-scheme-.PDF</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Proposed amendments to input methodologies for Transpower : consultation paper.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781869453589 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Public version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Electric utilities Finance Law and legislation New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transpower New Zealand Limited Finance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Proposed amendments to input methodologies for Transpower : consultation paper.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781869453732 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Public version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Electric utilities Finance Law and legislation New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transpower New Zealand Limited Finance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0026/63908/Proposed-amendments-to-input-methodologies-for-Transpower-Consultation-Draft-4-June-2014.PDF">https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0026/63908/Proposed-amendments-to-input-methodologies-for-Transpower-Consultation-Draft-4-June-2014.PDF</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Proposed compliance requirements for the 2015-2020 default price-quality paths for electricity distributors : draft reasons paper.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781869453848 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Public version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Proposed default price-quality paths for electricity distributors from 1 April 2015.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781869453794 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Public version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Electric utilities Law and legislation New Zealand. Prices Law and legislation New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Proposed fast-track amendments to information disclosure determinations for First Gas gas pipeline services 2017 : draft companion paper.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781869455651 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Public version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>First Gas (Firm) Finance. Gas companies Law and legislation New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

National Library of New Zealand 568 Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title  Proposed recommendation to the Minister that TAG Oil's Sidewinder pipeline be added to Schedule 6 of the Commerce Act 1986 : consultation paper.
ISBN 9781869451509 online
Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Commerce Commission, 2011.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Gas companies Law and legislation New Zealand.
   TAG Oil (NZ) Limited.

Title  Proposed standard test method for surface flammability of combustible cladding and exterior wall assemblies using vertical channel test apparatus.
Author  Whiting, Peter N., 1964- author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Series Technical recommendation (Building Research Association of New Zealand) ; no. 16.
Subject Exterior walls Testing.
   Fire testing.
Electronic Location https://www.branz.co.nz/cms_show_download.php?id=2b9e374063e38e49ebc275dc847fcd9f879fc2bf8

Title  Proposed test and evaluation procedure for external curtain wall glazing systems to simulate seismic loading / S.J. Thurston and A.B. King.
Author  Thurston, S. J. (Stuart J.), 1947- author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Series Technical recommendation (Building Research Association of New Zealand) ; no. 15.
Subject Curtain walls Testing.
   Glazing Testing.
   Walls Earthquake effects.
Electronic Location https://www.branz.co.nz/cms_show_download.php?id=406974e640a7ed46d837e67a9d0dbd44ab6a85c5
Title: Publication of standard form contract terms and cost of borrowing.

ISBN: 9781869454616 online


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Title: The Pumping Southee Road to Melbourne Episode.

Publishing Details: [Wellington]: [Beige Brigade], [2015]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: BYC podcast; episode 202.

Summary: "Kev, Off White Thunder & The Godfather regather themselves after an epic 2 weeks of cricket in New Zealand, including a squeaky bum match against the Bangers&Mash."--RSS feed.

Subject: Cricket New Zealand. Podcasts. lcgft


Title: Punisher EP / Punisher.

Author: Punisher (Musical group), composer, performer.

Publishing Details: [Auckland? New Zealand]: Punisher, [2012?]

Physical Details: 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Contents: Declaration -- Wolves -- You're nothing (feat. Chris Horry) -- Punisher -- Working class.

Subject: Hardcore (Music) New Zealand.
Title  PureAdvantage.


Physical Details  Web site.

Frequency  Irregular

Publication Numbering  Began in 2011.

Subject  Climatic changes Economic aspects New Zealand.
          Economic development Environmental aspects New Zealand.
          Investments Environmental aspects New Zealand.
          Pure Advantage (Organisation)
          Sustainable development Economic aspects New Zealand.

Electronic Location  https://pureadvantage.org/
                     https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21327161470002836

Title  Quality account : patient stories and healthcare initiatives in Nelson Marlborough.

Author  Nelson Marlborough Health (Organisation) author.


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Frequency  Annual

Publication Numbering  Began with 2016.

Subject  Hospital patients Care New Zealand Nelson-Marlborough Periodicals.
          Medical care New Zealand Nelson-Marlborough Periodicals.
          Nelson Marlborough Health (Organisation) Periodicals.

                     https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21326907260002836

Title  Queen Margaret calling.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Queen Margaret College

Physical Details  1 online resource

Frequency  Quarterly

Subject  Queen Margaret College (Wellington, N.Z.) Periodicals.

                     https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21326581540002836
Title: Quest for morrow kind : for double reed trio / Joshua Taylor.
Author: Taylor, Joshua (Composer), composer.
©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Woodwind trios (Bassoon, oboes (2)) Scores.

Title: The Radelaide Cumming Episode.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: BYC podcast; episode 228.
Summary: "The Godfather and Off White Thunder are in hotel room Adelaide recuperating after the inaugural Pink Ball Test."--RSS feed.
Subject: Cricket New Zealand. Podcasts. lcgft
Electronic Location: https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/podcasts/BYC-Episode228.mp3
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2015/11/30/byc-podcast-228-the-radelaide-cumming-episode/

Title: Rail Heritage Trust of New Zealand.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : Rail Heritage Trust of New Zealand, [2012?]-
Physical Details: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Publication Numbering: Began in 2012?
Subject: Rail Heritage Trust of New Zealand. Railroad stations New Zealand History.
Electronic Location: http://www.railheritage.org.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11327078580002836
Title Rangitawa Publishing.
Publishing Details [Feilding] : Rangitawa Publishing
Physical Details Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Subject Publishers and publishing New Zealand Feilding.
Electronic Location http://www.rangitawapublishing.com/

Title The Rangitoto observer.
Publishing Details [Devonport] : Devonport Publishing Ltd, [2019]-
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Biweekly
Publication Numbering Began with issue 1 (15 March 2019).
Subject New Zealand newspapers. local Nz Takapuna (Auckland, N.Z.) Newspapers.
Electronic Location https://issuu.com/devonportflagstaffnewspaper

Title The Rangitoto observer.
Publishing Details [Devonport] : Devonport Publishing Ltd, [2019]-
Physical Details volumes : colour illustrations ; 28 cm
Frequency Biweekly
Publication Numbering Began with issue 1 (15 March 2019).
Subject New Zealand newspapers. local Nz Takapuna (Auckland, N.Z.) Newspapers.

Title Rebecca Caroe - It does what it says on the tin.
Author Caroe, Rebecca, interviewee.
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "It was with absolute pleasure that Mike caught up with Rebecca Caroe, long time listener and supporter of the show. Rebecca runs her own marketing company based in Auckland as well as being a keen podcaster herself around her passion of rowing. There is so much to listen to, and we guarantee you'll become enamoured of Rebecca's infectious laugh and her great hints and tips. - https://nz.linkedin.com/in/rebeccacaroe - https://creativeagencysecrets.com/ - https://twitter.com/rebeccacaroe - https://www.rowperfect.co.uk/rowingchat/
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Subject Caroe, Rebecca Interviews.
Title Record Store Day and the endless vinyl revival.

Author Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.

Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Spinoff Music editor Henry Oliver talks to Ben Howe, founder of Arch Hill Recordings, managing director at Flying Nun Records and partner in record store/distributor Flying Out about Record Store Day and producing and selling vinyl in New Zealand."--RSS feed.

Subject Howe, Ben Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Popular music New Zealand.

Electronic Location https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/hk2cn3/pod_on_the_couch_022.mp3
https://podonthecouch.podbean.com/e/record-store-day-and-the-endless-vinyl-revival/


Author Martin, M. (Michael Leslie), author.

ISBN 9781776653522

Publishing Details Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries, 2016.

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series New Zealand Fisheries assessment report ; 2016/46.

Subject Eels Migration New Zealand.
Fish populations New Zealand Statistics.

Title: Reference material producers.
ISBN: 9781877531477
©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Series: Specific criteria for accreditation; 11.
Subject: Reference sources Publishing New Zealand.

Title: Regional air quality plan for Northland.
Author: Northland (N.Z.). Regional Council author.
ISBN: 0909006555 Internet
Publishing Details: Whangarei: Northland Regional Council,
Physical Details: 1 online resource: illustrations
Frequency: Irregular
Publication Numbering: Began with 19 February 2003?
Subject: Air quality New Zealand Northland.
Air quality management New Zealand Northland.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11315318260002836

Title: Regional research update.
Publishing Details: Lincoln, New Zealand: Landcare Research Manaaki Whenua, [2019]-
Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Frequency: Irregular
Publication Numbering: Began with Issue 1.
Subject: Environmental sciences New Zealand Periodicals.
Manaaki Whenua-Landcare Research New Zealand Ltd. Periodicals.
Electronic Location: https://www.landcareresearch.co.nz/publications/newsletters/regional
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21317313300002836
Title  Regional rivers water quality monitoring programme. Data report 2017 / prepared by: Asaeli Tulagi.

Author  Tulagi, Asaeli, author.


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject  Rivers New Zealand Waikato Statistics.
Water quality management New Zealand Waikato.


Title  Relationship property division in New Zealand: public attitudes and values : a general population survey 2018 / Ian Binnie, Nicola Taylor, Megan Gollop, Mark Henaghan, Shirley Simmonds and Jeremy Robertson.

Author  Binnie, Ian, author.

ISBN  9780473459055 PDF


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Divorce Law and legislation New Zealand Public opinion.
Marital property New Zealand Public opinion.
Public opinion New Zealand.
Separation (Law) New Zealand Public opinion.

Electronic Location  https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5a5f12f5f1856e000182af6/5bd029d878fcc5c30434a1c5_Technical%20Research%20Report%202018.pdf
Title  Relationship property division in New Zealand: public attitudes and values: a general population survey: research summary.
ISBN  9780473459062 online
Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject  Divorce Law and legislation New Zealand. Public opinion.
Marital property New Zealand. Public opinion.
Public opinion New Zealand.
Electronic Location  https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5a5f12f5f1856e000182af6/5bd029d2ae57fddcd4cc8ab6c_Re search%20Summary%202018.pdf

Title  Relationships between ground and aerial photography and geothermal vegetation at Craters of the Moon geothermal area, Waikato / prepared by: Kelvin Lloyd, Des Smith, Chris Bycroft, Steve Rate (Wildlands).
Author  Lloyd, Kelvin author.
Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Series  Waikato Regional Council technical report (2011); 2016/34.
Subject  Geothermal resources New Zealand Wairakei.
Infrared imaging.
Electronic Location  http://waikatoregion.govt.nz/services/publications/technical-reports/2016/tr201634/

Title  Remaking Pearl Harbour / ...Howard.
Author  Mayall, Jeremy, 1983- composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Hamilton? New Zealand] : [Jeremy Mayall], [2007]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  https://jeremymayall.bandcamp.com/album/remaking-pearl-harbour
Remembering New Zealand's Britpop diaspora.

Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.

[Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

"Last week, music explainer site Pitchfork published a list of the '<a href="http://pitchfork.com/features/lists-and-guides/10045-the-50-best-britpop-albums/">The 50 Best Britpop Albums</a>'. Having largely missed Britpop in favour of (better?) American music in the mid/late-'90s, The Spinoff Music editor, Henry Oliver, asked two of his Britpop-loving buddies - Jane Yee, host of <a href="http://thespinoff.co.nz/author/the-real-pod/">the Real Pod</a>, and Duncan Greive, The Spinoff's editor/publisher about what Britpop was, and what it was like to be a devotee from the other side of the world."--RSS feed.

Greive, Duncan Interviews.
Podcasts. lgcf
Popular music New Zealand.
Yee, Jane Interviews.

Renting and you : a guide for landlords and tenants.


1 online resource : colour illustrations

Rental housing Law and legislation New Zealand.
Resetting the 2010-15 default price-quality paths for 16 electricity distributors.


Residential concrete : detailing and specification guide.
Title  Residential mortgage obligations (RMO) : introducing a high grade residential mortgage backed securities framework for New Zealand : exposure draft.

Author  Reserve Bank of New Zealand, author.

Publishing Details  Wellington : Reserve Bank of New Zealand Te Pūtea Matua, 2018.

Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Mortgage loans New Zealand.
Mortgage-backed securities New Zealand.


Title  Response to submissions received on Draft competitor collaboration guidelines : explanatory paper.

ISBN  9781869453893 online

Edition  Public version.


Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Commercial law New Zealand.
Competition Law and legislation New Zealand.


Title  Resurrecting the dream : for solo guitar / Michael Stoop.

Author  Stoop, Michael, composer.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]
©2017

Physical Details  1 online resource

Language  Staff notation.

Subject  Guitar music.
Scores. lcgft

Title  Revelation : a Biblical drama for piano / Edwin Carr.


Physical Details  1 score (14 pages) ; 32 cm

Language  Staff notation.

Subject  Bible in music.
          Piano music.

OCLC Number  991572024

Title  Review of 2013/14 base milk price calculation - invitation for submissions on Fonterra’s section 150T reasons paper.

ISBN  9781869453770 online


Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Dairying Law and legislation New Zealand.
          Milk Prices New Zealand.


ISBN  9781869456658 online

Edition  Public version.


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Airports Economic aspects New Zealand Auckland.
          Auckland International Airport Finance.
          Prices New Zealand Auckland.

Title  Review of Christchurch Airport’s revised information disclosure for its second price setting event : draft report for consultation.
ISBN 9781869454531 online
Edition Public version.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Christchurch Airport.
Financial disclosure.

ISBN 9781869456344 online
Edition Public version.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Airports Economic aspects New Zealand Christchurch.
Christchurch Airport Finance.
Prices New Zealand Christchurch.

ISBN 9781869456665 online
Edition Public version.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Airports Economic aspects New Zealand Christchurch.
Christchurch Airport Finance.
Prices New Zealand Christchurch.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Publishing Details</th>
<th>Physical Details</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Electronic Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Summary: Set in Victorian England. Jamie finds a large sum of money and must decide whether to hand it in to the police. Complications arise in his romantic life.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781869454760 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rheem New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Rhone Capital LLC and Fluidra, S.A..</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781869456290 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fluidra, S.A. (Firm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rhone Capital LLC.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Ricercari for violin and cello / Lyell Cresswell.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Cresswell, Lyell, 1944- composer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>©2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Source</td>
<td>Centre for New Zealand Music Trust, P.O. Box 10 042, Wellington, N.Z. ; <a href="mailto:info@sounz.org.nz">info@sounz.org.nz</a> ; <a href="http://www.sounz.org.nz">http://www.sounz.org.nz</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 score (24 pages) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Ricercars. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Violin and cello music Scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>986329504</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Richard Emerson : the hopfather / Michael Donaldson.
Author  Donaldson, Michael, 1963- author.
ISBN  9780143773689 online
Projected Publication Date  1908
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "This is the story of an adventurous boy who wouldn’t let his disability get in the way of what he wanted to do; a boy who literally fought for his place in the world and refused to let anyone tell him ‘no’"--Publisher information.
Subject  Beer New Zealand History.
Donaldson, Michael.
Emerson Brewing Company History.

Title  The Richard O’Brien Matiz Episode.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 215.
Summary  "Off White Thunder and Kevvy are joined by The Woman Slayer for table tennis, darts and a hoppy pilsener."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft

Title  The Rob Birthday Tea Episode.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2016]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 254.
Summary  "This week the boys talk about Australia's imminent demise, New Zealand's recent demise, the life and times of Rob Nicol, the return of Taste, the introduction of Jeet Raval, ABs vs the punishing Australian cricket team and an awkward moment over The Godfather's birthday tea."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft
Title  Rob Boyle - Love scripting in Sweden.
Author  Boyle, Rob, interviewee.
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Access granted (N.Z.) ; February 18, 2019.
Summary  "A little bit of nepotism never did anyone any harm … no? If you went by Rob Boyle's surname* you'd not know he was our very own Mike's younger brother who, during his Christmas / New Year visit to New Zealand took the opportunity to explain to Mike exactly what he does. Coming from a Microsoft infrastructure background, managing the first ever Daily Mail website, and now working and living in Sweden Rob (or Bob as he loves to not be called) is on an agile project management journey. A personal thanks to past show star Charlotte Hinton
Subject  Boyle, Rob Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Social media New Zealand.
Technology New Zealand.
Electronic Location  https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/17307618/open_data_day.mp3
https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/open-data-day

Title  Robert Read on Suicide Awareness and Prevention.
Author  Read, Robert (Suicide prevention activist), interviewee.
Publishing Details  [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2018]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Robert speaks about suicide from a place of sincerity and personal experience which is profound. In this episode we talk with him about his childhood, early life, guardian angels who have saved him from suicide, the epidemic that we are seeing now, mental health, vulnerability and how to have more open conversations. This is a wide ranging conversation touching on many topics with an eloquent voice for his generation who co-founded a Facebook page "Killing the Stigma" on this which now has 370,000+ likes and has hit a real chord. "--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts. lcgft
Read, Robert (Suicide prevention activist) Interviews.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.
Electronic Location  http://traffic.libsyn.com/seeds/Robert_Read.mp3?dest-id=571558
Title Rock lobster catch and effort data: summaries and CPUE standardisations, 1979–80 to 2015–16 / P.J. Starr.

Author Starr, Paul J., author.

ISBN 9781776655991


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series New Zealand fisheries assessment report; 2017/27.

Subject Fish stock assessment New Zealand Statistics.

Jasus edwardsii New Zealand.

Lobster fisheries Catch effort New Zealand Statistics.


Title The Rosé Perjury Trial Haka Episode.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]

Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series BYC podcast; episode 221.

Summary "The Godfather joins Off White Thunder and a rosé-fuelled Kev at a BBQ on the Eastside and the boys get stuck into an epic pile of emails including Jayne on wicketkeepers, Reg on Martin Snedden's promises, The Tai Tapu Express on perjury case witnesses, Yashi from Agra on cricket hakas, and Muzz with a teaser about 10-wicket bags."--RSS feed.

Subject Cricket New Zealand.

Podcasts. lcgft

https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2015/10/10/byc-podcast-221-the-rose-perjury-haka-episode/

Title Ruapehu Autumn bulletin: your guide to Ruapehu in the Autumn.

Publishing Details [Ohakune] : [Ruapehu Media]

Physical Details 1 online resource

Frequency Annual

Subject Ohakune (N.Z.).

Ruapehu District (N.Z.).

Ruapehu, Mount (N.Z.) Recreational use.

Trails New Zealand Ruapehu District Guidebooks.

Electronic Location https://www.ohakune.info/ruapehu-bulletin.html
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21325066120002836

National Library of New Zealand 593 Te Puna Mataranga o Aotearoa
Title Ruby's dream : for cornet and piano / Sally Bodkin-Allen.
Author Bodkin-Allen, Sally, composer.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Cornet and piano music Scores.

Title Te Rātaka a Tētahi Kōhine = the diary of a young girl / Anne Frank ; edited by Mirjam Pressler ; Te Reo Māori translator, Te Haumihiata Mason.
Author Frank, Anne, 1929-1945, author.
ISBN 9780473478247 print
Projected Publication Date 1906
Physical Details pages cm
Summary "Diary of Anne Frank from 12 June 1942 to 1 August 1944 while she, her family and four other Jews were in hiding in Amsterdam from the Nazi German occupiers of the Netherlands, during World War 2"--Publisher information.
Subject Frank, Anne, 1929-1945 Diaries.
Jewish children in the Holocaust Netherlands Amsterdam Personal narratives.
Jews Netherlands Amsterdam Diaries.
Jews Persecutions Netherlands Amsterdam Personal narratives.
Rātaka. reo
Dewey B

Title The SCIRT Innovation Project / Suzanne Wilkinson, Mehdi Shahbazpour, Robert Finch and Mohammadali Noktehdan.
Author Wilkinson, Suzanne (Suzanne Jane), author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series External research report ; ER16.
Subject Canterbury Earthquake, N.Z., 2010.
Civil engineering Technological innovations New Zealand Christchurch.
SCIRT (Organisation).
Social media New Zealand.
Technology New Zealand.

Electronic Location
https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/15816296/sarah_bickerton.mp3
https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/sarah-bickerton

Title The School Strike 4 Climate with Bree Renwick.
Author Renwick, Bree, interviewee.
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series B-side stories ; February 24, 2019.
Summary "On Friday 15 March, young people around Aotearoa/New Zealand, and around the world, are holding a strike - leaving school for one day to tell politicians to take their future seriously and take urgent action on climate change. Bree Renwick from Kāpiti College joined me to chat about why she's helping to organise a strike at her school. nnTo learn more, and get involved go to www.schoolstrike4climatenz.com"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts. lcgft
Renwick, Bree Interviews.
Wellington (N.Z. : Region)
https://soundcloud.com/b-side-broadcasts/the-school-strike-4-climate-with-bree-renwick

Title Scriptures of worship / Scripture in Song.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : Scripture in Song, [1974?]
Physical Details 1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, stereo ; 18 cm
Contents The Lord is my light; For great is the Lord / Mike Walker -- Worthy is the lamb / Shirley Powell -- Praise ye the Lord / Reta Kelligan -- Thou wilt show me many, O Lord / Shirley Powell -- Make a joyful noise / Mike Walker -- Hallelujah! I will extol thee / Bruce Baker -- Holy, Holy, Holy.
Subject Contemporary Christian music.
Hymns, English.
Sacred music. lcgft
Title: Sections in the village of Bulwer: block VI French Pass, S.D. / J.G. Kelly, del.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Series: NZMS 16.
Subject: Cadastral maps. lcgft
Digital maps. lcgft
Land subdivision New Zealand Marlborough District Maps.
Marlborough District (N.Z.) Maps.
Real property New Zealand Marlborough District Maps.
Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258161780002836

Title: Selected works / Juliet Kiri Palmer.
Author: Palmer, Juliet, composer.
Publishing Details: [Toronto?] : [Juliet Kiri Palmer], [2000?]
Physical Details: 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Language: English and Māori words.
Subject: Marimba and violin music.
Orchestral music.
Piano music.
Quintets (Flute, violin, viola, cello, double bass)
Septets (Electronic keyboard, clarinet, flute, drum set, violin, cello)
Songs (Medium voice) with instrumental ensemble.
Vocal duets with instrumental ensemble.

Title: Setting default price-quality paths for suppliers of gas pipeline services.
ISBN: 9781869452209 online
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Gas companies Law and legislation New Zealand.
Gas distribution Economic aspects New Zealand.
Title Setting of starting prices for gas pipeline businesses under the initial default price-quality path: discussion paper / Commerce Commission.

ISBN 9781869451530 online

Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand: Commerce Commission, 2011.

Physical Details 1 online resource: colour illustrations


Title Seven mediaeval lyrics: soprano, alto, tenor and bass, piano duet / composed by Edwin Carr.

Author Carr, Edwin, 1926-2003, composer.

Edition Pianists and conductors version.

Publishing Details Waiheke Island, New Zealand: Blanchard Press, [2001]

©2001

Physical Details 1 score (46 pages) ; 30 cm

Contents Canso (SATB) / Arnaut Daniel -- The unicorn (TB) / Philippe de Thaon -- Moon (SA) / Anon. -- Cantiga de Amigo (SA) / Pero Meogo -- Poor me (SA) / Anon. -- Games in May (TB) / Folgore da sau Geminiano -- Spring rondeau (SATB) / Charles d'Orléans.

Language Staff notation.

Subject Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 4 parts)
Scores. lcgft

Title Sex music / by Jason Wright, composer.

Author Wright, Jason (Composer) composer, performer.

Publishing Details [Wellington, New Zealand]: [Jason Wright], [2015]

Physical Details 1 online resource


Electronic Location https://jwcomposer.bandcamp.com/album/sex-music
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sexuality education. Levels 1-2.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781776690879 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Source</td>
<td>Item 69087 Ministry of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Health education New Zealand. Sex instruction for children Study and teaching (Elementary) New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="http://health.tki.org.nz/content/download/2894/26309/version/3/file/sexuality-education-levels-1-to-2.pdf">PDF</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sexuality education. Levels 3-4.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781776690886 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Source</td>
<td>Item 69088 Ministry of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Health education New Zealand. Sex instruction for children Study and teaching New Zealand. Sex instruction for teenagers Study and teaching New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="http://health.tki.org.nz/content/download/2893/26306/version/3/file/sexuality-education-levels-3-to-4.pdf">PDF</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Shadow &amp; crow / Claudia Cain.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Cain, Claudia, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473476977 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473476984 ebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>©2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Tick. Tock. Jennifer Jones is no stranger to trouble. She's been framed for murder, hunted by the government, and just stopped a sorcerer from summoning murderous entities. By now, trouble is an old friend. But there is always something worse to come. Something smarter. Something darker. For the first time in three hundred years, Jennifer might be outmatched. And as shadows gather and events draw towards a cataclysmic close, she can't ignore the curse that now plagues her - or the fact that she's rapidly running out of time&quot;--Back cover of print version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Shhh! don't wake the baby / illustrated by Scott Pearson.
Author  Pearson, Scott, 1975- author, artist.
ISBN  9781869713959 EPUB
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  "The baby is asleep and all is well. All is quiet until... Along comes a crowd of rowdy sports fans, paparazzi, politicians and many more"--Publisher information.
Subject  Ardern, Jacinda, 1980- Family Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Domestic fiction. lcgft
Newborn infants Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
OCLC Number  1043691704

Title  Ship tracers / Sean Monaghan.
Author  Monaghan, Sean, 1964- author.
ISBN  9780463922200 online
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Science fiction. lcgft

Title  Show you what I mean / Juiceroof.
Author  Juiceroof (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Juiceroof], [2015]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Contents  Machine-generated contents note: Show you what I mean.
Electronic Location  https://juiceroof.bandcamp.com/track/show-you-what-i-mean
Title Siemens A.G. / Alstom S.A.
Author New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.
ISBN 9781869456696 online
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Alstom, S.A.
Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft.

Title Silver Fern Farms Ltd Waitotara monitoring programme annual report 2017-2018.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Air quality management New Zealand Waitotara.
Silver Fern Farms Ltd.
Slaughtering and slaughter-houses Environmental aspects New Zealand Waitotara.
Slaughtering and slaughter-houses Waste disposal New Zealand Waitotara.
Water quality management New Zealand Waitotara River Watershed.

Title Six pieces for six octaves / Jason Wright.
Author Wright, Jason (Composer) composer, performer.
Publishing Details [Wellington, New Zealand] : [Jason Wright], [2013]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Electronic Location https://jwcomposer.bandcamp.com/album/six-pieces-for-six-octaves

Title  Sixteen sunsets / Misled Convoy.
Author  Misled Convoy (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  London : Dubmission Records, [2018?]
Physical Details  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents  Machine-generated contents note: Blind Light -- Sixteen Sunsets -- Not This Route -- Another Time -- I Am Full of 40 Thousand -- Holes -- Poles Apart -- Trembling of the Trees -- The Mind Has a Place Full of Strange Paths -- Subject to Chance.
Subject  Ambient music (Electronica)
          Ambient music.
          Avant-garde (Music)
          Electronica (Music) New Zealand.

Title  Sketch map of the North Island of New Zealand shewing approximately the loyal and rebel districts from the commencement of the Taranaki War to May 1869 : also the proportion of natives in each district who have joined in the rebellion / drawn by T.W. Palin, Defence Office Wellington & on stone by D Henderson.
Physical Details  1 map : hand col.
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
          New Zealand History, Military 19th century Maps.
          North Island (N.Z.) Maps.

Title  Small pictures of Dunedin : for alto or baritone and piano / Mike Crowl.
Author  Crowl, Mike, 1945- composer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2008]
©2008
Physical Details  1 score (2, 4, 3, 4, 2, 4 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Dunedin (N.Z.) Songs and music.
        Olds, Peter Musical settings.
        Scores. lcgft
        Songs (Low voice) with piano.
        Songs (Medium voice) with piano.
Title  Small pictures of Dunedin : for alto or baritone and piano / Mike Crowl.
Author  Crowl, Mike, 1945- composer.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Dunedin (N.Z.) Songs and music.
               Olds, Peter Musical settings.
               Scores. lgqft
               Songs (Low voice) with piano.
               Songs (Medium voice) with piano.
Electronic Location  https://www.sounz.org.nz/resources/20909

Author  Doonan, I. J., author.
ISBN  9780478437362 online
Publishing Details  Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries, 2014.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  New Zealand fisheries assessment report ; 2014/46.
Subject  Echo sounding in fishing Chatham Rise.
               Fish populations Estimates Chatham Rise.
               Smooth oreo Chatham Rise Statistics.
                     https://www.mpi.govt.nz/

Title  Soccerpractise on their debut self-titled album.
Author  Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Spinoff Music editor Henry Oliver talks to Soccerpractise's Geneva Alexander-Marsters and Thom Burton about their debut self-titled album, singing in te reo Māori in an indie context, and how Auckland city has impacted their music."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts. lgqft
               Popular music New Zealand.
               Soccerpractise (Musical group) Interviews.
Electronic Location  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/bw66tz/pod_on_the_couch_24_11_17.mp3
                     https://podonthecouch.podbean.com/e/soccer-practise-on-their-debut-album/
Title  Song without words = (Canzona senza parole) : for flute and piano / Michael Vinten.
Author  Vinten, Michael, composer.
Publishing Details  Canzona senza parole
[Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Flute and piano music Scores and parts.
Electronic Location  https://www.sounz.org.nz/resources/20825

Title  Sour grapes / Kip McGrath.
Author  Kip McGrath (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Kip McGrath], [2016]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  https://kipmcgrath.bandcamp.com/album/sour-grapes

Title  South Island / drawn by Miss W.I. Mumford.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition  1st edition
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 138A/C.
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
Index maps. lcgft
NZMS 1 Indexes.
NZMS 18 Indexes.
South Island (N.Z.) Maps.
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21187923090002836
Title South Island.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition 2nd edition
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour
Series NZMS 83B
Subject Airways New Zealand South Island Maps.
Digital maps. lcgt
South Island (N.Z.) Maps.

Title South Taranaki District Council Hawera municipal oxidation ponds monitoring programme annual report 2017-2018.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Sewage disposal plants Environmental aspects New Zealand Hawera District.
Sewage lagoons Environmental aspects New Zealand Hawera District.
Shellfish Effect of pollution on New Zealand Hawera District.
South Taranaki District (N.Z.). District Council
Waste disposal in the ocean Environmental aspects New Zealand Hawera District
Water quality New Zealand Hawera District.

Title Southland express.
Publishing Details [Dunedin] : [Allied Press]
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Weekly
Subject New Zealand newspapers. local Nz
Southland (N.Z.) Periodicals.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21322439190002836
Title: Specific procedures and conditions for inspection body accreditation.
Author: International Accreditation New Zealand, author.
ISBN: 9781877531538 online
Publishing Details: Auckland, New Zealand : IANZ, [2018] ©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustration
Subject: International Accreditation New Zealand.
Testing laboratories Accreditation New Zealand.

Title: Spellbound! : a live-action roleplaying experience / Donna Giltrap.
Author: Giltrap, Donna, author.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations
Summary: "A 1960's-style comedy LARP for 12 players inspired by Mad Men, Bewitched, and I dream of Jeannie. Expected play time is two to three hours"--Publisher information.
Subject: Fantasy games.

Title: The Spinoff presents SUPERPOD 2017.
Author: Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "To punish you all for being naughty this year, The Spinoff made an unholy mash-up of four of its podcasts."--RSS feed.
Subject: Hayden, Leonie Interviews.
Manhire, Toby Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Popular music New Zealand.
https://podonthecouch.podbean.com/e/the-spinoff-presents-superpod-2017-1513653052/
**Title**  
Spring's pop music catch-up!

**Author**  
Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.

**Publishing Details**  
[Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]

**Physical Details**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  
"Spinoff Music editor Henry Oliver talks to contributors Kate Robertson and Matthew McAuley about Taylor Swift's return, Charli XCX's triumph, indie's cool dad phase, Frank Ocean's unassailability, and Soundcloud rap's problematic heroes."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  
McAuley, Matthew Interviews.  
Podcasts. lcgft  
Popular music New Zealand.  
Robertson, Kate (Journalist) Interviews.

**Electronic Location**  
https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/w6mgh8/pod_on_the_couch_18-09-17.mp3  
https://podonthecouch.podbean.com/e/springs-pop-music-catch-up/  

**Title**  
Staples, Inc / Office Depot, Inc.

**Author**  
New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.

**ISBN**  
9781869454500 corrected online

**Publishing Details**  

**Physical Details**  
1 online resource

**Subject**  
Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.  
Office Depot (Firm)  
Staples (Firm)

**Electronic Location**  

**Title**  
Statement of proposal to amend Verification Method B1/VM1 and ban loop bar connections in precast concrete double-tee flooring.

**ISBN**  
9781988535845 online

**Publishing Details**  

**Physical Details**  
1 online resource : illustration

**Subject**  
Building materials Standards New Zealand.  
Flooring, Concrete Standards New Zealand.

**Electronic Location**  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Statement of proposals for amending Acceptable solutions and verification methods.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781988570051 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Construction industry Law and legislation New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Stay / by Indi.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Indi. (Musician), composer, performer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Christchurch] : [indii], [2014]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Machine-generated contents note: Stay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://indissounds.bandcamp.com/track/stay">https://indissounds.bandcamp.com/track/stay</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Steve Jukes on Pathway a social enterprise helping ex Prisoners.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Jukes, Steve, interviewee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Steve is the Executive Director at Pathway which is a charity and social enterprise helping prisoners reintegrate back into society after they leave prison. It does that through a charitable trust owning two businesses which employ those ex prisoners. In this longest episode so far we talk about his childhood, different careers including as a radio host, President of the Canterbury Students Association and Owner of the Hollywood cinema in Sumner. We also touch on national identity, teachers who shape us most, social enterprise cinemas in Rolleston, and much more.&quot; --RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Jukes, Steve Interviews. Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="http://traffic.libsyn.com/seeds/Steve_Jukes.mp3?dest-id=571558">http://traffic.libsyn.com/seeds/Steve_Jukes.mp3?dest-id=571558</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

National Library of New Zealand 612 Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title  Stormy waters / by Alison J. Boyes.
Author  Boyes, A. J., 1974- author.
ISBN  9780473444013 EPUB
       9780473444020 Kindle
       9780473444037 PDF
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Alison Johnson], [2018]
                   ©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Fantasy fiction. lcgft
          New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
                      19182370002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Strange tangent / by Lee McKenzie.
Author  McKenzie, Lee (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Lee McKenzie], [2014]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  https://leemckenzie.bandcamp.com/track/strange-tangent
                      https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
                      18507880002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Stress & burnout : New Zealand primary school leaders' occupational health and wellbeing survey - 2018 data.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : NZEI Te Riu Roa, [2019]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Burn out (Psychology)
          Elementary school principals Job stress New Zealand.
          Elementary school principals Mental health New Zealand.
          Elementary school principals Workload New Zealand.
                      https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
                      22296940002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Title  String quartet no. 5 / John Rimmer.
Author  Rimmer, John, 1939- composer.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  String quartets Scores.

Title  Suck my balls.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Necrolatry], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource

Title  Sue Dasler Pottery : hand crafted, contemporary, NZ made : based in Wellington, creating fine contemporary ceramics.
Author  Dasler, Sue, artist.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Sue Dasler]
Physical Details  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Ceramics New Zealand Wellington.
Dasler, Sue.
Potters New Zealand Wellington.
Pottery, New Zealand.
Electronic Location  http://www.suedaslerpottery.co.nz/

Title Summary financials ... / Ports of Auckland.
Author Ports of Auckland, author.
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Ports of Auckland, [2013-2015]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Frequency Annual
Subject Ports of Auckland Periodicals.
Electronic Location http://www.poal.co.nz/media/reviews

Title Summary of cultural inputs : Ōtākaro Avon River corridor regeneration plan process.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Mana whenua. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) New Zealand Christchurch.
Ture putaiao. reo
Urban renewal New Zealand Christchurch.
Electronic Location https://engage.regeneratechristchurch.nz/41331/documents/92448

Title Summary of review and further estuarine management considerations for Environment Southland / Nicholas Ward & Keryn Roberts.
Author Ward, Nicholas, author.
ISBN 9780909043391 paperback
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Environmental monitoring New Zealand Southland.
Estuaries New Zealand Southland Management.
Estuarine ecology New Zealand Southland.
Electronic Location https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21324556100002836
Title  Summary of review and further estuarine management considerations for Environment Southland / Nicholas Ward & Keryn Roberts.

Author  Ward, Nicholas, author.

ISBN  9780909043391 paperback


Physical Details  54 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.

Subject  Environmental monitoring New Zealand Southland.
Estuaries New Zealand Southland Management.
Estuarine ecology New Zealand Southland.

Title  Super mum : fighting fit (but still frazzled) / Stacey Broadbent.

Author  Broadbent, Stacey, 1981- author.

ISBN  9780473455675 print
9780473455682 EPUB
9780473455699 Kindle
9780473455705 iBook

Publishing Details  [Ashburton] : Stacey Broadbent, [2018]
©2018

Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Body image in women Social aspects.
Broadbent, Stacey, 1981-
Motherhood.
Physical fitness.


Title  Super spare parts and the Nemerons from the twelfth quadrant / C.J. Parker ; illustrated by Theo Macdonald.

Author  Parker, C.J., author.

ISBN  9780995119710 paperback
9780995119789 EPUB
9780995119796 mobi

©2019

Physical Details  online resource

Summary  Sam, who has super-prosthetic body parts, must save the Earth from being taken over by aliens.

Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Extraterrestrial beings Juvenile fiction.
Science fiction. lcgft

Title System Error - Summer Time.


Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series Access granted (N.Z.) ; February 14, 2019.

Summary "With the change in System Error format (see: https://accessgranted.nz/jibberjabber/2018/12/13/a-change-for-system-error) we we have a concise discussion around the following subjects: 1: Use of VR in the new Johnstownville library design / training 2: Taking time off the phones, and how 3: Can tech events demand MSM cover them? We love the question to event organisers, "So what do you want publicity to achieve for your event?" Thanks to Deb and Sean for joining Mike and Raj . See YOU at the next #WellyTech discussion forum: https://accessgranted.nz/coming-soon/recording-system-error - Thursday, April 18, 2019 - 5:30pm-7pm (Recording happens between 6pm-6:30pm) - Amador - 78 Willis Street Wellington New Zealand"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts. lcgft
Social media New Zealand.
Technology New Zealand.

Electronic Location https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/17307618/open_data_day.mp3
https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/open-data-day

Title System Error - The Safe Word Is Cacau.


Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series Access granted (N.Z.) ; September 27, 2018.

Summary "People, they talk, mostly about tech stuff but not always - it's all about the community and letting them have their voice, and so we do ... enjoy (if you can). Heads-up: Raj and Mike are likely to change the format of these recordings in 2019 so that we get a more concise discussion whilst still allowing the #WellyTech community to come together and have their say - watch the blog for updates. ------------------------------- New Zealand tech, media, & startup podcast hosted by Mike Riversdale, Raj Khushal, and others. Hosts of #TechweekTV and #WellyTech All our past shows are on our website https://www.accessgranted.nz Follow and Like us on: https://twitter.com/AccessGrantedNZ https://facebook.com/AccessGrantedNZ https://linkedin.com/company/access-granted-podcast Subscribe to the show however you want: https://www.accessgranted.nz/subscribe/ Buy the AG merch: https://www.accessgranted.nz/shop/"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts. lcgft
Social media New Zealand.
Technology New Zealand.

Electronic Location https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/15799281/system_error_the_safe_word_is_cacau.mp3
https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/system-error-the-safe-word-is-cacau
Title  Taking action.
ISBN  1776691032 paperback
       9781776691036 paperback
       9781776691043 online
                   ©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Contents  Down the drain / by Philippa Werry -- Space food / by Feana Tu'akoi -- Bringing back the
          birdsong / by Shanthie Walker -- Gardening in the living room / by Sophie Fern.
Series  Connected (Wellington, N.Z.) ; 2017, level 2.
Subject  Birds Conservation New Zealand Fiordland Juvenile literature.
         Environmental protection Juvenile literature.
         Food Preservation Juvenile literature.
         Greenhouses Juvenile literature.
         Interplanetary voyages Juvenile literature.
         Pests Control New Zealand Fiordland Juvenile literature.
         Water Pollution New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21322049790002836

Title  Taking off : song cycle for baritone and piano / poems: Brain Turner ; music: Janet
       Jennings.
Author  Jennings, Janet (Composer) composer.
                   ©2014
Physical Details  1 online resource
Contents  Prologue -- Taking off -- Song -- Semi Kiwi -- Conjunctions -- Wind -- Tombed -- Epilogue.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Scores. lcgft
         Song cycles.
         Songs (Medium voice) with piano.
         Turner, Brian, 1944- Musical settings.
Title  Taking off: song cycle for tenor and piano / poems: Brain Turner ; music, Janet Jennings.

Author  Jennings, Janet (Composer) composer.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2016]

Physical Details  1 online resource

Contents  Prologue -- Taking off -- Song -- Semi Kiwi -- Conjunctions -- Wind -- Tombed -- Epilogue.

Language  Staff notation.

Subject  Scores. lcgft

          Song cycles.

          Songs (High voice) with piano.

          Turner, Brian, 1944- Musical settings.


Title  Taku mōkai / written by Sharon Holt ; photography by Sophie Holt.

Author  Holt, Sharon, author, lyricist.

ISBN  9780995111622 EPUB


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Language  In Māori, with English translation and extension ideas in English.

Summary  A song about pets and how to care for them. Includes guitar chords.

Subject  Children's songs Texts.

          Children's songs, Maori Juvenile sound recordings.

          Children's songs, New Zealand. local Nz

          Hopu reo. reo

          Human-animal relationships Songs and music Texts.

          Mōkai. reo

          New Zealand Songs and music Texts.

          Pets Songs and music Texts.

          Pukapuka whakaahua. reo

          Songs, Maori Texts.

Title: Talkin' Silver Scrolls finalists (what *is* songwriting?).
Author: Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Spinoff Music editor Henry Oliver talks to Spinoff staffer Leonie Hayden and contributor Kate Robertson about the 2017 Silver Scrolls finalist and maybe why there have been no rap songs in the final five since 2004."--RSS feed.
Subject: Hayden, Leonie Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Popular music New Zealand.
Robertson, Kate (Journalist) Interviews.
Electronic Location: https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/j5yvrh/podonthecouch_silver Scrolls_25_08_17.mp3
https://podonthecouch.podbean.com/e/talkin-silver-scrolls-finalists-what-is-songwriting/

Title: Target Shooting New Zealand Inc.
Publishing Details: [Palmerston North] : [Target Shooting New Zealand Inc.]
Physical Details: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Subject: Rifle practice New Zealand.
Shooting New Zealand.
Target Shooting New Zealand.
Electronic Location: https://tsnz.nz/

Title: Taringa - Waiata Compilation 1.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2018]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: Taringa ; waiata compilation 1.
Summary: "Jam along to some of our 'old time favourites' on this compilation of songs from 'Waiata o te wiki'."--RSS feed.
Subject: Kōnae ipurangi. reo
Podcasts. lcgft
Songs, Maori.
Waiata. reo
Electronic Location: http://feeds.soundcloud.com/stream/547692201-tw-oa-taringa-waiata-compilation-1.mp3
https://soundcloud.com/tw-oa/taringa-waiata-compilation-1
**Title**  
Taringa - Waiata Compilation 2.

**Publishing Details**  
[New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2018]

**Physical Details**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series**  
Taringa ; waiata compilation 2.

**Summary**  
"More music for you to enjoy from 'Waiata o te wiki' - get the guitar out and have a sing along!"—RSS feed.

**Subject**  
Kōnae ipurangi. reo
Podcasts. lcgft
Songs, Maori.
Waiata. reo

**Electronic Location**  
http://feeds.soundcloud.com/stream/547692972-tw-oa-taringa-waiata-compilation-2.mp3
https://soundcloud.com/tw-oa/taringa-waiata-compilation-2

---

**Title**  
The Tawa Terror Thommo Episode.

**Publishing Details**  
[Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2016]

**Physical Details**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series**  
BYC podcast; episode 235.

**Summary**  
"Kev, Off White Thunder and The Godfather convene on the Miramar isthmus to discuss the life and times of Mark Gillespie, Black Cap #235. There is talk of Mo Irfan, the Gillespie clan, Hans Christian Andersen, Mt Gay rum, Jason Gillespie as Black Caps coach, and Kev wants the Buller team to get an Eden Park parade with the Hawke Cup."—RSS feed.

**Subject**  
Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft

**Electronic Location**  
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2016/02/03/byc235/

---

**Title**  
Te Ipukarea.

**Publishing Details**  
[Auckland] : Te Ipukarea National Māori Language Institute,

**Physical Details**  
Web site.

**Frequency**  
Irregular

**Language**  
In English and Māori.

**Subject**  
AUT University. Te Ipukarea.
Endangered languages
Indigenous peoples Languages.
Language revival.
Maori language Revival.
Pae tukutuku. reo
Rangahau Māori. reo
Reo Maori. reo
Whakaora reo. reo

**Electronic Location**  
http://www.teipukarea.maori.nz/
Title: Te Whakaritorito news.

Publishing Details: Hastings : Te Whakaritorito Trust, [2014]-
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency: Quarterly
Publication Numbering: Began with [July 2014].
Subject: Mentoring New Zealand Hawke’s Bay Periodicals.
School children Services for New Zealand Hawke’s Bay Periodicals.
Youth Services for New Zealand Hawke’s Bay Periodicals.
Electronic Location: http://www.mentor.kiwi.nz/resources/newsletter/

Title: Te awa kairangi / by Jason Wright, composer.

Author: Wright, Jason (Composer) composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [Wellington, New Zealand] : [Jason Wright], [2017]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Electronic Location: https://jwcomposer.bandcamp.com/track/te-awa-kairangi

Title: Telephone directory. Timaru and district.

Physical Details: volumes : illustrations ; 24-27 cm
Frequency: Annual
Publication Numbering: Began with April, 1949; ceased with February, 1965.
Subject: Timaru District (N.Z.) Telephone directories Yellow pages.
Timaru District (N.Z.) Telephone directories.
Waimate District (N.Z.) Telephone directories Yellow pages.
Waimate District (N.Z.) Telephone directories.
Title  Telephone directory. Timaru.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Post & Telegraph Department, [1934?-1948]
Physical Details  volumes ; 24 cm
Frequency  Semiannual
Publication Numbering  Began in 1934?; ceased with April, 1948.
Subject  Timaru District (N.Z.) Telephone directories.
          Waimate District (N.Z.) Telephone directories.

Title  Tender moments / music and words by Hazel Haylock.

Author  Haylock, Hazel, composer.
Publishing Details  Blenheim, N.Z. : Modern School of Music Ltd., [1970]
©1970
Physical Details  1 score (3 unnumbered pages) ; 28 cm
Series  Modern School of Music series.
Language  Staff notation; Chord symbols.
          Scores. lcgft
          Songs with piano.

Title  Tennex Capital Limited / San-i-pak Limited.

Author  New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.
ISBN  9781869456580 online
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.
          San-i-pak Limited.
          Tennex Capital Limited.
Title: The Texas Librarian Episode.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: BYC podcast; episode 190.

Summary: "Up on the Wellington highveldt, The Godfather Paul Ford and the main guy Kevvy Sinnott convene over chicken tikka masala to talk about a sad, surreal few days in the cricketing universe."--RSS feed.

Subject: Cricket New Zealand.

Electronic Location: https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/podcasts/BYC-Episode190.mp3

Title: Thales S.A. and Gemalto N.V.

Author: New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.

ISBN: 9781869456481 online


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.


Title: The Half-Latvian Lack of Common Sense Episode.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: BYC podcast; episode 206.

Summary: "Kev, Off White Thunder and The Godfather rendezvous in Karori wearing cards on their heads for Episode 206 and are staggered at the unreasonableness of Mark Reason after the mind-blowingly amazing win at Leeds by the NZ cricket team."--RSS feed.

Subject: Cricket New Zealand.

https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2015/06/07/byc-podcast-the-half-latvian-lack-of-common-sense-episode/
Title: The Wallace Group Limited Partnership / Wallace Corporation Limited and Farm Brands Limited and Keep It Clean Limited.

Author: New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.

ISBN: 9781869455279 online


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.
Farm Brands Limited.
Keep It Clean.
Wallace Group Limited Partnership.


Title: There are two / by Indi.

Author: indi. (Musician), composer, performer.

Publishing Details: [Christchurch] : [indi], [2015]

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Contents: Machine-generated contents note: There are two.

Electronic Location: https://indissounds.bandcamp.com/track/there-are-two

Title: There is a way through : a guide for people experiencing stress, depression and anxiety.

ISBN: 9780478449693 online
9780478449709 print


Publishing Source: HE2570 Health Promotion Agency

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Summary: "This booklet lets you know how to recognise depression and anxiety, how to help yourself and how to get help from others. There is also a section for whānau and friends. Depression and anxiety can impact just about every part of our lives. This booklet uses a Māori framework for wellbeing called Te Whare Tapa Whā (the four walls of the house) to address all these impacts: Te Taha Hinengaro (mental); Te Taha Tinana (physical); Te Taha Whānau (social); and Te Taha Wairua (spiritual)"--Page 2.

Subject: Anxiety Popular works.
Depression, Mental Popular works.
Hauora hinengaro reo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>There is no rose / Richard Madden.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Madden, Richard, 1953- composer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Auckland : Wellset, [200-?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 score (4 unnumbered pages) ; 29 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>St. Paul's Dunedin series.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Carols, English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choral set. nzcoh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christmas music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>1100639311</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>There's no limit (to my love) / words and music by Kelvin J. Hair.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Hair, Kelvin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 score (3 pages) ; 28 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scores. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Songs with piano.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC Number</td>
<td>222062831</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Thermos / Bailter Space.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Bailter Space (Musical group), composer, performer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>London: Flying Nun Europe, [1990?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 CD : digital ; 12 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Fish eye -- Zero return -- Fused -- The state --Earth fed -- Hard wired -- Ad man -- Skin -- Present -- The &quot;W&quot; song (bonus track) -- Your invisible life (bonus track) -- Tanker (bonus track) -- Titan (bonus track).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>They no longer sleep alone / ...Howard.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Mayall, Jeremy, 1983- composer, recording engineer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Machine-generated contents note: 1. Burning bridges (and other metaphors) -- 2. A nauseating collapse -- 3. Set the scene, set the stage -- 4. These sheets are bandages -- 5. A loss of breath -- 6. There are some things you can never be ready for... -- 7. ... and this is one of them. -- 8. Montage (if lips could bruise) -- 9. Freezing hands. Terminal kisses. Crossing datelines. -- 10. It's a brain cell massacre! -- 11. Final curtains and credits (don't give up the ghost).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://jeremymayall.bandcamp.com/album/they-no-longer-sleep-alone">https://jeremymayall.bandcamp.com/album/they-no-longer-sleep-alone</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  This is not real life and you're a dreamer / Juiceroof.
Author  Juiceroof (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Juiceroof], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  https://juiceroof.bandcamp.com/album/this-is-not-real-life-and-youre-a-dreamer

Title  Three Atlanta rappers (Earth Gang) searching for a pie and some tomato sauce.
Author  Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Spinoff Music editor Henry Oliver talks to J.I.D and Johnny Venus and Doctur Dot (who perform together as Earth Gang) and J.I.D about linking up with J Cole, the Atlanta music scene and what happens when you eat a lot of Chipotle and your sewage pipe breaks."--RSS feed.
Subject  Earth gang (Musical group) Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Popular music New Zealand.
Electronic Location  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/64kr8u/pod_on_the_couch_01_12_17.mp3

Title  Three caprices for pipa (2017) / Joe Gorman.
Author  Gorman, Joe, 1996- composer.
Physical Details  1 score (12 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation; number notation.
Subject  Capriccios (Music)
Pi pa music.
Scores. lcgft
Title Three caprices for pipa (2017) / Joe Gorman.
Author Gorman, Joe, 1996- composer.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details 1 online resource
Language Staff notation; number notation.
Subject Pi pa music.
Scores. lcgft

Author Gorman, Joe, 1996- composer.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2016]
©2016
Physical Details 1 score (12 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject String quartets Scores.

Author Gorman, Joe, 1996- composer.
Edition Full score.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2016]
©2016
Physical Details 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject String quartets Scores.

Title Three miniatures for clarinet, tuba and accordion / Glen Downie.
Author Downie, Glen, 1991- composer.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2016]
©2016
Physical Details 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Trios (Accordion, clarinet, tuba) Scores.
https://www.sounz.org.nz/resources/20971
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Three miniatures for clarinet, tuba and accordion / Glen Downie.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Downie, Glen, 1991- composer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 score (9 unnumbered pages) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Trios (Accordion, clarinet, tuba) Scores.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Three piano pieces / Rosemary Stott.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Stott, Rosemary Miller, composer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Musical bumps -- Lost in sadness -- Essentially happy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Piano music. Scores. lcgft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Thursday evening / William Jackman.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Jackman, William (Musician), composer, performer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [William Jackman], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Thursday mornings / The Crimson Club.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Jaunas, Shona, 1973- composer, performer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Paekakariki, New Zealand] : [The Crimson Club], [2009]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Machine-generated contents note: La Follerie -- Smile -- Your heart will be mine -- Don't wanna know -- Excuses -- Love -- Find the key (Ode to Lauire Anderson) -- Love is like an angel -- Fainthearted -- I will hold your hand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Sung in French and English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Avant-garde (Music)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Folk music New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Humorous songs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://thecrimsonclub.bandcamp.com/releases">https://thecrimsonclub.bandcamp.com/releases</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title       | Thursday mornings / The Crimson Club.                                      |
| Author      | Jaunas, Shona, 1973- composer, performer.                                 |
| Physical Details | 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm                                                    |
| Contents    | La Follerie -- Smile -- Your heart will be mine -- Don't wanna know -- Excuses -- Love -- Find the key (Ode to Lauire Anderson) -- Love is like an angel -- Fainthearted -- I will hold your hand. |
| Language    | Sung in French and English.                                               |
| Subject     | Avant-garde (Music)                                                       |
|             | Folk music New Zealand.                                                  |
|             | Humorous songs.                                                           |
| OCLC Number | 463640534                                                                |

| Title       | Tikanga 101 - Kaumātua.                                                   |
| Publishing Details | [New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2018]                        |
| Physical Details | 1 online resource (1 audio file)                                        |
| Series       | Taringa ; ep 71.                                                          |
| Summary      | "Kaumātau - our respected elders, are the kaupapa mo tēnei hōtaka, enjoy."--RSS feed. |
| Subject      | Kōnae ipurangi. reo                                                       |
|             | Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.                     |
|             | Podcasts. lcgt                                                           |
|             | Tikanga. reo                                                              |
Title  Tikanga 101 - Ngā Tohu.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2018]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Taringa ; ep 67.
Summary  "Signs or omens, including uncanny coincidences and meaningful occurrences are the topic of this kōrero."--RSS feed.
Subject  Kōnae ipurangi. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.
Podcasts. lcgft
Tikanga. reo

Title  Tikanga 101 - Technology & Tikanga.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2019]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Taringa ; ep 79.
Summary  "As you listen to this kōrero on a digital device - consider the impact of technology on our Tikanga in the modern age."--RSS feed.
Subject  Kōnae ipurangi. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.
Podcasts. lcgft
Tikanga. reo
Title: The Tim Horse Bartlett Episode.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2016]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: BYC podcast; episode 242.
Summary: "Off White Thunder and Kev head to Ben Burn Park to talk the week's off-piste cricket happenings. They acknowledge NZ Test cricketer and artificial grass salesman Tim McIntosh and the Great Ben Stokes' Mum Incident, provide a halfhearted run-down on Kiwis in the IPL, and get bamboozled by the "rising supergiants"."
Subject: Cricket New Zealand.

Title: Time to Screen.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : Time to Screen
Physical Details: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Publication Numbering: Began in 2017?
Subject: Bowel cancer Diagnosis New Zealand.
Breast Cancer Diagnosis New Zealand.
Cervix uteri Cancer Diagnosis New Zealand.
Medical screening New Zealand.
Women Health and hygiene New Zealand.
Electronic Location: https://www.timetoscreen.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11326886280002836

Title: Tin men / Linda Coles.
Author: Coles, Linda, author.
ISBN: 9780473474300 Kindle
Publishing Details: [Mercer] : Blue Banana, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Summary: "She thought she knew her father. But what she doesn't know could fill a morgue . . . Ex-MI5 agent Chrissy Livingstone grieves over her dad's sudden death. While she cleans out his old things, she discovers something she can't explain: seven photos of schoolboys with the year 1987 stamped on the back. Unable to turn off her desire for the truth, she hunts down the boys in the photos only to find out that three of the seven have committed suicide . . . Tracing the clues from Surrey to Santa Monica, Chrissy unearths disturbing ties between her father's work as a financier and the victims. As each new connection raises more sinister questions about her family, she fears she should've left the secrets buried with the dead. Will Chrissy put the past to rest, or will the sins of the father destroy her?"--Back of print version.
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Thrillers (Fiction). lcgt
Title: Tiwhanawhana.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : Tiwhanawhana Trust

Physical Details: Web site.

Frequency: Irregular

Language: In English with some Māori.

Subject: Gays Services for New Zealand Wellington.
Gender identity New Zealand Wellington.
Lesbians Services for New Zealand Wellington.
Pae tukutuku. reo
Takatāpui. reo
Tiwhanawhana (Organisation)
Transsexuals Services for New Zealand Wellington Identity.
Tuakiri. reo

Electronic Location:
http://www.tiwhanawhana.com/

Title: Tongariro northern circuit track guide.


Publishing Source: R140498 Department of Conservation

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Tongariro National Park (N.Z.) Guidebooks.
Trails New Zealand Tongariro National Park Guidebooks.

Electronic Location:

Title: Tongariro northern circuit track guide.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Tongariro National Park (N.Z.) Guidebooks.
Trails New Zealand Tongariro National Park Guidebooks.

Electronic Location:
"Tony McDonald (CEO) and John Weaver (GM) of McDonald's IT joined us for a run through the many facets of their company - from offering transition to cloud services, full IT management, re-carpeting a business and providing full information security. Tony started the company out of a desire to stop the small businesses of Wellington being stung by the major IT vendors and service companies and they have grown their offerings to become someone that can remove the stress of being a business and allow them to focus on what it is they actually do. Tony also runs a record company and his son will be playing at this year’s #WellyTech event - check out the details and get your FREE ticket:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Tourism data.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing</td>
<td>[Wellington] : Infometrics, 2018-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details</td>
<td>Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication</td>
<td>Began with 22 November 2018.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbering</td>
<td>Subject: International travel New Zealand Statistics Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tourism New Zealand Statistics Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic</td>
<td><a href="http://www.infometrics.co.nz/">http://www.infometrics.co.nz/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s5tt7d/NLNZ_ALMA21324211690002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s5tt7d/NLNZ_ALMA21324211690002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Town of Clyde : compiled from official surveys / A.J. Morrison.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details</td>
<td>Physical Details: 1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 16.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cadastral maps. lcgf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Central Otago District (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Land subdivision New Zealand Central Otago District Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real property New Zealand Central Otago District Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s5tt7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278280400002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s5tt7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278280400002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Town of Hawksbury : compiled from official surveys / drawn by A.J. Morrison.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details</td>
<td>Physical Details: 1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 16.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cadastral maps. lcgf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dunedin (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Land subdivision New Zealand Dunedin Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real property New Zealand Dunedin Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s5tt7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278280850002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s5tt7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278280850002836</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Town of Kingston / drawn by J.C. Potter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Wellington, N.Z. : Department of Lands and Survey, [1902]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 16.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cadastral maps. lcgt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Land subdivision New Zealand Queenstown-Lakes District Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real property New Zealand Queenstown-Lakes District Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278279800002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278279800002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Town of Lumsden / drawn by W. Deverell.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 16.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cadastral maps. lcgt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Land subdivision New Zealand Southland District Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real property New Zealand Southland District Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Southland District (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278299070002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278299070002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Town of Millerton / surveyed by J. Snodgrass, Jan. 1893.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 16.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Cadastral maps. lcgt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Land subdivision New Zealand Millerton Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Millerton (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real property New Zealand Millerton Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278280380002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278280380002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Township of Cromarty: preservation district / surveyed by A. Johnston & J.W. Spence; drawn by W.T. Nelson.

Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.

Publishing Details: [Wellington]: New Zealand Survey, 1893.

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Series: NZMS 16.

Subject: Cadastral maps. lcgft
Digital maps. lcgft
Land subdivision New Zealand Southland District Maps.
Real property New Zealand Southland District Maps.
Southland District (N.Z.) Maps.

Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278300410002836

Title: Trade Me Limited / Limelight Software Limited.

Author: New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.

ISBN: 9781869455972 online


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.
Limelight Software Limited.
Trade Me (Firm)


Title: Transpower capex input methodology review: draft decisions.

ISBN: 9781869456177 online


Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Subject: Electric utilities Finance Law and legislation New Zealand.
Transpower New Zealand Limited Finance.

Title Transpower capex input methodology review. Companion paper to final amendments determination.
ISBN 9781869456382 online
Edition Public version.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Electric utilities Finance Law and legislation New Zealand. Transpower New Zealand Limited Finance.

Title Transpower capex input methodology review. Decisions and reasons.
ISBN 9781869456351 online
Edition Public version.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Electric utilities Finance Law and legislation New Zealand. Transpower New Zealand Limited Finance.

Title Transpower capex input methodology review. Emerging views on incentive mechanisms.
ISBN 9781869456108 online
Edition Public version.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Electric utilities Finance Law and legislation New Zealand. Transpower New Zealand Limited Finance.
Title  Transpower capital expenditure input methodology determination 2012 (Principal determination).
ISBN  9781869456399 online
Edition  Public version.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Electric utilities Finance Law and legislation New Zealand. Transpower New Zealand Limited Finance.

Title  Transpower information disclosure requirements : update paper for revised draft determination.
ISBN  9781869453497 online
Edition  Public version.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Electric utilities Law and legislation New Zealand. Transpower New Zealand Limited.

Title  Transpower minor capex and opex allowances, and quality standards for RCP1 : final decisions.
ISBN  9781869451622 online
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Commerce Commission, 2011.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Electric utilities Finance Law and legislation New Zealand. Transpower New Zealand Limited Finance.
Title  Triangulation map of Puketapu & Tongoio survey districts / surveyed by W. Hallett, January, 1879 ; H. McCardell del., November 1894.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
Hastings District (N.Z.) Maps.
Triangulation New Zealand Hastings District Maps.
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11283455550002836

Title  Triangulation map of Rakaia District / surveyed by W. Kitson July 1874 ; drawn by W. Hamilton, Christchurch.
Author  New Zealand. General Survey Office, cartographer.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Ashburton District (N.Z.) Maps.
Digital maps. lcgft
Triangulation New Zealand Ashburton District Maps.
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258698090002836

Title  Triangulation map of South Rakaia District / survey by W. Kitson, July, 1874 ; drawn by E.M. Metcalfe.
Author  New Zealand. General Survey Office, cartographer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [General Survey Office], [1874?]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Ashburton District (N.Z.) Maps.
Digital maps. lcgft
Triangulation New Zealand Ashburton District Maps.
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258688560002836
Title: Triangulation map of Spaxton District / H. Maitland Suryr March 1878 ; drawn by W. Hamilton.


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Ashburton District (N.Z.) Maps.
        Digital maps. lcgft
        Triangulation New Zealand Ashburton District Maps.

Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258668470002836

Title: Triangulation map of Te Mata District / surveyed by Walter Hallett. July 1881 ; H. McCardell delt.

Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Hastings District (N.Z.) Maps.
        Triangulation New Zealand Hastings District Maps.

Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11283473930002836

Title: Triangulation map of Wakanui District / surveyed by W. Kitson, July 1874 ; drawn by W. Hamilton, Christchurch.


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Ashburton District (N.Z.) Maps.
        Digital maps. lcgft
        Triangulation New Zealand Ashburton District Maps.

Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11283250450002836
Title Triangulation map of the Waikari District / surveyed by J.A. Connell. November 1877 ;
drawn by J.M. Kemp.

Author New Zealand. General Survey Office, cartographer.


Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject Digital maps. lcgft

Hurunui District (N.Z.) Maps.

Triangulation New Zealand Hurunui District Maps.

Electronic Location https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA112832505500
02836

Title Triangulation map of the Waimarama District / surveyed by W. Hallett, 1883 ; drawn by
H. McCardell, November 1891.

Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.


Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject Central Hawke’s Bay District (N.Z.) Maps.

Digital maps. lcgft

Triangulation New Zealand Central Hawke’s Bay District Maps.

Electronic Location https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA112834962900
02836

Title Triangulation of the Wanganui & Rangitikei Districts, 1868 & 1869 / field observations by
James Mitchell, District Surveyor, calculations by Henry Jackson, Chief Surveyor, F.
Gillet & J.D.R. Hewitt, Assistant Surveyors.

Author New Zealand. General Survey Office, cartographer.


Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject Digital maps. lcgft

Triangulation New Zealand Whanganui District Maps.

Whanganui District (N.Z.) Maps.

Electronic Location https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA112835689800
02836

Author  New Zealand. General Survey Office, cartographer.


Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Digital maps. lcgft


Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11283417670002836

Title  Triangulation of the town of Napier and Suburbs, Hawke's Bay / W. Hallett Asst Surveyor, March 1878 ; drawn by J.J. Dennan, Napier, Sept. 1878.

Author  New Zealand. General Survey Office, cartographer.


Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Digital maps. lcgft

Napier (N.Z.) Maps.

Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11283146380002836

Title  Triangulation plan of Pukaki : Timaru circuit / survey by T. Maben March 1880 ; drawn by F. Horwood, Christchurch.

Author  New Zealand. General Survey Office, cartographer.


Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Digital maps. lcgft


Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11283146660002836
Title  Triangulation plan of part of Wakamarina District / A.D. Wilson Assist. Geodesical Surveyour Mar. 1879 ; T.M. Grant delt. Jan 1881.
Author  New Zealand. General Survey Office, cartographer.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
Marlborough District (N.Z.) Maps.
Triangulation New Zealand Marlborough District Maps.
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11283250490002836

Title  Triangulation plan of the Nimrod District : Timaru circuit / surveyed by T. Maben April 1879 and H. Maitland May 1879 ; drawn by F. Horwood, Christchurch.
Author  New Zealand. General Survey Office, cartographer.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
Timaru District (N.Z.) Maps.
Triangulation New Zealand Timaru District Maps.

Title  Triangulation plan of the Okains District : Mt Pleasant circuit ; surveyed by J.S. Welch September 1880 ; drawn by F. Horwood, Christchurch.
Author  New Zealand. General Survey Office, cartographer.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Banks Peninsula District (N.Z.) Maps.
Digital maps. lcgft
Triangulation New Zealand Banks Peninsula District Maps.
Title  Triangulation plan of the Orari District / surveyed by J.E.F. Coyle Octr. 1878 ; drawn by F. Horwood.
Author  New Zealand. General Survey Office, cartographer.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
Timaru District (N.Z.) Maps.
Triangulation New Zealand Timaru District Maps.

Title  Triangulation plan of the Otaio District : Timaru District / surveyed by H. Maitland June 1879 ; drawn by W. Hamilton, Christchurch.
Author  New Zealand. General Survey Office, cartographer.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
Triangulation New Zealand Waimate District Maps.
Waimate District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title  Triangulation plan of the Oxford District : Mt Pleasant circuit / surveyed by T. Maben August 1877 and T.N. Brodrick October 1881 ; drawn by F. Horwood, Christchurch.
Author  New Zealand. General Survey Office, cartographer.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
Triangulation New Zealand Waimakariri District Maps.
Waimakariri District (N.Z.) Maps.
Title  Triangulation plan of the Pariora District : Timaru Circuit / surveyed by H. Maitland Aug. 1879 ; drawn by W. Hamilton, Christchurch.
Author  New Zealand. General Survey Office, cartographer.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
Timaru District (N.Z.) Maps.
Triangulation New Zealand Timaru District Maps.

Title  Triangulation plan of the Patiti District : Timaru District / surveyed by H. Maitland June 1879 ; drawn by F. Horwood, Christchurch.
Author  New Zealand. General Survey Office, cartographer.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
Triangulation New Zealand Waimate District Maps.
Waimate District (N.Z.) Maps.
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258596330002836

Title  Triangulation plan of the Pigeon Bay District : Mt Pleasant Circuit / surveyed by J.S. Welsh November 1880 ; drawn by F. Horwood, Christchurch.
Author  New Zealand. General Survey Office, cartographer.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Banks Peninsula District (N.Z.) Maps.
Digital maps. lcgft
Triangulation New Zealand Banks Peninsula District Maps.
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11283146680002836

Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Digital maps. lcgft
Marlborough District (N.Z.) Maps.
Triangulation New Zealand Marlborough District Maps.


Title: Tronox Limited and National Titanium Dioxide Company Ltd.

Author: New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.

ISBN: 9781869455910 online


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.
National Titanium Dioxide Company Limited.
Tronox Limited.


Title: Tropical wetlands : nature documentary soundtrack / Scorelocks Collective.

Author: Mayall, Jeremy, 1983- composer, performer.

Publishing Details: [Hamilton? New Zealand] : [Jeremy Mayall], [2015]

Physical Details: 1 online resource


Electronic Location: https://jeremymayall.bandcamp.com/album/tropical-wetlands-soundtrack
Title  Truffles for propagation : IHS.TUBER
Publishing Details  Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries,
Physical Details  1 online resource
Frequency  Irregualr
Publication Numbering  Began with 14th March 2017
Series  Import health standard.
Subject  Imports Standards New Zealand.
Truffles Standards New Zealand.

Title  Trustpower Ltd Mangorei hydroelectric power scheme monitoring programme annual report 2017-2018.
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject  Aquatic ecology New Zealand New Plymouth District.
Hydroelectric power plants Environmental aspects New Zealand New Plymouth District.
TrustPower (Firm).
Waiwhakaiho River (N.Z.) Environmental conditions.
Water quality New Zealand New Plymouth District.

Title  Tyrelia / S R Manssen.
Author  Manssen, Sharon, 1969- author.
ISBN  9780473468507 paperback
9780473468514 EPUB
9780473468521 Kindle
©2019
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Summary  "She escaped death. She unlocked the mystery of the Tablet to discover the long-lost bridge across the chasm. She passed through the Wall. But fourteen-year-old Freya's biggest challenge is yet to come: all alone, she must enter Tyrelia, following new clues that lead her on a new quest deep into Tyrelia. All communication lost, will Freya to find the Ancient before it's too late for her family trapped in the Golden City, who are torn between trying to escape and being seduced by the guiles of the City?"--Distributor's website.
Subject  Fantasy fiction. lcgft
Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
Young adult fiction.
Title: The Uber BJ Davo Episode.

Publishing Details: Wellington: Beige Brigade, [2016]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: BYC podcast; episode 244.
Summary: "Off White Thunder and Kev head into dodgy phone reception in Karori in the back of an Uber."--RSS feed.
Subject: Cricket New Zealand.

Electronic Location: https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/podcasts/BYC-Episode244.mp3
https://www.beigebrigade.co.nz/2016/05/08/byc-podcast-244-the-bj-episode/

Title: Ukumangalisa kwamandla okubusisa / Richard Brunton.

Author: Brunton, Richard, author.
ISBN: 9780473477004 EPUB
9780473477011 Kindle
9780473477028 PDF

Publishing Details: Auckland: Richard Brunton Ministries, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Benediction.
Blessing and cursing.


Title: Understanding company law / Jonathan Barrett, Ronán Feehily.

Author: Barrett, Jonathan, 1962- author.
ISBN: 9780947514921 pbk
9780947514938 ebk

©2019
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations
Series: Understanding series (Wellington, N.Z.)
Summary: "Understanding Company Law, 4th edition, is a user-friendly resource written specifically to support non-law students studying the law of companies and other business organisations. Providing an excellent balance between theory, case law and practice, Understanding Company Law covers the essential concepts of company law, business organisations, financial markets, takeovers and corporate governance in a clear and straightforward manner. This new edition has been fully updated to take account of developments since the last edition was published in 2014, providing students with sufficient knowledge to develop a critical analysis and understanding of the topics. The law is presented in the context of critique, along with its uncertainties, ambiguities and problems, rather than as a mechanical description of the rules, making it easier to understand. The use of plain language ensures that the work is invaluable to students coming to the topic for the first time or who have English as a second language"--Publisher information.
Subject: Corporation law New Zealand Textbooks.
Textbooks. lcgft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Unfair demotion / by Lee McKenzie.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>McKenzie, Lee (Musician), composer, performer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Lee McKenzie], [2014]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electronic Location</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://leemckenzie.bandcamp.com/track/unfair-demotion">https://leemckenzie.bandcamp.com/track/unfair-demotion</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Up / by Remy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Remy (Musician), composer, performer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Jeremy Mayall], [2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electronic Location</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://jeremymayall.bandcamp.com/album/up">https://jeremymayall.bandcamp.com/album/up</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Upbeat : selected early poems, 1969-1987 / Margaret Webb.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Jeune, Margaret, 1956- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>9780473474317 epub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : illustration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;Upbeat, a selection from the early poetry of Margaret Webb, is a period gem. The title conjures literary and music associations i.e.the howl of the Beat Generation and the jazz, folk and rock music of the 1960s/1970s&quot;--Publisher's note.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>New Zealand poetry 20th century. local Nz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Upside down / words and music by Kelvin Hair.
Author  Hair, Kelvin.
Physical Details  1 score (4 pages) ; 28 cm
          Scores. lcgft
          Songs with piano.
OCLC Number  429773889

Title  Urban art limited.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : Urban Art
Physical Details  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began in 2017?
Summary  "Urban Art places two dimensional art created by New Zealand artists into city landscapes, via electronic billboards, courtesy of oOH! Media via their "Giving Back" campaign. Our company goal is to present artwork to the public on a regular basis in at least three major New Zealand cities, Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch with a minimum of 12 separate events or "showings" per year"--about tab.
Subject  Public art New Zealand.
          Public art spaces New Zealand.
Electronic Location  http://www.urbanart.agency/index.html
                     https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11327079330002836

Title  Urgent action ; Positive results / L.$.D. Fundraiser.
Author  LSD Fundraiser (Musician), composer, performer.
Physical Details  1 audio cassette : analog ; 10 x 7 cm, 4 mm tape
Subject  Avant-garde (Music)
          Noise music New Zealand.
Title  Using gas safely.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Plumbers, Gasfitters and Drainlayers Board], [2019]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Sort the pros from the cons.
Subject  Gas-fitting New Zealand.
Identification cards New Zealand.

Title  Vaccine science revisited : are childhood immunizations as sage as claimed? / James Morcan and Lance Morcan.
Author  Morcan, James, 1978- author.
ISBN  9780473467753 Kindle
Publishing Details  Papamoa, Bay of Plenty, New Zealand : Sterling Gate Books, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject  Vaccination of children.

Title  Value impact of the proposed Ōtākaro/Avon River corridor regeneration / prepared for Regenerate Christchurch ; report prepared by: Martin Boys, John Holmes, Samuel Fitzgerald.
Author  Boys, Martin, author.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Avon River/Ōtakaro (N.Z.)
  Riparian areas New Zealand Christchurch.
  Urban renewal New Zealand Christchurch.
Electronic Location  https://engage.regeneratechristchurch.nz/41331/documents/92449
Variation in medicines use by ethnicity: a comparison between 2006/7 and 2012/13: final report / Supply of Quantitative Research and Analysis Services, Auckland UniServices Limited; prepared for PHARMAC.

[Wellington]: The University of Auckland New Zealand Te Whare Wānanga o Tāmaki Makaurau, [2018].

Physical Details
1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject
Drug utilization New Zealand Statistics.
Maori (New Zealand people) Drug use Statistics.
Rongoā. reo
Tatauranga. reo

Electronic Location

The Verdun Scott's a Legend Episode.

[Wellington]: [Beige Brigade], [2014]

Physical Details
1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series
BYC podcast; episode 191.

Summary
"Off White Thunder returns to talk cricket and the periphery of cricket with The Godfather and Kev."--RSS feed.

Subject
Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft

Electronic Location

Vero Insurance New Zealand Limited and Tower Limited.

New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.

ISBN
9781869455620 online


Physical Details
1 online resource

Subject
Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.
Tower (Firm)
Vero Insurance New Zealand Limited.

Electronic Location
Title Versions of Allah / by Jason Wright, composer.

Author Wright, Jason (Composer) composer, performer.

Publishing Details [Wellington, New Zealand] : [Jason Wright], [2017]

Physical Details 1 online resource


Electronic Location https://jwcomposer.bandcamp.com/album/versions-of-allah


Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour

Series NZMS 16.

Subject Cadastral maps. lcgft
Digital maps. lcgft
Land subdivision New Zealand Murchison Maps.
Murchison (N.Z.) Maps.
Real property New Zealand Murchison Maps.

Electronic Location https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278279920002836


Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.

Publishing Details Wellington, N.Z. : Department of Lands and Survey, [1902].

Physical Details 1 online resource

Series NZMS 16.

Subject Cadastral maps. lcgft
Digital maps. lcgft
Land subdivision New Zealand Tararua District Maps.
Real property New Zealand Tararua District Maps.

Electronic Location https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258111720002836
Title: The Violent Jamie How Episode.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: BYC podcast; episode 232.

Summary: "The Godfather heads to Kev's place on the Miramar Peninsula - they deem Marty McGoldrick's epic Hagley assault vigorous enough for Violence Corner, take a quick look at Black Cap #232's career, and pile into a bulging bag of emails from around the world."--RSS feed.

Subject: Cricket New Zealand.


Title: Vivian Chandra + co-founders - Your tech union.

Author: Danner, Jason, interviewee.


Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Summary: "As an example of our team being hard working people with day jobs, families, and other community and tech adventures, just check out this podcast from Viv who introduces and talks through the newly launched Aotearoa Tech Union. Viv chats with co-founders Jason Danner, Jess Ducey, Kate Pearce, and Cordelia Black. The ATU is believes that every worker deserves: 1: Fair and reasonable working conditions and hours 2: Someone on their side if things go wrong 3: Career support, and unbiased information on salary and pay, throughout their entire career 4: A voice to government and media that represents their interests without fear of upsetting employers If you work in a tech job or for a technology company, we're here for you. Technology is going to be the future of our country. Let's make sure it's one we can be proud of." - https://www.atu.org.nz/ - https://twitter.com/yourtechunion - https://www.facebook.com/yourtechunion/ - https://twitter.com/vivster81

Electronic Location: https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/16447948/vivian_chandra_your_tech_union.mp3
Title Vodafone Europe B.V. and Sky Network Television Limited.
Author New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.
ISBN 9781869455255 online
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.
Sky (Firm : N.Z.)
Vodafone Europe B.V. (Firm)

Title Waiau Toa/Clarence River floodplain investigation / Michelle Wild.
Author Wild, Michelle, 1971- author.
ISBN 9781988593234 print
9781988593241 web
Physical Details online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Flood control New Zealand Waiau Toa/Clarence River Watershed.
Floodplain management New Zealand Waiau Toa/Clarence River Watershed.
Waiau Toa/Clarence River (N.Z.)

Title Waikato Regional public transport plan 2018-2028 = Mahere waka tūmatanui ā rohe o Waikato 0218-2028.
Author Waikato (N.Z.). Regional Council (2011- ), author.
Publishing Details Hamilton, New Zealand : Waikato Regional Council, Te Kaunihera ā Rohe o Waikato, [2018]
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Local transit New Zealand Waikato Planning.
Title Waitemata waltz. No. 1, "Dance of the harbour ferries" : op.7, no. 1 / Matthew Beardsworth.
Author Beardsworth, Matthew, 1999- composer.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Ferries New Zealand Waitemata Harbour Songs and music.
Orchestral music Scores.
Waitemata Harbour (N.Z.) Songs and music.
Waltzes.

Title Walking : for Electone / Dylan Lardelli.
Author Lardelli, Dylan, 1979- composer.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Electronic organ music.
Scores. lcgft

Title Walking With Pip Lee And Kate Saint George.
Author Lee, Pip, interviewee.
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Pip Lee and Kate Saint George give us some great ideas for exploring Wellington this summer (and beyond...)"--RSS feed.
Subject Lee, Pip Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Saint George, Kate Interviews.
Wellington (N.Z. : Region)
Title  Wayne R. Heath is the entertainer.
Author  Heath, Wayne R., composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand?] : [Wayne R. Heath], [2012]
©2012
Physical Details  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents  I'll never forgive my heart -- Somebody like you -- Easy -- Hangi tonight -- Massachusetts -- Sold: the Grundy County Auction Incident -- Walking piece of heaven -- Mr. Blue -- The bridge (Maori) -- Jeans on -- Somewhere in New Zealand tonight -- Folsom Prison Blues.
Language  Sung in English and Māori.
Folk music New Zealand
New Zealand Songs and music.
Waiata. reo

Title  We ranked every single song from the Flight of the Conchords series.
Author  Oliver, Henry (Music editor), interviewer.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Spinoff Music editor Henry Oliver talks to fellow Spinoff writers Alex Casey and Madeleine Chapman about realising problematic themes in hindsight as they rank every single song from the Flight of the Conchords HBO series."--RSS feed.
Subject  Casey, Alex Interviews.
Chapman, Madeleine Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Popular music New Zealand.
Electronic Location  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/jpd79r/FOTC_ranking.mp3
https://podonthecouch.podbean.com/e/we-ranked-every-single-song-from-the-flight-of-the-conchords-series/
Title Wellington Astronomical Society ... eNewsletter.


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Frequency Monthly (except January)

Publication Numbering Began with 2018/03.

Subject Astronomy New Zealand Periodicals.
Astronomy Periodicals.
Wellington Astronomical Society Periodicals.

Electronic Location https://www.was.org.nz/

Title Wellington Earthquake National Initial Response Plan : supporting plan [SP 02/18].


ISBN 9780478435030 online


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject Earthquakes New Zealand Wellington (Region)
Emergency management New Zealand.
Wellington Earthquake National Initial Response Plan.


Title Wellington central business district.

Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.

Publishing Details Wellington] : [Department of Lands and Survey], [1960s].

Physical Details 1 online resource :

Series NZMS 171D.

Subject Digital maps. lcgft
Public buildings New Zealand Wellington Maps.
Road maps. lcgft
Tourist maps. lcgft
Wellington (N.Z.) Maps.


National Library of New Zealand 673 Te Puna Mataranga o Aotearoa
### The Wet Gusset Episode

**Title**  The Wet Gusset Episode.

**Publishing Details**  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2015]

**Physical Details**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series**  BYC podcast; episode 229.

**Summary**  "The Godfather and Off White Thunder rejoin Rory's dad Kev after Adelaide - and they are all still on a pink ball high."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Cricket New Zealand.


---

### Whai mail / written by Sharon Holt ; illustrated by Deborah Hinde.

**Title**  Whai mail / written by Sharon Holt ; illustrated by Deborah Hinde.

**Author**  Holt, Sharon, author, lyricist.

**ISBN**  9780995111578 EPUB


**Physical Details**  1 online resource : colour illustrations

**Language**  In Māori, with English translation and extension ideas in English.

**Summary**  A song about playing at the park. Includes guitar chords.

**Subject**  Children's songs New Zealand Texts.

- Children's songs, Maori Juvenile sound recordings.
- Children's songs, New Zealand. local Nz
- Hopu reo. reo
- New Zealand Songs and music Texts.
- Play Songs and music Texts.
- Pukapuka whakaahua. reo
- Songs, Maori Texts.
- Tākaro. 2reo
- Waiata tamariki. reo

Title When it all went to custard / Danielle Hawkins.
Author Hawkins, Danielle author.
ISBN 9781775491729 ebook
9781775541417 paperback
©2019
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title When the crowd stops roaring : the inspirational memoir of an extraordinary All Black / Neven MacEwan.
Author MacEwan, Neven, 1934- author.
ISBN 9780473468835 paperback
9780473468842 epub
©2019
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Subject All Blacks (Rugby team)
Autobiographies. lcgft
MacEwan, Neven, 1934-
Rugby Union football New Zealand History.
Rugby Union football players New Zealand Biography.
Electronic Location https://www.amazon.com/When-Crowd-Stops-Roaring-inspirational-ebook/dp/B07QL3FDB4

Title When where : for piano trio and electronics / Marcus Jackson.
Author Jackson, Marcus, composer.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details 1 score (iv, 4 unnumbered pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation; Proportional notation.
Subject Quartets (Piano, electronics, violin, cello) Scores.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>White kingdom : for brass trio / Helen Bowater.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Bowater, Helen, 1952- composer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 score (25 pages) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Tuli -- White kingdom -- Kupua -- Silent country -- Pele.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Brass trios (Horn, trombone, trumpet) Scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legends Polynesia Songs and music.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Author         | Le Sueur, Elaine, author.                       |
| ISBN           | 9780473415358 PDF                              |
| Publishing Details | [Auckland] : Thinking Challenges, [2017]         |
| Physical Details | 1 online resource : illustrations                |
| Contents       | The problem -- Suspect dossiers -- Suspect elimination sheet -- Clue#1: Addition practice -- Clue#2: Wordfind activity -- Clue#3: Co-ordinates activity -- Clue#4: Order of mathematical operations -- Clue#5: Hoof print analyses -- Clue#6: Decoding letter frequencies -- Answers -- Motive -- Things to think about -- Philosophical questions for further discussion. |
| Summary        | Readers must work out puzzles to solve the mystery. |
| Subject        | Critical thinking Juvenile literature.          |
|                | Puzzle books. lcqft                            |


Title | Whinge / Necrolatry. |
Author | Necrolatry (Musician), composer, performer. |
Publishing Details | [New Zealand] : [Necrolatry], [2018] |
Physical Details | 1 online resource |
Electronic Location | https://necrolatry.bandcamp.com/album/whinge-2018

Title: Who was here? / Walters & Warner.
Publishing Details: Glebe, N.S.W., Australia : Feathers and Wedge, 1997.
Physical Details: 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents: Newell Highway (John Warner) -- Telford's Bridge (John Warner) -- Kilroy Was Here (Ewan MacColl) -- Not Scared (John Warner) -- Harley Dinosaur (John Warner) -- Pale Horse/ Gold, Gold, Gold! (John Warner) -- Railway Widow's Blues (John Warner) -- William Conquest Turland (John Warner) -- Kaikoura Railway Memorial (John Warner) -- Empire Hotel (John Warner) -- The Bergen (Jez Lowe) -- The Outside Track (Lawson/Hallom) -- Song of the Sheet Metal Worker (John Dengate) -- I Will Stand Fast (Fred Small).
Subject: Folk music Australia.
New Zealand Songs and music.

Title: Who'll Be The King Episode.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2014]
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: BYC podcast; episode 186.
Summary: "It is the Super Selection Selection Special this week. Kev, Off White and The Godfather get the deck chairs out and start shuffling them, along with listeners' efforts as they arrange their NZ Cricket World Cup squads in advance of the Kaimai Series. There is a lot of talk about soundtracks and wicketkeepers and that weird feeling that a World Cup in Aotearoa without a Latham might not feel right."--RSS feed.
Subject: Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft

Title: WiDS Wellington speakers (pt 1) - Talking to the Wizards of Data Science.
Author: Gordon, Mary Ellen, 1965- Interviewee.
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
We will have a pt 2 with some out-of-towners (ie, non-Wellington based) speakers coming up next week AND a whole series of chats with as many of the speakers, exhibitors, sponsors, and attendees from the event itself."--RSS feed.

**Subject**
- Gordon, Mary Ellen, 1965- Interviews.
- Greenbrook, Kat Interviews.
- Hughes, Amanda (Data scientist) Interviews.
- Podcasts. lcgt
- Social media New Zealand.
- Technology New Zealand.

**Electronic Location**
- https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/17227259/healthy_homes_hikoi_dubai_calling.mp3
- https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/healthy-homes-hikoi-dubai-calling

**Title**
**WiDS Wellington speakers (pt 2) - Online to the world.**

**Author**
Ponder-Sutton, Agate, interviewee.

**Publishing Details**

**Physical Details**
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series**
Access granted (N.Z.) ; March 05, 2019.

**Summary**
"Part two in the run up to the (sold out, but watch the live stream on Saturday: https://data.sim.vuw.ac.nz/widsw2019/streaming/) Women in Data Science (WiDS) Wellington event we find out who, what, where, and why from four of the speakers - you will hear from:

AGATE PONDER-SUTTON Agate has been doing data science, with and without that title, in industry and academia for slightly less than twenty years. - https://nz.linkedin.com/in/agatepondersutton

DAME DIANE RROBERTSON Diane is a successful social sector entrepreneur, giving her a unique combination of strong business and financial skills with strong social sector credentials. She has written and managed databases for a variety of businesses and agencies. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diane_Robertson - https://nz.linkedin.com/in/dame-diane-robertson-768b43a8


KATE KOLICH Kate Kolich is the Director of Data Systems and Analytics at the Social Investment Agency, where her team supports data and analytics capability for the social sector by acting as an integrator through the provision of the secure data exchange and developing analytical methods and products to measure outcomes for social wellbeing. - https://www.linkedin.com/in/katkolich/ - https://twitter.com/Kat_Data"--RSS feed.

**Subject**
- Podcasts. lcgt
- Ponder-Sutton, Agate Interviews.
- Robertson, Diane (City missioner) Interviews.
- Social media New Zealand.
- Technology New Zealand.
- Vitz, Emma Interviews.
Title William "Bill" Mathew Findlay / author, Robert M. Findlay.
Author Findlay, R. M. (Robert Matthew), 1946- author.
ISBN 9780473469085
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : TopRead Publishing, [2019]
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Summary "A commemorative leaflet. This not a replacement for his planned biography but some memories to mark the occasion of the 26th anniversary of his passing"--Page 1.
Subject Findlay, Bill (William Mathew), 1908-1992
Findlay, Bill (William Mathew), 1908-1992 Family.
Men New Zealand Biography.
Railroads New Zealand Employees Biography.

Title Wilson & Horton Limited and Fairfax New Zealand Limited - Application for authorisation of a business acquisition.
Author New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.
ISBN 9781869455224 online
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.
Fairfax New Zealand Ltd.
Wilson & Horton.

Title Wilson Parking / Tournament.
Author New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.
ISBN 9781869454661 online
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.
Tournament Parking Limited.
Wilson Parking New Zealand Limited.
Title: Working on my heart / by Juiceroof.

Author: Juiceroof (Musician), composer, performer.

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Juiceroof], [2017]

Physical Details: 1 online resource


Electronic Location: https://juiceroof.bandcamp.com/track/working-on-my-heart

Title: Working thermometers : calibration requirements.

ISBN: 9781877531507

Edition: Fourth edition September 2018


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Series: Technical guide (International Accreditation New Zealand) ; AS TG3.

Subject: Thermometers Calibration.


Title: Workplace exposure standards and biological exposure indices.

ISBN: 9781988527482 online


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Biological exposure indices (Industrial toxicology) New Zealand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Wraith on the heart monitor / by Jason Wright, composer.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Wright, Jason (Composer) composer, performer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington, New Zealand] : [Jason Wright], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://jwcomposer.bandcamp.com/track/wraith-on-the-heart-monitor">https://jwcomposer.bandcamp.com/track/wraith-on-the-heart-monitor</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Wrestling with pie / Angela Yeoman.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Yeoman, Angela, 1961- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473471774 Kindle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Carterton] : [Angela Yeoman], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>©2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand essays 21st century. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeoman, Angela, 1961-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Yellow. Eastern Bay ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : [Yellow NZ Limited], [2018]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>volumes : colour illustrations ; 24 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Bay of Plenty (N.Z. : Region) Telephone directories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bay of Plenty (N.Z. : Region) Telephone directories Yellow pages.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Yellow. Nelson &amp; Bays ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : [Yellow NZ Limited], [2019]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>volumes : illustrations (some colour) ; 25 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Nelson (N.Z.) Telephone directories Yellow pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nelson (N.Z.) Telephone directories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tasman District (N.Z.) Telephone directories Yellow pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tasman District (N.Z.) Telephone directories.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Yellow. Southern Lakes.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Pages Group Limited], [2018]-
Physical Details volumes : illustrations (some colour) ; 24 cm
Subject Queenstown-Lakes District (N.Z.) Telephone directories
Queenstown-Lakes District (N.Z.) Telephone directories Yellow pages.
Southland District (N.Z.) Telephone directories Yellow pages.
Southland District (N.Z.) Telephone directories.

Title Yellow. Southland.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : Yellow Pages Group Limited, [2016]-
Physical Details volumes : colour illustrations ; 25 cm
Frequency Annual
Subject Southland (N.Z.) Telephone directories Yellow pages.
Southland (N.Z.) Telephone directories.

Title You're on the edge : (single + remixes) / by Gold Medal Famous.
Publishing Details [Dunedin, New Zealand] : [Gold Medal Famous], [2018]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Electronic Location https://goldmedalfamous.bandcamp.com/album/youre-on-the-edge-single-remixes
Title  You.
Author  Life on the Down Low (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Life on the Down Low], [2016?]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  https://store.cdbaby.com/cd/lifeonthedownlow

Title  The Young Hostage Freaker Episode.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Beige Brigade], [2016]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  BYC podcast; episode 250.
Summary  "This week the boys talk about Reece Young, freaking and Mugabe. Jayne with a Y is in touch from Florida, The Titan is back in Finland, and Muzz is testing knowledge of Sobers and Zimbabwe."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cricket New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft

Title  Your Business / Nick Helm.
Author  Helm, Nick, author.
ISBN  9781988522166 pbk
  9781988522173 epub
Edition  Second edition
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Building basics (BRANZ (Firm))
Subject  Building New Zealand.
Construction industry New Zealand.
Title Yugoslav melodies / Dargaville Tamburica Orchestra.

Author Dargaville Tamburica Orchestra, performer.

Publishing Details [Dargavaille, New Zealand] : EMI Studios, [1971]

Physical Details 2 audio discs : analog, 45 rpm ; 18 cm

Contents Disc 1. Side 1: Kosovo waltz / Drag Zehetner ; edited by Rud Cernkovich -- Side 2: Kolo ; Letrica ; Prosjetele ; Zelen Bor ; Veliki Prist polka / arranged by P. Matutinovich. Disc 2. Side 1: Kolo Waltzs ; Mladi Kapetane ; Samonemoj Ti ; Kad Smo Se Volili / arranged by P. Matutinovich -- Side 2: Kolo ; Letrica ; Seljancica ; Plavo Cvjece ; Broj Osam ; Seko Jelo / arranged by P. Matutinovich.

Subject Folk dance music.
Folk music Yugoslavia.
Tambura (Fretted lute) orchestra music.

OCLC Number 976177693

Title Z Energy Limited / Chevron New Zealand.

Author New Zealand. Commerce Commission, author.

ISBN 9781869454654 online


Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject Chevron New Zealand.
Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.
Z Energy.


Title The Zestniks live at Golden Dawn.


Physical Details 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Contents Gimel 1 -- A bird without wings (Rumi) -- Light pressure building (Warwick Broad Head) -- Gimel 2 -- Gimel 10 -- Gimel 11 -- Gimel 13 -- Gam sketch (we go without language) -- Gimel 3 -- Gimel 4 -- A man digs a hole -- Gimel 9.

Subject Avant-garde (Music) New Zealand
Klezmer music.
Live sound recordings. lcgft
ISBN 9781869456023 online
Edition Public version.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Series Decision series (New Zealand. Commerce Commission)
Subject Electric utilities Finance Law and legislation New Zealand.
Prices New Zealand Econometric models.

Title [DRAFT] electricity distribution services input methodologies amendments determination 2018.
ISBN 9781869456528 online
Physical Details 1 online resource
Series Decision series (New Zealand. Commerce Commission)
Subject Electric utilities Finance Law and legislation New Zealand.

ISBN 9781869456030 online
Edition Public version.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Series Decision series (New Zealand. Commerce Commission)
Subject Gas companies Finance Law and legislation New Zealand.
Prices New Zealand Econometric models.
Title  The big row your boat adventure / illustrated by Scott Pearson.

Author  Pearson, Scott, lyricist, artist.

ISBN  9781869713898


Projected Publication Date  1904

Physical Details  1 online resource

Summary  "A modern take on the classic rhyme Row, Row, Row Your Boat with three brave adventurers setting off on an epic journey. From the tallest penguin to the world's deadliest octopus, you might encounter a friendly narwhal or even a nest of sea snakes. But don't forget to look out for the crocodiles!"--Publisher information.

Subject  Boats and boating
Songs and music
Texts.
Children Travel Songs and music Texts.
Children's songs, English Texts.
Children's songs, New Zealand. local Nz
Nursery rhymes Adaptations.
Picture books for children.
Title The blokes book. Horowhenua/Manawatū Rangitīkei/Tararua Tāne Whāi Ora.
Publishing Details Palmerston North : Manline, Palmerston North
Physical Details 1 online resource
Frequency Irregular
Subject Men Health and hygiene New Zealand Horowhenua District.
Men Services for New Zealand Horowhenua District.
Electronic Location https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11326888990002836
http://fatherandchild.org.nz/information/blokes-books/

Author Mayall, Jeremy, 1983- composer, recording engineer, performer.
Publishing Details [Hamilton? New Zealand] : [Jeremy Mayall], [2014]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Summary This collection features music from these films that screened at various international Lily White, Pride of Caldwell, Paper Road, Winter Storm, Play Dead, Along with a range of our favourite cues from other projects.

Title The company you keep / L.E. Praeger.
Author Dobrzyńska, Luiza, 1966- author.
ISBN 9780473479046 paperback
9780473479053 ePub
9780473479060 Mobi
Publishing Details [Turangi] : Cheeky Kea Printworks, [2019]
©2019
Physical Details 1 online resource
Summary "In a not-so-distant future, Earth is slowly being reborn in the wake of an ecological catastrophe, but that rebirth is not happening fast enough. With her faithful android companion at her side, school teacher Etta must embark upon a dangerous mission to the stars to save everyone, human and android alike. Before they can begin their monumental quest to the stars, they must face a warzone of intrigue, prejudice, and their own family. In the end, who will prove to be more human: man or machine? Can an A.I. not just think, but also feel? Do androids have a soul?"--Back of print version.
Subject Science fiction. lcgft
Title  A conversation with my country / Alan Duff.
Author  Duff, Alan, 1950- author.
ISBN  9780143773276
Projected Publication Date  1907
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "Returned from living in France, he views his country with fresh eyes, as it is now: homing in on the crises in parenting, our prisons, education and welfare systems, and a growing culture of entitlement that entraps Pakeha and Māori alike"--Publisher information.
Subject  
  Duff, Alan, 1950-
  Maori (New Zealand people)
  New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.
  New Zealand Social conditions 21st century.
  New Zealanders.
  Social problems New Zealand 21st century.

Title  A day at the zoo / by AJ Boyes.
Author  Boyes, A. J., 1974- author.
ISBN  9780473444051 PDF
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Alison Johnson], [2018]
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  "Happy and his brother Edward, and his two sisters Jamie and Mini are enjoying their day at the zoo. What kind of animals will they find? And what kind of mischief will they get up to?"
Subject  
  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
  Picture books for children.
  Teddy bears Juvenile fiction.
  Zoo animals Juvenile fiction.
The digital inclusion blueprint = te mahere mō te whakaurunga matihiko.

Author
New Zealand. Department of Internal Affairs, author.

ISBN
9780473471606 print
9780473471613 PDF

Publishing Details
Wellington, New Zealand : Department of Internal Affairs Te Tari Taiwhenua, 2019.
©2019

Physical Details
1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject
Computer literacy Government policy New Zealand.
Digital divide Government policy New Zealand.

Electronic Location

The disruptive mobility and the future of our neighbourhoods / Mohsen Mohammadzadeh (University of Auckland).

Author
Mohammadzadeh, Mohsen, author.

Publishing Details
©2018

Physical Details
1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject
Neighborhoods New Zealand.
Urban transportation New Zealand Planning.

Electronic Location

The educated decision / Knitting Association.

Author
Knitting Association (Musical group), composer, performer.

Publishing Details
[New Zealand?] : [Knitting Association?], [2004]

Physical Details
1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Contents
Ou est mon pantalon? -- Cauliflowers have feelings too -- Go go Gollum -- Boje -- I'm a little snail -- Wigiwigi Watkins -- No clean washing blues -- Pushy penguin -- William -- Ou est mon pantalon? (Granny version) -- The crab.

Language
Sung in French and English.

Subject
Humorous songs.
Lounge music.
Synthpop (Music) New Zealand.
Title: The fence.
Author: Wright, Jason (Composer) composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [Wellington, New Zealand] : [Jason Wright], [2017]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Contents: Machine-generated contents note: 1. INTRO -- 2. SCENES & TRANSITIONS -- 3. MEAT SCENE -- 4. TOMO & the WELL.
Electronic Location: https://jwcomposer.bandcamp.com/album/the-fence

Title: The geometry and evolution of the boiling zone that produced the Favona ore bodies in the Hauraki Goldfield, and the implications for exploration / S.F. Simmons.
Author: Simmons, S. F. (Stuart Frank), author.
ISBN: 9781988569246 online
©2019
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Series: GNS Science report ; 2019/02.
Subject: Geology, Structural New Zealand Hauraki District.
Gold mines and mining New Zealand Hauraki District.
Gold ores Geology New Zealand Hauraki District.
Silver ores Geology New Zealand Hauraki District.
Electronic Location: http://dx.doi.org/10.21420/393T-G091

Title: The hero from Nithdale Station : the remarkable true story of Major Charles W. H. Tripp - "The Boss" / Dick Tripp.
Author: Tripp, Dick, 1932- author.
ISBN: 9780473462291 paperback 9780473462307 epub
©2019
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations
Summary: "Charlie Tripp, aka The Boss, bought Nithdale Station near Gore in 1924 and did the hard yards developing it into the stunning property it is today covering 1478ha (3652ac). It has been further developed by his grandson, Andrew. Nithdale Genetics is among the best in New Zealand. This is the true story of a man with high moral standards, legendary fitness, personal discipline, visual memory, excellent powers of observation and leadership qualities. Be inspired by the courage of this hard-working Southland farmer who led the First Commando Fiji Guerrillas in World War II. My parents were an exceptional couple. Their characters and influence in the local community, the farming world and in a much wider sphere were significant. My father's contribution to the war effort in the Solomon Islands, and the well-deserved Silver Star awarded to him by the Americans, is a unique story that you will not find in many of the war histories. My mother also made a huge impact in her community and was awarded a QSM for her work. DICK TRIPP The last chapter takes you into the heart of battles with the Japanese in the Solomon Islands in World War II. Charlie led his commandos; New Zealanders, Fijians and Tongans scouting in enemy territory to inform the Americans of their movements. Charlie Tripp has been described as an extraordinary hero"--Back cover.
Sheep ranchers New Zealand Biography.
Soldiers New Zealand Biography.
Tripp, Charles, W. H.
Tripp, Dick, 1932- Family.
World War, 1939-1945 Pacific Area.

Title  The journey / Luke Pilkinton.
Author  Pilkinton, Luke, composer, performer
Physical Details  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents  Noise and toys -- The journey -- The road to Canton -- I wonder -- Groom without compare -- Mary -- Mum -- Love them light -- The Cross -- Treaty -- Learning.
Subject  Contemporary Christian music New Zealand.

Title  A literate programming pearl in cP systems / Radu Nicolescu (Department of Computer Science, University of Auckland).
Author  Nicolescu, Radu, author.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  CDMTCS research report series ; 506.
Summary  "We assess the “computer science” capabilities of our cP systems by solving a version of a famous programming pearl, originally posed by Jon Bentley (1984): printing the most common words in a text file, in their frequency order. Several interesting solutions have been proposed by Knuth (an exquisite model of literate programming, 1986), McIlroy (an engineering example of combining a timeless set of tools, 1986), Hanson (an alternate efficient solution, 1987). Here we propose a concise efficient solution based on the fast parallel and associative capabilities of our cP systems. We also briefly check their sorting capabilities and propose a dynamic version of the classical pigeonhole algorithm. Keywords: Literate programming, sorting, parallel sorting, pigeonhole algorithm, dynamic pigeon-hole algorithm, associative data structures, membrane computing, P systems, cP systems, inter-cell parallelism, intra-cell parallelism, Prolog terms and unification, complex symbols, nested subcells, generic rules"--Page 1.
Title  A new tomorrow: workbook for men affected by abortion / by Carolina Gnad.
Author  Gnad, Carolina, 1958- author.
ISBN  9780473471439 PDF
Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject  Abortion Psychological aspects.

Title  The nightingale: for SSAA choir / Matthew Everingham.
Author  Everingham, Matthew composer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington]: SOUNZ, [2016]
©2016
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Choruses, Secular (Women's voices, 4 parts), Unaccompanied.
Scores. lcgft

Title  The nightingale: for SSAA choir / Matthew Everingham.
Author  Everingham, Matthew composer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington]: SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2016]
©2016
Physical Details  1 score (4 pages); 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Choruses, Secular (Women's voices, 4 parts), Unaccompanied.
Scores. lcgft
Title  The novice / Lacuna.
Author  Lacuna (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Lacuna], [2016]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  https://lacunabandnz.bandcamp.com/album/the-novice

Title  The oath / by Paul W. Feenstra.
Author  Feenstra, Paul W., 1959- author.
ISBN  9780692967089 online
©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title  The observer / Lee McKenzie.
Author  McKenzie, Lee (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Lee McKenzie], [2014]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Contents  Machine-generated contents note: The observer portfolio (PDF) -- Danielle -- Doing it all yesterday -- Leaning on Coffee -- Right decision at the time -- Dream Space -- Wired in Cliche -- Unfair Demotion -- Strange Tangent -- White out -- The Observer -- Interview clip (video) -- The observer performance (video)
Electronic Location  https://leemckenzie.bandcamp.com/album/the-observer
Title  Room size limits when using a fire zone model for smoke-filling calculations / CA Wade.
Author  Wade, C. A., author.
                   ©2013
Physical Details  1 online resource
Series  Technical recommendation (Building Research Association of New Zealand) ; 17 (2013).
Subject  Fire extinction New Zealand.
                   Fire risk assessment Mathematical models.
Electronic Location  https://www.branz.co.nz/cms_show_download.php?id=2d88e8c9a45c389d39f55e1eff6074b5f5bb57

Title  The open society : members' newsletter.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : N.Z. Association of Rationalists & Humanists (Inc.)
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Frequency  Monthly
Publication Numbering  Print began with March 2006.
Subject  Humanism Periodicals.
                   New Zealand Association of Rationalists and Humanists Periodicals.
                   Rationalism Periodicals.
Electronic Location  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA2131875115002836
                   http://rationalists.nz/

Title  A postal history of Campbell Island/Motu Ihupuku (NZ) / Mark Jurisich FRPSNZ.
Author  Jurisich, Mark A., author.
ISBN  9780473470364 PDF
                   ©2019
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Covers (Philately) New Zealand Campbell Island/Motu Ihupuku.
                   Postage stamps New Zealand Campbell Island/Motu Ihupuku.
                   Postmarks New Zealand Campbell Island/Motu Ihupuku.
Title: A postal history of the Commonwealth Trans-Antarctic Expedition 1955-1958 / Mark Jurisich FRPSNZ.
Author: Jurisich, Mark A., author.
ISBN: 9780473470388 PDF
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Covers (Philately) Antarctica History.
          Postage stamps Antarctica History.
          Postmarks Antarctica History.

Title: A postal history of the joint New Zealand-United States Hallett Station Antarctica / Mark Jurisich FRPSNZ, Dr. David J Larson Jr.
Author: Jurisich, Mark A., author.
ISBN: 9780473470371 PDF
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Covers (Philately) Antarctica History.
          Postage stamps Antarctica History.
          Postmarks Antarctica History.

Title: A quantitative risk-based planning approach for managing life risk from slope instability: adaptation of the Christchurch District Plan approach / S Gunnell.
Author: Gunnell, S. (Sarah), author.
ISBN: 9781988569017
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Landslide hazard analysis New Zealand Christchurch.
        Slopes (Soil mechanics) Stability Risk assessment New Zealand Christchurch.
Electronic Location: http://dx.doi.org/10.21420/NWC0-2758
Title  The rakehelly man and other Fairburniana / restored by Denis Glover, Pat Evison, Sydney Musgrove ; in an edition by James McNeish.


Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Universal Music New Zealand Limited], [2018]

Physical Details  1 online resource


Subject  Audiobooks. lcgft
New Zealand poetry 20th century.


Title  A review of applications of hedonic pricing models in the New Zealand housing market / Mario A. Fernandez (Research and Evaluation Unit (RIMU)).

Author  Fernandez, Mario Andres, author.

ISBN  9781988589541 Print
9781988589558 PDF

©2019

Physical Details  1 online resource


Subject  Housing Prices New Zealand Econometric models.
Housing Prices New Zealand.

A review of indicators used for ‘cultural-health’ monitoring of freshwater and wetland ecosystems in New Zealand / Craig Bishop (Research and Evaluation Unit).

Author
Bishop, Craig, author.

ISBN
9781988564883 Print
9781988564890 PDF

Publishing Details
©2019

Physical Details
1 online resource
Series
Subject
Environmental monitoring New Zealand.
Environmental protection New Zealand Citizen participation.
Kaitiakitanga reo
Maori (New Zealand people)
Taiao reo

Electronic Location

A search for a language / Matthew Everingham.

Author
Everingham, Matthew composer.

Publishing Details
©2015

Physical Details
1 online resource
Language
Staff notation.
Summary
"In 1969, Douglas Lilburn presented a speech on the nature of composition in New Zealand, and the role of the composer in our nation’s artistic landscape. Lilburn embraces the notion that our musical landscape is made up of multiple languages and diverse influences. At the heart of the composer's words is the feeling that this search is not complete. While the nation's foremost composer, Lilburn expressed at times feeling as if he'd "taken a tumble through the Looking Glass" due to the "very real isolation" of the composer in New Zealand. The curious, explorative and somewhat mystical quality of Lilburn's musings informs the nature of this composition, a reflection on these searching words"--Matthew Everingham, quoted on the SOUNZ website.

Subject
Piano trios Scores.

Electronic Location
In 1969, Douglas Lilburn presented a speech on the nature of composition in New Zealand, and the role of the composer in our nation's artistic landscape. Lilburn embraces the notion that our musical landscape is made up of multiple languages and diverse influences. At the heart of the composer's words is the feeling that this search is not complete. While the nation's foremost composer, Lilburn expressed at times feeling as if he'd "taken a tumble through the Looking Glass" due to the "very real isolation" of the composer in New Zealand. The curious, explorative and somewhat mystical quality of Lilburn's musings informs the nature of this composition, a reflection on these searching words"--Matthew Everingham, quoted on the SOUNZ website.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>The second review of the Evidence Act 2006 = Te arotake tuarua i te Evidence Act 2006.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>New Zealand. Law Commission, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>9781877569906 (online) 9781877569913 (print)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>v, 309 pages ; 30 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Series</strong></td>
<td>Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; E31 (142).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>A sense of place / Phil Garland.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Garland, Phil, 1942-2017, composer, performer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Wellington, New Zealand : Kiwi Pacific Records, [1998]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 audio cassette : analog, stereo ; 10 x 7 cm, 4 mm tape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Folk music New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The seventeen films of Hiroko Matsuoka / Sean Monaghan.

Monaghan, Sean, 1964- author.

ISBN 9780463090183 online

©2018

Physical Details 1 online resource

Summary "Hiroko loves making retinal films. The depth and beauty of the immersive worlds brings joy to her fans. Sometimes even catharsis. But her output may not satisfy her mentor Majime. The scholarship's demands tax even Hiroko's skills. And when foundation redraws the lines, Hiroko finds herself making one bad decision. In a world that seems so foreign and so real, Hiroko finds herself caught between friendship and responsibility. With tough choices at every turn, she might just find catharsis of her own"--Back of print version.

Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Science fiction. lcgft


The shearers : New Zealand legends / Ruth Low.

Low, Ruth Entwistle, author.

ISBN 9780143771173 ebook

Projected Publication Date Auckland, New Zealand: Penguin, 2019.

Physical Details 1 online resource

Summary "A colourful account of the men and women, past and present, who have committed their lives to shearing in New Zealand. Their voices - in their own words, often brutally honest reflections on what it is to be a shearer - are at the heart of this book: their training, their tools, their camaraderie, and the gruelling, itinerant nature of the job. Old hands like Brian 'Snow' Quinn, Tony Dobbs and Peter Casserly, and Peter and Elsie Lyon, as well as those newer to the scene, offer personal insights, often for the first time"--Publisher information.

Subject Sheep shearers (Persons) New Zealand.
Sheep-shearing New Zealand.
Title  The star.

Publishing Details  [Dunedin] : [Allied Press]

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Frequency  Weekly

Publication Numbering  Print began with no. 1807 (August 12, 1998).

Subject  Dunedin (N.Z.) Newspapers.
          New Zealand newspapers. local Nz

                     https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21322439390002836

Title  The street is my marae / by Yahu.

Author  Yahu (Writer), author.

ISBN  9780473452902 print
       9780473452919 PDF


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Contents  Dead or in prison -- What the poor eat -- Everybody wants to die -- The street is my marae -- A long way to the top.

Summary  "After working in social services in New Zealand for over 10 years, Yahu still has concerns about the future of mental health, prison support and the growing issue of homelessness, poverty and suicide. In his five books, written over a period of four years, Yahu hopes that asking critical questions will result in finding some solutions to the issues he highlights. The Street is my Marae is a compilation of these five books, written for and about those rejected by society, the outcasts and those who work for them"--Back cover of print version.

Subject  Marginality, Social New Zealand.
          New Zealand Social conditions.
          Poverty New Zealand.
          Social problems New Zealand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Te taiao / written by Sharon Holt ; photography by Rachael Hale McKenna.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Holt, Sharon, author, lyricist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>9780995111639 EPUB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand : EduMaxi, 2018. ©2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
<td>In Māori, with English translation and extension ideas in English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>Song describing how children explore the natural environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Children's songs Texts. Children's songs, Maori Juvenile sound recordings. Children's songs, New Zealand. local Nz Hopu reo. reo Nature Songs and music Texts. New Zealand Songs and music Texts. Ngārara. reo Pukapuka whakaahua. reo Songs, Maori Texts. Taiao. reo Te Wao nui a Tāne. reo Tuna. reo Waiata tamariki. reo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>talkinghepC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Tauranga, New Zealand : Hepatitis Foundation of New Zealand, [2012-2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Hepatitis C New Zealand Periodicals. Hepatitis C New Zealand Treatment Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title A test & evaluation method of systems to provide 60 minutes fire resistance for nailed gusset connections.


Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations

Series Technical recommendation (Building Research Association of New Zealand) ; no. 7 (1990).

Subject Fire resistant materials.

Electronic Location https://www.branz.co.nz/cms_show_download.php?id=99bcff9e8e00141cc23548318bf139595b993268

Title Method for determining safe separation distances between buildings in the event of fire / Peter Collier.

Author Collier, Peter, author.


Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations

Series Technical recommendation (Building Research Association of New Zealand) ; no.13 (1996)

Subject Architecture New Zealand.

Electronic Location https://www.branz.co.nz/cms_show_download.php?id=22d583c2501dcd8d1b11c9cc261fcb1c6fd5

Title How to master personalised marketing : guide to engaging infinite audiences of one.

Publishing Details [Auckland] : Done By Friday, [2015]

©2015

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Marketing.

Title Te wairua o Waitangi / written by Sharon Holt.
Author Holt, Sharon, author, lyricist.
ISBN 9780995111608 EPUB
©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Language In Māori, with English translation and extension ideas in English.
Summary A song introducing the Treaty of Waitangi and how to honour and enact it. Children are encouraged to care for people, keep marae warm and living, enact tikanga, welcome guests, revive te reo, protect the land, care for the birds, save the trees, care for the rivers, and honour the spirit of Waitangi. Includes guitar chords.
Subject Children's songs New Zealand Texts.
Children's songs, Maori Juvenile sound recordings.
Children's songs, New Zealand. local Nz
Hopu reo. reo
New Zealand Songs and music Texts.
Pukapuka whakaahua. reo
Songs, Maori Texts.
Taiao. reo
Tiakitanga. reo
Tikanga tuku iho. reo
Tiriti o Waitangi. reo
Treaty of Waitangi (1840) Songs and music.
Waiata tamariki. reo

Title A web-based alcohol risk communication tool : summary of the development process / prepared for the Health Promotion Agency by Auckland UniServices Limited.
Author Kool, Bridget, author.
ISBN 9780478449631 online
Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : The University of Auckland, Medical and Health Sciences, 2018.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustration
Subject Alcoholism New Zealand.
Drinking of alcoholic beverages New Zealand.
Title  The wonderful shapes of back door keys / The Prophet Hens.
Author  Prophet Hens (Musical group), composer, lyricist, performer.
Publishing Details  Dunedin, New Zealand : Fishrider Records ; [United Kingdom] : Occultation, [2016]
Physical Details  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents  Oh wait, it's me, isn't it -- Popular people -- Basically -- Drunk in a park -- Heavy blossom --
          Good shadow -- Songman -- Friends -- I might not be right -- Only one -- D modal.
Subject  Indie pop music New Zealand.
          Music New Zealand Dunedin.
          Popular music New Zealand Dunedin.
OCLC Number  957960496

Title  The world of Greek mythology / Ben Spies.
Author  Spies, Ben, 2005- author.
ISBN  9780473455873 EPUB
       9780473455880 Kindle
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "Ever wondered what the Greek myths look like through the eyes of a child? Eleven-year-old
          author, Ben Spies, writes his version of some of the most thrilling tales from Greek mythology.
          From Titans to Olympians, The World of Greek Mythology delivers an action-packed retelling
          of the myths, from how the world was created to a personal take on some of the greatest and
          mightiest gods and goddesses. Ben adds his quirky humour to each chapter as we follow the
          drama of the legendary Trojan War and the epic voyage of Odysseus. But be warned: the
          gruesome world of Greek mythology is not for the faint of heart... get ready for bloody battles
          and horrible deaths. If you love Greek mythology, or you're keen to learn more, this book is
          sure to delight and captivate your imagination"--Back cover of print version.
Subject  Mythology, Greek Juvenile literature.

Title  The year that was 2018.
Author  Riversdale, Mike, interviewee.
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Access granted (N.Z.) ; December 19, 2018.
Summary  "Mike and Raj run through their highlights of 2018 and take the hard road of choosing their
          monthly favourite episodes (which is highly likely not to be the same as yours). THANK YOU
          TO ALL OUR LISTENERS, you are the reason we do this. See you on Christmas Day and
          then after a few archive classics, back in late January 2019 to kick off 12 more months an
          fascinating people, intriguing events, and connections galore. January : Sam Jarman
          -into-it February : Dave Knight
          Kowhai Montgomery
          April : New Zealand WiDS 2018
          Hiria Te Rangi
Subject Podcasts. lcgt
Riversdale, Mike Interviews.
Social media New Zealand.
Technology New Zealand.

Electronic Location
https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/16490701/ag_and_that_was_2018.mp3
https://www.spreaker.com/user/accessgrantednz/ag-and-that-was-2018

Title A zigzagged gaze / Eve de Castro-Robinson.
Author De Castro-Robinson, Eve, 1956- composer.

Electronic Location
Title Élégie pour hautbois et piano / Edwin Carr.
Author Carr, Edwin, 1926-2003, composer.
Publishing Details Versailles : Editions Armiane, [2000]
©2000
Physical Details 1 score (6 pages) + parts ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Oboe and piano music Scores and parts.

Title Ngā āhua / written by Sharon Holt ; illustrated by Josh Morgan.
Author Holt, Sharon, author, lyricist.
ISBN 9780995111646 EPUB
©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Language In Māori, with English translation and extension ideas in English.
Summary A song about shapes.
Subject Children's songs Texts.
Children's songs, Maori Juvenile sound recordings.
Children's songs, New Zealand. local Nz
Hopu reo. reo
Kauta. reo
New Zealand Songs and music Texts.
Pukapuka whakaahua. reo
Shapes Songs and music Texts.
Songs, Maori Texts.
Waiata tamariki. reo
Āhua. reo

Title Ōtākaro / Avon River corridor regeneration plan : high-level ecological impact assessment. : terrestrial ecology / prepared for Regenerate Christchurch ; prepared by: Scott Hooson.
Author Hooson, Scott, author.
Edition 3.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Avon River/Ōtakaro (N.Z.)
Environmental impact analysis New Zealand Avon River/Ōtakaro.
Riparian areas Management New Zealand Christchurch.
Electronic Location https://engage.regeneratechristchurch.nz/41331/documents/92443
Title  Ōtākaro Avon River corridor regeneration area : land constraints and environmental impact assessment / prepared for Regenerate Christchurch ; prepared by Tonkin & Taylor Ltd ; prepared by: M. Jacka.

Author  Jacka, Michael Eden, author.


Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  City planning New Zealand Christchurch.
          Urban renewal New Zealand Christchurch.

Electronic Location  https://engage.regeneratechristchurch.nz/41331/documents/92445

Title  Ōtākaro Avon river corridor landscape assessment and design report.

Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : [Regenerate Christchurch Te Kōwatawata], [2018]

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Avon River/Ōtakaro (N.Z.)
          Riparian areas Management New Zealand Christchurch.
          Urban renewal New Zealand Christchurch.

Electronic Location  https://engage.regeneratechristchurch.nz/41331/documents/92446